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The article is devoted to the problem of communication between the earthly and unearthly mind.
The authors contrasted Grice’s theory of implicature with the Philosophy of the Cosmos. As a result, it
has been found that the use of Grice’s theory of implication at the scale of space exploration changes
the meanings of the theory of implicature significantly. The opposition between Grice’s theory of
implicature and the Philosophy of the Cosmos updates the question “How acceptable are the similarities
of the histories of cosmic civilizations at admissibility of similarity of the key phases of the physical,
chemical, biological, and neurobiological evolution?” The study has shown that in the scope of space
exploration, the meanings of the key term “the history of the cosmic civilization” are changing, in the
question posed. They are formalized. The formalization of the term “history of the cosmic civilization”
means the concentration of information in it, which is limited by the stages of neuroevolution and its
external manifestations — “techne” (in the initial, antique senses). Based on the results obtained, the
authors examined Grice’s four maxims in space exploration and found their weak practical effect. It
was proved that the basic Cooperative Principle, which was complemented by the Q and R Principles
of Horn, effectively manifested itself in communication between space civilizations. The authors have
concluded that 1) Grice’s theory of implicature confirms the truth of the Philosophy of the Cosmos;
2) the main provisions of the theory of implicature are not refuted, however, they are specified.
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Introduction
In the article “The Philosophy of the Cosmos as the New Universal Philosophical Teaching
about Being” the Philosophy of the Cosmos is presented as the most comprehensive modern
teaching on the existence of the world. [Bazaluk & Kharchenko, 2018]. In the Review of
the Book “The Idea of the World: a Multi-Disciplinary Argument for the Mental Nature
of Reality” Oleg Bazaluk compares the Philosophy of the Cosmos with other worldview
theories, in particular the hypothesis of the Mental Universe by Bernardo Kastrup [Bazaluk,
2018].
Let us note the important quality of the doctrine The Philosophy of the Cosmos — it
approves the whole world. There is nothing revolutionary in the doctrine “The Philosophy of
the Cosmos”. The doctrine accumulates in itself the key knowledge of the earthly civilization.
In fact, it is universal, in the broadest, antique understanding of this term. In Antiquity, the
term “cosmos” meant order. “The Philosophy of the Cosmos” is a doctrine about the whole
world and the order established in it. All processes that occur on the scale of the Earth are the
result of processes and phenomena that occur on the scale of the Universe. This applies to
all states of matter: Inert, Living, and Intelligent (in the terminology of Bazaluk) [Bazaluk &
Kharchenko, 2018].
The analysis of the modern scientific literature convinces of the validity of the similar
view on the world. For example, in the article “The Cosmological Origins of Nonlinear
Electrodynamics” the authors prove that “any nonlinear theory of electrodynamics to
be described as a consequence of a coupling of the electromagnetic field to gravity in the
presence of a vacuum represented by the cosmological constant” [Novello & Ducap, 2017].
That is, all physical processes occurring on the Earth are of cosmological origin. They are
the result of cosmic processes. The authors of the article “Assessment of the radioactivity of
the 226Ra, 232Th and 40K in soil and plants for estimation of transfer factors and effective dose
around Mkuju River Project, Tanzania” reveal the direct link between biochemistry of the
plants and the chemical structure of the soil [Banzi et al., 2018]. That is a direct dependence
of formation of the structure and functions of Living Matter on the external physical and
chemical processes. Biochemistry of plants is a consequence of geological processes, and
it reveals the features of the physicochemical evolution. The whole of the geological and
biological evolution on a global scale is called an ecosystem.
In recent decades, the whole of neuroevolution has been actively investigated in the
scientific world. The journal “New Astronomy” publishes regularly researches on the search
for extraterrestrial civilizations and on the features of communication with extraterrestrial
intelligence. For example, in 2018 the article “Which colors would extraterrestrial
civilizations use to transmit signals?: The “magic wavelengths” for optical SETI”, written
by the astronomers who represent University of Hyogo, Japan, was written [Narusawa et al.,
6
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2018]. The authors argue at a high scientific level that in terms of extraterrestrial intelligences
“the most favorable wavelength used for interstellar communication would be the one of
YAG lasers, at 1.064 µm or its Second Harmonic Generation (532.1 nm)” [Narusawa et
al., 2018: 61]. The reasoned ideas about integration of the terrestrial civilization into space
processes are published also by authoritative Springer Publishing House. For example, since
2015 Springer has regularly published a series of books called “Astronomers’ Universe”, in
which the most significant studies of “armchair astronomers” (or cosmologists) are presented.
The article “On the Radio Astronomical Quest for Extraterrestrial Intelligence” was published
in this series. The author of the article Gerrit Verschuur, the famous radio astronomer, adjunct
professor of physics for the University of Memphis (USA), gives a realistic assessment of the
likelihood that human being will ever detect radio signals from extraterrestrial civilizations
[Verschuur, 2015].
Thus, in the modern science the whole of the Cosmos does not raise any doubts. On the
borderline with the interdisciplinary researches, scientists are trying to figure out the features
of the order of the existing of the whole, clarify the details of the structure of the world.
In this article, the authors explore the problem of communication between the terrestrial
and extraterrestrial intelligence. If we take this hypothesis as a basis for the whole world,
which follows from “The Philosophy of the Cosmos”, then neuroevolution, which has led
to the emergence of man on the Earth, is valid at any other point in the Universe, with the
appropriate physical and chemical characteristics. The authors will consider the question of
how the compliance of the key stages of physical, chemical, biological and neurobiological
evolution on the Earth and, for example, on the fictional planet X, can help in communication
between two cosmic civilizations. After all, even if we assume the similarity of the key stages
of neuroevolution and, accordingly, the similarity of the structure and functions of brain
of intelligent representatives of the two planets, then a difference in the history of cultures
remains there. The authors will conduct the research in the field of the philosophy of language
and consider how significant incomparability of “implicature” of two cosmic civilizations is.
Grice’s theory of implicature, which occupies an important place in the modern philosophy
of language, asserts the fact of incompatibility of the history of cultures and, accordingly, of
language. The incomparability of “implicature” of terrestrial and extraterrestrial mind is an
important check of the principle of universality, which follows from the Philosophy of the
Cosmos. In fact, it can lead to the fundamental impossibility of communication between
cosmic civilizations, cause aggression, and as a result, space wars, the death of the Intelligent
Matter, and the destruction of the existing order in the Universe. In general, the consequences
of Grice’s theory of implicature may refute the Philosophy of the Cosmos or, vice versa, the
Philosophy of the Cosmos and its consequences, in the case of proving the compatibility of
the cultural history of cosmic civilizations, refutes the basic provisions of Grice’s theory of
implicature.

Grice’s theory of implicature
Herbert Paul Grice was the first to systematically study cases in which what a speaker
means differs from what the sentence used by the speaker means. Grice introduced the
term “implicature”, which revealed the fine line between the spoken speech and the true
meaning that a speaker transmited in the told sentences. Grice proved that implicature was
formed from childhood, from the first steps in learning a language. It performs an important
role in communication. With its help, verbal efficiency is achieved, an individual style of
communication is developed, informal social relations are maintained, an interlocutor is
Philosophy and Cosmology. Volume 23, 2019
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misled without obvious lies, etc. In fact, the term “implicature” combines feelings and their
manifestations with the conventional conversational implicatures [Grice, 1991].
Based on his research, Grice developed an influential theory that explained and predicted
the conversational implicatures, as well as described how they arose and were understood.
He introduced the terms “implicate” and “implicature” for the case in which what the
speaker said is distinct from what the speaker thereby meant or implied [Grice, 1991].
Grice postulated a general Cooperative Principle and four maxims specifying how to be
cooperative. Cooperative Principle: contribute what is required by the accepted purpose of
the conversation. Four maxims specifying how to be cooperative are [Grice, 1991]:
1. Maxim of Quality: make your contribution true; so do not convey what you believe
false or unjustified.
2. Maxim of Quantity: be as informative as required.
3. Maxim of Relation: be relevant.
4. Maxim of Manner: be perspicuous; so avoid obscurity and ambiguity, and strive for
brevity and order.
The place of Grice’s theory of implicature in the philosophy of language, as well as its
significance in comparison with Neo-Gricean theories, as well as mainly with Relevance
theories, was investigated by Wayne Davis [Davis, 2013]. Competition between supporters
of the theory of implicature and relevance theories up to our days is a key driving force in
the philosophy of language. Grice’s theory of implicature has become the basic theory in
pragmatics.
For our study, Grice’s theory of implicature is important in that it draws attention to the
important fact of any communication: it is impossible to understand a speaker accurately
and completely, not knowing what he implies. The full understanding of a speaker implies
involvement in the event he is talking about. That is why in the court witnesses are required
to answer the question directly, so their testimony reproduced the event reliably, rather
than created a new possible reality. Grice contrasted a conversational implicature with a
conventional implicature, by which he meant one that is part of the meaning of the sentence
used. The most recognized forms of implicature are the figures and modes of speech, such
as irony, hyperbole, understatement, metonymy, synecdoche, metaphor, etc. [Grice, 1991;
Davis, 2013].

Grice’s Theory of Implicature vs the Philosophy of the Cosmos
What problem does Grice’s theory of implicature in the Philosophy of the Cosmos raise?
In the modern scientific world, the consideration of any scientific problem begins with
an analysis of the history of its research. Let us take a choice of studies from completely
different fields of science. For example, Tatyana Kolesnykova reveals the anthropological
aspects of modern library services for scientists [Kolesnykova, 2017]. Valentin Yakushik
creates the author’s personal manifesto the “Future of World Order” [Yakushik, 2018].
Larysa Soroka and Olena Syntichenko prove that “the evolution of technology is heading
for “green” technologies that are safe for the environment” [Soroka & Syntichenko, 2018].
Denys Svyrydenko and Olena Yatsenko consider the dialectic of nominal and real power in
society [Svyrydenko & Yatsenko, 2018]. Despite the fundamental difference between the
scientific problems that the authors consider in these works, all these scientific problems
have a common basis. Consideration of each of the problems begins with consideration of
its history: a) library services; b) researches of “Future of World Order”; c) the development
8
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of “green” technologies; d) the dialectic of nominal and real power. Only knowledge of the
history of the problem being investigated fully reveals the problem itself and the possibility
of its further solution. Only the historical analysis is able to provide the researcher with a
review of current events and phenomena in their entirety and clarity.
The importance of the historical approach in the study of any problem forces us to take
a fresh look at the problem of our research. If we allow a chance meeting of two different
cosmic civilizations at any point of the Universe, the following question acquires special
significance: “To what extent is the similarity of the histories of civilizations admissible
with the similarity of the key stages of physical, chemical, biological and neurobiological
evolution?”
The significance of the formulated question is explained by two reasons:
1. Responses to the question confirm the truth of one of the theories only: either Grice’s
theory of implicature or the Philosophy of the Cosmos.
2. Responses to the question are able to change the strategy of the development of
society: to cause the need to form either stereotypes of aggression or stereotypes of
peaceful intention.
We will consider how Grice’s theory of implicature is opposed to the Philosophy of the
Cosmos.
The question “How admissibly is the similarity of histories of civilisations in the
Universe?” assumes only two kinds of the answer: “similarity is admissible” or “similarity
is inadmissible”. Grice’s theory of implicature predicts initially the dissimilarity of the
stories of cosmic civilizations. The statement about the “dissimilarity of cultures” is the
reason for the emergence of the theory of implicature in the philosophy of language and the
basic condition for its existence. If we proceed from Grice’s theory of implicature, then the
difference of cultures projected on the scales of cosmic civilizations becomes an unsolvable
problem. Grice’s theory of implicature can only give one answer to the question “How
permissible is the similarity of cosmic civilizations’ stories in the Universe?” The answer
is: “this similarity is unacceptable.” This response makes communication between cosmic
civilizations impossible. It violates the basic principle of the Philosophy of the Cosmos —
the principle of the whole world. The truth of the teaching is questioned. The answer about
the dissimilarity of the histories of cosmic civilizations is a potential cause of aggression and
space wars, which, as a result, will lead to the disruption of the existing order in Cosmos.
In it’s turn, the Philosophy of the Cosmos gives the opposite answer the question “How
permissible is the similarity of cosmic civilizations in the universe?” “This similarity
is permissible.” From the provisions of the Philosophy of the Cosmos, it follows that
between cosmic civilizations there should be a similarity between the stories. Accordingly,
communication between cosmic civilizations is not only possible, but also mandatory.
However, in this case, the basic provisions of Grice’s theory of implicature and the maxims
that follow from it are refuted.
The question of the similarity or dissimilarity of the histories of cosmic civilizations
not only contrasts Grice’s theory of implicature with the teaching of the Philosophy of the
Cosmos, but also actualizes another important problem of communication: the problem of
war and peace. If the similarity of cosmic civilizations stories is impossible in principle,
then any communication with extraterrestrial civilizations becomes impossible. Accordingly,
the earth civilization should initially prepare itself for space wars to protect itself. If the
similarity between the stories of cosmic civilizations is possible, then the space wars between
Philosophy and Cosmology. Volume 23, 2019
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highly developed space civilizations are the atavism of neuroevolution, the probability of
which is unlikely. Therefore, in society it is necessary to develop stereotypes of peacefulness
actively, as a more perfect manifestation of neuroevolution.
Thus, Grice’s theory of implicature not only opposes its potential to the Philosophy of
the Cosmos, thereby testing its truth as the more fundamental teaching. Grice’s theory of
implicature formulates a question that has the prospect of becoming a base for developing a
strategy for the development of the Earth civilization.

The question “How acceptable are similarities between
histories of the cosmic civilizations?” as a scientific problem
In the articles of Mario Novello and C.E.L. Ducap, as well as Oleg Bazaluk and Larysa
Kharchenko, about which we have written above, the basic principle of evolution theories is
affirmed: any events of a particular order follow from events of a general order. In particular,
Nonlinear Electrodynamics is a consequence of the general theory of relativity and other
fundamental cosmological theories [Novello & Ducap, 2017]. Such dependence of events
(processes and phenomena) in the physical, chemical and biological world does not cause
doubts in the modern scientific environment. The Standard Model and the synthetic theory of
evolution, the basic theories of the evolution of Inert and Living Matter, are based on them.
Does such dependence persist in neuroevolution?
Gene I. Sher in “Handbook of Neuroevolution Through Erlang” proves that this dependence
is preserved in neuroevolution [Sher, 2013]. Sher reviewed the art of the Topology and Weight
Evolving Artificial Neural Network (TWEANN) platform. He revealed the peculiarities of
the evolution of a neuron into a neural network, as well as the possibility of creating a variety
of evolutionary and neurocomputational systems based on a programming language.
Sher’s research allows us to introduce an important thinning into the question of the
admissibility of the similarity of histories of cosmic civilizations. This clarification applies
primarily to the concept of “the history of the cosmic civilization.” When the meeting
of terrestrial and extraterrestrial intelligence the concept of “the history of the cosmic
civilization” becomes formalized and virtually eliminates the emotional context. It will not
go on about the history of Nations, the struggle for power, etc. All this historical content will
be not used. On the scale of the notion “the history of the cosmic civilization,” the senses of
the history of “techne” (in ancient sense) as the history of the development of existential arete
come to the fore [Bazaluk, 2019]. The question “How acceptable are similarities between
histories of the cosmic civilizations?” implies the meanings of the history of “techne”. The
key stages of neuroevolution are manifested in the key stages of the development of “techne”.
That “techne” is the external manifestation of neuroevolution. According to the degree of
development of “techne”, you can judge at what stage of neuroevolution is civilization.
Hence, the problem of “the degree of similarity of cosmic civilizations’ stories” is solved
as a result of an analysis of the “techne” of a terrestrial and extraterrestrial civilization, or
cosmic civilizations as a whole. The methodology of “techne” assessment will allow to
determine accurately the level of neuroevolution of any of civilizations, and, consequently,
the path traveled by it, the history. The analysis of the “techne” will be sufficient to create
a certain involvement of both sides of communication in the subject of conversation. The
analysis of the technical equipment of the spacecraft and crewmembers will reveal the degree
of neuroevolution of each side of communication, and also allow starting communication in
the context of its history. The whole of neuroevolution and the development of “techne” on
the scale of the cosmos, which follow from The Philosophy of the Cosmos, will create the
10
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necessary basic conditions in which the theory of implicature and its consequences will be
fully manifested.
Thus, considering the question “How permissible is the similarity between histories of
cosmic civilizations?” as a scientific problem, we discover new meanings of the concept
“the history of the cosmic civilization.” The research of Gene I. Sher draws our attention
to the following important fact that the history of the cosmic civilization is, above all,
neuroevolution and its manifestations in “techne”, in technologies. Sher’s research forces us
to rethink the context of Grice’s theory of implicature, which differs from the usual context
on the world scale.
Let us consider the changes that occur in Grice’s theory of implicature when we expand
its use to the extent of space exploration.

Grice’s four maxims in space exploration
Let us consider the meeting of representatives of the Earth and extraterrestrial civilization
in the N point of the Universe. If we take as a basis the statement, we have considered
above, that “the degree of compatibility of cosmic civilizations stories” is determined by
the “techne”, then in fact, we have a new basic condition for Grice’s theory of implicature.
Having assessed the degree of equipment of spacecraft and crew, both civilizations receive
the necessary minimum of information to start communication. Each of them is guided
by the Cooperative Principle. The whole of neuroevolution and “techne” in the Universe
implies the interest of each of the parties in cooperation. Grice have established correctly
that the basis of communication within the boundaries of Intelligent Matter, from man to the
cosmic civilization, is one goal — cooperation. The Philosophy of the Cosmos is explained
by the need to unite the cosmic civilizations to create a new order in which the Intelligent
Matter, represented by the community of civilizations, will be an important and irreplaceable
structure [Bazaluk & Kharchenko, 2018]. The pursuit of the whole of the Intelligent Matter
in the universe is the empirical basis of the Cooperative Principle.
Consider the effectiveness of Grice’s four maxims in space exploration.
Maxim of Quality. The first maxim, proposed by Grice, has no practical value in the
communication of terrestrial and extraterrestrial civilization. As we have already discovered, in
space exploration the meanings of the term “the history of the cosmic civilization” are becoming
formalized. This is primarily the history of neuroevolution and “techne”. Therefore, the criteria
of “truth” and “falsehood”, and, accordingly, all the meanings that Grice and his followers put
into them, lose all meaning in the communication between two space civilizations. They manifest
themselves later, with a deeper study of two cultures. At the beginning of communication of
two cosmic civilizations, the term “the history of the cosmic civilization” includes, first of
all, knowledge of the key stages of neuroevolution and the features of their manifestations in
“techne”. Knowledge of these meanings ensures the initial involvement of the “speakers” in the
topic of “conversation” and “make their contribution true.”
Maxim of Quantity. The second Maxim is of value, provides the necessary informativeness
of the parties. “Be as informative as required” is a necessary condition for the quality of
communication of terrestrial and extraterrestrial civilization.
Maxim of Relation. The third Grice’s maxim in space exploration scales does not carry
any semantic load. Two cosmic civilizations encountered in the Universe are in principle
relevant. As follows from the Philosophy of the Cosmos, each of the civilizations is interested
in communication and will make every effort to improve the quality and effectiveness of
communication. In any other case, it will be destroyed.
Philosophy and Cosmology. Volume 23, 2019
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Maxim of Manner. The fourth maxim is necessary for communication between the cosmic
civilizations.
Thus, we have found that in space exploration two of the four Grice’s maxims have
neither theoretical nor practical value.

Neo-Gricean Pragmatics
Some of the disadvantages of the theory of implicature were discovered during the life
of Grice. Therefore, Grice to the end of his days improved the theory, expanding the scope
of its application and significance in the philosophy of language. This was also caused by
competition with the representatives of Relevance theories. [Wilson & Sperber, 2006].
However, in our opinion, Laurence Horn succeeded in bringing the theory of implicature
to a new level. Horn tried to improve the Grice’s formulation of the conversational principles.
Grice’s four maxims he replaced by two interrelated principles [The Handbook, 2006]:
1. Q Principle: Say as much as you can [given R].
2. R Principle: Say no more than you must [given Q].
Horn’s Principles eliminate redundancy of Grice’s four maxims. In space exploration, in
particular, for the definite case we are considering, the Horn’s Principles are more effective
than the Grice’s maxims. When the earth and extraterrestrial intelligence meets at the N point
of the Universe, the Cooperative Principle should be used as the basis of communication.
It is complemented by Q and R Principles of Horn, according to which you need to say
exactly as much as you need to say in order to establish the first steps of communication.
Each subsequent meeting will enrich communication; expand knowledge of the history
of civilization, i.e. knowledge of the features of neuroevolution and its manifestations in
“techne”. However, every new meeting of Horn’s Principles must be observed.

Conclusions
Thus, we have examined the effectiveness of using Grice’s theory of implicature in
the modern teaching about the world — in the Philosophy of the Cosmos. The opposition
between Grice’s theory of implicature and the Philosophy of the Cosmos actualized the
question “How acceptable are similarities between histories of the cosmic civilizations with
the admissibility of the similarity of the key stages of physical, chemical, biological and
neurobiological evolution?” Initially, both theories offered opposing answers that challenged
the truth of either Grice’s theory of implicature or the Philosophy of the Cosmos. In the
case of an answer about the “inadmissibility of similarity”, the truth turned out to be Grice’s
theory of implicature, and the false the Philosophy of the Cosmos. In the case of a response
to the “permissibility of the similarity of histories of cosmic civilizations,” the basic tenets of
the theory of implicature were refuted. Accordingly, it turned out to be false, but the truth of
the teachings of the Philosophy of the Cosmos was asserted.
Our study has showed that in the scope of space exploration in the question posed
about the admissibility of similarities in histories of cosmic civilizations, the meanings of
the key term “the history of the cosmic civilization” change. We have proved that in space
exploration, and, accordingly, in communications between space civilizations, the term “the
history of the cosmic civilization” is formalized. The formalization of the term means the
concentration in it of information, which is limited to the stages of neuroevolution and its
external manifestations — “techne” (in the original, ancient senses).
12
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The formalization of the term “the history of the cosmic civilization” in the question
posed, changes the basic context of Grice’s theory of implicature. We have considered
Grice’s four maxims in space exploration and found their weak efficiency. We have found
that in communication between space civilizations, the basic Cooperative Principle, which
is complemented by the Q and R Principles of Horn, manifests itself effectively. In essence,
Grice’s theory of implicature confirms the truth of the Philosophy of the Cosmos, while the
main tenets of the theory of implicature are not refuted, but only clarified.
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expansion makes it impossible to observe everything beyond the apparent horizon with a radius of about
13.8 billion light-years. Nevertheless, cosmologists quite often transfer the results of observations to
the entire Universe, when speaking about the expansion of the Universe, the Big Bang of the Universe,
etc. This extrapolation is implicitly based on the (macro)homogeneous Universe hypothesis: in
homogeneous Universe its part is in fact similar to the whole. However, the observations of recent years
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Introduction
The results of astronomical observations over the last 10-15 years have made the
fractal Universe hypothesis more plausible than the prevailing hypothesis about its (macro)
homogeneity. This changes our understanding of the arrangement of the Universe and the
phenomenon of life in it. The notions of the role of evolution in the genesis of life remain
nevertheless in force.

Evolution and Life
There is still no agreement in the scientific community regarding the driving force of
evolution. Here, the concepts of autogenesis, Darwinism, creationism, etc. compete. The
author of these lines adheres to autogenetic views. Here, the driving force of evolution is
supposed to be the interactions (matter), which develop (develops) themselves (itself) in
the direction of the evolution vector that includes a number of components: increasing
complexity and diversity of forms, intensifying interactions, increasing the degree of
fractality of evolving systems, etc.
Isaac Newton, Immanuel Kant and Pierre Laplace explained the emergence of complex
structures in the Universe by the action of gravity. For instance, Newton, in his letter to
Richard Bentley (1692), explained that due to gravity, matter could not remain homogeneously
dispersed in space. If space were finite, he explained, and then the substance would gather
in one spherical mass. However, in infinite space, matter will gather in an infinite number
of spherical masses (stars) [The Correspondence, 1961: 234]. Today we know that under the
pressure of gravity, not only stars, but also all sorts of cosmic structures are formed.
I agree, further, with the “Complexity Theory” of the Nobel Prize winner in Physics for
1977, Philip Anderson, who asserts that “at each level of complexity entirely new properties
appear” [Anderson, 1972: 393]. At the same time, at different levels of the organization of
matter, arising one after another in the course of its (matter) selforganization, all new laws —
physical, chemical, biological, and social — are applied.
Evolution under the pressure of interactions proceeds the more successfully, the more
circumstances allow. This also applies to the phenomenon of life. As Robert Chambers wrote
in his book “Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation” (1844), organic “life presses in, as
has been remarked, wherever there was room and encouragement for it” [Vestiges, 1863:
110]. For example, from all the planets of the Solar System, life in its developed forms arose
only on Earth. On other planets, the pressure of interactions was not as effective.

Invalidity of the theory of natural selection
The main competitor of the autogenetic theory of evolution today remains the theory of
natural selection. Selection in it is only one of the three components of natural selection,
which includes:
(1) the emergence of a set of inherited small random (directed “in all directions”)
mutations;
(2) the survival of the most adaptive of these mutations as a result of the competition of
species and their interaction with the environment (that is the selection itself);
(3) the accumulation of small mutations that survive for a number of generations into
adaptive traits.
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The second component, which is often incorrectly identified with all natural selection, is
quite real, while the first and the third ones do not reflect reality. If the Lord (here Lord is a
metaphor) relied only on natural selection, then no evolution would occur.
The first argument. The pace of organic evolution exceeds the pace of evolution of the
inorganic environment, so that adaptation to the environment itself could not drive the
evolution of the organic world.
Let us clarify this consideration. Life covers the surface of the Earth with a thin layer.
Mentally cut a layer of this surface so thick that it includes all living things and all the
habitat transformed by it. To do this, it is enough for our surface layer to contain the entire
Earth’s atmosphere, the entire world ocean and several kilometers of the earth’s crust. The
rest of the environment, which includes everything inside the Earth, and everything outside
the atmosphere, is inorganic. The fact is that the organic world of the Earth — in its broadest
sense, evolves much faster than the inorganic environment. This fact, in my opinion, is not
only unbreakable, but also inexplicable within the context Darwinism.
The second argument. The adaptability of more and more complex forms, appearing
in the course of evolution, often do not exceed the adaptability of the foregoing ones, for
instance, bacteria or lichens, showing miracles of survival in the most incredible conditions.
The third argument. In the course of evolutionary changes, given organic species becomes
another one, reproductively isolated from the foregoing one, which then often perishes. It is
impossible to explain this by adapting to the environment of the foregoing species — why
would he want to leave the stage?!
The fourth argument. The positions of the theory of natural selection are also undermined
by the evolutionary developmental biology (evo-devo) that has appeared in recent decades.
The results obtained here make it possible to assert with more and more confidence that
organic evolution happens through macromutations, for the appearance of which there are
enough changes in several and even one or two genes.
There are also other arguments against the theory of natural selection being discussed in
the literature.

Cosmology has no empirical base
“I know that I know nothing”. These words, usually attributed to Socrates, can be fully
referred to our understanding of the Universe. After the discovery of cosmic expansion, it
became clear that the observable world is limited for us by the apparent horizon with a radius
of about 13.8 billion light-years. Since no signal can propagate faster than light, and the
expansion began about 13.8 billion years ago, the events taking place outside this sphere, in
principle, cannot be observed by us.
The entire material world, not limited by the apparent horizon, is called the Universe,
but its spherical section within the apparent horizon, that is, the world we observe, is called
our Metagalaxy. It would be more correctly to call our Metagalaxy a relatively compact
cosmic macrostructure, which includes the world we observe and is separated from other
metagalaxies in the Universe by distances that are many times larger than its own sizes.
There are no grounds to believe that the sizes of so defined our Metagalaxy coincide with
the sizes of the observable world. The radius of the apparent horizon is not determined by
the laws of the formation of compact cosmic macrostructures, but by the time elapsed after
the onset of the observed Big Bang. The sizes of our Metagalaxy can significantly exceed the
sizes of the observable world.
Philosophy and Cosmology. Volume 23, 2019
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It follows from the above that cosmology, which studies the Universe as a whole, does
not have an empirical base. The rarest or even the only case in the natural sciences. All
our statements about the Universe are ineradicably hypothetical. Despite this, cosmologists
continually transfer the results of observations to the entire Universe, confidently speaking
of the expansion of the Universe, the Big Bang of the Universe, etc. At the same time, they
delicately “forget” to report that all this is an extrapolation based on the (macro)homogeneous
Universe hypothesis. In such a Universe, a part (our Metagalaxy) is actually similar to the
whole (the Universe).
However, the observations of recent years speak for the fractality of the matter distribution
in the whole volume of the observable world, which makes the fractal Universe hypothesis
more plausible. In such a Universe, a part may differ significantly from the whole.

The fractal Universe hypothesis vs. the (macro)homogeneous
Universe hypothesis
Cosmic structures have a discrete, hierarchically ordered structure, the density of which
rapidly decreases with its sizes during the transition from the Sun (1.416 g/cm3) to our Galaxy
(10-24 g/cm3) and the entire observable world (2×10-31 g/cm3). This decrease is described by
Edwin Carpenter’s well-known empirical law [Carpenter, 1938]: the density of the spherical
part of the cosmic structure is proportional to its radius R to a power (D – 3), where D ≈ 1,23 .
Structures of this kind are now called fractal, and the value D is called their fractal dimension.
It is significant that D is less than 3, that is, the dimension of our three-dimensional space. If
D = 3, the cosmic structures would be homogeneous, i.e. non-fractal.
Ideas about the fractality of the cosmic world contradict the homogeneous Universe
hypothesis. To save it, cosmologists have moved to the macrohomogeneous Universe
hypothesis, believing that it (Universe) is homogeneous at distances of about or more than
300 million of light-years.
A more precise determination of the upper limit of the distance scales, beyond which the
distribution of galaxies is homogeneous required the elaboration of threedimensional maps of
the distribution of galaxies supposedly to the greatest depth. This work brought unexpected
results: giant cosmic structures were discovered, whose sizes are quite comparable with the
radius of the apparent horizon (13.8 billion light-years). We indicate here four such objects
with their sizes:
(1) The Sloan Great Wall, about 1.38 billion light-years [Gott et al., 2005].
(2) Huge Large Quasar Group (shining nuclei of galaxies), about 4×2,1×1,2 billion lightyears [Clowes et al., 2013].
(3) The Hercules–Corona Borealis Great Wall, over 10 billion light-years in one direction
and about 7.2 billion light-years in the other direction [Horváth et al., 2015].
(4) The Giant Ring-Like Structure, about 5 billion light-years [Balázs et al., 2015].
After these discoveries, nothing no longer contradicts hypothesis of fractality of the entire
observable world, from top to toe. This hypothesis before our very eyes acquires the status
of a confirmed empirical fact. Now nothing prevents the extrapolation of this empirical fact
to the whole Universe.
Some cosmologists even in these “inhuman” conditions continue to defend the
macrohomogeneous Universe hypothesis. They can be understood. In almost all of their
theoretical calculations, cosmologists rely not on the equations of the general theory of
relativity (GTR) in general form because of their extreme complexity, but on the relatively
simple Friedmann equations obtained from them under the assumption of homogeneity of
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the Universe. The rejection of this hypothesis will mean the rejection of these equations. In
addition, what then will the cosmologists have?
However, the truth must be looked into the eyes: after the discovery of the giant cosmic
structures, the hypothesis of the fractality of the Universe became more plausible than the
hypothesis of its macrohomogeneity.

Fractal Universe hypothesis refinement
Let us call the natural fractals located in our three-dimensional world the ideal ones, if
their density is zero. Only the Universe can prove to be such ideal fractal, if it is infinite.
We include in the fractal Universe hypothesis the assumption of its infinity, making it for
two reasons. Firstly, for the fractal Universe, this assumption is the simplest possible one.
Secondly, Albert Einstein introduced the model of a closed Universe (1917) in order to get
rid of its non-stationarity, which arises in the case of a homogeneous Universe with a nonzero
density. For a fractal infinite Universe with its zero density, such a problem does not exist.
Briefly, the author’s version of the fractal Universe hypothesis can be formulated as
follows: the Universe is an ideal fractal.

The arrangement of the fractal Universe
Guided by the law of parsimony, according to which the simplest of the hypotheses should
always be chosen, from the above, we conclude about an extremely simple arrangement of
the fractal Universe. There are no artistic frills, such as additional space dimensions, parallel
universes, macro-worlds embedded in elementary particles, “wormholes” in space-time, etc.
We have one infinite three-dimensional globally flat space, described by the special theory
of relativity (STR). An infinite hierarchically organized set of stars, galaxies, metagalaxies,
etc. is dispersed in it. The distances between these objects are many times larger than the
sizes of the objects themselves and they grow indefinitely with the sizes of the objects, which
ensures such Universe a zero global density.
The fractal Universe is stationary globally, but not locally. The finite-sized macrosystems
that compose it can expand and contract as they like, however, these local processes of
contraction and expansion throughout the entire Universe cannot prevail over each other. It
follows that if the Universe is fractal, then the whole of it did not get through the Big Bang,
and the cosmic expansion we observe is the result of the Big Bang only in our Metagalaxy.
Discussing the past of our Metagalaxy, you can rely on the idea of the Big Bounce expressed
in the literature regarding the Universe. Apparently, the Big Bang of our Metagalaxy was
preceded by its up to the stop contraction, afterwards the gravitational collapse was reversed.
Regarding the future of our Metagalaxy the situation is more complicated.
From all the forms of physical interactions, gravitational one is the most longrange.
Therefore, it is precisely that it globally dominates in the Universe, as well as in metagalaxies
and other sufficiently large cosmic systems. The dominance of gravitational interaction in
sufficiently large cosmic systems with nonzero density, as we know, leads to their instability.
Only not very large — compared to metagalaxies — cosmic systems, in which other physical
interactions are significant, along with gravitational ones, can be in stationary states.
We come to the conclusion that all the metagalaxies dispersed in the Universe (and yet
larger systems) are non-stationary due to the dominance of the gravitational interaction
in them. Since metagalaxies can only expand and contract without reaching a stationary
state, so they do this cyclically. However, due to the irreversibility of these processes,
Philosophy and Cosmology. Volume 23, 2019
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the expansion and contraction of metagalaxies are presumably characterized by a kind of
residual deformation, which accumulates from cycle to cycle, until one day the metagalaxies
interrupt their pulsation, going on to infinite expansion. This, I suppose, is also the future of
our Metagalaxy.
Thus, with all its global stationarity, the fractal Universe locally lives a hectic life along
its entire space. Its constituent metagalaxies (and yet larger cosmic systems) get through
quasicyclic pulsations; all of them have their own duration of life, after which they melt in
an infinite expansion, and their contents are gathered up by other metagalaxies or serves as a
material for self-organization of new ones.

The evolution stimulation of metagalaxies during their
expansion caused by their cooling
In the course of the expansion of our Metagalaxy after its personal Big Bang, it evolves
towards complication. At the stage of contraction, all structures arising during the expansion
will be destroyed.
According to the concept of the Hot Big Bang, which is being applied to the Universe
today and which we will apply to our Metagalaxy, during the expansion it (our Metagalaxy)
has been cooled for about 13.8 billion years. This cooling means a global (within the
metagalaxy) transformation of heat (the kinetic energy of randomly moving particles)
into other forms of energy. However, energy is a measure of the quantity of interactions.
Therefore, the emergence of non-thermal forms of energy means the emergence of forms of
interactions that are more ordered than heat.
Since this global process has been going on for billions of years, it stimulates the
emergence of more and more complex material structures. One unidirectional process —
the global evolution of matter towards complication is stimulated by another unidirectional
process — the global transformation of heat into other forms of energy.
This can be attributed to all metagalaxies and yet larger cosmic systems: their material
contents evolve during the expansion according to all the canons of universal evolution
that we mentioned at the beginning of the article. The results of these local evolutions are
destroyed during the contraction of these cosmic systems.
Go to the Universe. If it were globally expanding, then global evolution would take place
in it towards complication, and if it were contracting, then all structures would be destroyed
in it. The impossibility for a fractal Universe of global contraction and expansion means
that it does not globally evolve. Finally, how could it globally evolve, if during the cyclic
contractions and extensions of its constituent metagalaxies, the results of local evolutions are
being vanished each cycle?

Metagalactic hotbeds of life have no past and no future
As was mentioned above, life arises in the course of evolution wherever conditions allow.
There are only eight planets in our Solar System, and a highly organized life has emerged on
one of them. In galaxies, there are much more diverse conditions, so the probability of the
genesis of life in each of them is substantially greater. Well, in metagalaxies, the probability
of the genesis of life, is supposedly altogether close to one.
Arising at the regular stage of expansion of metagalaxy with suitable parameters, life
begins with a blank sheet each time, without knowing anything about its predecessors, and
disappears without leaving a trace when it (metagalaxy) contracts. In high-temperature
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plasma, into which the contents of metagalaxies transform when they contract, living matter
has no chance to survive. Therefore, contrary to Henri Bergson and Vladimir Vernadsky, life
arises in the metagalaxies each time completely anew from non-living matter.
Contacts between the hotbeds of life in different metagalaxies are excluded because of
the gigantic distances between them (metagalaxies), many times exceeding their own great
sizes, which are billions of light-years. And even if some hotbed of life arises in metagalaxy
at this stage of its expansion, which ends with the dispersion of the contents of metagalaxy
in the intermetagalactic space, then sooner or later it (the contents of the former metagalaxy)
will be gathered up by other metagalaxies — already existing or newly formed — and again
it will be thrown into the meat grinder of expansions and contractions of their new shelters.
Human individuals are also doomed to death, which does not prevent each of us
from living a more or less fulfilling life, filled with joys and sorrows. However, there is a
fundamental difference. An individual has a chance to continue to exist in descendants, by
making a contribution to the evolution of its society, life on Earth and life in this metagalaxy.
The entire hotbed of life in metagalaxy has nothing like this: it (life in metagalaxy) simply
closed, leaving no trace behind.
Humanity, probably, will have to accept the ephemeral nature of life, with absence — by
cosmological measures — of the past and the future, or ... develop a cosmological hypothesis,
more plausible than the fractal Universe hypothesis, which was discussed in this article.
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Introduction
Paul Dirac in 1939, said: “The physicist, in his study of natural phenomena, has two
methods of making progress: The method of experiment and observation, and the method of
mathematical reasoning. The former is just the collection of selected data; the later enables
one to infer results about experiments that have not been performed. There is no logical
reason why the second method should be possible at all, but one has found in practice that it
does work and meets with reasonable success. This must be ascribed to some mathematical
quality in Nature, a quality which the casual observer of nature would not suspect, but which
nevertheless plays an important role in Nature’s scheme” [Dirac, 1939: 122-129].
In a subsequent, more frequently referenced article, Eugene Wigner reinforced this idea,
“The enormous usefulness of mathematics in the natural sciences is something bordering on
the mysterious and that there is no rational explanation for it” [Wigner, 1960].
© Johnson, James R., 2019
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Why does mathematics, based on abstract reasoning, explain the real world? We may not
be able to explain why (a philosophical issue) but we can elaborate on how. The fundamental
physics theories explaining nature are: Electromagnetism (EM), Special Relativity (SR),
General Relativity (GR), Cosmology (COSM), Quantum Mechanics (QM), Quantum Field
Theory (QFT), and String Theory (ST).
After documenting twenty noteworthy predictions based on theoretical physics, our task
is to analyze, in a conceptual context, future possibilities. Explaining the “world equation”,
provides insight to the complexities involved. Next, we explore ST as a plausible solution.
And last, the absolute limit of math’s effectiveness — the world as a mathematical object.

Predictions
In 2012 the Higgs particle (and Higgs field), predicted by Peter Higgs in 1964, was
discovered by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The math, based on symmetry, predicted
massless force carriers (bosons) for the weak force identical to the electromagnetic and strong
force carriers; but the force carriers (W and Z particles) did have mass so symmetry was
lacking. The solution was to propose the Higgs particle which gave the weak force carriers
mass. Forty-eight years after the prediction, the Higgs particle was verified.
This discovery was one of many predicted by theoretical calculations; note nineteen others
listed in Table One (selected discoveries, not a complete list). One-half of the predictions
are new particles and surprisingly, the average time between prediction and discovery is
twenty-two years. The first on the list is the prediction of radio waves (unsuspected forms
of radiation) based on Maxwell’s equations describing electromagnetism. As Brian Clegg
states: “Maxwell was the first in the field of science who put forward a theory where the
mathematics operated in true abstraction from reality …. His results are incomprehensible to
the casual observer” [Clegg, 2016: 146].
In 1919, one of the predictions of general relativity was confirmed when an eclipse showed
how star light is bent by the gravitational force of the sun. Einstein confidently noted that
had the results been different, “he would have been sorry for the dear lord, since the theory
is correct” [Greene, 2011: 320]. If still alive, Einstein might have made a similar statement
in 2016 when gravitational waves were discovered by Interferometer Gravitational-Wave
Observatory (LIGO), one-hundred years after their prediction. Also, the “observation”
evidence of black holes around 1970 verified theoretical calculations of General Relativity.
Both the discovery of the Hubble constant in 1929 and Cosmic Microwave Background
(CMB) in 1967 substantiate the expanding universe theory, a central premise of cosmology.
The discoveries changed the way scientists envisioned the universe.
Quantum Field Theory (QFT), which includes Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) and
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), encompass the remaining predictions listed. Most
predictions of unknown fields were based on theoretical mathematics and symmetry. As
Frank Wilczek states, “There are many other recent examples where new forms of matter
appeared in our equations before they appeared in our laboratories. In fact, it’s become the
usual case. Quarks, color gluons W and Z bosons, and all three kinds of neutrinos were first
seen as solutions of equations, and only later as physical realities” [Wilczek, 2008: 187].
One of the more surprising predictions is non-locality/entanglement. Quoting Brian
Greene, “According to quantum theory and the many experiments that bear out its predictions,
the quantum connection between two particles can persist even if they are on opposite sides
of the universe …. While intuitively baffling, this phenomenon fully conforms to the laws of
quantum mechanics, and was predicted using quantum mechanics long before the technology
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existed to do the experiment and observe, remarkably that the prediction is correct” [Greene,
2004: 80].
The last entry is the prediction of supersymmetry, which has not been confirmed. As
background, “Supersymmetry is a particular kind of symmetry. The transformations of
supersymmetry involve displacement, or translation, in a quantum dimension. When a force
particle (boson) moves into a quantum dimension, it becomes a substance particle (fermion),
and vice versa” [Wilczek, 2015: 390]. Verification via the LHC would quell continued
speculation about supersymmetry.
This list of discoveries reinforces Dirac’s comment that mathematical reasoning has met
with reasonable success and also reinforces Wigner’s statement that the usefulness of math
borders on the mysterious.

Theories Impacted by Predictions
The predictions in Table One impacted various fundamental theories as shown in the last
column. Brief definitions of the theories follow.
Special Relativity (SR) limits the velocity of light and establishes a maximum speed limit
for matter and energy. An equivalence between energy and mass (E = mc2), a key equation in
physics defined by Einstein in 1905, would not be possible without this speed limit.
General Relativity (GR) incorporates the equivalence principle which equates the force of
gravity and the force of acceleration, a surprising relationship. Einstein’s equations unified
space, time, energy, and gravity. As John Wheeler once said, “Spacetime tells matter how to
move, matter tells spacetime how to curve” [Wheeler, 2000: 235].There is no way to hide
from gravity.
Electromagnetism (EM) is exemplified by the four laws of electromagnetism: Gauss’s
Law — electric charges act as sources for generating electric fields and electric fields exert
forces that accelerate electric charges; Ampere’s Law — moving electric charges constitute
electric currents which act as sources for generating magnetic fields; Faraday’s law and
Maxwell’s law — time varying electric fields induce magnetic fields and, conversely, time
varying magnetic fields induce electric fields; and last — light consists of time-varying
electric and magnetic fields that propagate as a wave and interact with matter by accelerating
charged particles and, in turn, accelerating charged particles emit electromagnetic radiation.
The first three laws are defined by Maxwell’s equations.
Quantum mechanics (QM) encompasses a framework for explaining phenomena at the
microscopic level. It was mostly in place by the late 1930s. Quantum mechanics is a completely
non-intuitive concept, entertains bizarre principles, specifically: the uncertainty principle (based
on Planck’s constant); Pauli Exclusion Principle; probability waves (wave particle duality);
and, entanglement or non-locality. Quantum mechanics is required to construct atoms, “little
particles that move around in perpetual motion” (Feynman description). These clever concepts
allow elements, molecules, and subsequently biological life. Generating or absorbing photons
as electrons move from one energy state to another is an innovative and also required notion.
Quantum field theory (QFT) is relativistic quantum mechanics. The two QFT theories,
Quantum Electrodynamics (QED), developed in the 1925-30 period, and Quantum
Chromodynamics (QCD), defined in the early 1970s, both successfully predict particle and
force interactions to extreme precision. Later, when linking math to physics theories and
when explaining equations, no distinction is made between quantum mechanics and quantum
field theory since the latter supersedes the former. For simplicity, both are referred to as QM
in the following text.
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Cosmology (COSM) is the study of the origin, evolution, and eventual fate of the universe.
It follows from general relativity and quantum mechanics. The more speculative area of
cosmology overlaps with philosophy considering how initial conditions were established
and how energy came into existence, for example via inflation, cyclic/bounce process, or
just always existed [Johnson, 2016: 97-98]. Thus, it is separate from GR because it contains
initial conditions.
String Theory (ST) is the next possible fundamental theory encompassing GR, COSM,
and QM. ST solves the mathematical and conceptual incompatibilities between GR and QM.
It also has options for cosmology (initial conditions).

All Physics “World Equation”
This section defines the terms for one equation which embodies virtually all the
fundamental theories. In pursuit of super unification, physicists have produced a one-line
formula summarizing all known physics — the world in an equation, an equation without
equal in all of science [Turok, 2012: 167]. Although the equation is contained on one line,
the sophistication of math is significant; for our purpose consider the equation a conceptual
expression:

This is what is called the path-integral formulation of quantum mechanics, pioneered
by Richard Feynman. The wave function describes a superposition of every possible
configuration of the system … Feynman’s version of quantum evolution (which is equivalent
to Schrodinger’s, just written differently) tells you how the system will end up in a particular
configuration” [Carroll, 2016: 437].
The world equation is viewed as graduate-level physics incorporating highly sophisticated
mathematics. Physicist seldom use the complete formula [Turok, 2012]. The names of
the scientists primarily responsible for pieces of the equation are: Schrodinger (Ψ = wave
function); Feynman (∫ = sum of all histories); Euler (e); Planck (ћ = Planck constant);
Hamilton (∫ = sum of six terms) number representing all the known physical laws: Einstein,
Newton, Maxwell-Yang-Mills, Dirac, Higgs, and Yukawa-Kobayashi-Maskawa [Turok,
2012: 167-176].
Even presented in this condensed version, it appears mysterious, so what can we
conclude? On one hand, the equation underlying our everyday lives is precise, ridged, and
well defined with no ambiguity — an accurate description of nature and one of the greatest
triumphs of science [Carroll, 2016: 441]. “The laws of physics underlying everyday life
are completely known” [Carroll, 2016: 177]. But, beyond everyday life, mysteries exist; for
example, the equation is not accurate at all energy levels, requires 19 adjustable parameters,
and, excludes strong gravitational effects, dark matter, neutrinos, and possibly yet to be
discovered particles. Will physicists “fix” these deficiencies by modifying existing theories
or will a new theory replace them? “As science continues to learn more about the universe,
we will keep adding to it [QM or Standard Model of Particle Physics], and perhaps we will
even find a more comprehensive theory underlying it that doesn’t refer to quantum field
theory at all” [Carroll, 2016: 442].
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Last Piece of the Puzzle 0— String Theory,
Reconciling GR and QM
Obviously since scientists have been working over 90 years to reconcile GR and QM (in
Einstein’s time called a unified theory), there are serious issues to overcome. What are the
differences between GR and QM that need resolution? The crux of the problem is summarized
by Gene Wigner: “Quantum mechanics and general relativity operate in different math
concepts: four dimensional Riemann space and infinite dimensional Hilbert space” [Wigner,
1960]. In addition to dimensions, there are other inherent differences between GR and QM.
Probabilities rule in QM and are absent in GR. Space and time are continuous in the world
of GR, but in the world of QM, energy and mass are quantized using Plank’s constant. Also,
“the uncertainty principle ensures that even the vacuum of empty space is a teaming, roiling
frenzy of virtual particles momentarily erupting into existence and subsequently annihilating
one another” [Greene, 1999: 337]. As Feynman once jested, “Created and annihilated, created
and annihilated, what a waste of time.”
A second motivation for ST, is expressed by Brian Greene: “Because the gravitational
field is woven within the very fabric of spacetime, its quantum jitters shake the entire structure
through and through. When used to analyze such pervasive quantum jitters, the mathematical
methods collapsed. For years, physics turned a blind eye to this problem because it surfaces
only under the most extreme conditions … when gravity and quantum mechanics are together
brought to bear on either the big bang or black hole, realms that do involve extremes of
enormous mass squeezed to a small size, the math falls apart at a critical point in the analysis”
[Greene, 2011: 77].
Also another goal of ST is to explain why particles have their particular masses and
electric charges, values that are entered into existing theories based on experimentally
measured values.
Many physicists believe ST is the answer. In ST, tiny strings or vibrating filaments replace
electrons and quarks as nature’s building blocks. Strings are so minute they may never be
observed (size on order of Planck distance of 10-33 cm). The string vibration pattern dictates
intrinsic features that may represent an electron or a quark or more importantly a graviton
(massless, charge less, and having a spin-2 quantum property). Thus, without contradicting
previous theories, ST bridges the gap between general relativity and QM. However, the
mathematics, as defined in five unique theories, require nine (ten for M-Theory) rather than
three dimensions for space. The extra dimensions are curled up into Calabi-Yau shapes,
shapes that dictate particle properties.
“But most researchers feel that our current formulation of ST still lacks the kind of core
principle we find at the heart of other major advances. SR has the consistency of the speed
of light. GR has the equivalence principle. QM has the uncertainty principle. String theorists
continue to grope for an analogous principle that would capture the theory’s essence as
completely” [Greene, 2004: 376]. However, if the LHC confirms supersymmetry (SUSY), an
essential part of ST, more physicists might agree ST is the correct theory.
Others express a more negative view by asking if we have we gone too far: “After piling
layer on layer of abstract mathematics, theoreticians managed to get string theory working”
[Clegg, 2016: 236]. And in a similar vein, “The mathematics used in these studies [ST] is
becoming more and more advanced. Not only are ordinary numbers replaced by an extended
class of numbers known as Grassmann numbers [they satisfy a different multiplication
law, xy = -yx] …, ordinary geometry is also superseded by a special branch known as
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noncommutative geometry” [Livio, 2005: 231]. In addition, ST uses abstract math, such as
Lie groups and knot theory. However, the ST community view the new math challenges as
a positive development. Advanced mathematical topics studied by ST physicists include:
differential forms, homology, cohomology, fiber bundles, characteristic classes, index
theorems, and K-theory [Schwarz, 2018].

Extreme Effectiveness, the World as a Mathematical Object
Both Dirac and Wigner marveled at the effectiveness of how math explains nature.
Math is fascinatingly unique because, although there are about 6,500 languages designed to
communicate, there exists only one language for mathematics [Livio, 2009: 239]. However,
the extent of how completely math reflects nature is disputed. From an overall perspective,
there are two divergent positions on how effectively math explains the world. One
emphasizes its limits: “Mathematics is indeed extraordinarily effective for some descriptions,
especially those dealing with fundamental science, but it cannot describe our universe in all
its dimensions” [Livio, 2005: 252]. Thus, inanimate theories like biology and psychology
may lie outside its scope. Another more basic but not necessarily obvious problem, how does
math compute with real numbers that have decimals which extend indefinitely? Wilczek
states his opinion on this issue: “It seems deeply mysterious, at least to me” [Wilczek, 2015:
384]. Greene also addresses this question: “For the laws of physics to be computable … the
traditional reliance on real numbers would have to be abandoned” [Greene, 2011: 352]. Thus,
values would have to be discrete or a new type of math invented.
The other perspective, an extreme view, is proposed by Max Tegmark “Our physical world
is one giant mathematical object” [Tegmark. 2014: 246]. Tegmark continues (paraphrasing):
Clues suggesting that nature isn’t just described by mathematics, but that some aspects are
mathematical. Space itself is a purely mathematical object in the sense that its only intrinsic
properties are numbers, such as, dimensionality, curvature, and topology. Elementary particles
are also mathematical, described by charge, spin, and lepton number. The wave function
(Schrodinger) and Hilbert space (an infinite-dimensional place) are purely mathematical
objects [Tegmark, 2014: 253]. Proving physical reality is a mathematical object or that math
will eventually explain all of nature is a difficult and likely impossible task.
Frank Wilczek provides a supporting perspective: “Atoms are the solutions of beautiful
equations.” Using these equations, a computer can predict any property of an atom that can
be measured. “Nothing else is required. In a precise sense, the atoms embody the equations”
[Wilczek, 2015: 191]. Reinforcing this idea, Frank Wilczek tells a story: “My laptop
computer, which to me is an appendage to my brain, was stolen. I was devastated. But then
a miracle occurred. I had all my data backed up, and within a few days I had a new laptop
with everything restored — pictures, words, calculations, music, and so on. All those things
had been encoded in numbers — strings of 0s and 1s — so faithfully that they could be made
to reappear without noticeable modification. It occurred to me that one could hardly ask for
a more tangible, direct, or impressive demonstration of the truth of Pythagoras’s vision: All
Things Are Number” [Wilczek, 2015: 324].
Paul Dirac encapsulates a similar philosophy: “It seems to be one of the fundamental
features of nature that fundamental physical laws are described in terms of mathematical
theory of great beauty and power, needing quite a high standard of mathematics for one
to understand it. … One could perhaps describe the situation by saying that God is a
mathematician of a very high order and he used very advanced mathematics in constructing
the universe. Our feeble attempts at mathematics enable us to understand a bit of the universe,
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and as we proceed to develop higher and higher mathematics we can hope to understand the
universe better” [Dirac, 1963].
To summarize this section, math may be more than just a sophisticated tool; it might
explain all of reality or might be reality (Max Tegmark proposal), a philosophical concept to
ponder?

Conclusion
Mankind’s journey to decipher nature had a slow start, requiring 2,000 years to define and
explain our observed world with classical mechanics (1800’s). Another 100 years of science
was required to discover the macro world of relativity, and subsequently, the micro world of
QM (1926). Now over 90 years later, as we refocus on the issue many questions remain. For
example, the “world equation” in Sean Carroll’s words is “one of the greatest triumphs of
human intellectual history” [Carroll, 2016: 441], but it still has limitations: not accurate at all
energy levels, requires 19 adjustable parameters, etc.
Frank Wilczek validates this concern, although answering the question “Does the world
embody beautiful ideas?” in the affirmative, he goes on to say: “Nor are all the truths of
deep reality beautiful. The core [Standard model] has many loose ends, and there is little
prospect of tying them all up. Even if my dreams of axions, supersymmetry, and unification
are fulfilled, the messy (non-) pattern of quark and lepton masses and the conceptually
opaque dark energy will remain problematic for the foreseeable future” [Wilczek, 2015:
320]. What is the probability of scientists discovering a comprehensive theory overcoming
these shortcomings in say 50 years?
Are we in a position where significant advances in theory development is over? The
science world in the 1920s thought that there was nothing new to discover, but they were
shocked by QM and a host of observational discoveries in cosmology. However, a reconciling
QM and GR is an elusive, problematic topic, and ST, as the primary theory proposed, is
an unverified theory with sophisticated math (non-commutative geometry, knot theory,
Grassmann numbers, and others).
Although we have shown math is effective in describing nature, there is no fundamental
reason to believe that mathematical tools will be found to lead the way forward and allow
mankind to comprehend nature beyond GR, COSM, and QM. Are GR and QM inherently
incompatible? Will the magic of math expire? ST may be the answer, but if it is not, will math
enable an alternative theory? If nature wants to retain her secrets, they will remain a mystery.
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Introduction
Advancing the research on the theory and practice of space exploration, the creation of
cosmic humanity (see: [Krichevsky, 2012, 2017-2019; Ursul and Ursul, 2018]), space state
(see: [Udartsev, 1994, 2012, 2014, 2019a, 2019b; Ursul, 1998, 2016]) in the evolutionary
paradigm, we will consider the main aspects related to the space state as a form and technology
of the organization of cosmic humanity1.
We will briefly present the philosophical, legal, historical, and technological aspects
of the space state, the basic concepts, classifications and models, the “rules of the game”,
examples and forecasts.
In a single system and in an interdisciplinary formulation, we will consider the main
aspects of the space state on Earth and beyond in the 20th- 21stcenturies, in the process of
the evolution of various ideas, forms, types, models, with a brief description of experience,
features, problems and prospects in the process of formation and evolution in the paradigm
of the cosmic future of civilization and the creation of cosmic humanity.
When analyzing the history of space activities, the current situation and forecasting
the future of the space state, the world community and all our civilization on Earth and
beyond, the prospects of space humanity, we deal with complex conceptual, legal, socioenvironmental, digital and other models of the past, present and future.
The adequacy and reliability of promising models of the space activities and the cosmic
future of humanity raise doubts in comparison with the complex real global socio-political
processes, trends and threats to human life on Earth in the 21st century.
Many models (as an auxiliary tool of the cognitive process according to Yuri Baturin,
see: [Baturin, 2013]) for research of space technologies and activities, the space state
and humanity, as well as the simulation results in the synthesis with practice, create new
knowledge, which increase the chances of man and humanity for survival, safe and sustainable
development within the scope “Earth + Space” according to the optimistic scenario. The ideas
about cosmic power and space (celestial, divine) state appeared in the ancient world (see:
[Udartsev, 2012, 2014]). The ideas of the cosmic future of humanity were widely spread in the
Russian cosmism of the late 19th–early 20th centuries. Nikolay Fedorov, a prominent Russian
philosopher, wrote about man as a future “inhabitant and ruler” of cosmic space [Fedorov,
1982: 528]. Alexey Borovoy reflected on the connection of a person with the “universal
consciousness”, immortality and the ability of a person to “independently complement and
improve the universe” [Borovoy, 1920: 42, 86, 97]. The biocosmist Alexander Agienko
(writing to the press under the pseudonym Sviatogor) reflected on the infinite creative role
of a human in the Universe and the correlation of the ultimate development of human rights
with the cosmic era and vast reaches of outer space, see details [Udartsev, 1994]. Konstantin
Tsiolkovsky stated that the will of highly developed intelligent civilizations in the Universe
“almost agrees with the absolute will of the Universe. Their technical power, in connection
with this social organization, made them masters of the world. Through them, the cosmos
manifests its power” [Tsiolkovskiy, 1928: 16; see also: Udartsev, 1994: 286-288].
1

The materials of research by the authors involved in studying the theory and practice of space
activities, the space state in Russia, Kazakhstan, and the world community are published. In 1991-1993,
Sergey Krichevsky participated in the creation of the Russian Space Agency, the development of the
Federal Law of Russia “On space activities” (1993), since 2016 he has been participating in the project
of a new space state Asgardia. Since the 1990s, Sergey Udartsev has been developing the theory of the
space state.
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A large number of space states models are also represented in science fiction, cinema,
computer games, etc.
The cosmic function of society and the state, the theory of the space state discussed in
a number of scientific publications, among which of particular attention are the works of
Sergey Udartsev and Arkady Ursul [Udartsev, 1994: 286-288, 2012, 2014, 2019а, 2019b;
Ursul, 1998, 2016]. Since 2016, numerous publications have been devoted to the theory
and practice of creating a new space state Asgardia has appeared [Ashurbeyli, 2016-2019;
Asgardia, 2019; Krichevsky, 2017-2019; Egorov, 2018; Valentina Tereshkova, 2018].
We give here brief definitions of the two basic concepts related to the space state (for
more details, see Section 1 and further).
Space state is a state actively participating in space activities.
Space activities are purposeful activities on the development (exploration and use) of
outer space using space technologies and equipment.
There are complex issues of interpretation and correlation of concepts, forms, models
related to space activit activities, space communities, state, civilization, humanity, and their
evolution, among which the following may be highlighted: 1) cosmonautics and space
activities within the scope of “man — community — society — civilization”; 2) the purpose
and functions of the space state, its role in the formation and evolution of cosmic civilization;
3) the ratio of institutions and mechanisms of organization and self-organization in the
evolution of cosmic civilization; 4) cosmic community — cosmic state — cosmic civilization;
5) self-organization, organization, directions and factors of evolution, transformation,
disintegration, elimination of space communities, states, civilizations; 6) space associations,
unions on Earth and beyond; 7) a system of models and forms of cosmic communities, states,
countries, and civilizations.
The analysis of the space functions of the state is of vital importance. The general
formulation of the problem of cosmic function as a generalized concept of all the activities of
a country, a state in the cosmic space, moreover, in the paradigm of sustainable socio-natural
development, was made by Arkady Ursul. He first proposed to specifically highlight the
cosmic function of the state, gave a detailed justification of astronautics, space activities and
the space functions of a human, state, society, civilization, highly organized mind through
the category of space exploration needs (see [Ursul, 1998: 326-333]). According to Arkady
Ursul: “The need for space exploration ... is now a major category ... And this need is induced
by fundamental natural laws, but not just economic or social efficiency, environmental
expediency and safety, sustainability of the planetary development of civilization, etc.
Apparently, this is a universal need of all the highly intelligent to realize their cosmic function
and create integrated systems of the cosmic mind. These space activities of people must enter
a new civilizational model of development” [Ursul, 1998: 333]. He also draws attention to the
ideas of Konstantin Tsiolkovsky about the spread of the phenomenon of statehood in space:
“Implementation of the governmental space function not only transmits the phenomenon of
statehood to space but also imparts the very idea of sustainable development with noosphereantropo-cosmism orientation, transforming it, in astronomical sense, into K. E. Tsiolkovskiy’s
idea of immortality of humanity” [Ursul, 2016: 208].
In the Space Age, there are three interrelated forms of organization and self-organization of
space activities of a society (country, world community, humanity) for space exploration for the
survival and development of man and humanity through the creation and institutionalization
of space communities corresponding to three interrelated sectors of modern society: state,
corporations, civil society (by: [Krichevsky, 2019]).
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In the process of initiation and evolution of astronautics and space activities at the initial
stage in the first decades of the 20th century, individual researchers, engineers (they created
the basics of astronautics theory, first space technologies, technical projects), self-organized
the first space communities, scientific and professional societies in several countries of the
world. Further, scientific and industrial organizations, authorities and administrations were
created in the form of divisions, departments, committees, agencies, ministries in the structures
of governments of a number of states during the institutionalization of the “space function” in
scientific, military, industrial and other aspects and directions of space activities, creating a new
space industry. Then, in a number of countries, state space (aerospace) agencies (e.g., in the
USA since 1958), departments, committees, space councils, etc. were formed, which became
the special authorized bodies of the states in the field of space activities, management of space
industry. At the same time, public and private aerospace, space corporations were developing.
At the stages of formation and development of practical astronautics, space activities
have been framed in a number of countries since the 1950s to present — the space function
has been institutionalized, these countries and these states have become the “space states.”
The main technical criterion for the absolute, complete “space” status of a country or state
is an autonomous, independent access to space, the presence of a spaceport, launch vehicles,
control and tracking system for spacecraft, launching of a national space object into space.
There are currently 10 such states, and their number is gradually increasing. A total of 80
countries in the world have their own satellites, moreover, many of them have ordered and
purchased satellites on the space market, including their launch into space by other states
(at the beginning of 2019). All countries of the world use the results of space activities (in
various volumes, goals, etc.), i.e. they are participants in space activities.2
There is a group of foremost leading space countries, states (the USA, Russia, China),
which autonomously and independently carry out the whole range of types and directions of
space activities in the full life cycle, including manned space flights and long-term human
presence in space.
Thus, “cosmicity”, in its broad view, the cosmic status of a country, a state, and other
actors involved in space activities may be determined by the activities of the participants, but
the indicators of the activities are conditional and variable, and they need to be specified in
connection with the topic of this article. This issue is discussed in more detail in Section 1.
The number and influence of private space corporations are growing, which, as a
rule, exist with the strong support of “their own” space states and significantly influence
the development of the space market of products and services, the volumes and rates of
cosmization of the economy and the whole society.
Space states and corporations are the main actors — the drivers of the modern sphere
of space activities and space industry. Many other organizations (scientific, educational,
industrial, etc.) involved in space activities, including numerous independent non-profit
space communities of civil society, have significant potential and influence on public
consciousness (and through it, the influence on the space states and corporations at the
national and international levels).
2
Detailed information about the brief history of space states and other aspects of space activities was
published by Ivan Moiseev (2019). “Countries with own space ports, boosters and satellites (sometimes
such countries are called “spacefaring nations”). There are ten such countries for today (in brackets is
the year of the first successful launch of a satellite): Russia (USSR, 1957), USA (1958), Europe (France,
1965), Japan (1970), China (1970), India (1980), Israel (1988), Iran (2009), DPRK (2012) and the
Republic of Korea (2013). European countries (EU, the authors’ note) are in one category because their
space programs are closely connected” (cited in: [Moiseev, 2019: 35-36]).
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At the same time, these are modern space states, which are the main actors — institutes,
integrators and “machines” of space activities of space states, they possess maximum
resources, organization and management capabilities, determine goals, priorities, directions
and rates of space exploration at the national and international levels.
Implementing the space function of the society, the space state stimulates, supports, and
organizes the creation, implementation and use of space technologies and technology for the
implementation of space activities and the achievement of goals for the benefit of a human,
state and society. Ideally, the space state is an integrator of cosmic knowledge, rules of the
game, technologies, machinery, activity, obtaining and using results.
At the same time, the “traditional” space state as a form of organizing space activities
of the society to perform cosmic function, creating cosmic humanity is not ideal or absolute
and has a number of features and limitations, including those due to the internal problems of
specific earthly states, competition for leadership with other states, as well as with powerful
and growing private space corporations (e.g., with the SpaceX Corporation, the USA). In the
future, the “traditional” space state can be faced with tough competition from the emergence
of new forms of “special” space states (for example, similar to the digital space state Asgardia)
and the possibility of a new promising organization of space activities of humanity — in the
form of the World Cosmic Union [Krichevsky, 2019].
In the subsequent sections of the article, we will single out and briefly consider three
important aspects of the space state:
1. The space state as a natural, regular form and social technology of organizing the
society, human civilization to perform the “cosmic function.”
2. The main positive and negative properties, features, limitations of the space state,
including the new examples.
3. Prospects for the space state in the process of evolution of the society, human
civilization on Earth and in Space.

1. Basic Terms and Classifications Related With the Space State
1.1. Basic concepts
Space state is a state that actively participates in space activities, it has national space
legislation and government bodies that organize and regulate the participation of its actors in
these activities, who are the subjects of national law.
Non-space state is a state that is only a passive participant in space activities.
Space activities are activities for the exploration and use of outer space with the
use of space machinery and technologies for the survival and development of a man,
state, society, country, humanity (civilization). They cover the full cycle of activities
(development, creation of space technologies, technology, production, operation of space
infrastructure, obtaining results, rendering services, etc.) and areas of activities (research,
communications, telecommunications, navigation, remote sensing, defense and security,
manned space flight, etc.).
The space status of a country, a state, and other actors involved in space activities
(corporations, space communities, including scientific, educational organizations, etc.) is
determined by the real activities of the participants, but the activity indicators are conditional:
from the maximum among the leaders to the incomplete number or to individual directions
among the rest of actors.
All participants in space activities are divided into 2 groups: a) active (manufacturers);
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b) passive (consumers). Moreover, producers can be and are consumers in the space market3.
In the process of developing the space activities and the space market on Earth, an increasing
number of its participants are becoming active space actors.

1.2. Classifications
1.2.1. General classification of organizations — participants in space activities for the
purpose of survival and development on Earth and Beyond
The “General Classification of Organizations-Participants in Space Activities for the
Purpose of Survival and Development on Earth and Beyond” (Sergey Krichevsky, 2019)
has been developed and presented — see the Table. It shows an important place of the
space state in a complex system of forms (by institutions), types (by area), statuses and
structures (by activities and characteristics) of all organizations of human civilization and
other (hypothetical) extraterrestrial civilizations. This classification is comprehensive and
open to additions and corrections.
There are three possible main types of the space state (in terms of existence space): 1) on
Earth (terrestrial); 2) on Earth and Beyond, within the scope of Earth + Space; 3) beyond Earth
(autonomous, independent of Earth and earthly human civilization, including hypothetical
space states of extraterrestrial civilizations, etc.).
At the same time, “transitional” (self-proclaimed, unrecognized) space states have the
right to exist, e.g., in the form of a virtual digital space state, based on Earth’s resources, with
placing information about it (its institutions, citizens).
Table. General classification of organizations — participants in space activities for the
purpose of survival and development on Earth and Beyond (Sergey Krichevsky, 2019)
Forms of
organizations
(by institutions)
A. States
B. Corporations
(national and
transnational).
C. Non-profit
communities of all
levels.
D. Countries
E. Civilizations
F. Associations,
alliances, unions
of all levels.

3

Types of
organizations
(by area)
I. Earth’s
II. Space
a) on Earth;
b) on Earth +
Beyond Earth;
c) beyond Earth
(at all scales of
space: in the
Solar System,
the Galaxy, the
Universe).

Statuses and structures of organizations
(by activities and features)
1. Participants of the space activities of humanity:
1.1. passive (consumers) — “non-cosmic”:
Non-cosmic communities of humanity.
Non-cosmic corporations of humanity.
Non-space states of humanity.
1.2. active (producers, including those who are
consumers of the space market) — “cosmic”:
Cosmic communities of humanity.
Cosmic corporations of humanity.
Space states of earthly humanity, including:
Foremost, leading space states, countries of earthly
humanity (the USA, Russia, China);
Other space states, countries of earthly humanity;
New “transitional” space states from earthly to cosmic
humanity (Asgardia).

The economic aspects of space activities are extremely important, but are not covered by this article.
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World Cosmic Union of humanity (forecast).
Cosmic humanity (forecast).
2. Other (extraterrestrial) participants of space
activities (hypothesis):
Cosmic communities with different genesis
(hypothesis).
Space states with different genesis (hypothesis).
Extraterrestrial civilizations with different genesis
(hypothesis).
The “Big Ring” of cosmic civilizations (hypothesis).
Highly organized cosmic mind is the supermind of the
Universe (hypothesis).
1.2.2. Universal Classification of Space States
Other classifications of space states are possible. For example, the universal classification
of space states, which was developed and proposed by Sergey Udartsev (2019).
For the early stages of the evolution of cosmic civilization, as evidenced by historical
experience, the state form can be an optimal form of organization and management of the life
activities of humanity and all its constituent parts, with their human and material resources.
To distinguish between various related concepts and stages of statehood development in
the future, it is possible to offer some general terminological differentiation of states with
regard to their development as space states.
Modern states:
Earthly states (ES) are those acting on Earth only.
Space states (SS) are those developing space activities (creating and having artificial
earth satellites in space, launching space rockets and spacecrafts, conducting various space
research, participating in international cooperation in the field of space activities, etc.) and
having the special state bodies in their structure, which organize and control military and /
or civil space activities, adopting national space legislation irrespective of the degree of their
activities and the depth of their penetration into space.
The states of our planet acting not only on Earth, but also in space, can be called the
Earth-Space States (ESS) of the Solar system, if space activities have not yet become the
main ones for these states.
For the near and relatively more distant future, the space states can be conditionally and
generally differentiated into:
Space states of earthly origins of the Solar system can be called the future Earth-Space
States, which will primarily function in space.
There is a well-grounded scientific assumption that there are other cosmic civilizations in
infinite space that can arise in different ways — through natural generation and evolutionary
development, or, as Konstantin Tsiolkovsky [Tsiolkovsky, 2019] believed, through settling
the space of other planets and star systems with developed civilizations.
As a more complete model and a distant forecast, we can assume the following steps and
forms of the perspective evolution of the statehood.
By the name of a particular planet — X, Y, etc., the states acting on it only (such as ES),
can be called — the states of “Planet X”, the states of “Planet Y”, etc. of the corresponding
star system, conventionally –1, 2, etc.
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The states that have emerged on other planets X, Y, etc., but acting not only on their own
planet, but also in outer space, if space activities have not yet become the main ones for these
states (like the ESS), can be called X-space, Y-space, etc. of a star system, conditionally, 1, 2,
etc., of the states of the corresponding star system.
The space states of the unearthly origin of the known particular planets X, Y, etc., of the
corresponding star systems, conditionally, 1, 2, etc., but already operating predominantly not
on their own planet, but in space, can be called space X,Y, etc. state planets of the star system
1,2 and so on.
Hypothetical unknown space states may either act in space without identifying them or
leave traces of their activities in space.
The states of an unknown planet (or of unearthly origin) of a different star system acting
in space can be called space states of an unknown planet of another known or unknown star
system.

2. Space State as a Form of Cosmic Humanity Organization
2.1. The development of space activities of humanity
and the formation of space statehood
State evolution is inextricably linked with the evolution of humanity. A human, after their
becoming homo sapiens, continued their evolution towards rational and cosmic human, more
and more revealing his cosmic nature. Humanity as a phenomenon has always been cosmic in
its environment of existence, purpose and perspective identity. The cosmic being of humanity
is not only its future. First, humanity has inhabited the planet Earth for thousands of years,
rushing at tremendous speed in space together with its star — the Sun around the center of the
Galaxy. Secondly, real cosmic humanity is already present and is developing in humanity. This
is the domain of space activities, formed and developing at the national and international levels
in the 20th-21st centuries, covering dozens of Earth states, as well as the new unrecognized
digital state Asgardia, and their citizens, a large number of cosmic communities, including
the professional community of astronauts, thousands of public organizations, associations,
academies, etc. engaged in space exploration (see: [Ivanova & Krichevsky, 2013, Krichevsky,
2012, 2017-2019]). There are thousands of institutes, enterprises, firms, corporations of
different countries working in science, design and production in the field of space activities.
The process of cosmization of social consciousness and practical activities over the past
decades have embraced hundreds of millions-billions of people.
Parallelly and constantly interacting with these institutional entities and trends in the
development of society, statehood is evolving, which gradually, by the beginning of the Space
Age (since 1957), has revealed its cosmic potential. Moreover, the ideas about the space state
have been traced in the history of humanity for thousands of years [Udartsev, 2012, 2014].
Since the 1940s, states are becoming more and more involved in rocket production for
military activities, then in preparation for space activities, and in competition in this sphere.
The competition between the USSR and the USA peaked during the first planetary wave of
space activities in the 1950s — 1970s — during the “lunar race” of the program “Apollo” and
ended after the end of the Cold War and the collapse of the USSR in the early 1990s.
The victory in space was the prelude to the US victory in the Cold War and the subsequent
collapse of the USSR. The last time the US astronauts were on Moon was in 1972. However,
humanity did not have the strength and resources to further develop this breakthrough in science
and technology [Medvedev, 2019]. The development of astronautics went wide: development
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of new spacecrafts, including reusable ones; new rocket engines; creation and development of
orbital stations; accumulation of the experience of a human’s long stay in space (up to one and
a half years); improvement of life support systems for astronauts and space medicine; flights
of automatic stations to other planets, asteroids, comets; launching optical and radio telescopes
into space; development of applied cosmonautics (for telecommunications, remote sensing of
Earth, search and positioning systems, testing of medical and biological experiments, etc.);
study of the fundamental problems of the space, etc.
Moreover, even today, spaceflight remains a very expensive, risky, one of the most
dangerous businesses for people.
Over the past years of the Space Age (over 60 years), tremendous information has been
gathered, extensive experience has been gained, new information technologies and equipment
have been created, new materials have changed, as well as people’s consciousness. Humanity
psychologically, intellectually and practically is now better aware of its connection with the
space, and the coming cosmic fate.
The legal regulation of space activities by international space law was complemented by
the emergence of the national space law. More than 30 countries of the world have national
legislation on space activities [Tabanbaeva, 2017]. In addition, the number of such countries
is growing. A lag in the national legal regulation of space activities, when the international
space law, adopted several decades ago, is likely to clearly lag behind its accelerated
development, may adversely affect the development of this sphere. This can also be seen on
the example of Russia, where the draft law “On entrepreneurial activities in the domain of
the research and use of outer space” was among 19 laws introduced into but not adopted by
the State Duma [Zhukov & Moiseev, 2018].
It is important that the development of the sphere of space activities has approached
the need for a public-private partnership and the possibility of broader attracting of private
capital to the astronautics. Private capital has not yet replaced and will not replace the state
in this area in the main and strategic costly directions of astronautics, but it began to win its
niche for the development of competitiveness and quality improvement in a number of space
projects. However, meanwhile private astronautics receives an insignificant part of state
funding for state orders. Nevertheless, in the US, private space activities, having received
timely legislative support, began to accelerate the development. World-class leaders such as
Ilon Musk and Jeffrey Bezos, capable of promoting global and superglobal projects, appeared
on the scene.
On the basis of the above considerations, under the conditions of a new, the third over
the past two centuries, rising wave of science in the 21st century [Kaku, 2019], a new
upsurge in the space activities of humanity begins in the world. The objectives of this
stage of enhancing space exploration, which will apparently last several decades, are more
advanced: return to the Moon; creation of circumlunar and lunar stations, permanent lunar
settlements; manned flights to Mars and the beginning of its colonization; development of
space tourism. This is the beginning: the development of minerals on the Moon and other
space objects, especially on asteroids; creation of spaceports in space; the construction
of large space settlements in Earth orbit; new studies of the Solar System and interstellar
space by automatic stations; development of basic and applied space research. At the same
time, the scientific literature points out the following: in the 21stcentury, the main goal
of space activities is the beginning of human settlement beyond the Earth, in the Solar
System, and not just interplanetary flights, which are ultimately not a goal, but a means
(see: [Krichevsky, 2012: 286]).
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The prospects of the Space Age are seen in the transition to its third period from the
2020s, when superglobal projects will be implemented on the basis of new environmentally
friendly technologies with a new technological structure [Krichevsky, 2018].
New space race and the competition of developed countries in the domain of space
exploration will unfold against the backdrop of increasing global instability. This is pointed
out, for example, in the National Intelligence Strategy, prepared by experts of the US private
intelligence and analysis company “Strategic Forecasting Inc.” (abbreviated Stratfor),
presented by National Intelligence director Daniel Coats to the members of the Intelligence
Committee of the United States Senate. This document stresses that “in the coming years,
the world will enter a new era of global competition, which could end in a big war” (see
the review: [Ivanov, 2019]). Under these conditions, space activities can play an important
role not only for the development of competition, but also for uniting efforts in large global
projects, for certain smoothing over contradictions.
To combine the efforts of several countries in the implementation of large space projects
is objectively necessary because of their high cost. These costs will pay off over time, but are
currently a big burden on the budgets of particular countries. Thus, the creation of a lunar
base is estimated at 110–140 billion dollars, and an expedition to Mars will cost, according
to various estimates, from 300 to 500 billion dollars [Vaganov, 2019].
At a new stage of space exploration, the scope of competing countries-leaders in this
field is expanding (the USA, China, Russia, India, EU, Japan, etc.). All new countries are
involved in space activities. Experts distinguish a number of new space states, in particular,
Luxembourg (an actively developing country in this domain), Israel, Azerbaijan, the United
Arab Emirates, New Zealand, Australia, Iran, Brazil, North and South Korea [Egorov, 2018].
The deployment of all the main components of the space activities in Kazakhstan, where the
Baikonur cosmodrome is located, is being completed.
The state bodies are being created and developed, whose functions include the management
and regulation of space activities. Dozens of countries around the world already have their
own national space ministries, committees, agencies, centers, offices, etc. (e.g., about the
evolution of space administrations in Kazakhstan, see: [Kukieva, 2017]).
In the world, there are two dozen cosmodromes, and almost all of them are state-owned.
The United States has six spaceports, Russia — five (including one under construction), the
PRC — four, the DPRK and Japan — two in each. In addition, there are mobile spaceports
(surface, submarine and air).
In the coming decades, the upcoming real beginning of the extraction, processing,
development of space resources, creation and development of the space industry not only
on Earth, but also in outer space, opens up truly fantastic opportunities, given the unlimited
number and values of these resources. Thus, an asteroid that flew near Earth in 2015,
according to experts, contained 90 million tons of platinum worth $25–50 trillion [Kaku,
2019: 92], which is significantly more than the largest national debt accumulated by the USA
over the decades.
The main issue here is to ensure the profitability of these activities, the creation of
appropriate technologies and transport. In the case of solving these problems, humanity will
be able to make a leap, unprecedented in history, in the development and distribution in space.
Apparently, sooner or later it will become possible. In addition, this is primarily the state,
which will be a necessary tool for restoring order, controlling global and national security,
for protecting and supporting private capital that is involved in the extraction and processing,
transportation, storage and use of space resources and products from them.
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At present, space troops have been created in Russia, the USA and the PRC. There exists
a real threat of space wars in the future. This requires active renewal of international law, the
creation of new international legal acts to ensure global and space security.
Obviously, over time, there will be an ingrowth in space activities not only of the armies
of the leading states and other developed countries, but also of many other state bodies
(law enforcement, control, judicial, organizing production, science, tourism, transport and
communications).
The information society has significantly changed the state and forms of implementation
of its functions, some of them are automated. The management of technical and social
processes at a considerable distance becomes real. The state is adapting to the new situation,
the means and technologies of control, management of main spheres of public life are being
modernized, “when forming the digital future, the role of the state will only increase” (by:
[Belyaev, 2019]).

2.2. Natural evolutionary and accelerated, artificially modelled
creation of space states, their forms
At the present stage of scientific and technological development and expansion of space
activities, the leading earthly states, having gone a long way of natural evolution, began to
gradually transform themselves into cosmic nations (about formation of the space state, see:
[Udartsev, 2019a; 2019b]). This process will accelerate as a share of participation in space
exploration in the activities of states increases. Their further evolution will inevitably be
associated with an ever-expanding sphere of activities in space, their participation in the
organization of its transformation. In the long term, states will emerge as an organizing force
for the participation of humanity in cosmic evolutionary processes.
The beginning of the process of space states formation under the conditions of intense
development of electronic information technologies stimulates and, partly, provokes the
emergence of models of accelerated and artificial creation of space statehood. The first such
space state, which appeared without long historical evolution, by the will of its founder and
a group of people supporting it (and in this sense, artificially and rapidly) in 2016, was the
unrecognized Space State, the Kingdom of Asgardia (see: [Asgardia, 2019]).
Modern, naturally developing space states may be different in their form. These include
constitutional monarchies (Japan, Great Britain), and republics with fairly strong heads of
state (the USA, Russia4, the PRC, France, India); federations (the USA, Russia, India) and
unitary states (the PRC, France); large in territory and population (China, India, Russia,
the USA), smaller (France, Japan) and very small (Israel, Luxembourg). However, all of
them are technically and economically developed strong states. As a rule, leaders in this
sphere are those from among the states-world leaders and the states, which earlier, faster and
more successfully than others have integrated into modern scientific, technical, industrial
development. At the same time, the entry of a large number of states into the domain of space
activities “dissolves” the more homogeneous qualities of the leading states in the process
of the formation of space statehood by a motley composition of other member states of
space activities. The formation of the space industry, the organization of space activities,
the implementation of large-scale space programs and projects, as well as the advancement
4
According to Igor Ashurbeyli, “Russia needs a constitutional monarchy — a parliamentary
republic with a young, about 40 year-old king” [Ashurbeyli, November 15, 2017]. However, as history
shows, there are a number of other — republican forms of government, in which there is no less strong
power of the head of state than in the monarchy.
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into outer space require the participation of high-tech states. A successfully developing
space state at the present stage should also be strong, legal and effective (for the theory of
a strong state, see, e.g. [Fukuyama, 2006; Kerimov & Kuksin, 2017; Ponkin, 2018; Malko
& Zatonskii, 2018]). A weak, fragile state is not able to compete in this sphere with strong
states and will inevitably lose to them, but it can also break up. Modern space states-leaders
are characterized by state forms with a strong central authority.
At the same time, a big plus is the combination of a strong and efficient state with active
participation in space activities, including government orders, private business. Parallel and
competitive development of public and private space exploration gives maximum effect. And
in this respect, the current world leader in this field, the United States, is ahead of other
countries.
High level of technical development of space civilization, the expanding scope of its
activities, huge human, material, technical and energy resources will require in the long term
an even more powerful and efficient state. It is the state that will participate in restoring order
and ensuring the safety of people, technology, property, environment, cultural values on the
scale of vast outer space, in its transforming.
The space state will be an important tool for this, but not omnipotent, it will always need
the strength and creative support of society. For more information about the prospects of the
space state, see Section 4.

3. New Space State Asgardia: Contours and Features of the
Constitutional Model and Practice
3.1. A brief history of the first digital space state
Modern states have a long history. Under the conditions of the unfolding Fourth industrial
revolution and the information society, there are hopes to overcome some contradictions of
political development as well as to organize a society on a new basis. Vanguard models of
the state are being invented with a wide use of digital technologies. One of such projects is
Asgardia.
On October 12, 2016, Igor Ashurbeyli, announced the establishment of a virtual Space
Kingdom Asgardia at the press conference in Paris.
In June-September 2017, the Asgardia Constitution was adopted in the electronic
referendum of the Asgardians. From February 1 to May 20, 2018, the first elections of the
Asgardia Parliament were held, on June 24-25, 2018 there were the 1st (in-person) Session of
the Parliament and the inauguration of the Head of State in Vienna, on October 10-12, 2018
the second (for the first time, a digital, extramural) session of the Asgardian Parliament. On
January 8, 2019, the Higher Space Council of Asgardia was established by Decree No 28 of
the Head of the State. On January 10–12, 2019, the third (digital, correspondence) session
of the Asgardian Parliament was held; the acting ministers of finance, science, citizenship,
culture, security, as well as trade and commerce were appointed.
On January 28, 2019, by Decree No 30 of the Chapter, the symbols of Asgardia were
officially approved: a flag, a coat of arms and an anthem being previously approved by the
Parliament, and which have already been used since autumn 2017.
In 2019, efforts were made to find ways for Asgardia to be recognized by other
countries (participation of the delegation in the Davos Economic Forum, meeting with the
representative of the royal family of Great Britain, etc.). On April 10–12, 2019, the fourth
(digital, correspondence) session of the Parliament of Asgardia was held, all the ministers of
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the Government and the first congress of the leadership of Asgardia were elected, where the
strategy and plans for the development of Asgardia were considered and adopted. The birth
of the first human child in space is proclaimed as a priority goal [Asgardia].
For a more detailed description and analysis of the idea, process and problems of creating
Asgardia, see: [Krichevsky, 2017-2019].

3.2. Constitutional Foundations: Core Values, Virtual Citizenship,
Extraterrestrial Territory and Capital of Asgardia
In Art. 3 of the Constitution of Asgardia the mission of the state if formulated as “the
existence and development of the Space Kingdom of Asgardia and the new cosmic humanity”
[Constitution of Asgardia, 2017].5
In the Preamble of the Constitution of Asgardia, it is stated that it seeks to “unite the
future humanity as transethnic, transnational, transreligious, ethical, fair, peaceful, looking
into the infinite Universe, based on equality and dignity of every human being; resolve
differences, conflicts, inequality and imperfections in human history, bring spiritual and
scientific practices and human creative achievements to a new level in all their civilizational
and cultural multitude, and launch a new era in the history of space humanity.”
The Constitution of Asgardia is interesting in terms of the allocation of absolute core
value and other core values of the state, some of which are directly related to space activities
and are absent in the constitutions of other countries.
All these values are considered as a reflection of human values and the basis of the
functioning of the digital space state. In accordance with Clause 6 of Article 4, the core values
of Asgardia act in relations with other people who are not citizens of Asgardia and states of
the planet Earth, as well as in “communications with the alien intelligence in case of its
discovery”. One of the highest values being especially important for the further development
of space is the state of the environment, “the ecology of space.”
In clause 3 of Article 4 in the Constitution, the absolute highest value of Asgardia is
highlighted, which is related to the cosmic condition of the state: “unstoppable worldview,
world transformation and world creation, aspiration of humanity to the infinite future, infinite
universe, and infinite new universes”. The rule is that in the event of a conflict of core values
in the course of their implementation, the conflict of values must be resolved in the spirit of
the absolute core value of Asgardia, otherwise the absolute core value of Asgardia must act
directly.
It is evident, unfortunately, that in this definition of absolute supreme value the absolute
core values-priorities are not included: 1) human life, the survival of man and humanity; 2)
preservation of the Earth, its biosphere as the basis of the origin and existence of man and
humanity.
As a result, conflicts and contradictions arose in the Constitution, as a document assigned,
first of all, for the current stage of the formation of the state and its foreseeable future, which
will inevitably manifest itself in the practice and results of the development of Asgardia.
Asgardia is a digital state with living citizens on Earth. The Constitution of Asgardia
contains an unusual position for earthly constitutions, the special nature of the Asgardia
citizenship, which does not give rise to supposedly multiple citizenship.
In his treatise “To the Eternal Peace” (1795), Immanuel Kant admitted the parallel
existence in the future of the citizenship of specific (national) states and the citizenship of
5

Hereinafter, references to the Constitution of Asgardia are given in the text indicating the preamble,
subparagraphs, clauses and articles of the Constitution according to this source.
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the world federation as the right of hospitality to all in any part of Earth. This federation,
according to the thinker, is established on the planet to ensure universal peace (see: [Kant,
2004]). Asgardia proposes a model with virtually special, i.e. non-touching dual citizenship
in different realities, where the second, digital citizenship were in another dimension and
allegedly did not affect the citizenship of other countries.

3.3. Contours of the constitutional model of the system
of state bodies of the digital space state of Asgardia
The Constitution, adopted by the electron vote of citizens, contains the provision that
the state power in Asgardia is carried out by citizens with the help of such a form of direct
democracy as referenda (Clause 1 Article 30).
At the same time, the system of state bodies of Asgardia is created on the basis of the
Constitution in order to implement numerous tasks the space state faces. Compared with
the cosmic state of the Earth, even in terms of security, the Constitution proclaims (as yet
declaratively) more complex cosmic tasks. Thus, according to Clause 1Article 22, the state
undertakes to “ensure the maintenance and protection of state sovereignty, the security of the
state and its resources on space bodies, in space and on Earth with all available state resources,
means and measures.” However, these tasks will be solved only with the availability of
appropriate funds.
Special article 24 of the Constitution “Protection of Earth” is about the protection of the
Earth from threats from outer space. It is stated that for this purpose, Asgardia will use state and
private resources to build and operate the planet Earth’s defense systems, both independently
and in conjunction with the states of the planet Earth and international organizations. In
order to “preserve humanity and biodiversity of Earth, Asgardia shall organize and ensure the
building of “Space Arks” — protective platforms in space to be used in the event of threats
to the safety of humanity on Earth and for space tourism, in the absence of threats” (Clause
3 Article 24). This activity will require significant resources, special high-tech industrial
production of space technology. Obviously, all this is impossible without cooperation with
other states, which implies the official recognition of Asgardia.
In order to protect the Earth and its orbital satellite constellation Asgardia from threats
from the Cosmos, the creation of a so far non-existing airspace fleet is proclaimed (Clause
1 Article 25). Asgardia is expected to act in conjunction with other earthly states and
international organizations to safeguard Earth from space-originating threats.
One of the main goals of Asgardia’s foreign policy is its international legal recognition. In
foreign policy, the desire to “achieve a balance of general space and planetary interests, and
its national interest” is declared (Clause 4 Article 29).
The state of Asgardia, according to the Constitution, operates in accordance with the
principle of division of power into legislative, executive and judicial, while the power of the
Head of State is not assigned to any of the branches of the government. The Head of State is
the highest official of Asgardia.
Meetings of all governmental bodies can be of two types: in-person and correspondence
with the use of electronic technologies.
In general, in the Asgardia’s ideology and system of state bodies, among the traditional
structures and functions of Earth, there are some important, absent from the earthly states
and, possibly, useful ones for future cosmic states.
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3.4. Asgardia as an experiment in modeling the digital space state
The appearance of Asgardia stirred up the public consciousness on the eve of the new
wave of space exploration, which rises before our eyes.
The Asgardia project stimulates research in the sphere of space activities, giving a new
impetus to interdisciplinary research of the whole complex of problems associated with space
exploration [Krichevsky, 2017].
Creation of Asgardia is not only a reflection of the dreams of humanity about Heaven,
the Сosmos, its infinity and eternity, this is one of the forms of political unification of the
people of Earth, their rapprochement, the promotion of their mutual understanding and
mutual respect. Potentially similar organizations can act as peculiar “melting furnaces” for
the unification of humanity, the creation of space civilization.
Encouraging Russians to join Asgardia, in June 2018, the first woman cosmonaut
Valentina Tereshkova claimed: “People need to do a lot to learn to listen and understand
each other. Our task is to overcome distrust, misunderstanding and show how beautiful and
fragile our planet is, and we intend to protect it and defend it as a part of the vanguard group
of humanity, which can be considered as all Asgardians. Join the ranks of digital Asgardia,
take part in the construction of the Future Society. Let’s make our planet and the space better
together!”(Cited after: [Ashurbeyli, June17, 2018]).6
One of the positive experiments of Asgardia within the past three years was an attempt
to create a new digital model of the association of people from different countries belonging
to different denominations, who have different views as representatives of the single born
cosmic civilization of the planet Earth. Igor Ashurbeyli, congratulating the Asgardians on the
new 2019 year on the Eastern calendar, remarked: “Never before in the history of humanity,
so many people of different races, nations and cultures united for the sake of one core goal —
the development of humanity and its expansion beyond the Earth. We are creating a new type
of society. We have assumed a tremendous responsibility for the future of all civilization. Let
us walk this way together, guided by the principle of Per Aspera ad Astra — “Through thorns
to the stars!” [Ashurbeyli, 2019].
Aliya Prokofieva, an expert and active member in private cosmonautics, in a popular
review of the possible evolution of power systems in the future, identified the following
forms: noocracy (power based on the priority of intelligence), cyberocracy (with overcoming
the bureaucracy of people as a “class”), autocracy of artificial intelligence (with uncertain
multi-variant consequences for man and humanity), as well as the emergence of a multimedia
system of virtual states that are not tied to a specific territory, giving people the choice between
their codes of rights and duties (which will go into dissonance with the modern system of
states with a more rigid organizational structure). Summing up the review of the possible
variants of the evolution of power, Aliya Prokofieva writes: “The basic law of dialectics
asserts that the form and content are united. Consequently, the fundamental shifts that occur
today in the content of social relations will inevitably follow the rapid flowering of new
forms of their organization, corresponding to the changed realities. More states, good and
different! And Asgardia is just the first sign. Or Valkiriya?” [Prokofieva, 2018]. 7
Another idea that is vague, but nevertheless emanates from Asgardia’s documents, is,
with the help of space states, the acquisition of statehood by nations which do not have their
6

The picture of Valentina Tereshkova’s original letter was published there, as well.
Valkyrie in the Norse mythology flew over the battlefield and decided which warrior to remain
alive and who would die, sometimes — who would win the battle. Warriors who died in battle went to
heaven in Valhalla — a paradise for valiant warriors.
7
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own state on Earth and cannot exercise their right to self-determination. Igor Ashurbeyli,
on his personal blog, remarked: “Asgardia will unite the representatives of all nations who
aspire to self-determination in the narrow boundaries of earthly states. It is in Asgardia where
they will get their freedom” [Ashurbeyli, 2019]. However, this is if Asgardia proves its own
vitality during its development.
On the whole, the experimental avant-garde state of Asgardia is a new and interesting
technology for organizing human society, largely remaining today as a declarative, utopian
model for its ambitious, declared, yet unrealized, space objectives. In the case of its unlikely
recognition by some states and development, it can open a “window of opportunity” to modify
the system of state power. However, most likely, in the modern truncated form of the state,
deprived of the real means of coercion, if necessary, the maintenance of compulsory order,
Asgardia will be unable to provide substantial social, national and global security without
the completion of some power structures at the present stage of historical development.
Because of this, and also due to the fear of the emergence of many other unrecognized
entities claiming state status in its model, it is unlikely that Asgardia will be recognized in the
modern world community of the United Nations or by a group of earthly states. Nevertheless,
the experience of Asgardia, this unique precedent, is important for modeling and forecasting
possible directions and options for the evolution of space statehood in the future.

3.5. Criticism of Asgardia’s practical experience
Criticism of several peculiarities of creation of institutions as well as negative moments
from the on-hand experience of the state of Asgardia for 2016–2018 was first published by
one of the authors of the article in early 2019 (see: [Krichevsky, 2019]).
Let us continue the critical analysis of experience. As of March 30, 2019, the Asgardian
nation had approximately 1.05 million people from 200 countries of the world in terms of
basic citizenship, of which 18.2 thousand are citizens and 275.5 thousand residents of the
state (with a suspended status because of unpaid fees). The remaining ones (~ 760 thousand)
are in the status of supporters [Asgardia].
From April 1, 2019, in accordance with the Directive No. 1, the Government introduced
new rules defining the status of a resident-citizen of Asgardia.8 As a result, only about 18.3
thousand of the Asgardia nation remained in the status of residents, ~ 1.8% of the entire
community, the remaining ~ 98.2% will be able to become residents after paying a mandatory
annual contribution of €100. Moreover, a citizen must pay another €1000 to become a
certificate of residence of Asgardia.
It is worth noting that from the beginning, on October 12, 2016, when the Asgardia
project was announced as an advertisement, the first 100 thousand participants (“the golden
hundred”) were said to obtain the right to preferential citizenship, i.e. without payment, in
the future. This was confirmed before the referendum on the Constitution of Asgardia in June
2017. As a result, “the golden hundred” of the absolute majority did not become citizenresidents, apparently due to financial or other reasons, although thanks to their votes the
Constitution was probably adopted as well as the Head of State and Parliament were elected.
The benefits to “the golden hundred” need to be distributed not to those who have registered
in the community but to those who have adopted the Constitution. If you adjust the rule of the
“golden hundred”, the number of citizens will increase and exceed 100 thousand.
8

The main is stated in the Directive No. 1 of the Government of Asgardia, then on January 12, 2019
there was its correction [Asgardia].
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Thus, there has been a sharp and significant decrease in the number of residents, the
division of the Asgardian community into two unequal parts: 1) “insignificant minority” —
citizen-residents of the state of Asgardia; 2) “absolute majority” — the remaining members
of the Asgardian nation, retaining the ability to become citizen-resident of the state, but not
yet eligible to participate in the elections.
The process of stratification goes fast within the state as well, among citizen-residents,
there was defined the elite of ~ 200 people, i.e. ~ 1% of citizens in governmental positions
(Head of State, members of the Supreme Space Council, members of the Government,
parliamentarians, etc.).
In practice, institutional development of the state of Asgardia goes with serious violations
of the Constitution. The Supreme Space Council, without which it is impossible to govern
the state, was created by the Head of State in January 2019, i.e. after 7 months after the
inauguration of the Head. Presented for approval by the Parliament at the 4th (digital,
correspondence) session in April 2019, the list of 10 priority laws does not correspond to
the laws necessary for the implementation of the Constitutional norms and the functioning
of the state. Moreover, the drafts of the necessary laws are still absent (see: [Constitution of
Asgardia, 2017]).
All this is a consequence of the features of the Asgardian state model, the manifestation of
objective and subjective factors, excessive restrictions on the dissemination of information,
because of incompetence, the conflict of interests of senior state officials that do not fully
correspond to the positions occupied, who operate without control in the mode of virtually
absolute power, violating the Constitutional norms, discrediting itself and the state of
Asgardia. The Parliament has limited functions and capabilities; in fact, it cannot effectively
influence events due to the features of the digital model, the technology of activities with the
prevalence of distance correspondence communications in the conditions of multilingualism,
other cross-cultural features, the negative influence on activities, working capacity of deputies
of different time zones on Earth.
Thus, there are serious socio-political, economic and technological restrictions, including
those connected with “closeness”, “monarchy”, “corporatization”, conflict of interests, other
features and tendencies of Asgardia. Therefore, unfortunately, it is unlikely that the new
cosmic state under the influence of internal and external factors will not enter in the near
future the stage of “saturation”, stagnation and will not turn into a new specific corporation
of Igor Ashurbeyli, his closest entourage and a limited number of loyal residents, and will be
able to overcome the crisis, carry out a proclaimed high mission, grandiose plans for 25 years
and will independently become a full-fledged cosmic humanity.

4. Perspectives of the Space State
4.1. Prospects and limitations of the space state
There are complex and interrelated philosophical, political, legal, technological and other
aspects of the prospects and limitations of a space state.
As a complex and dynamic object of knowledge and control, the space state has its
basic properties, contradictions, advantages, disadvantages, problems, while preserving the
“birthmarks” of a state as the most important institution of modern society. At the same time,
in the process of development, the space state on Earth and beyond acquires and manifests
new and often contradictory properties, which are reflected in the experience and history of the
space activities of many countries and the world community within the 20th — 21st centuries.
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Resolving the contradictions of a space state, its transition into a new quality is possible
in the process of the evolution of a man, state, society, civilization, including in the form of
implementing one of the main scenarios for the evolution of a particular state: 1) sustainable
development of specific space states; 2) their transformation into other space states, entry into
a cosmic union, including possible interaction with extraterrestrial space states, civilizations,
etc.; 3) degradation and transformation into a non-space state; 4) a disaster with the following
decay and extinction.
There is a possibility of extreme variants of the state, transformation, “deformed”
development of a space state; we denote them as “virtual”, “imitative”, “fragile”, “parasitic”,
“highly specialized”, “commercial”, “corporate”, “monopolized”, “super-militarized”,
“totalitarian”, “catastrophic”, etc.
This is the problem of creating an “ideal space state” that stands out and can be recognized
as a new, complex and topical one (by analogy, association with an “ideal state”), which is
theoretically possible, but not achievable — not realizable in practice.
Balanced, sustainable, effective development of a space state in the interests of a man,
society, civilization implies a desire for an ideal that can be represented as a complete
(absolute) fulfillment of the space function through the use of new technologies, the coverage
of the entire spectrum and cycle of space activities, including the achievement of high
economic efficiency and environmental cleanliness (balance with the environment of Earth
and space).
At the same time, there exists and evolves a complex system of constraints for the space
state, due to internal and external, objective and subjective factors, including the volume,
proportions, properties of resources allocated to the earth and space activities, the real
efficiency of the space industry, features of the control system, the space market, international
cooperation, geopolitical, military, ecological situation on Earth, etc.
Let us single out the technological aspect of the space state here, which is the key to
“positive” evolution, the fulfillment of the space function and the realization of a promising
Future. It covers a set of new technologies, including: 1) technology modeling of space
technology and activities, the “rules of the game” of the space state and space humanity, etc.;
2) digital state and society; 3) the system of protection against asteroid-comet hazard (under
the auspices of the UN9 and as a promising superglobal project of humanity); 4) universal
space man, cosmonaut-quasi-man, cybernetic immortal man, cybernetic neocivilization, etc.;
5) eco-friendly (clean) space technologies and projects, etc. (see: [Krichevsky, 2012, 20172019]). The prospects for expanding the use of artificial intelligence in government, legal
regulation, military affairs, space activities, and the risks associated with this process are of
similar importance, as well.
The above aspects of the prospects and limitations of a space state, the criteria for its
perfection and efficiency, the optimality of forms and models for different space conditions,
the tasks and levels of development of cosmic civilization, as well as the problems of a
universal space state, the world cosmic union of humanity, etc. have to be further modeled
and researched. Among them are those, which apply the approaches and classifications
proposed by the authors (see Introduction, Section 1, as well as paragraphs 4.2, 4.3 of part 4).

9
In December 2016 the United Nations General Assembly adopted resolution A/RES/71/90,
declaring 30 June International Asteroid Day … to raise public awareness about the asteroid impact
hazard (Cited after: [United Nations. International Asteroid Day 30 June. https://www.un.org/
en/events/asteroidday/]).
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4.2. Space State and the Cosmic Union of Humanity
A new era of international cooperation in the exploration of the cosmos is coming; i.e. the
theses of Andrei Ionin [Ionin, 2019] are devoted to this.
In the perspective, the World Cosmic Union of Earth Communities seeking to explore
space under the UN auspices will be created — a new network structure based on openness,
voluntariness, equality (see: [Krichevsky, 2019]). The union of several space states of Earth
can become its core, and Asgardia can enter it, as well.
The goal and form of the Cosmic Union of Humanity is not a rigid “vertical”, but a
common net “framework” targeted at space exploration, managed in the form of “guided
development” (according to Nikita Moiseev, 1999).
It is necessary to develop and adopt the Universal Declaration of the World Cosmic Union
for the exploration of space and the creation of cosmic humanity (other versions of the form
and name of the act are possible).
This approach provides new directions and opportunities for the formation and
transformation of space states in the paradigm of cosmic humanity as a new cosmic
civilization based on earth civilization (see: [Krichevsky, 2019]).
At the same time, aggravation of contradictions and competition is possible between
earthly “ordinary” and space states, between “old” and new space states among themselves
in order to gain leadership and resources, as well as in the new World Cosmic Union.
Millions of people on Earth, especially young people, are passionate about the idea
of space exploration and the cosmic future of man and humanity. There are thousands of
space communities, a new Asgardia community is developing, in which >1 million people
are creating a fundamentally new space state and a cosmic nation. Astronautics, real space
activities gave an idea of the limitless possibilities of man and humanity in the development
of fundamentally new space technologies and space exploration, including space expansion
in the future, i.e. resettlement beyond Earth, the possibility of colonization of the Moon and
Mars as well as the creation of cosmic humanity.
To realize promising space future, the world community needs the effective development
of space activities, the space industry in earthly states, countries and beyond the Earth’s
borders, the new “space treaty” on the World Cosmic Union and other strategic decisions that
go beyond the scope of space activities aimed at achieving peace on Earth and in Space under
difficult conditions of a new reality and global crisis.
Then the Space Age of humanity will acquire new meanings and goals and will be
continued with the implementation of superglobal projects based on the new “rules of the
game” and technologies.
There will be a difficult and long transition period from confrontation and competition
of states, space states in a divided earthly community to the creation of a common structure
and institutions of space exploration of united humanity with the transformation of states into
other structures in the process of evolution of cosmic humanity — space civilization.

4.3. Universal Space State: Futurological Aspect
The scientific, technical, economic, social evolution of human civilization will be
accompanied by changes in its organizational form of the state, in particular.
At a later stage of the evolution of cosmic civilization, most likely on the basis of
numerous earthly states, something like the state of the united nations of Earth will arise, i.e.
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in the form of a federation (with functioning within this federation as its members, which
have preserved and developed national states and their unions by that time).
For some long period of the historical development of space civilizations, their
organizational form will be a developing state as a “universal space state” that changes forms,
methods of performing functions and that expands the space of functioning and participation,
in perspective and in interaction with other civilizations. However, it is possible that at some
more distant stage of the evolution of space civilization, its organizational forms can be
significantly transformed into still unknown to us.
The space civilization of humanity of Earth needs to further study and explore the Solar
system and far space — other star systems, their space objects, interstellar space in our
Galaxy, colonize and transform space. The organization, coordination of this process of space
expansion, control over it, the provision of a rational order, may be carried out in the future
by a highly developed control system using artificial intelligence, which is even difficult to
imagine today, the prototype of which is modern emerging space states.
As civilization develops, the space state will function in an ever-increasing outer space,
but it will never be able to streamline the entire cosmos. Knowledge and order of the cosmos
are apparently inexhaustible even for much more developed space civilizations. However,
without a space state, humanity will not be able to solve many problems that will confront it
in space exploration, the evolution of the mind and the Universe.
The most typical forms of strong, powerful space states of the more distant future can be
assumed to be state forms that maximize the use of the capabilities of artificial intelligence and
robots, ensure a strong central authority (presidential republics, constitutional monarchies,
presidential-parliamentary republics, etc.), rigid order in high-tech society, reliable control
in the vast space of the Cosmos. At the same time, it is possible to combine a strong central
authority with the optimal autonomy of local authorities (for example, in remote communities
established on separate planets, in other star systems).
Initially, at the stage of the formation of space states on Earth or from earthly states, all of
them will be connected with Earth in one way or another. In a more distant, although already
relatively foreseeable perspective today, space states can also bud off earth (earth-space)
states and become non-terrestrial. They can appear, for example, on the basis of Humanity —
2, Humanity — 3, which are far from Earth and autonomous space settlements, etc. (or, taking
into account the possible evolution of humanity, may be post-humanity: Post-humanity — 2,
Post-humanity — 3, etc.).
It is possible that such formation of new states or the separation of the former ones, the
separation of independent states from them, may in some cases be painful, accompanied
by crises, conflicts, struggle against “space separatism”, the prevention or suppression of
such attempts. In some cases, such attempts can be stopped, considered illegitimate, but in
other situations they can be successful and necessary, recognized by all or many. However,
at such a high level of the development of humanity, its cosmic civilization, such events,
presumably, will be carefully calculated, coordinated if necessary, planned and organized in
order to eliminate serious negative consequences.
The evolution of space states, in general (or cosmic forms of political power), with the
technological development of space civilization, will apparently correspond to the expansion
of outer space covered by its activities. In this regard (as a complete model and a distant
forecast), one can speak of different levels of space civilization activities and, accordingly, of
space states — the planet Earth, the Solar system, the interstellar system, the Galaxy sector,
the entire Galaxy, etc.
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In general, the formation of space states opens up new development opportunities
for humanity, but does not eliminate the risks and threats to civilization. There are new
contradictions and challenges (including the danger of space wars). Obviously, not all
cosmic civilizations are destined to go through a difficult and dangerous path to the heights
of evolution. How the history of humanity will evolve, the subjects of which the space states
will be, will depend on many objective and subjective factors that have yet to be investigated.

Key findings and recommendations
1. Philosophical, legal, historical, technological aspects of the theory and practice of
the space state, basic concepts, classifications, models are considered, examples are given,
predictions are made. The general classification of organizations that are involved in space
activities for the purpose of survival and development on Earth and Beyond as well as
universal classification of space states are developed and presented.
2. Having entered the Space Age of development, humanity has entered the era of the
formation of space statehood, the space state is a natural stage of evolution. The further
evolution of the state and society will be associated with the gradual discovery of new
aspects, facets, levels, and capabilities of their space potential.
3. Considering the increasing scale of the space state’s activities, its resources, scientific,
technical and energy equipment, it must inevitably be a strong and legal state. A weak
space state is not able to effectively fulfill the cosmic function of the society.
4. The development of the space state opens up new opportunities for humanity, but
it also creates new contradictions and creates new risks. Entry into space of the armies
of the opposing states, especially in the process of competition for the development of
space resources, will create a new sphere of confrontation, conflicts and military clashes.
At the same time, the infinity of space resources can serve as a factor in changing the
vector of competition into the outside. Large-scale and costly space projects, the need for
jointly solving the problems of space security will contribute to the pooling of efforts and
resources of different countries, their integration into alliances and new united states and
alliances.
5. A brief analysis of the project, history, experience of creating the first digital space
state of Asgardia, its Constitution, political, social, legal philosophy and management
system was carried out. The system of core values and the absolute core value of Asgardia
are of particular interest, but the definition of the absolute core value in the Constitution
does not take into account the goals and prospects of man and humanity.
6. Asgardia, as an avant-garde and truncated project of an artificially and rapidly formed
new space state, reflects the general trend of the statehood evolution, its new forms and
management technologies of the 21st century. Some of the elements of Asgardia may turn
out to be prototypes of the future structures of space states. At the same time, there are a
number of utopian, unrealistic provisions in the Constitution and plans of Asgardia, which
are not secured at present and in the near future with financial, scientific, technical and
technological capabilities.
7. A critical analysis of the practice of creating the space state of Asgardia for the period
2016-2019 is made.
8. Philosophical and technological aspects of the perspectives and limitations of the space
state, philosophical and legal, technological aspects, including a new era of international
cooperation, taking into account the possibilities of creating the World Cosmic Union, are
briefly reviewed, the futurological aspect of the universal space state is considered.
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9. It is advisable to continue the study of the philosophical foundations, legal and
interdisciplinary aspects of the space state on Earth and Beyond, the process of its evolution,
new models in the context of the theory and practice of cosmic humanity creating.
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Introduction
The problem of a philosophical analysis of virtual space/time is actualized by the fact
that modern technologies significantly change the content of almost all spheres of personal
and social life, bringing and integrating to each other the so-called reality of the first order
(material things) and virtual reality. The purpose of this article is the author’s attempt to find
out the specifics of virtual space/time, taking into account the current state of social culture
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and the potential growth prospects of the role of virtuality in the horizon of personal and social
life. Virtuality in its conceptual theoretical design offers new horizons for understanding
the universe at the beginning of the third Millennium, entering into controversy with the
understanding of the universe of the Modern era.
Special importance is attached to the study of the fact that space and time — not just
the background of existence and perception, but also a certain content matrix, which
determines the formation of subjectivity. Thus, Petra Gemeinboeck evaluates the specifics
of the relationship between real and virtual [Gemeinboeck, 2004]. The author is convinced
that the involvement of participants in the virtual space changes the sensory identity of the
person, forming a mobile limit between individual subjectivities (the reality of which is
also conditional). Therefore, virtual reality technology produces the appropriate cognitive
apparatus, with which it is possible to explore the projection of subjectivity, physicality and
sociality.

Perception and communication in virtual space / time
There is a long tradition in philosophical thought that identifies the concept of virtuality
and spirituality. It originates from the works of Medieval Patristics. However, at the present
stage of development of civilization and technology, such identity is not appropriate.
Accordingly, Samer Akkach actualizes the problem of differentiation of virtuality and
spirituality as a special space of localization of ethereal entities [Akkach, 2001]. The main
argument of the author is to define cyberspace as a certain possibility of physical space as a
whole. The accentuation of the contradiction between real and virtual space, according to the
author, is inappropriate, especially in the architectural context, where the space in the totality
of its modes is a condition and means of mental activity.
The definition of virtual space as a cell of images-concepts is a common point of view
in modern socio-humanitarian studies. A number of researchers interpret virtual space as
a field of communication mediated by computer systems [Barricelli et al., 2016]. In their
opinion, the virtual space demonstrates a significant impact on the specifics of VR (virtual
reality) communication: “The first element of a narrative structure is the plot or storyline;
it is the deep structure of the story based on a given temporal and causal sequence. We can
consider the operational sequence for an aircraft takeoff as the plot. At a higher level, the
trainee who, by changing the given sequence, creates unexpected outcomes and a change
in the takeoff story evolution can modify the plot. Here, we see a difference from a movie
story: interaction offers the opportunity to create a new story every time the VR application
is run” [Barricelli et al., 2016: 12]. It is logical that the syntax, semantics and pragmatics of
virtual space are dominated by visual components. This specificity changes the cognitive
capabilities of the user, which should be reflected in a number of important socio-cultural
practices — in educational technologies, art and the like.
An Li [Li, 2015] offers an impressive empirical base for the study of virtual space and
time. The author focuses on the understanding of space and time as the main characteristics
of the conceptualization of socio-cultural reality. Based on the analysis of more than 700
articles (from 1949 to 2013) devoted to the problem of space and time, the authors create an
original synthetic methodology. The above methodology includes the identification of spatiotemporal patterns, statistical models, modeling methods, and their empirical application in
various disciplines. In our opinion, special attention should be paid to the transformation of
temporal-spatial patterns of the last four decades, due to which the traditional ontology loses
its heuristic, yielding to virtual ontologies. As an alternative picture of the world, John Urry
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offers his ontology of mobility [Urry, 2007]. These mobile ontologies provide opportunities
for rethinking the ontological foundations of key socio-cultural phenomena (education,
economy, politics, tourism, etc.) [Iskhakova, 2018; Savenkova & Svyrydenko, 2018].
Steven Jones also explores the transformation of ideas about the knowledge of reality,
offering opportunities for its interpretation in the context of the transition from the auditory
visual perception of phenomena [Jones, 1993]. The author is convinced that the virtual space is
based on the substantial history of audio technologies, which explains its narrative-discursive
nature. The whole range of various analysts of virtual space is unique in the recognition of
virtuality as an indirect and symbolic formation. This orientation is shared by John Johnston,
who analyzes the theoretical framework for the study of virtual space on the basis of the
works of Pierre Levy, Henri Bergson, Gilles Deleuse and Felix Guattari [Johnston J., 2008].
The author notes: “The power of the virtual is denied, its space and potential for difference
brought under the logic of the possible as a disruptive but ultimately manageable alternative
to physical reality” [Johnston, 2008: 756]. In contrast to the classical for the modern
philosophical tradition of the opposition of the real and the possible, the internal dynamics of
the virtual is revealed as a potential force, the procedural implementation of which contains
the potential for a revolutionary change in our ideas about the universe, the semiotics of the
human body, cultural identity, sexuality and control technologies.
There are also more specialized studies of virtual space and time. David Gunkel recalls
the allusions of virtual space as a means of visual depiction [Gunkel, 2000]. For example,
the number of Chinese researchers analyzed the theoretical foundations of visual modeling in
the virtual space, the purpose of which is the transformation of physical space into the space
of the visual image [Zetian, 2003]. The pragmatic aspect of this modeling is presented in the
technologies of space exploration, cartography, creation of prototype systems of objects of
different levels of complexity, educational technologies, design and so on.
Turning to the problems of metaphysics of corporeality, Erika Kerruish argues that the
cultural aspects of the perception of the body are of particular importance with the development
of augmented and virtual reality [Kerruish, 2019]. On the example of two technologies
(Vocktail and Season Traveller), the author proves the necessity of the phenomenological
discourse of the cultural aspects of the influence of virtual reality on the perceptual quality of
phenomena. As a result, it is suggested that the virtual space does not simulate the real world,
but creates its own. These technologies structure and change the thresholds of taste and smell,
transform the style of perception and evaluation of perceptual experiences, producing new
matrices of perception, or without a sense of reality.
What is interesting about these technologies (Vocktail and Season Traveller)? The first
of these technologies is able to transform the sensations when consuming drinks — with the
help of technologically equipped glass, controlled through software in the phone, as well
as a wide range of electrical stimuli taste buds when consuming a drink (usually water),
simulated consumption of wine or cocktails. Thus, the developed technology of augmented
reality allows, for biblical reasons, to ‘turn water into wine’. Season Traveller technology
uses virtual reality technology (helmet) to provide visual sensations that accompany a person
in different seasons of the year. Therefore, it is possible to immerse a person in an alternative
artificially created reality (for example, a cocktail party on the beach) with the help of two
technologies. However, imagine when these technologies will be tens or hundreds. Isn’t it
possible for the user, as futurologists described, to transform an artificial comfortable virtual
reality more real than the material surrounding reality?
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To understand the challenges of the social order, which is an important part of the
worldview, it is interesting to refer to the work of Antonio Sandu [Sandu, 2019]. The
author tries to analyze the phenomenological dimension of the problem of digitalization of
consciousness in its connection with the virtualization of social space. Indeed, can the social
space in which virtual reality technologies are mounted to be perceived in the future, based on
the provisions of the traditional anthropological perspective? The author raises a fair question
formulated as follows: “The globalization of communication, specifically the one on-line,
creates a new particularity of social interaction, given by the escape from the physical space
into a purely communicative (virtualization) one. This space being transcultural in essence
generates a continuous (re)negotiation of the interpretation of social reality and construction
of new interpretive models” [Sandu, 2019: 156]. The proliferation of digital technologies and
the virtualization of social space and throws a number of challenges, the solution of which is
possible with the use of posthumanism (transhumanism) approaches, which are able to offer
an updated and ethical platform for social and cultural development. As one of many nonclassical problems of the ethical plan, which draws attention Sandu, is ‘responsibility for the
non-presence’ [Sandu, 2019: 156].
It is logical that the desomatization of social processes and the creation of a space of
social communication between virtual subjects of the communication process, implemented
by means of modern information technology, is accompanied by conflicts of an ethical
nature, in which modern ethical concepts (dignity, responsibility, etc.) should receive new
content. The modern philosophical community is trying to find answers to a wide range of
deep contradictions that accompany the approval of virtual technologies in social practices.
An example is the XXIV World Congress of Philosophy (Bejing, 2018), the theme of
which was the metaphor “Learning to be Human”. New ontology and the corresponding
new anthropological and social-philosophical projects require a philosophical study —
spontaneity and never meant the spread of new technologies may compromise the idea of
sustainable human development, provide favorable conditions for the revitalization of the
dark side of human nature and the like.
The original approach to the problem of virtual space and time is proposed by the French
theologian Jacques Arnould [Arnould, 2013]. He notes that the following cosmological
transformations have taken place with the creation of virtual reality: the planet Earth and
its population are connected by closer means of communication; the planets of the solar
system have become more accessible both in scientific and technological aspects; deep space
is available for perception in three-dimensional models and on screens. This spatial dialectic
of near and far actualizes the question of the connection of perceived and understandable,
the authenticity of the reality of the depicted images. According to the author, the spread
of these technologies provokes significant changes in the ways of communication between
perception, knowledge and activity, which casts doubt on traditional ethical values. At the
same time, from the philosophical and cosmological perspective, steps should be taken to
rethink the legal status of subjects of space law [Rybachok, 2018].
Maggy Savin-Baden and Liz Falconer also express their concern, warning against the
hasty interpretation of virtual reality by means and tools of modern philosophy [Savin-Baden
& Falconer, 2016]. The authors see a more meaningful and long history of philosophical
analytics of virtual space/time: “However, it is perhaps Lefebvre’s idea of representative
spaces which is most of the concern when teaching in virtual worlds. These kinds of spaces
embody symbols, some of which may be coded but importantly the representation is linked
to what is hidden, what is clandestine. The motion of representative spaces is symbolized by
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activities that necessarily occur within them, whilst at the same time they embody complexity
and symbolism” [Savin-Baden & Falconer, 2016: 4]. They distinguish stable philosophical
systems of metaxis, the limitation of space, which is more than 2000 years of human history.
Systematization of approaches to the understanding of our article’s problem field is
proposed by May Yuan, Atsushi Nara and James Bothwell [Yuan et al., 2014]. They discuss
the philosophical and methodological foundations of space-time representations and their
analysis. Central to these theoretical refinements is the belief in the constitutive power of the
conceptualization of space/time, which affects the ways of perception and analytics of reality:
“Human experiences position objects and fields in the pre-defined space-time framework.
The values of space and time for a given thing (object or field) depend on the location and
chronological time of observations. In other words, space and time are predefined, regardless
of the existence of objects and fields” [Yuan et al., 2014: 2]. The authors single out four
approaches, or two sets of dichotomies regarding space-time representations: absolutism
versus relationism, realism versus idealism. In their opinion, these prospects of space and
time are useful for understanding the spatial and geographical phenomena of the modern
world.
Indeed, virtual reality offers the possibility of stereoscopic perception. Thus, Kath Dooley
refers to three Australian case studies devoted to cinematic virtual reality with the possibility
of creating a 360-degree virtual space [Dooley, 2017]. Interaction with space and time in
ordinary and virtual reality differ in that in the virtual dimension of space/time plastic and
change under the will of the user. Accordingly, there is a need to install screen grammar,
which would organize narrative techniques. This task is necessary to ensure the adequate
perception of the phenomena of virtual reality because the perceptual capabilities of man are
limited.
In the same sense, Jamie McRoberts naturally raises the question of the sense of presence
in virtual space, which causes a wide discussion among researchers of this phenomenon
[McRoberts, 2018]. The key factors influencing the sense of presence are media form, media
content and user characteristics. But, according to the author, this is not enough, because
more influence on the sense of the reality of the virtual space has stories from life that enable
empathy and social transformation. The author explores how four aspects of media content
(immersion, user positioning, interactivity, and narrative agency) affect the sense of presence
in the virtual non-game space. Nicole C. Miller suggests such features of virtual space be
applied in pedagogical practice [Miller, 2016]. The author, on the basis of significant empirical
research, develops a set of affirmations that are useful in teaching. Its five statements are
necessary for the development of a virtual learning space. We are talking about the novelty,
the attraction of realism, the fantastic and the outdoor environment, maneuverability and
motion design.
Of particular interest are revisions, which not only differentiate the virtual and settled
reality but also reveal the peculiarities of their interaction. Randall Packer describes an
experiment with a pavilion similar to Expo 70 in Osaka, Japan [Packer, 2005]. This pavilion
uses a concave spherical mirror, the interaction with which destroys the audience’s stable
perception of space and time. The proposed project postulates an ambitious mission — to
explore the composition of musical and visual forms that expand the space of the mirror to
the virtual, and the author is convinced that this experience levels the border between the
physical and network space.
Summarizing the content of modern studies of virtual space and time, Adrian Mihalache
calls their main drawbacks [Mihalache, 2002]. First, virtual space is not a territory, but an
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entity that arises during the existence of technology. Secondly, virtual space is not metric,
so topological metaphors are unacceptable for virtualism. In the author’s view, the virtual
space-time continuum is not a void that is waiting for filling, but a set of places that form a
multimedia architecture. The author categorically states: “The metaphors in use associated
with cyberspace, suffer from two major deficiencies. First, they do not account for the fact that
cyberspace is not a metric space; moreover, it is not a purely spatial entity, but it also involves
time, albeit not in the sense of Einstein’s special relativity theory. Second, they ignore that
cyberspace is not a preexistent territory, but a spatio-temporal entity that emergencies in
the process of its development. We deal with the first object in the present section and with
the second in the next” [Mihalache, 2002: 295]. Therefore, the problem of philosophical
understanding of virtual space and time reveals not only its expediency and timeliness in
theoretical but also in pragmatic terms as well.

Virtual space/time: the emergence of a new subjectivity and sociality
Analysis of the specifics of virtual reality gives grounds to assert the presence of a special
space-time continuum. After all, it is impossible to imagine a reality devoid of space-time
attributions even in the case of certain conventionality of time and space. The conventionality
in the definition of virtual space is its quasi-ontology because this space is a set of images
or simulacra that do not have a real embodiment or equivalent. This quasi-ontology causes
plasticity of virtual space, the possibility of its transformation and instant access to any part
of it, or location: “Virtual space is non-three-dimensional, the geological distance being
replaced by the intersubjective intensity of the communication. This change affects the
perception spatiality of in its categorical quality, being understood as a transcendence of the
human condition of being located in time and space. The category of space limits the freedom
of consciousness from the point of view of ubiquity” [Sandu, 2019: 158].
According to the characteristics of time in virtual space, we note the possibility of its
nonlinear measurement if real time has predications of irreversibility; the virtual time is a
temporality devoid of system coordinates. The uncertainty of virtual time levels the demand for
memory and history. Accordingly, there are no markers of reality as adequacy and reliability.
However, if memory and history are the foundation of culture, its generic essence, the virtual
time does not need such mental and spiritual components. The devaluation of these structures
of human experience is due to the actual absence of a threat to the biological existence of man
in virtual space. Indeed, memory, history and culture are necessary conditions for the survival
of the individual and the genus.
The experience of survival is not relevant in virtual space, respectively, virtual time is
devoid of deep existential dimension. Existential time marks the horizon of human existence.
Virtual time has a different logic of marking, its purpose and essence are due to a different
motivation, different pragmatics of implementation. Debora Di Jorio formulates a thesis in
solidarity with us as follows: “The effects related to an excellent interaction with the virtual
world reduce the globality of the motor activity due to the reduced sensory experience which
in itself is already relatively objective and very influenced by our individual ways to figure out
the world. The feeling of dissatisfaction due to basically the inconsistency of an experience
that is mostly unreal in the long term would cause depression and stress as well as a condition
of addiction and isolation from the real social relationships that the brain perceives as more
challenging and effort, however healthy of homes and lower and qualitatively preferable” [Di
Jorio, 2019: 16].
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This pragmatics is not universal, but rather purely operational, situational and local. This
fact reveals the nature of information space/time, its instrumental and conditional mode of
existence. Virtuality is a derivative form of the existence of sign reality, discrete and potential.
Naturally, virtual space and time are also potentialities in the fullest expression. Virtual reality
is informational, or semiotic, providing the appropriate system-structural composition. Such
systemic factors of structuration are space and time, but with fundamentally different restrictions,
namely in accordance with the opposition of the actual and potential. Virtual space and time
are pure potentialities, which, given a pragmatic request, acquires a specific actualization. On
the other hand, virtual space and time do not provide for the choice of alternatives, so the
potentiality and relevance, if not the same, are largely combined in this context.
In accordance with the logic of virtual space and time, the question arises about the status
of human involvement in the meaningful, event-driven existence. If virtual space is a set of
images, signs, simulacra, then how can the phenomenological experience of subjectivity in
its limits articulate existentially meaningful values? Events that take place with a person in
the virtual space, bear their imprint in the vast ontological task: physiological, intellectual,
socio-political and so on. Of course, that virtual space and time are not substantial, or constant
coordinates. At the same time, they have certain logic of organization, which is explained by
the derivative nature of virtual information reality as an explication of subjectivity. That is,
virtual space and time created by the laws of human thinking, mentality and algorithms of
activity.
Virtual space and time have the man into the logic of justification, different from the
technologies of determining the truth in reality authentic. This procedure is consistent with
the meaning of the technique of legitimization of knowledge described by Jean-François
Lyotard in the late 20th century [Lyotard, 1984]. According to the proposed logic, unlimited,
plastic nature of virtual space and time focuses on the estimated drift from the identification
of the nature of the processuality of the event, nematologist existence, not existences. The
dialectic of the actual and the potential, the phenomenological and the noumenal experience
in virtual reality produces essentially unique modification of space/time in which the category
of the establishment has special meaning.

Conclusions
If virtual reality is informational, semiotic in nature, and therefore phenomenal, then
space and time are the coordinates of its organization and ordering. How nonlinear time
and conditional space are able to order the information array or semiotic set? In the spirit of
Hegel’s principle ‘everything that is reasonable is real, everything that is valid is reasonable’,
we get the answer — the most optimal. Conditional, actual-potential, or potentially-actual
virtual space is an example of idealization and speculation in the intellectual sense of the
term. This space is able to reveal ideas and concepts in such images and eidetic, those are
impossible to imagine in the reality of material things. At the same time, the nonlinearities
of time and the presence of opposite alternatives without the need for the subject to bear the
burden of existential choice are appropriate to call the horizon of eternity, which is familiar
to man, but unattainable. Therefore, virtual space/time is the embodiment of the apotheosis
of human freedom, which is understood without traditional attribution in responsibility and
determination.
The problem of freedom in the history of philosophy is traditionally associated with the
concept of boundaries, limits and limitations of human existence. Virtual reality embodies
the dream of unlimited existence neither in space nor in time, nor in the number and quality
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of possible modifications. Perhaps, virtuality becomes the space of the eternal life of human
subjectivity and life is consciousness material embodiment. Rhizome and multidimensional
virtual space allow, on the one hand, realizing a variety of projections of one’s subjectivity,
and on the other, to agree on a consistent way a potentially unlimited number of individual
subjectivities. Perhaps virtual reality is the cell in which the ideal has unconditional priority
over the material. Note that the value of the material is not leveled, but its role is significantly
reduced. In other words, there is dematerialization of the socio-cultural dimension, the
devaluation of markers of material well-being. In addition, such spheres of public life as
politics, economics, education, art, culture, in general, are already largely represented in
the virtual space. It is natural that all these spheres of social in virtual space are deprived of
specific features: national, historical, class and other.
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Initially, astrobiology subsumed into philosophy. However, philosophy has increasingly subsumed
into astrobiology concurrent with it steadily becoming an observational and experimental activity that
mainly focuses on the link between life and the cosmos, rather than on extra-terrestrial life per se.
However, the steadily increasing probability of locating such extra-terrestrial life and the questions
this will lead to might require a refinement of astrobiology, with a bifurcation into astrobiology and
astrophilosophy. There are many reasons for the emergence and necessity of astrobiology. One barely
realized reason for its emergence, I will argue, is the dawning realization that biology, until now, has
been under a geocentric limitation, which has unavoidably pervaded the perception of life. Additionally,
as astrobiology can be said to be a long last movement away from this limitation, astrophilosophy
represents a movement away from that limitation because philosophy has, strictly speaking, been
restrained by the frames for one species, Homo sapiens. Thus, philosophy has, strictly speaking, been
anthropomorphic. Thus, when philosophy, like astrobiology, incorporates the Copernican principle,
assuming that terrestrial life, and the thinking of Homo sapiens, is not privileged in the universe,
astrophilosophy emerges. Astrobiology and astrophilosophy are not competitors but are rather two
distinct but complementary activities that address questions with their own well-defined methods and
rigor while still informing each other in an inter-dependent manner. Astrophilosophy concerns questions
that are philosophical in nature but are procured by an astrobiological perspective. By including
scenarios procured by astrobiology, a number of questions regarding value, rights, communication and
intelligence that could arise in the interaction between Homo sapiens and extra-terrestrial life can be
addressed.
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Introduction
As far back in time as Homo sapiens and their predecessors have possessed curiosity and
fascination, there have been those among them that have stared up at the starry firmament
and wondered: What do we see? Where did it come from? How are we, life itself, connected
to all this? What is the meaning of it all?
As the eons went by, they increasingly became better at observing, investigating and
measuring what they were seeing, to provide explanations. As the eons went by, they also
became better at formulating themselves, asking precise questions, and carefully deriving
arguments from arguments to answer these questions. Thus began the steps towards science
and thus began the steps towards philosophy. Consequently, the first true questions regarding
the connection between life and the cosmos began to emerge.
Since the first definitive discovery of an exoplanet orbiting a main-sequence star,
approximately 50 light-years away from the sun, was achieved in 1995 [Mayor & Queloz,
1995], an exoplanet later designated Dimidium [International Astronomical Union, 2015],
the number of known exoplanets has expanded dramatically. The number of exoplanets
orbiting in the habitable zone has also increased dramatically, with perhaps as many as
approximately 40 billion Earth-sized exoplanets in this galaxy alone [Petiguraa et al., 2013].
Whether life is an improbable or a probable event that will arise on planets with fitting
conditions is a debated question. The fact remains that life appeared relatively quickly after
Earth was formed [Dodd et al., 2017], which, although this being a plausibility argument, an
extrapolation from a single example, lends some support to the notion that life is a probable
event: as soon as conditions permit, it arises. Thus, life might be a common phenomenon
in the universe.1 Thus, with the increasing number of known exoplanets, with the on-going
SETI search, with space science in general, the chance of finding extra-terrestrial life
increases.
Astrobiology, the interdisciplinary science that combine insights from evolutionary
biology, biochemistry, biophysics, planetary science, astronomy, etc., has for a number of
reasons emerged to best address this possibility of life.
Despite the fact that extra-terrestrial life has not yet been located, astrobiology is today
a sound and well-defined science since it mainly focuses on the link between life and the
cosmos, more than on extra-terrestrial life per se. One of its research areas is the study of
organisms in extreme environments. Here, it is not only these organisms’ capabilities to live
in extreme terrestrial environments that are being studied; rather, whether these organisms
would hypothetically be able to live in similar environments on other planets and moons
such as Mars, Europa or Enceladus is also being studied [Billi, 2019]. Thus, in this manner,
increased knowledge pertaining to the possibilities and limits of life in the cosmos and thus
1
It is also possible that life is not rigidly confined to a planet. Genetic material might emerge on and
be transported by comets to planets [Hoyle & Wickramasinghe, 1986] or be transported by asteroids
or meteorites to and from different planets or solar systems [Belbruno et al., 2012]; the so-called
panspermia hypothesis. If so, this will probably make life a common phenomenon in the universe.
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what type of exoplanets should be focused on in the search for life elsewhere in the galaxy is
obtained.2
However, just as the discovery of exoplanets was due to a refinement of existing
techniques, and astrobiology is a combination and refinement of already existing knowledge,
the increased chance for the discovery of extra-terrestrial life, and the questions this discovery
will create, might make a refinement of astrobiology be necessary, where the discipline must
bifurcate into astrobiology and astrophilosophy.
Discussions made possible by space science and astrobiology, but which have been
astrophilosophical in nature, have existed as long as there have been discussions about
extra-terrestrial life. Thus, the following exchange of opinions took place during a NASA
symposium held in 1972 that explored the implications of the possible existence of extraterrestrial civilizations [Berendzen, 1973]:
George Wald: ‘One of the greatest human enterprises is our understanding. It is something
that men have sweated out, to the greater dignity and worth of man. The thought that we
might attach, as by an umbilical cord, to some more advanced civilization, with its more
advanced science and technology, in outer space does not thrill me, but just the opposite.’
Carl Sagan: ‘I try to imagine back to when I was working hard as a student. There were a
lot of textbooks. I would open up those textbooks and in there would be what other guys had
found out. Now I did not approach each phase saying, ‘Oh, my God! They know that also!’’
Both men state important considerations that are far from being trivial. Will contact with
a friendly extra-terrestrial civilization, ahead of Homo sapiens in science and philosophy by
thousands of years, have a demoralizing effect on their imperative to explore and learn? This
is an important issue to address.
Initially, as a relatively new science, astrobiology was subsumed into philosophy since
the main questions could only be reflected upon. However, philosophy has been increasingly
subsumed into astrobiology concurrently with astrobiology, steadily becoming an
observational and experimental science. However, should there instead be a sharper distinction
between them? Science and philosophy are well-defined disciplines; should there thus be a
distinction between astrobiology and an independent discipline called astrophilosophy?
Will research on both sides be more fruitful if it is performed after this division? For
instance, physics and philosophy was once one and the same enterprise. However, they have
since gained sharper boundaries, and both disciplines enjoy great success as a consequence.
Nevertheless, they maintain a fruitful interaction with each other, and they have this successful
interaction precisely because they are distinctive disciplines’ with their own well-founded
methodologies.
It might be objected that there has essentially already long been a discipline of theoretical
astrobiology and that the discipline simply is divided between theoretical and experimental
astrobiology, in the same manner as physics, for instance. However, that would not be correct.
Theoretical and experimental physics still occur within a scientific framework. However,
science and philosophy are distinctive disciplines addressing questions in different manners.
2
It is important to remark here that an extremophile’s capability to live in a given planet’s extreme
environment is not the same as that life form being able to emerge on that planet. The predecessors
to extremophiles, the first life that emerged, were probably fragile life that required a more relaxed
environment.
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If there is life elsewhere in the cosmos, then astrobiology will explore it. However, that
life, and Homo sapiens’ interaction with it, will initiate a long line of questions pertaining to
value, rights, communication and intelligence, which are better addressed by astrophilosophy.

Geocentric and anthropomorphic attitudes contra
the Copernican principle
There exist many reasons for the emergence and necessity of astrobiology, a discipline
that can be defined as ‘the study of the origin, evolution, distribution, and future of life
in the universe’ [NASA Astrobiology Institute, 2008]. The term itself emerged in 1953
[Tikhov, 1953] to address the dawning realization that among the vast number of galaxies,
stars, planets and moons are genuine possibilities for more life than just on Earth, although
the discipline today mainly focus on organic molecules in space, abiogenesis on Earth, the
potential for terrestrial life to adapt to environments on exoplanets, etc.
One further and barely realized reason for its emergence, I will argue, is the dawning
realization that biology until then had been geocentric. Biology has, understandably, only been
able to concern itself with life on this planet, which has unavoidably shaped the perception
of life. Astrobiology can thus be said to be a long last movement away from this limitation.
Throughout time, this geocentric limitation has also shaped an anthropomorphic attitude
towards the universe. This attitude is especially well illustrated in astronomy, where the
Copernican principle, stating that Earth is not privileged in the universe [Bondi, 1952], has
led to a retreat of this anthropomorphic attitude. Thus, the Earth is not the centre of the
universe, the sun is not the centre of the universe, the galaxy is not the centre of the universe,
and even the universe itself may be only one among countless others in a vast multiverse.
This geocentric limitation has also been known in biology, where the study of life
throughout time has been pervaded by an anthropomorphic attitude. However, the
development in biology has, as for astronomy, observed a retreat of that attitude. Thus, Homo
sapiens were not the centre of nature; they were not the end goal of evolution; they were not
separate from nature. This transition is essentially the Copernican principle in effect. Homo
sapiens are not the dominant species on this planet (unicellular organisms are), other species
do not exist for the sake of Homo sapiens, and Homo sapiens do not possess unique traits. In
other words, Homo sapiens are not privileged in the biological universe.
Philosophy has also fundamentally been pervaded by the same issue as biology.
Philosophy has been restrained by being geocentric and pervaded only by the frames of one
planet and one species, Homo sapiens, much like how science previously suffered from a lack
of knowledge about how vast this universe is.
Astrobiology has many tasks; one of these is to determine whether the characteristics
that life on this planet possesses are truly universal or merely the result of circumstances
historically specific to Earth [von Hegner, 2019]. Thus, like how the localization of life
elsewhere in the universe might revise the attitude of what life is, if the search for what is
essentially terrestrial life on extra-terrestrial planets shows that this life is different, then
the finding of life with complex intelligence elsewhere in the universe might also revise
philosophy.
Thus, just as the science of life, biology, understandably enough has been performed from
a terrestrial perspective, due to only one example of life being available, Earth-based life,
then also philosophy has been performed only from an Earth-based perspective. Of course,
philosophy is not a static discipline. Philosophy revises and develops itself. However, that
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is not the point here. The point is that the difference between a geocentric and a universal
philosophy can turn out to profound.
This might be objected to with the claim that philosophy already is a universal discipline.
Philosophy has many divisions into disciplines such as the philosophy of ethics, philosophy of
language, etc., but it still follows that philosophy overall is universal.
However, is it really? How can this be claimed? There is only one example of philosophy,
one data point. Philosophy is undeniably an activity performed by Homo sapiens, between
Homo sapiens. Philosophy is restricted by their interactions, ideas, languages, cultures and
lives. Thus, philosophy is, strictly speaking, anthropomorphic.
This observation may appear trivial. Homo sapiens are the only species on this planet with
the mental faculties to engage in philosophy, and thus this situation should not be surprising.
However, that is exactly the point, ‘on this planet’. Astrobiology depends on the assumption,
among others, that there can be life elsewhere in the universe. Among that life, there might be
life that has developed the mental faculties to do philosophy. Thus, on some exoplanets, there
may also be exophilosophy.
That this anthropomorphic attitude exists and is an issue can be illustrated by the division
that has long existed in philosophy. Thus, the dominating assumption has long been that it is
Homo sapiens that create the reality of the universe, rather than the universe enforcing its reality
on Homo sapiens.
A prime example of this is the influential ideology social constructivism, which claims
that ‘reality is constructed through human activity. Members of a society together invent the
properties of the world … reality cannot be discovered: it does not exist prior to its social
invention … knowledge is also a human product, and is socially and culturally constructed’3
[Kim, 2001].
A more mature assumption is observed in e.g., Kant’s philosophy [Kant, 1999]. Here, the
universe does indeed exist independently of Homo sapiens, but Homo sapiens nevertheless
structure the universe from a priori forms and categories — the universe is conceptualisation
dependent, that is, dependent of Homo sapiens. The conceptualization of the universe is
conditioned by the a priori forms and categories of Homo sapiens, and thus there cannot be
referred to something that is non-conceptualized. The universe in itself is thus something
amorphous, meaning that e.g., stars and planets did not exist before being conceptualized.4
3

Such ideologies are of course easily counteracted. If reality itself is constructed through human
activity, and the properties of the world are a human product that are culturally constructed in certain
time periods and locations, and thus cannot any more than any other social invention be objectively
valid, then it ipso facto follows that this ideology, social constructivism, according to itself is also
socially and culturally constructed in certain time periods and locations. Social constructivism is a
human product. It follows that social constructivism cannot be objectively valid because its claims
precisely hold for all epistemology and thus ipso facto also for itself. This ideology is thus a selfrefuting view that cannot be true because it logically conflicts with the conditions for its own validity.
This argument cannot be countered by claiming social constructivism must apply for all ideologies
except itself. To do so, it once again self-refutes itself by claiming that at least one truth, one reality,
exists independently of Homo sapiens.
4
Is it possible for a given species to talk about the universe independently of their conceptualization?
Presumably not. However, from this, it does not follow that the conceptualization of the universe is
conditioned by the a priori forms and categories of a given species. Instead, the a priori forms and
categories of a given species are evolutionarily conditioned by the way, in which the universe is
structured. This clarification is not biological reductionism; rather, it simply expresses that the universe
is structured in a certain way, meaning that one only can act and communicate unambiguously in certain
ways.
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There are many other examples, which, however, are unnecessary to mention here. If one or
several other species that was in possession of complex intelligence on the same level as Homo
sapiens existed here on Earth, say, Pan paniscus or Tursiops truncatus, and thus so did science
and philosophy, would Homo sapiens then in all likelihood not have gotten rid of such attitudes
long ago? Would such attitudes have arisen at all? How would Homo sapiens view an extraterrestrial species with complex intelligence similar to their own, who through their transmitted
message informed Homo sapiens about their belief that the whole universe, including Homo
sapiens, existed or was structured because this species created or structured it?
Most scientists work implicit, mostly without attempting to formulate the assumption
directly, with the opposite assumption, following the Copernican principle, i.e., assuming
that the thinking of Homo sapiens is not privileged. It is not Homo sapiens who create the
reality of the universe; rather, it is the universe that enforces its reality on all life.
Of course, there is also only one example of science, which is also made by Homo
sapiens, between Homo sapiens. However, much science has the advantage that it can test
itself through observations. The biology of Homo sapiens can be tested against the biology
of other life forms on this planet; the biology of Homo sapiens does not stand alone but
rather is in an open system that interacts with all other life. However, philosophy does not
interact with other life forms; it is strictly an enterprise for Homo sapiens. A discipline such
as astrophysics can test itself via observations of phenomena beyond this planet. For instance,
fusion reactions on Earth are the same as those that take place in the stars [Burbidge et al.,
1957]. However, this is an advantage that philosophy does not have since no other civilization
in the universe that has what could be called philosophy is known yet. Thus, philosophy has
to an even higher degree than biology been pervaded by an anthropomorphic attitude.
The above is not a criticism of the value or existence justification of philosophy per
se, any more than it is a criticism of the value or existence justification of biology per se;
it is merely the clarification of a limitation. However, as the emergence of astrobiology is
a necessary development away from the geocentric limitation of biology, a development
that moves philosophy away from the geocentric limitation and anthropomorphic attitude is
necessary. Thus, when philosophy incorporates the Copernican principle, astrophilosophy
emerges.

Astrobiology and astrophilosophy: unification or bifurcation?
One reason there shall be a distinction between astrobiology and astrophilosophy is that
these disciplines addresses questions with their own methodology, their own rigor, even if it
is the same subject they addresses. For example, life is a subject for biology and a common
one for philosophy. However, questions such as whether life has value are, interestingly
enough, only questions for philosophy. If the galaxy is actually teeming with life, if life arise
on virtually any planet or moon with the right conditions, then the question of whether such
entire planets or moons with life have value is not a question for astrobiology but rather one
for astrophilosophy.
Science and philosophy are thus two distinct but complementary activities. They are not
competitors but rather operate via different methodologies.
Astrobiology, like all natural sciences, is a self-corrective interaction among observation,
hypothesis, experiment and theory pertaining to the exploration of all natural phenomena.
Astrophilosophy, like virtually all philosophy, is comprised of methods of dialectic
analysis and logical argumentation, pertaining to the clarification of the nature of reality.
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Thus, astrophilosophy as a discipline is not measured by its potential to solve astrobiology
problems because astrobiology is already there to solve astrobiology problems. Likewise,
astrobiology as a discipline is not dictated by astrophilosophy because astrobiology is
already dictated by those who do astrobiology. Both disciplines are thus better suited to
address questions with their own methodologies. Nevertheless, they do need and inform
each other in an inter-dependent manner because these methodologies can also occasionally
require input from the other discipline to learn where a mistake has occurred.

Examples
Astrophilosophy does not attempt to replace astrobiology regarding the question of
whether there is extra-terrestrial life in the universe. That question is a matter of evidence,
and arguments about this subject alone cannot replace a scientific program on this matter.
However, then what can astrophilosophy mean? Is it about extra-terrestrial civilizations’
philosophy? Is it about the philosophy of life at a cosmic scale? Is it about why life exists?
This would be naive to assume.
Instead, astrophilosophy concerns itself with questions that are philosophical in nature
but is procured by an astrobiological perspective.
As previously mentioned, the difference between a geocentric and a universal philosophy
can turn out to be profound. However, since no contact with a hypothetical extra-terrestrial
civilization has yet been achieved, it is obviously not an easy task to conjecture about that
difference since we, as Homo sapiens ipso facto, ourselves are subjected to that geocentric
limitation and, so to speak, are ‘stuck’ in that very anthropomorphic attitude. However, by
including scenarios made possible by astrobiology, even in the absence of knowledge of
such a difference, questions that might arise in the interaction between Homo sapiens and
hypothetical extra-terrestrial life can be addressed in a stepwise manner. The following
scenarios attempt this and are by no means an exhausting list.
4.1. An inhabited exoplanet
Imagine that an exoplanet suitable for terrestrial life is located. Imagine that it is the case
that life exists on it. Do Homo sapiens then have a right to attempt to colonize that world,
or does it belong to that life? This type of discussion has been debated ever since the idea of
reciprocal space contamination was first suggested [Lederberg and Cowie, 1958]. What can
astrobiology say about this topic? It will be able to inquire into the following, for example:
(i) Does the life on the exoplanet consist solely of unicellular organisms, as may be the
case on many exoplanets with life?
(ii) Does the life on the exoplanet also consist of multicellular organisms, of which some
possess intelligence?
(iii) Does the life on the exoplanet also consist of species, of which one or more possesses
complex intelligence?
Astrobiology will not be able to inquire into the following:
(iv) If there only exist unicellular organisms on the exoplanet, then Homo sapiens have a
right to colonize it.
(v) If there also exist multicellular organisms on the exoplanet, of which some possesses
intelligence, then maybe Homo sapiens have no right to colonize it.
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(vi) If there also exist life with complex intelligence on the exoplanet, then the planet is
theirs, and Homo sapiens have no right to attempt to colonize that world.
Astrophilosophy will, informed by astrobiology, note that the first 3 points are topics of
scientific investigation, whereas the 3 remaining points are reminiscent of the ranking of life
that portrays evolution as a type of ladder of progress, leading from unicellular organisms
towards multicellular intelligent organisms, the underlying assumption being that evolution
is evolving organisms to become similar to Homo sapiens.
Astrobiology does not work with this ranking of life because it is an anthropomorphic
attitude. The well-known illustration The March of Progress that shows the evolution of
humankind as a linear progressive sequence does not represent evolution correctly [Gould,
1996]. Thus, modern taxonomic classification is based on an evolutionary relationship
between all organisms, where so-called higher and lower life forms possesses no meaning.
Thus, from a strict biological point of view, it cannot be stated that some species have
greater importance than others. It cannot even be stated that Homo sapiens are more evolved.
Species arise through adaptation to a certain environment, via competition through survival
and reproduction, not because species proceed towards a higher goal [Gould, 1996].
Therefore, the question of whether Homo sapiens have a right to colonize this other world
cannot be answered solely on the basis of what type of life there is on it.
An objection against the above might be that certain multicellular organisms (more
precisely, Homo sapiens) have an inherent value in themselves, a right to its life, to a degree
that unicellular organisms do not have.
However, astrophilosophy will, informed by astrobiology, note that all life on this planet
shares a common origin, and despite this relationship, many species sustain life by consuming
each other, and they all compete, even members within the same species, with each other for
survival and reproduction. In other words, life itself does not respect such an inherent value.
Nature does not distinguish between life forms’ importance or non-importance. If Homo
sapiens vanished, it would be mourned no more than when Australopithecus boisei vanished.
If the claim that a specific species has special rights is still made, then this is from a
philosophical side designated speciesism, a prejudice based on group membership and ethical
irrelevant physical characteristics. It is an unjustified treatment of one species as ethically
more important than another species even when the interests of these species are the same
[Ryder, 2010]. Importantly, these points, of course, also hold for the life on the exoplanet in
question. That life cannot be said to hold inherent value or rights.
There is, of course, one thing that distinguishes Homo sapiens from the rest of the
terrestrial life: complex intelligence.
However, why is that an important factor? There are perhaps more than 30 million species
currently on Earth, and it can be hypothesized that there have been more than 50 billion
species since life emerged [Mayr, 1995]. Most of this life has not been in possession of
what could be designated higher intelligence. In fact, life has in most of its history survived
without faculty at all. Thus, it is not apparent how higher intelligence gives rights compared
to species with no intelligence. That the possession of complex intelligence gives rights,
even when there is only one species on this planet in possession of it, is unavoidably a selfreferring and anthropomorphic claim.
Thus, whether life possesses different value, whether terrestrial life has a right to colonize
suitable exoplanets, is interestingly enough not an astrobiological question. Sound and valid
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arguments for why terrestrial life should colonize suitable exoplanets already harbouring life
may very well exist, it is important to emphasize. However, this question is better addressed
by astrophilosophy.
4.2. Uninhabited exoplanets
Imagine that it is the case that no life exists elsewhere in the immediate galactic
neighbourhood. Should Homo sapiens then attempt to plant fitting terrestrial life,
extremophiles or genetically engineered life, on suitable exoplanets? Should the rare life be
turned into a general life, even if Homo sapiens have no plans of settling there themselves or
are not able to do so without continuously living in space habitats? What can astrobiology say
about this topic? It will be able to inquire into the following, for example:
(i) If an exoplanet is suitable for life, then it is suitable for life.
(ii) From being a localized singular event 4 billion years ago, terrestrial life has now
colonized and adapted to most habitats on Earth. Life expands.
(iii) There have been 5 major mass extinction events on Earth that either greatly affected
the course of life or came close to eliminate it [Raup & Sepkoski, 1982].
Astrobiology will not be able to enquire into the following:
(iv) If an exoplanet is suitable for life, then Homo sapiens should colonize it with life.
(v) Life is rarer or more precious than known previously (according to the scenario);
therefore, Homo sapiens should fill the galaxy with life.
(vi) A sixth major mass extinction event is probable; thus, Homo sapiens should spread
life to other worlds.
Astrophilosophy will, informed by astrobiology, note that the 3 first points are valid
arguments based on facts because they concern whether something is. However, it will
note that the 3 remaining argument are not. That something ‘is’ and something ‘should’
can traditionally not be derived from each other [Black, 1964]. That life is spreading and
life should be spreading are two different arguments. That is one primary reason for why
science traditionally does not occupy itself with, for example, ethics, whereas philosophy
does.
Nevertheless, should life not be spreading, is it not good in itself that it does? All
terrestrial species dedicate resources into reproduction and offspring, including that most
Homo sapiens feel an instinctive need to continue their genetic heritance. It seems to be a
further development of this instinct that Homo sapiens will continue the genetic heritance
from Earth further out in the galaxy.
However, this is a genetic imprint from evolution, it is not evolution itself. Evolution does
not make plans, it does not have goals. Living long enough to reproduce is the mechanism
on which evolution is based. Natural selection is a non-random process [Varki, 2012], but
it is still only a process. Natural selection is not a choice or a wish. Claiming otherwise is
anthropomorphizing nature.
However, should life not be spreading in the galaxy because life has an inherent value?
However, it is not easy to demonstrate such an inherent value. Life itself does not respect
any inherent value. In fact, nature does not ‘care’ whether individuals, populations, species
or even entire ecosystems live or not. Most species that have existed on this planet have
70
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vanished again without regard to any inherent value. Just the application of the word ‘care’
is anthropomorphizing nature.
Therefore, it could be claimed that the only thing that seems to bestow inherent value
on life is life itself. Homo sapiens existentially decide that life is important and choose to
continue it in the galaxy. That is sufficient, is it not?
However, here the argument could be made more complicated. It could turn out that Homo
sapiens indeed share the galaxy with just one single inhabited world far from their immediate
neighbourhood and share it with another advanced civilization. This extra-terrestrial species,
however, does not think that life has an inherent value, and they are adamant at telling Homo
sapiens that life should stay on the planet on which it arose. This point is important because
here, the self-referring and anthropomorphic attitude is confronted by an exophilosophy.
Here, there are two different worlds, each with its own terrestrial attitude.
Thus, whether life has inherent value, whether life should be spread to suitable exoplanets,
is, interestingly enough, not an astrobiological question. There are countless things that can
and do prevent life from spreading. Thus, it is not a natural given fact that life must spread.
Sound and valid arguments that life should be deliberately spread to suitable exoplanets may
very well exist, it is important to emphasize. However, this question is better addressed by
astrophilosophy.
4.3. Extra-terrestrial speciesism
Imagine a close encounter of the fifth kind. Earth is visited by an advanced extra-terrestrial
civilization. The Copernican principle assuming that terrestrial life is not privileged in the
universe is verified. Consider next the well-known fact, that many Homo sapiens consume or
exploit other animals. Whether they ethically have a right to do so is already the topic of an
extensive debate but still in many ways a terrestrially informed ethical debate. The following
two arguments will be focused on here:
(i) Homo sapiens are justified in consuming members of other species due to the fact they
are more intelligent and possess a richer emotional register than other species.
Thus, the biological fact that all species on this planet share a common origin and that
Homo sapiens, compared with e.g. Sus scrofa, do not possess any unique trait is freely
admitted; there are only differences in degree. Sus scrofa clearly possess intelligence and
an emotional register. However, Homo sapiens has a greater degree of these and thus are
justified in consuming other species and to live at their expense.
(ii) Homo sapiens are not consumed by other species due to the fact that they have the
power to prevent other species from consuming them.
Thus, an empirical fact is freely admitted. This power is furthermore the reason that
Homo sapiens can consume other species, despite other species not wanting to be consumed
by them. In this manner, Homo sapiens are superior to their fellow animals, leading to the
exclusion of all other animals from the rights and considerations afforded to Homo sapiens.
Astrophilosophy will note that evolutionary biology is an integral part of the astrobiological
framework and the facts mentioned in the above are stated by it. However, there are a number
of assumptions in the arguments that cannot be addressed by astrobiology. These arguments
are empirically valid in the sense that many species live off each other and Homo sapiens are
simply in control. This is not an ethical argument per se, but so what?
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However, these may be dangerous arguments because, once again, the geocentric
limitation and the anthropomorphic attitude, which have affected biology and philosophy for
so long, are at play. These limitations are clearly observed if one proceeds from terrestrial
speciesism to extra-terrestrial speciesism. Imagine, as previously stated, that an advanced
extra-terrestrial civilization arrives on Earth. However, this extra-terrestrial civilization does
not come as friendly visitors but rather comes in the style of the worst science fiction movie
to bring Earth, or more precisely, Homo sapiens, to their larder due to, say, the qualia of
Homo sapiens. They are as advanced in terms of intelligence and emotion compared to Homo
sapiens as Homo sapiens are compared to Sus scrofa.
However, this implies that following argument (i), Homo sapiens cannot provide an
ethical argument for why this extra-terrestrial civilization should not have a right to do so.
Homo sapiens could highlight to them that what they plan to do is based on speciesism,
a prejudice based on group membership and ethically irrelevant physical characteristics
[Gruen, 2017], that they are prejudicial because there is no prima facie justification for
allowing the interests of their species to override the interests of Homo sapiens. However,
how can they say that?
In argument (i), Homo sapiens defend their own treatment of one species as ethically
more important than another species even if the interests of these two species are the
same. They can justify this by pointing out a difference in degree. Both Homo sapiens and
Sus scrofa want to be able to consume and drink, be safe and reproduce. However, Sus
scrofa do not possess the intelligence allowing it to understand, for example, the utility
of building strong houses or establishing a police force for protection. Sus scrofa do not
understand or feel the value of, for example, maintaining family ties with their offspring
after they grow up.
However, regarding the extra-terrestrial civilization, it can in a similar fashion be the
case, for example, that there are natural phenomena that Homo sapiens are simply unable to
understand (or have not yet been able to understand) but that the extra-terrestrial civilization
have understood, e.g., how this universe came to be is child’s play for them, or they create
art that demands an advanced emotional register that Homo sapiens do not possess.
They give the same justification as Homo sapiens based on speciesism, a discrimination
based on species membership [Ryder, 2010]. For them, Homo sapiens are simply not
sufficiently intelligent or emotionally sophisticated to be given the same rights as they have
or to be considered ethically equals. Thus, the consumption of Homo sapiens is therefore
ethically justified.
In argument (ii), it is stated that Homo sapiens can consume other species due to the fact
that they have the power to consume other species. However, the extra-terrestrial civilization
is more powerful than Homo sapiens and is superior; thus, according to the same type of
argument, they do not need to afford Homo sapiens the same rights that they themselves
possess.
These two points are simply extrapolating the terrestrial facts up to extra-terrestrial
versions. Thus, here, an interesting ethical dilemma procured by astrobiology is stated, but it
is better addressed by astrophilosophy.
4.4. Supra-quantum intelligence
Imagine an extra-terrestrial complex intelligence somewhere on an exoplanet.
Communication and a form of physical interaction between this and an arriving Homo
sapiens could be expected. However, will this also be possible?
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How consciousness is produced is still an intensely debated question. The consensus in
neurobiology appears to be that the conscious mental state is an emergent phenomenon arising
through the network of neurons [Piccinini & Bahar, 2012]. The brain of a Homo sapiens
contains more than 1011 neurons, cells, that collectively make up a large interconnected
network designated the connectome [Sporns et al., 2005]. It is this complex and adaptive
network of electrochemical interactions, not single neurons themselves, that together produce
consciousness.
It has been proposed that this mental state can also be produced by a network composed
of components other than neurons [Koene, 2012]. Thus, for example, the China brain thought
experiment hypothesizes what would happen if each citizen in China, consisting of 1 billion
Homo sapiens, were tasked to simulate the action of a single neuron in the brain, sending
signals to each other according to specific protocols to simulate the axons and dendrites that
connect neurons [Block, 1978]. Would this collective arrangement that is connected to an
external body possess a consciousness functionally equivalent to that of a brain? Some have
agreed that the China brain does indeed create a consciousness [Dennett, 1991].
This scenario is quite fascinating in itself. However, an even more fascinating
astrobiological scenario can be put forward. Let an exoplanet be imagined, an exoplanet
harbouring unicellular organisms, the most widespread life form on Earth. In this scenario,
will a large number of these, instead of following the evolutionary path known from Earth, are
connected in such a manner that they form a loosely interacting group. In other words, instead
of 1.4 x 109 Chinese people, there are 1012 unicellular organisms forming a connectome.
This will be a connectome of individual organisms. This network of unicellular organisms
that individually have no consciousness possesses an emergent consciousness according to
the China brain scenario. However, that is not all. Let it be imagined that a number of the
unicellular organisms in this network happens to be in a quantum state.
Quantum effects play a role in biology as they do for everything else, but this is in a trivial
sense. However, quantum biology has sought answers for whether macroscopic biological
objects can experience quantum effects in a non-trivial sense. Thus, can the quantum world
ever be large enough for its most counterintuitive effects to manifest in living objects?
That seems to be the case. Thus, quantum superposition has been demonstrated for
complex C60 molecules [Arndt et al., 1999]. An experiment has possibly demonstrated
quantum coherence in the form of a Fröhlich condensate for proteins [Lundholm et al.,
2015]. An experiment has possibly demonstrated quantum entanglement of photosynthetic
molecules within a green sulfur bacteria in a non-trivial sense [Marletto et al., 2018].
Thus, an extrapolation may be whether it will be possible to induce an entire living
unicellular organism to displaying quantum effects or whether it will be possible to entangle
two living unicellular organisms together. It is possible that there exist even smaller life
forms than bacteria, as has been suggested with nanobes [Uwins et al., 1998] or nanobacteria
[Kajander & Ciftcioglu, 1998]. The smaller an organism is, the greater the chance for
quantum effects to arise.
Therefore, a connectome is imagined here that has components, such as nanobacteria-like
organisms, in quantum states. Whether such an organism will ever be a reality, or if there is
too many physical variables at play for it to happen, is a matter for discussion. However,
statistically improbable is not the same as statistically impossible. Thus, let it be followed
as a thought experiment, nothing more, nothing less. Therefore evolution may have made
it possible for living systems to naturally utilize such quantum-mechanical adaptations in
certain environments.
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Such a supra-quantum organism or intelligence would of course be a remarkable
creature in itself, being highly interesting for astrobiology. It would perhaps be even more
interesting for astrophilosophy. Because next to the question of whether it truly possesses
a consciousness, the question of how to communicate with it arises. If it as a matter of
simplification is assumed that it has intelligence on the same level as Homo sapiens, the issue
of how communication with this creature can be established arises.
The interesting aspect is not the practical communication itself but rather the fact that parts
of it are in quantum states in a non-trivial sense. Since the quantum world is counter-intuitive
compared with many macroscopic phenomena, then this will mean that a nanobacteria-like
organism can appear in two places at once — superposition, or that two separated organisms
possess mutual information independently of their distance from each other — entanglement,
or that two organisms can behave as a single entity — coherence.
This means ipso facto that this creature will have a consciousness different from everything
known on Earth. Thus, some of its components will experience spatial dimensions differently,
will experience temporal dimensions differently, will exploit information differently. It will
be able to experience linear thinking differently and may even defy causality [Goswami et al.,
2018] since time is also described differently.
Such quantum states may only last for a short while, but the moments they last are principally
interesting. Astrophilosophy is very much about language. The language and understanding
of Homo sapiens is evolutionarily shaped by the way in which the macroscopic world is
structured, which is the reason why the quantum world has been so mindboggling to many.
This creature follows as expected all the laws of physics, all the possibilities of biology, just
as Homo sapiens does. Nevertheless, both communication and physical interaction between
this and a visiting Homo sapiens will still represent considerable obstacles, all perhaps better
addressed by astrophilosophy.
4.5. Conditions for description
Imagine that this universe is only one among others in a vast multiverse [Kragh, 2009].
Such other universes might be on the borderline of what could considered the scope of
astrobiology; however, the question of communication between extra-terrestrial species is
an area of astrophilosophy. In this case, with a multiverse, it will no longer be a geocentric
limitation of biology or philosophy but rather a unicentric limitation.
Imagine that it will be possible for Homo sapiens to gain contact with a civilization in a
different universe; will they then be able to communicate with them? This is not a question
similar to the question of whether Homo sapiens would be able to communicate with an
extra-terrestrial civilization that, like Homo sapiens, originates in this universe. In fact, the
situation is very different indeed.
Homo sapiens can only act in certain ways as a consequence of the universe being
structured in a certain way. But they can likewise also only communicate unambiguously in a
certain way to each other as a consequence of the universe being structured in a certain way.
There are, in other words, conditions for action, as well as conditions for communication
that Homo sapiens, being part of the universe, being in the universe so to speak, must follow
[Favrholdt, 1999], which is why the laws of nature are valid in all cultures and are the
same among all hypothetical species in the universe and why that even though words and
concepts are invented, they nevertheless represent a reality independent of Homo sapiens in
unambiguous communication.
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Thus, every living being follows, for instance, divalent logic, which states that ‘a thing
cannot both exist and not exist to one and the same time’ or ‘a unambiguous sentence cannot
both be true and false to one and the same time’ [Favrholdt, 1994]. This applies to both action
and communication. These logical principles do not derive from an agreement.5 They are a
clarification of how this universe is structured.
This is why the multiverse theory is especially interesting. For while Homo sapiens will
be capable of developing communication with other intelligent species in this universe as
a consequence of everyone being enforced to act and communicate in a certain way, the
situation may be different for another universe because in such a different universe, there may
be a different set of laws of nature due to this universe being structured differently.
In such a universe, divalent logic may not apply. However, it then follows that Homo
sapiens cannot understand extra-terrestrial life in that universe, just as it follows that they
will not be able to understand Homo sapiens, either. In fact, assuming it was possible to visit
each other’s universe, it would likely appear as incomprehensible magic being there, with the
laws of nature being so different.
In this scenario, a profound difference between philosophy and astrophilosophy is
especially apparent. Here, it is possible to point to why and where that difference appears,
but being stuck in the conditions for description in this universe, it is not presently, or perhaps
ever, possible to understand what that difference entails.
4.6. Complex intelligence
One of the defining traits of Homo sapiens is the possession of complex intelligence,
which has enabled them to accomplish things on this planet that appear remarkable compared
with other species. Thus, it would appear to be the case that the questions of whether complex
intelligence follows from life and is important for life are questions for astrophilosophy.
However, they are actually better addressed by astrobiology because these, interestingly
enough, have only been relevant for astrophilosophy because these have so far been
geocentric questions.
There has possibly been more than 50 billion species on Earth since the emergence of
life [Mayr, 1995], and many data points about terrestrial intelligence per se are available.
These data show that throughout life’s approximately 4 billion years of existence on this
planet, most of these species have managed without the possession of advanced intelligence
or intelligence at all.6
Nevertheless, there are many terrestrial species that possesses intelligence, among them,
a number that possess advanced intelligence, such as primates, squids and dolphins just to
mention a few. Only one species possesses complex intelligence, however, here defined as
the potential to do science and philosophy. However, hominids have only used stone tools
during the last 3.3 million years [Harmand et al., 2015], while modern Homo sapiens only
emerged between 350.000 and 260.000 years ago [Schlebusch et al., 2017].
5

One can, of course, declare a disagreement in this. However, in order to declare that disagreement, it is
necessary to adhere to that very divalent logic, thus ipso facto affirming it. One can also point to polyvalent
logic. However, since these necessarily must be free of contradictions and one in order to introduce a
polyvalent logic, ultimately has to use that very divalent logic, then it is not an alternative; thus, it is ipso
facto the one adhered to. Divalent logic is thus a condition for description for unambiguous communication.
6
Of course, most of Earth’s species have vanished again. Therefore, whether there is a correlation
between advanced intelligence and the capacity to survive long-term is an interesting question in itself.
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Thus, based on these data, it appears that complex intelligence does not with any high
probability follow from life. It also seems that with high probability, complex intelligence is
not important for life, understood as important for reproductive fitness.
These are valid points, but only so in light of geocentric biology. There is only one
data point regarding complex intelligence available, one example of it. It is, scientifically
speaking, always difficult to extrapolate from a single instance. What can be inferred with
only one data point available is restricted, like having only one point in a coordinate system.
Astrophilosophy also works better when more data are available; however, it is nonetheless
still better suited to address complex intelligence, it since that one point does exist. Complex
intelligence is obviously decisive when first in place. With this, Homo sapiens have since the
beginning of the Holocene approximately 11,700 years ago achieved things on this planet that
seem remarkable compared with other species and gained an insight in the universe beyond
the capability of all other species. That one data point would therefore currently be a subject
for astrophilosophy, but primarily because there is only this one data point. For example, not
much philosophical analysis regarding biological reproduction is performed. That was once the
case, but it is now described in such detail by science itself that there is not much relevance for
dialectic analysis and logical argumentation regarding that subject any longer.
Astrobiology potentially has the capacity to answer whether complex intelligence
follows from life and is important for life. It cannot be said with a high probability that if
extra-terrestrial life exists somewhere, then it will also gain complex intelligence in due
time because evolution does not proceed on a straight line toward a predicable objective, as
happens with, say, chemical processes.
However, an important point is that it also cannot yet be said what the probability for
that complex intelligence follows of life in the universe is. On Earth, that probability has
turned out to be very modest. However, if knowledge of thousands of different exoplanets
harbouring life is gained, and among several of these is complex intelligence, then more data
points that narrow down the series of probabilities to answer the question whether complex
intelligence follows from life and is important for life will be obtained.
This does not mean of course, that complex intelligence before and after is not a question
for astrophilosophy; it certainly is. However, in this case, it means that it is better addressed
by astrobiology.

Summary
Astrobiology has moved beyond biology by incorporating the Copernican principle,
assuming that terrestrial life is not privileged in the universe. Likewise, astrophilosophy
will move beyond philosophy by incorporating that same principle, assuming that Homo
sapiens and the thinking of Homo sapiens are not privileged in the universe. Thus, both
disciplines proceed from the geocentric limitation and anthropomorphic attitude that have so
long hampered both biology and philosophy.
The examples discussed in this article show that astrobiology and astrophilosophy are
closely intertwined with each other, but there are still questions better addressed by each
discipline. Much more could and should have been discussed here. However, astrobiology
and astrophilosophy are obviously large areas, and hence, only some relevant points have
been addressed.
I have not made any serious attempt to provide answers to the points put forward.
Personally, I think, for example, that we should seed life on every single inhabited, but
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suitable, exoplanet and exomoon that we locate within reach; the sooner the better. However,
I am acutely aware that my argumentation must be within the right framework.
Much can be said, and answering these points could be objectives for many articles. My
goal was to show that it is advantageous to divide the current discipline astrobiology into two
independent disciplines. That distinction is both necessary and an advantage. Astrobiology
and astrophilosophy are two distinct activities that work using different methodologies.
Thus, being, for instance, a talented astronomer does not necessarily lead to being a talented
philosopher, or vice versa.
Astrobiology is needed to address life beyond this planet, but this life, and its interaction
with Homo sapiens, will lead to many questions better addressed by astrophilosophy.
Homo sapiens possess the ability to examine and understand reality. From being geocentric
wanderers, they are ready to be wanderers of this vast and wonderful cosmos. Much remains
unknown; nothing is unknowable in advance. To learn about our neighbourhood, interact with
it, and influence it, we need the right tools, the right knowledge, and the right questioning
techniques. We have those with astrobiology, and we have those with astrophilosophy.
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Introduction
The rapid development of information technology transforms the natural environment
of human existence significantly, as their influence extends to all aspects of human life —
from production to metalanguage knowledge [Kalmykova & Novikova, 2018]. Information
space comes forward as a general object of transformation. Its importance for humanity was
realized only with the formation of information ideas, the study of information as a factor
in the existence and evolution of society. Under the information space here is understood a
set of available to the individual (or their group, some organization, society) operations with
information (for example, the phenomenon of “listening” [Kharchenko, 2017], etc.). The
information space has, though a metaphorical and objective characterization — volume. It is
the volume of information space that grows with both the increase of information storage and
the development of access and processing facilities. Taking into account the reckless rates
of transformation of informative space, timely scientific reflection is an important thing that
becomes a condition for maintaining the control of mankind over its own destiny, preserving
its subjectivity with the “human face” in the future [Bazaluk et al., 2018].
A separate aspect of such reflection is the consideration of the process of the values
sign change of a personality and society under the influence of the modern information
environment. The system of values is the basis of the educational and cognitive activity of the
individual, as well as his spiritual and cultural growth, high moral deeds. “Values represent
the quintessence of human wisdom acquired over the centuries. And in a new developing
system, they must embody the fundamental principles of sustainable achievements, whether
they are individual or social” [Weizsӓcker & Wijkman, 2018: 198]. Consequently, the study
of values, both in their ontological and evolutionary aspects, is an urgent need for anticipation
and creation of the future.

Conceptual foundations and peculiarities of the study of
changes in the value and sense sphere
The modern world is characterized by total globalization of the information space, the
consequences of which have both positive and negative aspects. On the one hand, the “global
processes of tehnospherization of society, strengthening of technological development of
the world and the global processes of informatization, computerization, electronization
of society and the biosphere nature create the information-and-technogenic epoch of the
evolution of earthly life”, on the other hand — “the fate of man depends on the nature of
information — whether a man will be a fully developed personality who approves humane
values or informatization will accelerate negative transformations of the human spirit
and body” [Voronkovа & Kyvliuk, 2017]. It should be emphasized that the base of the
relationship and interdependence of information and value-and-sense space is the value basis
of such interaction. The process of critical attitude to any information and peculiar filtering
of the information that has been heard, seen, read depends on the system of values accepted
by the personality. This system has traditionally been formed in the system of education.
However, modern information and technological civilization gradually devalues the spiritual
and cultural value of education and training, replacing them with the acquisition of life
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experience taken from films that have questionable spiritual and moral, artistic and aesthetic
values. This leads to the creation of a dangerous situation in the division of knowledge with
the upbringing of a person. Modern technologies intensify the processes of alienation of
knowledge. Mechanical technological procedures devalue the significance of a person’s
place in education. All this factors exacerbates the problems of education of man, humanity,
spirituality. The time has come for us to become the time of the Resurrection, Spirituality,
Culture, Purity of the Soul [Shevchenko, 2017].
The modern information space, as a rule, is characterized by such features as [Аntonenko,
2018:186-187]:
a) The combination of virtual and objective reality.
b) The inclusion in all spheres of human life activities.
c) The existence of social engineer orientation of the media as a way of social
programming.
d) The vulnerability of a person to the informational content of destructive, immoral and
character.
e) Appealing to a person’s subconscious and exploiting his/her psychological resources.
f) The development of manipulation technologies, in particular, spin doctoring control
technologies (news and media event management).
g) Enhancement of the reference status of the “stranger” in social networks and the
establishment of the ersatz freedom as an exemption from social norms and values
of behavior, the ability to “hide” behind an abstract nickname, an artificial biography,
etc.
h) The illusion of inclusion in the social space, communication.
i) Simulacrum (“non-original copies”, Jean Baudrillard) as the basis of media interaction,
the creation of a virtualized self-concept, the organization of vital activity in the virtual
world, which contributes to the lack of perception of reality.
Many modern trends indicate that society is experiencing a breakthrough moment, the
essence of which is the contradiction between man and the artificial world, which deepens
the rapid progress of robotics. According to scientists, the future of this industry is based
on the concept of singularity. “Singularity is a theoretical point where artificial intelligence
will be equal or exceed human intellect. If singularity is achieved, then it is unclear how
future relations between people and work will be formed ... The technological community is
divided into two camps, which give a radically different answers to the question of what the
singularity will be — good or evil” [Ross, 2017: 34-35]. Consequently, in a society there is
a contradiction, i.e. a situation with maximum uncertainty. At the same time, the uncertainty
manifests itself in the value and sense sphere.
The modern society is characterized by anomie, the state of the value-normative vacuum
according to E. Durkheim, which is typical for transitional and crisis periods, when the old
norms and values cease to operate, and the new ones have not yet been established. However,
some observations and studies allow us to find the vectors of transformations of the value
and sense sphere, which are important for the search for ways of preserving and sustainable
development of mankind.
The starting point in this can be the opinion of scientists on the fluidity and change of
the sign of values in different historical periods. The theoretical basis of this change can be
found in the nonlinearity of social processes associated with their information aspect. The
corresponding model is provided, in particular, in [Chursin, 2017], which states: “… there
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is the reason to believe that the relationship of people with the created by them their manmade world — the world of technology, information technology, artificial intelligence and
robots correspond to the communicative model. It describes the informational interaction of
a person with his own creation, an artificial world, as a mega-message, during which a person
gradually passes on to this world his knowledge and intelligence. At the same time, technical
devices, mediums of high-level information technology, increasingly penetrate into the
biological body of a person, assuming previously “purely human” functions and significantly
modifying the relations of people with the outside world. At the same time, “Internet of
Things” is rapidly expanding with fantastic forecasts for the future. The part of “human
communications” in their total mass will in future only decrease. Mankind is really close to
the “post-human state”. It should be expected that technology, and after it, informatization
will cover not only the sphere of social production and also other, superstructure spheres of
human life, up to the value and sense sphere. Most likely, we are already feeling the breath of
this “great transition”. Its harsh logic is, after all, an objective cause of the transformation of
the system of values and personality, and of humanity as a whole.
Analyzing this transformation, the attention should be paid to the ambiguity of the term
“value”. Values are a life, a human being, a child, a family, a native land, motherland, reverent
attitude to nature, spirituality, culture in all its manifestations, art, the truth, goodness, beauty,
holiness, the beauty of the Spirit, education, profession. Values are classified as intellectual,
moral, aesthetic, which have a sense of life, meaning of life. “Values are considered as
the highest meanings of human life, which are characterized by significance, normativity,
necessity, and expediency.” According to William Werkmeister, who considered a significant
role in values in a harmonious existence, determined that the source of the birth of value
experiences is the objects of culture. He imagined the future of mankind as a “manifestation
of higher values” — in the combination of his aspirations, goals in the perspective of its
movement toward personal self-justification [Antonenko, 2018: 49, 44].
We emphasize some peculiarities of values.
1. Valuable sphere embodies a complex heterogeneous, according to different criteria,
and closely related to each other, separate components, which is an integral entity: it
is difficult to distinguish one or another value for research so that it does not entail
a number of others. Thus, the peculiarity of studying values is the inability to avoid
taking into account the complexity of the factors that make up them.
2. Coexistence of values, their interaction in time or in the synchronous act, their
observance in the life of people reveals their contradictions, complementarity,
dialecticity (dialectics) that is, the ability to turn into another, up to the opposite.
3. The peculiarity of the study of values is the need to take into consideration the constant
and powerful process of their generalization and the formation of peculiar “over” or
“meta values”. Thus, the awareness of the value of individual industry knowledge once
led to the formation of the value of knowledge as such. Francis Bacon proclaimed that
“knowledge is a force itself”, and it remains faithful up to this day.

Transformation of values in the transformed world
Information space in our time is undergoing profound transformations, and this can affect
only the value- semantic sphere of life of humanity. Let us consider further how certain values
are treated in the context of modern information space. In this case, we cannot overcome the
fact that the information space at a certain time determined by the level of development of
information technology. Technologies, in particular, information technologies, by themselves,
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can serve only as values, and their progress at a high level affects the value structure of
personality and society. Automation of the information processes is a real reason for the
formation of a new type of society: changes in the nature of production, changes in the
content of activities and human needs, its consciousness, mental characteristics, the way of
discovering the world, value-semantic sphere.
The development of information technology manifests itself as a meta-value since it is the
one, which is able to serve the values of communication, speed, virtually, awareness, etc. The
end conclusion would be the recognition that technology development should be perceived
as an independent value (de facto, it is).
The “closest” to the value of technology is the value of awareness, easier access to
information (although it, in turn, combines the value of increasing available sources, the
value of access speed, the value of the ease of presentation, etc.).
However, it turns out that the relationship between the value of awareness and the amount
of received or simply available information is not direct: when there is excess, and not a
lack of information, a degree of understanding, according to T.G. Eriksen, falls directly
in proportion to the increase in the amount of information. It is clear that the decline of
understanding does not add value to the information in such an increased number. Scientists
note that a large proportion of texts, which are given in the information space, do not contain
true semantic creativity, have no novelty and litter the information space, which adversely
affects the intellectual level of personality and society. Eriksen noticed that the incredible
volume of easily accessible information was eventually created not by more informative,
and, on the contrary, more distasteful humanity. In addition, it leads to the destruction of
the system of moral, intellectual, spiritual, aesthetic, universal cultural values, and the
recipient becomes a “fateless”, omnivorous man with the loss of any ideals, increasingly
with the domination of destructive emotions, which can be the leading motive of thought
and behavior. The absence of critical thinking, the limited creativity, the lack of ability to a
profound analysis of the fateful problems of life leads to “IN ANYWHERE”. Salas Sommer
said about it quite accurately, “There is a “seizure” of people when in a person’s brain is
invisibly introduced someone else’s information that captures his (her) neurons and becomes
autonomous without obeying the personality. This information obtains the power over human
behavior, and one is not able to avoid its influence”. The author especially emphasizes that
in this way “our subconsciousness fills “information garbage”- unconscious subliminal
information that has no meaning. It inflicts damage on the conscious itself, and disables
it, disorienting man and provoking emotional and psychological conflicts” [Sommer, 2014:
19]. However, it is extremely important that every person realizes that life’s success and full
happiness depend in a large extent on moral choice, from impeccable moral behavior, from
the system of values that provides the awakening of “internal” power that will direct thoughts
and feelings of action, deeds “in accordance with the highest ethics” [Sommer, 2014: 9]. In
addition, as Yuval Noah Harari recommends by, in the 21st century, it is necessary to draw
attention to the ability of people to use information to determine the difference between the
important and the unimportant, “and, first of all, to unite numerous bits of information into
a broad picture of the world” [Harari, 2018: 320]. That is what forces us to have a different
opinion on the value of being informed.
The next value that “inherits” the previous — the value of scientific knowledge — is
associated with the formation of the ideal of science of modern times, formulated as the
domination of scientific knowledge over other values: when scientific knowledge is seen as
the main value, everything that can control the movement of the mind — conscience, will,
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religious faith — must be removed from the road. The acquisition of scientific knowledge is
an extremely complex creative process, which is connected not only with laborious efforts and
hard work, and with illumination, spiritually creation. A. Einstein drew attention to the fact that
everyone who is seriously engaged in science comes to the conviction that the laws of nature
manifest the Spirit, which far exceeds our human one. In the face of this higher Spirit, we, with
our humble forces, must feel humble. Thus, science leads to a reverential feeling of a special
kind, which is fundamentally different from naive religiosity [Shumeyko, 2015].
Therefore, the specificity of the value of scientific knowledge is in the fact that it is
opposed to many other values that are inseparable from human beings.
Let us turn now to perhaps even more fundamental value of mankind — the values
of intelligence. For some time, the amount of information in the external repository has
become significantly more than the one that was placed in the heads of the population
of the planet. Moreover, until sometime it remained passive. And “after the computers
“has been acquired the force, that are now integrated into the global network, the external
memory, together with the information processing potential preserved in it, repeatedly
exceeds the capabilities of people inhabiting the planet. And people were faced with the
need for another reconsideration of the essence of their life: not only to remember, and
also to process information, the man-made world has become much better, at least in
the production sphere, and in a number of other areas of activity. As a result, a person
is noticeably ousted not only from production, and even from education and medicine,
where much of the operations are based on the capabilities of information technology.
Now, people do not enrich their intellect, understanding their tasks in the growing artificial
world, and this world itself seems to be self-sufficient in its further development, only
from time to time taking from people “intellectual injections”. And people, it seems, with
pleasure refuse from mental operations, and are ready to give important decisions to the
computers in various fields of life. The sign of the feedback between human intelligence
and the volume of the external information repository, obviously, has changed to the
opposite one” [Chursin, 2017]. V. Vitkovsky even resorted to characterizing the future of
society as a post-intellectual.
The another key value of the present is the value of communication, which is one
of the basic for humanity and that it seems to be taking consistent “care” in the modern
information space. Communication has natural, technical and, of course, value aspects.
We can say that communication has a number of values, among which speed, accessibility,
quality, degree of reach, etc. The supporters of the communicative approach are
interpreted “communicative rationality” not only as an important theoretical-cognitive and
methodological innovation (in which knowledge is placed in the communicative context),
and as a certain value orientation which is capable to serve as an effective factor in the
development of social consciousness and the necessary social changes.
Another key value of the present is the value of communication, which is one of the basic
for humanity and that it seems to be taking consistent “care” in the modern information
space. Communication has both natural, technical and, of course, value aspects. We
can say that communication has a number of values, among which speed, accessibility,
quality, degree of reach, etc. Communicative rationality, supporters of the communicative
approach are interpreted not only as an important theoretical-cognitive and methodological
innovation (in which knowledge is placed in the communicative context), and also as a
certain value orientation capable of serving as an effective factor in the development of
social consciousness and the necessary social changes.
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The modern informational space has unexpectedly increased the communicative
capabilities of a man. It seems that this fact should be regarded as definitely positive,
because of the value of communication, which is perhaps the most appropriate to human
nature. However, as scientists point out, our reality is increasingly colored in the colors of
communicative reality and has an ambivalent expression. The growth of communicative
interactions does not necessarily bring us the perfect communicative community. The sign
carries not only the connection with the signified, and also freedom from it. This “binary
opposition” as the fundamental property of the sign, also determines such a direction of
development of communication in society, which directs its vital activity to the sign space
as an independent and even separate entity, announces the “power of the simulacrum”.
According to Baudrillard, there is the same “generation of simulacres”: the reciprocal
substitutions of the beautiful and ugly fashion, the left and right in politics, the truth and
lies in all media reports, useful and useless in everyday things, nature and culture on all
levels of meaning. At the same time, as he notes, in our system of images and signs all the
basic humanistic criteria of values that define the age-old culture of moral, aesthetic, and
practical judgments disappear.
Similar compilations should influence only on the assessment of communication value,
at least, as one which depends directly from information space.
Another crucial value of modern society is speed. Often it refers even not to speed
itself, and to acceleration, which can be considered as one of the main peculiarities of the
present time. A. Toffler pointed out that hyper-speed of current changes meant that data
and “facts” became outdated faster. In addition, knowledge based on those data has been
becoming less reliable. New technological and organizational tools aimed at overcoming
this “trance scientific factor” have been designed. It has intensified scientific research and
development as well as an educational process. Thus, knowledge metabolism happens
faster. It would not be an exaggeration to point out that our contemporaries “compete in
speed.” In the view of Zygmunt Bauman, speed takes the first place in the list of values,
which are connected with surviving. Present time is about speed indeed. Nowadays it
becomes and, in some cases, can be felt as excessive one. It has been defined by Umberto
Eco as a special term — “hypermodernity”. Speed is a great advantage if it does not go
away out of control.
Assessment of human behavior influences on a speed value sign. As it is well-known,
types of behavior are divided into two main groups: rules-based and situational ones. The
first group is defined by a set of standards and rules, while the second one — by actual
reality, conditions, an environmental state. It is clear that rapid change in information space
relates to situational behavior, which gradually acquires norm indicators. In this context,
Fedor Girenok underlined that in the world of high speed such qualities, as sincerity,
spontaneity and warmth cannot exist. Also, there are not created conditions for existing
such categories as truth and faith. Therefore, technological and humanitarian aspects are
characterized as controversial ones regarding value of speed.
Something similar happens with such values as flexibility and mobility. Flexibility can
be a liberating force. However, it also can be considered as a repressive trend if those, who
change rules, have power. Manuel Castells emphasizes that in this situation it is important
to keep distance between assessment of new social forms and processes, which are induced
by new technologies, and extrapolation of consequences of those events for the society
and people. That logic cannot be linear or simple. Mobility in physical space as well as
mobility in social environment are developing as so complex processes that there is a need
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to provide closer observation and identification of their subtle distinctions aimed at giving
an appropriate description. We can observe negative trends in our everyday life — when
mobility becomes its opposite and in the age of mobility, we often do not need to move.
Furthermore, upward mobility / career promotion not only increases chances to realize
mobility possibilities, and makes us to do that. Moreover, as information space nowadays
has got global significance, it more than ever encourages mobilization in different aspects.
Between those aspects, there is one which poses a threat in the context of globalization. It
is about invisible transformation of external speed to internal fossilizing. That important
distinction as well as previous observations changes connotation of a mobility sign.
Finally, a lot of values (particularly, those, represented above) tend towards a
generalizing one — a value of freedom. Freedom is “systemically important” and universal
value for the mankind. Moreover, again, it can be observed as considerable expansion of
human freedom in transformed information space.
Particularly, it is worth considering metamorphosis of freedom as a value phenomenon,
which has its specific components. For example, widespread use of the Internet has led to
rapid expansion of space of individual freedom. That process (as it was mentioned above)
has given a sense that the main function of the Internet is to transform human identity
despite the importance of its informative, business and other functions. Due to the Internet,
the modern staffs increases his autonomy level in the context of taking decisions in different
aspects of his life. It even touches his own sexual identification. In modern information
space freedom of access is complemented by freedom of information choice. However, that
same peculiarity — principle of provision of information upon request — does not allow
considering the Internet as the same phenomenon as other information sources.
In the web, a man has got freedom to choose his own way of information usage. He
also has got freedom to ask questions. However, such aspect of freedom as values (as
experience has shown) has got its back side. The essence is in existing possibility to a
person to move towards that part of information space, which cannot be controlled in the
context of values categories. Therefore, a person risks becoming an object of manipulation.
Moreover, in that context the world of “freedom for…” can become the world of “freedom
from.” In modern information space, it can happen quietly and easy.
Is not it a stunning change of a sign of values?

Conclusion
Dynamic picture of change in values assessment (which were considered as absolute,
obvious and constant ones to date) is represented in the article. That change has been
influenced by transformation of information space, which took place during recent decades
and is still increasing nowadays. Therefore, it can be considered as a time trend as well as
an evolution vector in individual and social spheres of values and connotations. That is the
context where change of a sign of values represents a particular fact of social life and requires
proper research.
Awareness of character and content of transformation in spheres of values and
connotations in the context of dynamic information space is considered as an important part
and necessary condition of forming social ability to manage own pace of development. As
respected researches, who are members of the Club of Rome underline, it necessary to follow
one way — leave path of unsustainable development in all spheres. As it is not honest in
respect to future generations. It seems inevitable that it needs immediate development of
new types of human targets and (if it is possible) new social enlightenment [Weizsӓcker &
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Wijkman, 2018: 205]. It is clear that new social enlightenment is not aimed at moving people
off technical and scientific progress. In addition, its task is to find the balance between human,
nature and man-made environment (where information space is a key component). That task,
actually, explains great attention given by leading Ukrainian and international researches to
the issue of values.
It should be stressed that future of mankind is connected with forming a man of a new
type — planet- and space-oriented. It means that today we should follow “strategic and
values concepts” where culture, value experiences and life values play an important role.
As a leading Canadian culturologist Paul Shaffer mentioned, great attention is given to
exploring particular values, systems of values and main principles of general structure in a
cosmological concept. Worldview is in the core of the cosmological concept [Shaffer, 2017:
29]. As respected members of the Club of Rome stress, the world is in danger. Its saving is
based on holistic worldview, which will facilitate creation of a planetary civilization.
Studying the problem of change of a sign for a certain list of values, which are connected
with a superpower modern factor — transformation of information space is an important
issue in the context of forming a picture of desirable future. As Yuri Shreyder mentioned,
to avoid disaster in reality we often just need to be aware of that reality and to change our
system of its assessment.
The problem of today is that the mankind will be able to provide desirable sustainable
development only due to cultivating universal (and, therefore, sustainable) values —
humanistic ideals, good and beauty in the context of the represented changes of values and
connotations aspects, where inner spiritual world of a person will become the main value. It
is important to remember about Thomas Aquinas, who connected a state of human freedom
with an ability to differ good and evil. A man is free when he is capable and vice versa.
It is easy to see that the represented definition of freedom cannot be affected by time and
conditions as well as it cannot change its sign.
Thus, the represented ideas concerning existing trends of change of a sign in values and
connotations aspects within information society demonstrate that future of the mankind is not
so much dependent from technological development. Much more important factor is deep
understanding of the essence of being a Man.
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Introduction
In 2018, Greg Blair in his book “Errant Bodies, Mobility, and Political Resistance”
considered the history of the development of the meaning of the term “errant bodies.”
Blair investigates historical errant bodies including ancient Greek Cynics; Punk Rockers;
Situationists; and individuals such as poet/critic Charles Baudelaire, aviator Amelia Earhart,
novelist Jack Kerouac, transcendentalist Margaret Fuller, sociologist/cultural theorist Jean
Baudrillard, walking artist Hamish Fulton and artist/author Keri Smith [Blair, 2018]. For Blair
“errant bodies” is “a type of physical and philosophical wandering that is intentional, operating
as a means of resistance against authoritative forms of power and cultural prescriptions” [Blair,
2018]. Blair reveals that “being out-of-place” is the active life position of “something that can
© Dobroskok, Iryna, 2019
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enact real change in the world” [Blair, 2018]. As an example, Blair considers the music of Sun
Ra, which transports listeners to a place without rules, prejudice, and bigotry. The cosmos was
considered by Sun Ra as the place, and “errant bodies” — as an active life position, which is
dictated by only by the rules — the rules of the cosmos.
From our point of view, the term “errant bodies” actually contains deeper meanings. We
agree with Blair that the term “errant bodies” is defined by the rules of the cosmos. However,
we do not agree with the boundaries that Blair sets for this term “as a means of resistance
against authoritative forms of power and cultural prescriptions” [Blair, 2018].
In 1943 Martin Heidegger in his article “On the Essence of Truth” wrote, “Man errs. Man
does not merely stray into errancy. He is always astray in errancy, because as eksistent he insists and so already is caught in errancy” [Heidegger, 1961]. In the works of Heidegger, the
theme “untruth as errancy” occupies an important place. Heidegger tried to find an answer to
the Question of Truth. The answer contains the true meaning of human life, or true freedom.
The options for answers to the Question of Truth proposed by Heidegger open up the new
meanings for the term “errant bodies.” The term “errant bodies” is not revealed within the
boundaries of political science, but within the boundaries of fundamental ontology. In fact, the
ideas of Heidegger allow us to talk about the “errant man,” thereby rethinking not only the very
essence of man, but also the need and possibility of man to “errs.” “Man errs” becomes the
defining meaning of the term “errant man,” and the theoretical basis of this term is Heidegger’s
fundamental ontology.
In this paper, we will consider new meanings and limits of using the term “errant man”.
We will reveal how “Lichtung” is important for “errant man.” “Lichtung” is the light that
moves “errant man” and keeps this movement within the bounds of authenticity existence. An
important component of “Lichtung” is the dominant cosmological model in society, which
integrates culture into the cosmic processes, sets the direction and limits of self-realization of
“errant man” as the cosmic force. [Bazaluk & Kharchenko, 2018].

Definition of the term “errant man”
In the book “Garner’s Modern English Usage” Bryan Garner gives the following definition
of the term “Errant” “(1) traveling; itinerant <knight errant>; or (2) fallible, straying from
what is proper. Sense 2 overwhelmingly predominates” [Garner, 2016]. In fact, as Heidegger
wrote, the term “errant man” focuses on the answers to the Question of Truth. On the one
hand, the “errant man” is an active principle, a movement, which is revealed in fundamental
ontology as the essence of man, as the desire of man to know and create in being. Man is
abandoned in being and wanders in it. Human life is a journey full of actions, events, processes.
That is why, an expert on the Eastern culture Nicholas Roerich wrote, “They will ask: how to
move life? Answer: as if to cross the abyss on the string — beautifully, carefully and swiftly”
[Roerich, 2000]. Roerich specified that wandering had limits. That the other side of wandering
was delusion; that in the “errant man” lay the boundary between authenticity and inauthentic
existence, between Self and Man [Heidegger, 1961]. Therefore, on the other hand, the term
“errant man” focuses on the answers to the Question of Truth, i.e. prerequisites for choosing
a life path by man, ontological orientation and the limits of self-realization in everyday life.
Therefore, the “errant man” is not just the abandonment of man into being, and his life-long
journey, but also the individual choice of “way of life”, which Pierre Hadot, a well-known
scholar of Antiquity history, focused his attention on [Hadot, 2005].
In this context, the definition of the term “errant man” generates the key questions for
man: “Who determines the life choice?”, or “Who determines the Way of Life of man?” The
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questions raised expand the bounds of the term “errant man” to the key educational systems,
to the search for a guide, the one who leads man through life. The term “being out-of-place”,
which Greg Blair rethinks from “something that can enact real change in the world”, takes
another, specific forms. If we consider these forms by the methods of fundamental ontology,
then they turn into a key source of human existence, which turns wandering, that often ends in
delusion, into purposeful action, into authenticity existence. Therefore, it becomes important
for the researcher to identify this source, to establish the force that drives the choice of man
abandoned in existence. After all, just this force decides where a life-long journey will lead
man: to Self, i.e. to the results of individual self-realization that are significant for society, or
to Man, which essentially states a mistake in choosing a way of life, wandering in horror and a
dead end. Heidegger called the last path as being-toward-death.

Education as “Lichtung”
In the article “The Feature Transformations of the Basic Meanings of Greek Paideia in
the Educational Theories in the Middle Ages” Oleg Bazaluk revealed the important feature
of education. Bazaluk showed how the basic meanings of Greek paideia had transformed into
the modern educational theories [Bazaluk, 2018]. In fact, Bazaluk proved that Plato’s key
ideas about education, as a way of life, as an ascent from the darkness of a cave to the light
outside a cave,1 had created a theoretical basis for the modern theories of education. After all, in
Plato’s works we met for the first time the idea of education as a guide. That is why Heidegger
and Hadot, building their views on the abandonment of man in the being and the search for
boundaries between authenticity or inauthentic existence, based on the ideas of Plato. From the
written sources that have reached our days, for the first time the image of education is revealed
just in the “Republic” of Plato, in which the key figures, namely the caste of philosopher-rulers,
served as guides. The mission of the philosophers was not so much in getting out of the cave
and seeing things in their true essence, under the rays of the Sun, as an image of the highest
idea, but in going back to the cave, and bringing out to the Sun the rest of the people living in
its darkness [Plato, 1994].
Martin Heidegger rethought Plato’s idea of education as a guide. Unfortunately, in modern
pedagogy the theory of education by Heidegger is not popular. It is difficult for perception and
has no direct connection with the practice. In addition, it destroys the theoretical foundations
of many modern theories of education. Heidegger does not deny Plato’s ideas. On the contrary,
he starts from them. In fact, if to follow Plato’s ideas in the literal sense, the result will be an
authoritarian model of the state. Philosophers-rulers as guides, take the form of authoritarian
leaders, leading their peoples to the “bright future”. The history of culture knows many
examples when the “bright future” in practice turned into “bloody lands.” For example, in
the book “Bloodlands: Europe between Hitler and Stalin” Timothy Snyder showed what led
to the desire of two authoritarian leaders to direct their peoples to achieve the image of “the
highest idea” [Snyder, 2010]. The second example, in the article “A Symbolic Clash among
the National Identities in the Basque Autonomous Community: Political Parties, Twitter and
UEFA European Championship 2016” Jiří Zákravský, using the example of the modern Basque
Nationalism, revealed how political leaders manipulate the opinion of their people through the
existing party system. For these purposes, they use the capabilities of sports and information
and communication technologies [Zákravský, 2018]. Plato’s ideas are valuable, but they
literally contradict the principles of democracy.
Heidegger, starting from Plato’s key idea of philosophy as the highest stage of education,
1 See [Plato, 1994].
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showed that the guide for a person abandoned in being is not the philosopher-ruler, but
“Lichtung”, or the light that leads [Heidegger, 1986]. Heidegger excluded from education the
decisive role of authoritarian leaders. He singled out a new source that acted as a guide for
the “errant man.” This is “Lichtung”, which breaks through from the essence of each man
and is determined by fundamental ontology. In fact, the “errant man” should not be guided
by the advice of a mentor, that, as an external force, turns wandering into directional and fullfledged self-realization, but by the internal source. Heidegger came to the conclusion that in the
“errant man” there is an active principle, which is light, a self-sufficient source of movement.
“Lichtung” is able to lead a person through life and determine the way of life independently. It
is important to install, select, and strengthen it properly.
Heidegger showed how important is the liberation of “Lichtung”. The lighting of life
depends on the purity and brightness of this light. “Lichtung” not only moves man, acts as his
active beginning, but also illuminates the way ahead the “errant man.” “Lichtung” indicates
the direction of movement and sets the pace of life, thereby setting the limits of self-realization,
i.e. the way of life. “Lichtung” forms the quality of life, authenticity or inauthentic existence.

“Lichtung” and quality of presence of the “errant man”
“Being out-of-place,” which Greg Blair focuses his attention on, acquires entirely new
meanings in the use of Heidegger’s approach. “Being out-of-place” as an action can correspond
to both authenticity existence and inauthentic existence. It’s not really the term that hides the
answers to the Question of Truth, so it’s not the key to fundamental ontology. The answers to
the Question of Truth are hidden in the force that acts as a guide for the “errant man”. As far as
“Lichtung” is efficient and relevant, as far as it is freed from concealment, so much the “errant
man” movement remains within the boundaries of the authenticity of existence. In “Lichtung”,
the power of authenticity existence, the inaccessibility of boundaries that keep the “errant man”
movement away from wandering, from inauthentic existence leads man through life despite
prejudices and established stereotypes. “Lichtung” makes its way from the essence of man,
his ontology, therefore it is natural, therefore, it carries the truths laid by nature. Therefore, as a
matter of fact, it is not “Lichtung” that turns wandering into authenticity of existence, thereby
actually saving a person from horror, being-toward-death, but the nature itself, the Cosmos,
which manifests itself in “Lichtung”.
However, in what ways does “Lichtung” determine the quality of the “errant man’s”
presence?
In the article “The Potential of Systematization of the Theories of Education for Solving
of Contradictions of Ukrainian Higher Education Development,” the authors revealed the
possibilities of modern theories of education to influence the way of life [Bazaluk et al., 2018].
Education as a way of life is Plato’s idea, which has changed little over the past millennia. The
only difference is that Plato spoke about philosophy as a way of life, implying that not any
education could be a way of life, but only its highest level, philosophy. Plato contrasted his
vision of education with the ideas of Isocrates. The difference between the views of Plato and
Isocrates on education is precisely revealed in the images of education as a guide and a service
made for a material reward [Bazaluk et al., 2018]. For Plato, education was a way of life and
a guide. For Isocrates — a service, in its own way, entrepreneurship. Therefore, the caste of
philosophers as guides devoted themselves to serving people. They were looking for ways to
bring people out of the darkness of the cave to the Sun, as an image of a higher idea. The life
path of the philosopher was often accompanied by dangers, ingratitude from people whom they
sought to bring to the surface of the cave, thus breaking their habitual and established horizons
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[Plato, 1994]. Whereas, in the traditions established by Isocrates, a teacher was not responsible
for his pupils. For him, selling knowledge to pupils was a kind of craft. He was not responsible
for the life of his pupils, and the pupils, at their discretion, used the knowledge bought from
the teachers.
In Plato’s tradition, mentoring was viewed as “Lichtung”. The main purpose of mentoring
was not to transfer knowledge, but to release the internal source hidden in pupils, their active
principle. Relieving the essence of their pupils, their “Lichtung”, from the concealment, the
mentors determined their way of life. The release of the hidden entity by mentors is a long and
painstaking work. Philosophers did not impose their views on pupils. That was not the release
of “Lichtung”. Philosophers by their example, their way of life, offered to make a choice to
pupils. Pupils independently chose a way of life that most closely corresponded to their essence.
Plato talked about the moral authority of teachers. Precisely such a moral authority for Plato
was Socrates as a teacher, and for Aristotle — the way of life of Plato. The responsibility of
teachers for the way of life of their pupils imposed a feature on the technology of education.
In the Platonic tradition, mentors had one, maximum — two pupils. Whereas a much larger
number of pupils were allowed in the schools of Isocrates. A mentor could release “Lichtung”
by devoting himself to one or two pupils only. The philosophers chose their own pupils because
they continued their way of life in their pupils. “Lichtung” of mentors was as close as possible
to “Lichtung” of pupils, which made it possible to talk about harmony between the inner world
of the mentor and his pupil. In this case, the mentor’s “Lichtung” as an action facilitated the
release of the pupil’s “Lichtung”. The teacher’s orientation and limits of his self-realization
determined the pupil’s direction and limits of his self-realization, turning the abandonment of
the pupil into being as into the ascent to the image of the highest idea. The “Lichtung” of the
mentor-philosophers established the boundaries of the authenticity existence of their pupils,
protecting them from wandering, from being-toward-death.
In the Middle Ages, the traditions established by Plato and Isocrates were mixed [Bazaluk,
2018]. That is why, when Heidegger considered the Question of Truth, he called for a return
to Plato, rather than building one’s reasoning on his apologists. In the Middle Ages, education
was no longer regarded as a guide and a way of life. A viewpoint about education as a service
that can be bought for money was established. Teachers began to sell knowledge for money,
and mentoring in Plato’s meanings was replaced by university mentoring, which was limited
to the student’s years of study and temporary guardianship. The teacher was responsible for the
students only during their studies. In the independent life, in wanderings, a student was guided
by the knowledge gained at his discretion.
It is just for this reason that Heidegger argued about the self-sufficiency of “Lichtung” when
rethinking Plato’s ideas. Heidegger contrasted the two ways of education. The first image, which
was considered as Platonic one, but in fact, it was more consistent with the views of Isocrates.
The second image was truly Platonic. Only instead of philosophers-rulers, light, “Lichtung”
began to perform the function of a guide for man abandoned into the being. “Lichtung” is
impossible to buy for money. The path to liberation “Lichtung” is the path of ascent to the
image of the Sun as the image of the highest idea, which Plato wrote about [Plato, 1994].
Thus, the modern image of education and the image presented by Heidegger are two different
driving forces for “errant man”, which sometimes oppose each other, and sometimes resonate,
strengthening their impact. The modern image of education, in fact, imposes its services for
“errant man”. It positions itself as the dominant force that performs the functions of the forming
matrix. The modern way of education determines independently the quality of life of the younger
generations, forms the direction of “errant man” regardless of the internal source, the active
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beginning. The image of education presented by Heidegger is fundamentally different. This
is the priority of independence. This is self-liberation of “Lichtung”, in fact, self-purification
from concealment. It is an independent search as close to Self, to smoothradio authenticity to
the borders of existence. This is an independent search for maximum proximity to Self, to selfreturn into the boundaries of authenticity existence. The role of a mentor in self-control and
self-education is key. The mentor helps his pupil to gain independence. The teacher instructs
to self-purification. He shows wisdom, i.e. in essence, in Platonic senses, reveals knowledge
to his pupil outside the cave in the rays of the Sun. He reveals to his pupil the future, he is the
light that excludes wandering in darkness, and opens up a new and important opportunity for
his pupil. The teacher is a look into the future of his pupil. The image of education proposed by
Heidegger reveals the role of the teacher as a guide. However, it is not a teacher who leads. The
light leads, and the teacher only offers the options of routes. The pupil is led by “Lichtung”, but
the direction of movement and the limits of self-realization of the pupil depend heavily on the
teacher, it depends on how fully the teacher will illuminate the future of his pupil.
In fact, the role of the teacher in the image of education determined by Heidegger is as
responsible and complex as the role of the philosopher-ruler in Plato’s Paideia. According to
Heidegger and Plato the teacher is fully responsible for the way of life that his pupil has chosen.

The “Evolving Matter” theory as “Lichtung”
What means does the teacher use to free the “Lichtung” of his pupil? What is guided the
teacher himself by, who specializes in the liberation of “Lichtung”?
The main criterion that distinguishes the teacher from any other representative of society
is the quality of knowledge that the teacher operates. At first glance, it is a banality. However,
the term “knowledge” carries a different meaning. In the modern sense, “knowledge” is
information, it is a product of mass culture that can be purchased for money. Basically, it is the
knowledge of the consumer society. We are talking about the term “knowledge” in completely
different senses: defined by Plato and Heidegger [Plato, 1994; Heidegger, 1986]. Knowledge
is the essence of things, which appears in all its openness only to those who were able to get
out of the cave independently and see the world not in the darkness of the cave, or at best not
in the shadows cast by the fire in the cave, and when the sun’s rays. This is the achievement
of the image of the highest idea and maximum self-realization. This is the maximum possible
purification of one’s own “Lichtung”, which illuminates not only one’s own, individual path,
but also the path going next. This is a light, which power is so strong, that it leads not one
person, but it is able to lead several.
Knowledge in the Platonic and Heideggerian understanding is the light that connects
the present with the future, earthly with the cosmos. Conventionally, this is a bridge that is
abandoned from the Earth into the Universe. Movement on this bridge allows man to go
to a different scale and see things in a different perspective. Events that seem significant in
everyday life are perceived from the bridge as insignificant and petty. Instead of them a view
of events, that remain invisible in the daily bustle, opens in its entirety. Such a “bridge”, or
knowledge outside the cave, are the dominant cosmological models in culture. The importance
of cosmological models is explained by the fact that they have already represented the place of
culture in the cosmic processes. Cosmological models establish the boundaries of authenticity
existence essentially, thereby turning wandering into the directed self-realization. For example,
in the article “Eastern Mysticism and Timothy Leary: Human beyond the Conventional Reality”
Tatiana Danylova considered the phenomenon of human being through the lens of the Eastern
philosophy and Leary’s transpersonal perspective [Danylova, 2017]. Danylova argues that “All
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things are the interdependent and interrelated parts of the One Whole: they are the different
manifestations of the same unconditional reality” [Danylova, 2017]. However, the Eastern
philosophy and philosophy of Timothy Leary is an ideological position that, on an intuitive
level, recognizes the direct connection of man with the cosmos. We consider the “Evolving
Matter” theory, which combines scientific and philosophical knowledge about the place of man
in the scale of the Earth and the Cosmos. In fact, it was about such knowledge that Plato kept
talking.
The “Evolving Matter” theory as The Philosophy of the Cosmos is represented in the article
“The Philosophy of the Cosmos as the New Universal Philosophical Teaching about Being”
[Bazaluk & Kharchenko, 2018]. We will only consider how the “Evolving Matter” theory
can express itself as “Lichtung”. Plato understood knowledge as an “ascent to the Divine”
[Plato, 1994]. Plato does not put religious meaning in the term “divine”, but only knowledge,
which we call “scientific”. Plato connected knowledge directly with the cosmos, because the
term “cosmos” meant “order” in Antiquity. Knowledge is the transformation of chaos into
order, respectively, wandering — into directional action. Knowledge in such senses is in itself
“Lichtung”, because it carries not only liberation from concealment, but also it illuminates
the future. The knowledge concentrated in the “Evolving Matter” theory is the knowledge
accumulated in the culture during the existence of the earthly civilization. This is the power of
light that allows you to see your place on the scale of the Earth and Cosmos. This is the source,
by the release of which an “errant man” opens up perspective, a view into the future. This is an
opportunity to see the boundaries of authenticity existence, which excludes wandering. Such
knowledge is the light that leads. Light leads. It illuminates not only the path of individual
self-realization, but more importantly, it illuminates the path from individual self-realization
to collective one, from planetary to cosmic activity. Just in this sense, the “Evolving Matter”
theory is “Lichtung” for the “errant man.”

Conclusions
The main purpose of the paper was to uncover the source that drove man abandoned into
being. In the paper, the author developed the ideas of Plato and Heidegger one more time
to draw attention to the key role of education and the important role in the formation of
cosmological models. In her arguments, the author proceeded from the recognized point of
view that the life of each person could be designated as a metaphor “errant man.” For “errant
man” it is important to discover the limits of authenticity existence, so as not to turn life into
the being-toward-death. Education performs detection of boundaries of authenticity existence.
The author briefly considered two images of education, which had been formed in the history
of culture. The author paid more attention to Plato’s tradition, which is most fully represented in
the theory of education by Martin Heidegger. The image of education presented in the Platonic
tradition differs from the widespread image of education in modern society. In the theory of
Heidegger’s education “Lichtung” is considered as a source of light that leads “errant man”
through life and keeps him within the boundaries of authenticity existence. What is “Lichtung”?
Heidegger did not specify this term; he determined only its General boundaries. This opens up
the possibility for scientific reflection. For example, Tatyana Kolesnykova in the article “I Light
my Candle from yours…”: Anthropological Aspects of Modern Library Services for Scientists”
states that it is “the leading role of university libraries.” “It is established that in the process of
communicative and informational awareness of reality, there are changes in the dimension of
scientists and university librarians, namely, the ways of their behaviour and the communicative
features associated with the development of Open Access and the new role of university
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libraries as partners in the production, preservation and spread of knowledge” [Kolesnykova,
2017]. From our point of view, “Lichtung” is defined by the dominant cosmological models
in the culture, in particular, the “Evolving Matter” theory. The author revealed in what way the
“Evolving Matter” theory performs the functions of “Lichtung” for the “errant man.”
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The article presents the results of empirical studies of correlation of culture and innovations. Sociocultural factors of innovative development have been revealed. The present research has established
the dual nature of innovations that finds itself in a symbiosis of an innovation and a creativity product.
This fact allows us to view this phenomenon as a result of interaction of the economic and sociocultural spheres of society’s life activity: an innovative impulse arises from a person’s desire to gain
an economic benefit, on the one hand, and from a desire to reach the originality that is specified by
traditions of a certain culture, on the other hand. Consequently, innovative activity depends directly on
socio-cultural values that determine human dispositions, habits and motivations.
Sh. Schwartz’s calculation of value indices allowed us to reveal the human value priorities in twentyone countries of Europe in terms of their influence on person’s innovative dispositions, using the data
body of International comparison project “European Social Survey” (2012-2016). It was shown that
in the countries with dominant “Openness to Changes” values, inventiveness and innovativeness are
more pronounced if compared to the countries where “Conservatism” values prevail. There has been
demonstrated the special importance for innovative development of “Self-Transcendence” values that
facilitate the formation of an environment favourable for implementing the institutional innovations.
The research has proved that average Ukrainians have no value disposition to innovations. This fact
creates a cultural barrier on the way of Ukraine’s innovative development and requires governmental
impact on these processes.
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Introduction
Investigating the social and economic space, the modern economic science has always
given priority to its technical and technological components. It has also considered innovations
to be a determinant factor of increasing the economic growth of each specific country and
providing its competitive positions on the world markets. However, the theoretical and
practical recognition of innovation importance, the formation of a relevant legislative base,
the development and implementation of government innovation programs have not created
powerful factors of Ukraine’s innovative development. In terms of the innovation statistics
in Ukraine, the State Statistics Committee proves the fact that only 16,2 % of enterprises
performed innovative activity, if compared to 60-70% of enterprises in developed countries.
Moreover, the specific weight of the total research and development expenditures within the
GDP of Ukraine was 0,47%, whereas in 28 EU countries the average figure was about 2,06%
[Research and Development, 2018]. There arises a logical question: why does not the Ukrainian
economy become innovative, despite all the government efforts?
Referring to the scientific sources on this problem allows us to understand that the most
widely spread approach in studying innovative development is considering the innovations
as a phenomenon of mostly technical and economic nature. What is emphasised is the limited
resource base that makes the mankind search for new sources of raw materials, energy and
forms of organisational relationships to enhance the economy’s production capabilities. As such,
enhancement is possible due to the human economic activity, the economic science focuses on
revealing the determinants (motives) of human innovative activity. The most important of these
determinants is a desire to maximise the economic benefit that manifests itself as an innovation
quasi-rent [Yakovets, 2003]. This quasi-rent is understood as a differentiated scientific and
technical income (superprofit) received by an entrepreneur who was the first to master a more
efficient and principally new technical device, technologies or methods of business organisation.
Apparently, such a narrow economic approach cannot reflect the whole spectrum of
motivation mechanisms of innovative activity, as it greatly narrows the system of existing
parameters of economic subjects’ behaviour. In the real world of economics, people are not
motivated by egoism only, but they have many other operative motives — altruism, habit,
custom, sense of law, sense of duty, etc. Consideration of these factors, which are far from
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economics at first sight, allows us to reveal non-economic variables that stipulate human
behaviour and are thus potentially capable of restraining or speeding up the innovative
development of the economic system.

Methodology of investigating the innovative development factors
To understand a man in his entire motives, stimuli and interests, he should be viewed as
a subject of an integral polysystemic society. Formulation of the problem within this context
requires special research methods. In our opinion, this can be a structural and functional
approach proposed by Emile Durkheim and Talcott Parsons, the founders of the functionalism
school in sociology. The use of the structural and functional approach allows one to see that
the contemporary society is a complex system of interdependent and interrelated spheres
of economics, politics, law, cultures. They interact so closely that, when influencing one of
them, it is impossible to change the functioning of the whole system. Therefore, viewing
the innovations as an economic element only, we miss a whole spectrum of motivational
mechanisms for innovative activity of economic subjects who take decisions on technological
development perspectives.
These variables are introduced in the analysis by mental “plunging” of the autonomous
technological system into a complex of interdependences and interrelations of the existing
subsystems of a society that is viewed as an integral body [Pylypenko, 2012]. Gnoseologically,
such a methodology approach allows us to reveal the aspects of innovative activity that are
formed due to the fact that other society subsystems perform their integrative functions. With
such understanding of society’s functioning, one can find out that the human economic activity,
including the innovative activity, is stipulated by the whole complex of economic, political,
legal, cultural and other factors united with a concept of institutional environment.
In fact, an institutional environment is a factorised medium of a society’s economic system,
and is a total sum of formal and informal institutions. Being a system of behavioural norms and
rules, each institution is based on socio-cultural values that were acquired and passed from one
generation to another through culture. Therefore, culture is often viewed as a most important
information aspect of society’s life activity, which is manifested in behavioural patterns
[Pylypenko, 2017]. In fact, culture helps to choose such a behavioural model that allows one
to optimise the use of limited resources to provide for a maximum possible number of needs.
This is directly related to innovations. However, understanding the main point of the cultural
influence on the economics is not enough for it to be used in practice. To take account of the
national specific features of innovative development, we need to have at least a few quantity
indicators. According to Nadezhda Lebedeva, despite the fact that culture is a phenomenon that
is difficult to perceive, but possible to feel, a phenomenon that is difficult to understand and
even more difficult to measure and drive into formalised mathematical statistics and modelling,
culture can be and should be measured [Lebedeva & Tatarko, 2009].
This is done by the methods and instruments developed in the late 20th century in terms of
the cross-cultural analysis. Such scholars as Geert Hofstede, Ronald Inglehart, Нarry Triandis,
Fons Trompenaars, Shalom Schwartz and others suggested methodological approaches that
allow one to empirically reveal and fix the influence of culture on various aspects of human
economic activity.
In our research, we use the culture measuring approach developed by Shalom Schwartz,
Professor of Psychology at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. This approach is based on a
hypothesis that all societies face certain basic problems in regulating human activity, and sociocultural values determine ways used by various societies to solve these problems. Sh. Schwartz
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focuses on value orientations, which are, in his opinion, external in relation to people and are
manifested in specific stimuli and expectations faced by members of a certain cultural group.
These stimuli and expectations are explicitly or implicitly communicated to people through
social institutions, their rules and everyday practice, which are, in turn, based on cultural values.
For example, a cultural value of modesty and subordination is expressed in the stimuli and
expectations that induce the spread of conformity and a desire to “keep in the background.” In
addition, this does not quite favour the development of entrepreneurship and innovative activity
as key development factors. Thus, pressing an individual, the social institutions as culture
generators determine the direction of his actions and his entire life activity [Pylypenko, 2017].
Sh. Schwartz based his research on measuring the ten types of individual values (security,
conformity, tradition, self-direction, stimulation, hedonism, achievement, power, benevolence,
universalism), which reflect motivational directions in terms of person’s basic needs. Shalom
Schwarz obtained these ten types of values on the base of averaged human value priorities that
were revealed by the empirical studies in 48 countries of the world [Schwartz & Ros, 1995;
Schwartz & Bardy, 1997]. These values were united into larger value categories “Openness to
Changes — Conservatism” and “Self-Transcendence — Self-Enhancement”, which represent
bipolar pairs of competing values. According to Schwartz, it is the conflict or harmony of values
that determines the strategy of human behaviour.
The goal of our research was, using the above approaches, to reveal socio-cultural factors of
innovative development through a comparison of value dispositions to innovations of various
culture representatives and to determine either universal or specific patterns of their behaviour
in the innovation sector.

Theoretical and empirical evidence of interrelation
of culture and innovations
The science of economics believes that innovative activity depends directly on the expected
profitability from implementation of innovations. In the market economy, where competition
determines the efficiency of entrepreneurial activity, innovations become a powerful factor
of profit maximisation. In conditions of market saturation with various goods and services,
the consumer’s demand becomes more and more oriented at more complex and differentiated
products. This fact boosts the importance of scientific and technical progress as a main factor of
creating innovations. The manufacturer who gets control over this factor can make higher profits
owing to temporary monopoly over the use of innovations. In case the innovations are successful
and spread, the expenditures on their development are covered with an avalanche-like growth
effect. This effect is distributed between the innovative entrepreneur and his competitors who
reproduce the innovations to support their competitiveness. In addition, the more opportunities
the innovator has to keep up the superprofit, the more incentives exist to develop and implement
the innovations. Therefore, companies currently have to keep up the “innovative tone”, or tough
competition will force them out of the market. Thus, to keep up the entrepreneurial innovative
activity, especially important is to provide the quality of the institutional environment —
innovations are unreal without competition, freedom of entrepreneurship, specification and
protection of innovation property rights. As these institutions are based on socio-cultural values
that determine the behavioural norms and rules for subjects of economic activity, the influence
of culture on the innovative activity is quite important.
The founder of the innovative development theory Jozef Schumpeter showed that production
develops on the base of human economic activity, which is governed by traditions, customs,
routines that support the enterprise’s current technology and reproduction cycle [Shumpeter,
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2007]. With time, creation of new samples of engineering and technology, invention of new
organisation forms of production and exchange open up new opportunities in using the resource
base, means of production and financing sources. That is why the entrepreneur starts changing
the combination of production factors, improves them, and directs them to a new combination
that should provide for profit maximisation. Implementation of new things undermines the
regular course of the production process, makes it impossible to use old production methods,
devaluates outmoded equipment. Thus, it gives rise to “creative destruction” of old production
modes and provides for onward movement and economic progress.
Discovering the principles of innovation renewal, Jozef Schumpeter highlights the
importance of taking into account the informal institutions — traditional thinking, established
and customary behaviour, human dispositions to everything that is familiar and understandable.
According to Schumpeter, “all knowledge and habits that were acquired some time ago grow
strong in us, like a railway bank in the land” [Shumpeter, 2007]. Therefore, innovations
always face the inertance of existing institutions, which is not easy to get over. This is why,
the innovation process needs important institutional innovations — creation of new social and
economic institutions based on behavioural models that are adequate to new conditions. The
key figure in the process of innovative economic renewal is an innovative entrepreneur who
breaks the customary development process and goes beyond the known. Therefore, it is his
personal characteristics that are an important innovativeness factor. The cross-cultural studies
proved that adventurism, strive for searching and mastering of the new and unknown, risk and
vigour are the qualities that conform to a greater degree to the market entrepreneurial systems.
At this point, special attention should be paid to the fact that innovations are dual by nature.
On the one hand, an innovation is a new feature, which, when penetrating into society, allows one
to achieve social and economic benefit. On the other hand, innovations are a result of creative
work and inventiveness and they also have the socio-cultural nature. In fact, an entrepreneur is
by no means always an inventor. As a rule, he deals with direct implementation of innovations.
Innovations are created by other people who are creative and knowledge-driven, who are
endowed with a disposition to creative search. The conception of society subsystems developed
by the French school institutionalists [Sapir, 2001], proves that innovations motivated by profit
maximisation are important in the market subsystem only. In the creative subsystem, they are
related to a desire of originality, which is determined by traditions of a certain culture and
realised in any activity area — from the fundamental science to art. This means that innovative
activity depends directly on socio-cultural values that determine human dispositions, habits and
motivations.
Some aspects of this dependency have been proved empirically. Therefore, Scott Shane
showed that societies with dominant individualistic values are more inventive and more
disposed to innovations [Shane, 1992]. Similar results were obtained by Stephen Dollinger,
Philip Burke, Nathaniel Gump [Dollinger et al., 2007], who established a positive correlation
between the individualistic values and creativity, and Nadezhda Lebedeva and Alexander
Tatarko [Lebedeva & Tatarko, 2011], who revealed a close relation of self-direction, stimulation
and hedonism values with the general innovation index. There arises a question of whether the
anti-innovativeness of the Ukrainian economy is stipulated with the peculiarities of our culture.
The answer should be apparently sought in the dominant socio-cultural values.
To answer this question, it is necessary to analyse the socio-cultural values in Ukraine and in
other world countries that are more successful in their innovative development. For comparison,
we have chosen 20 European countries, as well as two largest innovative economies of the
world — the USA and Japan. If compared to our country, the indicators of higher economic
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and innovative development of the selected countries are as follows. First, it is the population’s
higher standard of living. Second, these countries have better performance indicators of their
innovative activity, in particular: the position in the world innovative activity rating, the specific
weight of innovative enterprises, the share of research and development expenditures within
the GDP and the specific weight of export of high-technology goods in the total volume of
industrial export (see Table 1).

Specific weight of
innovative enterprises,
%

Research and
development
expenditures, % in
GDP

Export of hightechnology goods, %
in industrial export

USA
Japan
Austria
Belgium
United Kingdom
Hungary
Germany
Israel
Spain
Italy
Lithuania
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Russia
Slovenia
Ukraine
Finland
France
Czech Republic
Switzerland
Sweden
Estonia

Per capita GDP at
purchasing power
parity, USD

Countries

Position in the world
innovative activity
rating

Table 1. Indicators of innovative activity and living standard in selected world
countries

6
13
20
25
4
33
9
11
28
31
40
2
19
39
46
30
43
7
16
27
1
3
24

59972
42942
50031
46621
44292
29559
50804
53933
38381
38233
32379
53933
72058
29642
27893
23654
8754
44492
44081
35537
62125
51185
31649

47,9
59,5
64,2
60,2
25,6
67,0
49,0
36,4
48,7
43,3
55,3
57,6
21,0
9,7
45,9
16,2
55,3
56,4
42,0
75,3
54,2
26,5

2,85
1,3
3,1
2,5
1,7
1,4
2,9
4,3
1,2
1,3
1,0
2,0
1,9
1,0
1,1
2,2
0,62
2,9
2,2
1,9
3,0
3,3
1,5

20,0
7,5
31,69
12,5
21,8
14,0
16,7
18,4
7,0
7,5
11,7
17,8
19,3
8,5
10,7
7,4
7,3
8,4
26,7
13,9
27,1
14,3
10,3

Based on: [The Global Innovation Index, 2018; World Data Atlas, 2018; Indicators of
innovative activity, 2017].
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To verify empirically the hypothesis on the dependence of innovative activity on
socio-cultural values, we have used the data obtained in the framework of the long-term
comparison project — the “European Social Survey” (ESS), which was based on Schwartz’s
methods [Schwartz, 2011]. The publicly available research results and a vast array of data
on 36 European countries allows us to determine the general features and reveal specific
characteristics of value orientations of average Ukrainians and citizens of other countries in
terms of their influence on person’s innovative dispositions.
Table 2 demonstrates the generalised value categories “Openness to Changes —
Conservatism” and “Self-Transcendence — Self-Enhancement”, which unite such value
orientations as security, conformity, tradition, self-direction, stimulation, hedonism,
achievement, power, benevolence and universalism.
Table 2. Sh. Schwartz’s classification of value orientations

Self-Transcendence –
Self-Enhancement

Openness to Changes –
Conservatism

Integral
axis

Value
category

Conservatism

Openness to
Changes

Value
orientations

Values

Security

Family security, national security, social order

Tradition

Acceptance and respect of traditions and ideas
that one’s culture or religion provides

Conformity

Avoiding of actions that are likely to upset or
harm others or violate social norms

Self-Direction

Independent thought and action-choosing, creativity, freedom, cognition

Stimulation

Life full of excitement, novelty and challenges

Hedonism

Sensuous gratification, enjoying life, comfort

SelfTranscendence

Preserving and enhancing the welfare of the close
circle people
Wisdom, justice, equality, peace, beauty, tolerUniversalism ance, unity with nature, environment protection

SelfEnhancement

Prestige, wealth, control over people and resources, social status, authority
Personal success and its demonstration, ambition,
Achievement
competence

Benevolence

Power

Source, compiled according to: [Schwartz & Bilsky, 1990].
The value category “Openness to Changes — Conservatism” describes the conflict
between values that emphasize independence of thought, action, and feelings and readiness
for change (self-direction, stimulation) and values that emphasize order, self-restriction,
preservation of the past, and resistance to change (security, conformity, tradition). The value
category “Self-Transcendence — Self-Enhancement” reflects the conflict between values
that emphasize concern for the welfare in the interests of others (universalism, benevolence)
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and values that emphasize pursuit of one’s own interests, relative success and dominance
over others (power, achievement). Hedonism shares elements of both “openness to change”
and “self-enhancement”, but it is still closer to the openness to change [Schwartz, 2012].
The authors of this article have used the open access empirical data of the European
survey at the official website of the European Social Survey [European Social Survey,
2018]. We focused on the eighth round data (2016) for European countries and the sixth
round data (2012) for Ukraine, which joined the project only in 2004 and left the project in
2012 due to the military and political events in the country. When studying the dynamics of
value orientations, Shalom Schwartz came to a conclusion that they change rather slowly
(36 samples in 21 countries of the world during seven years, taking into account the socioeconomic and political shocks). Hence, the time span of four years between the indicators for
Europe and Ukraine can be considered inessential.
We have estimated the value orientations by four value categories of population in 21
European countries in conformity with Sh. Schwartz’s methods presented at the official
website of the European Social Survey [European Social Survey, 2018]. The indices
themselves were calculated as centred indicators and thus demonstrate the degree of priority
of a certain value in a respondent’s intraindividual value hierarchy. Negative indices testify
to the fact that the significance of this value is lower than the total average significance
peculiar to this individual. On the contrary, positive indices indicate that the significance of
this value is higher than average. The lower the index is, the more significant this value is
for a respondent in relation to his average significance of all the Schwartz’s values. Table 3
presents the value orientation indices for 21 selected European countries that were sampled
for our analysis of innovative activity and living standard achieved in these countries.
Table 3. Schwartz’s value orientation indices by four population categories
in 21 European countries

-0,0568
-0,0212

Openness to
Changes
0,1771
0,0738

-0,014

0,1139

0,7415

-0,7394

-0,0215
0,0467
-0,0556
-0,2464
-0,3383
-0,2083
0,1642
-0,0493
-0,3533
-0,1879
-0,1557

0,0785
0,0448
0,1941
0,2234
0,5249
0,3147
-0,1174
0,0803
0,4802
0,322
0,1275

0,275
0,8917
0,2228
1,1368
0,2664
0,0483
0,7595
0,8362
0,5324
0,2164
0,6259

-0,3081
-0,8496
-0,3681
-0,8776
-0,43
-0,1532
-0,6834
-0,7487
-0,5784
-0,3241
-0,4609

Conservatism
Austria
Belgium
United Kingdom
Hungary
Germany
Israel
Spain
Italy
Lithuania
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Russia
Slovenia
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0,4553
0,7209

-0,5298
-0,6634
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Ukraine
Finland
France
Czech
Republic
Switzerland
Sweden
Estonia

-0,2031
-0,0203
-0,0378

0,408
-0,0408
-0,0381

0,1818
1,1654
1,1291

-0,377
-0,8732
-0,8223

-0,1465

0,1485

0,2898

-0,2398

0,1342
0,1787
-0,1398

-0,0188
-0,0752
0,1456

0,7171
0,9466
0,8117

-0,7256
-0,8924
-0,6693

Based on: [The European Social Survey 2018].
The comparison of value indices by the category “Openness to Changes — Conservatism”
in the group of investigated countries allows us to state that Ukrainians tend towards a more
pronounced “Conservatism” value indicator (– 0,2031) if compared to the “Openness to
Changes” indicator (0,408). This fact means that our society’s culture does not encourage
inventiveness and innovativeness, as people have feebly-marked needs for independent
thought, creativity, freedom of cognition, as well as the needs for life activity full of
excitement, challenges and commitment to win. In addition, we appeared to be strongly
oriented to preserving the stability and order that are based on acceptance and respect of
traditions and ideas that one’s culture or religion provides.
As the diagram in Fig.1 shows, upon the “Conservatism” value indicator, Ukraine’s
population ranks 17th and neighbours Russia (– 0,1879), leaving behind only Lithuania (–
0,2083), Spain (–0,2464), Italy (–0,3383) and Poland (–0,3533).
Conservation
0,3

-0,4

Poland

Italy

Spain

Lithuania

Ukraine

Russian

Slovenia

Czechia

Estonia

Austria

Israel

Norway

France

Hungary

Belgium

United

Finland

Germany

Switzerland

-0,2
-0,3

Netherlands

0
-0,1

Sweden

0,2
0,1

Fig.1. Average “Conservatism” Index

As relating to the “Openness to Changes” value indicator (Fig. 2), Ukrainians are very far
from such “creative” European countries as the Netherlands (–0,1174), Sweden (–0,0752),
Finland (–0,0203), France (–0,0378) and Switzerland (–0,0188). Our position in this value
orientation is the same close to Italy (0,5249), Poland (0,4802), Lithuania (0,3147), Spain
(0,2234) and Russia (0,322).
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Openness to change
0,6
0,4

Netherlands

Sweden

Finland

France

Switzerland

Germany

Belgium

Hungary

Norway

United

Slovenia

Estonia

Czechia

Austria

Israel

Spain

Lithuania

Russian

Ukraine

-0,2

Poland

0

Italy

0,2

Fig.2. Average “Openness to Changes” Index.

Even after the roughest comparison with the data of Table 1, it is easy to note that it is
these countries that also hold rather weak positions in the international innovative activity
rating: Italy — 31st position, Poland — 39th position, Lithuania — 40th position, Spain — 28th
position, Russia — 46th position, even if they have higher GDP per capital than Ukraine. It
appears that value orientations of people that underlie their motivational behaviour types,
do not encourage innovativeness itself. However, this does not mean that the innovative
development type is impossible in the countries whose population, in terms of values, is not
disposed to innovations. The only point is that in such cultural environment it is not enough
to have just market incentives to innovations. Therefore, fixation on the market as innovation
producing mechanism (J.Shumpeter’s model) cannot be a priority of Ukraine’s economic
policy. Nevertheless, the government is empowered with an opportunity to form, through
the institutional reforms, an innovation environment adequate to the existing socio-cultural
values.
In this regard, it should be noted that the rate of flow of institutional changes strongly
depends on formal and informal restrictions that are built in the language, material things
and convictions and determine the forms of interpersonal interaction. As Douglass North
notes, “The dominant beliefs, that is, of those economic and political entrepreneurs in a
position to make policies, over time result in the accretion of a structure of institutions that
determine economic and political behaviour. The resultant institutional matrix imposes
severe constraints on the choice opportunities for leaders who try to modify the existing
institutions or to create new ones in order to improve their economic and political positions.
The path dependence that results typically makes change incremental. A key to understanding
the process of changes is the intentionality of the players standing behind the process of
institutional changes” [North, 2005]. Thus, it is important to figure out the orientation of
people’s consciousness to the values that determine the possibility of change itself.
On the diagrams illustrating the countries’ positions by value indices of the “SelfTranscendence — Self-Enhancement” category (Fig. 3 and 4), we find out that Ukraine
is rather highly oriented at self-determination values (Self-transcendence) (– 0,377) to the
disadvantage of self-assertion values (Self-enhancement) (0,1818).
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France

Germany

Finland

Spain

Sweden

Italy

Israel

Russian

Ukraine

Lithuania

Norway

United

Switzerland

Netherlands

Estonia

Belgium

Poland

Austria

Slovenia

Italy

Ukraine

Israel

Russian

-0,4

Hungary

-0,2

Czechia

0

Lithuania

Self-transcendence

-0,6
-0,8
-1

Fig. 3. Average “Self-Transcendence” Index
Self- enhancement
1,2
0,8

Hungary

Czechia

Austria

Poland

Slovenia

Switzerland

Belgium

United

Netherlands

Estonia

Norway

Germany

Sweden

France

Spain

0

Finland

0,4

Fig. 4. Average “Self-Enhancement” Index
This testifies to the Ukrainians’ great disposition to achieve personal success due
to their pursuance of positive interaction for the welfare of the group (value orientations
“Benevolence” and “Universalism”). Though, if to compare Ukraine with more innovatively
successful Sweden, Switzerland, the Netherlands, the United kingdom, Finland and Germany
(that are top ten countries upon the international innovative activity rating), the “SelfEnhancement” index in the Ukrainian society is much lower. In other words, we are disposed
to accept and produce changes, but we do this more slowly than the innovatively developed
countries.
A more vivid picture of relative inertance of Ukraine’s institutional reforms is given in
the analysis of countries’ positions according to the “Self-Enhancement” value indices. As
Fig. 4 shows, upon this value orientation we are at a great distance from the above countries,
ranking second among the 21 European countries upon the “Achievement” and “Power”
value orientations that reflect a strive for bigging up the social status and influence on other
people. Our closest neighbours in this value orientation segment are exactly the countries with
not high or average innovative activity — Latvia, Russia, Italy, Hungary, Czech Republic and
Israel.
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As we can see, the domination of “Self-Enhancement” value orientations is not favourable
for the innovative development of Ukraine, as it hampers the institutional reforms. As it is
commonly known, any institute changes eventually lead to redistribution of power. It means
that a power oriented society will resist changes. Therefore, in relation to Ukraine, we can note
the people’s dominant value disposition to making changes, which is, however, somewhat
burdened with greater orientation to power, if compared to other European countries.

Conclusions
If to proceed from a premise that a society is a complex system, with various human life
activity areas that interact and influence each other, one can present innovations as a technical
and economic phenomenon and, at the same time, as a product of a certain culture. Culture
and innovations are interrelated in value determination of innovative or anti-innovative types
of human activity motivation, what makes people of different countries either more disposed
to creativity, inventiveness, innovativeness and changes or makes them more conservative.
The results of investigating the value basis of innovative activity according to the ESS
data have proved the theoretical hypothesis of a close relation of culture and innovations: the
countries with dominant “Openness to changes” values had more developed inventiveness
and innovativeness than others. And, vice versa, with dominant traditionality and conformity
(“Conservatism” values), innovativeness was low. In turn, significant were the “Selftranscendence” values, as they facilitate the formation of an environment favourable for
institutional innovations.
The population of Ukraine is distinguished with a more pronounced orientation to the
values of security, traditionality and conformity (“Conservatism”) to the disadvantage
of “Openness to changes” values. It is also characterized with higher orientation to selfdetermination values (“Self-transcendence”), with more pronounced self-assertion values
(“Self-enhancement”), if compared to other European countries. It means that an average
Ukrainian is extremely careful and conservative in his actions. His psychological portrait does
not have dominant needs for novelty, creativity and freedom. He does not have a pronounced
disposition to changes and risk. That is why we cannot stake on individual innovativeness
only as a factor of social welfare growth, as culture does not encourage creativity as a base
for person’s innovative pursuits. With this in view, we do not evidently have a critical mass
of people empowered with the features of a Shumpeterian innovative entrepreneur.
However, this does not mean that Ukraine cannot clear the cultural barrier on its way to
the innovative development type. First, the existing system of values is largely a heritage of
centrally planned economy and the cultivated value orientations. Therefore, assuming that
the formation of society’s dominant value orientations is a result of rather long historical
periods of time (that are at least equal to the life of several generations), the twenty plus
years of market transformations is not enough for a cardinal change in value orientations
of the majority of Ukraine’s population. Moreover, the character and rate of value changes
have become the result of low performance of market transformations in Ukraine as well. In
our country, real reforms were often substituted for their imitation. The social and economic
policy of a large number of governments in power was inconsistent and half-measured.
The state authorities system proved to be most highly corrupted. All these factors shook
the average Ukrainian’s faith in market reforms and affected his value perception and world
outlook.
Second, as the world record shows, many countries whose systems of people’s value
orientations did not facilitate the innovative development, succeeded in clearing this
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contradiction due to the government’s relevant economic policy. A vivid example is Japan.
Being highly conformal and traditional, the Japanese nevertheless reached rather high indices
of social welfare and innovative economic development, ranking 13th in the world innovative
economies rating (see Table 1). This was largely due to the government’s stimulating policy
aimed at the creation of an efficient system of development motivational mechanisms.
Understanding its nation’s mind, in 1960s-1970s, the Japanese government did not stake on
creation of new technologies — it staked on their imitation. The preferential treatment in
fiscal and credit and financial spheres for the purpose of large import of western advanced
technologies and control methods, on the one hand, and gradual stimulation of production
and export of domestic high technology products (first of all, electronics), on the other hand,
resulted in Japan’s turning into one of the most developed market economies of the world in a
rather short historical period. Similarly developing were South Korea and Taiwan that, within
a relatively short time, made the way from developing to developed innovative countries.
Of course, Ukraine cannot purely repeat the experience of the economic wonder of the
“East Asian tigers”. This is also due to its inability of pursuing an aggressive protectionist
policy in the world technology markets. We must understand that the mankind of today has
entered an epoch of cardinal changes marked by a shift from the industrial civilisation to a
post-industrial, integral and humanistically noospheric civilisation. Such conditions, which
are largely determined by achievements of modern information revolution and globalisation
processes, swiftly increase the interdependence of national economies and form a single
economic, technological, financial, education, information and humanitarian space. Human
resources and technologies are faster and faster travelling in the world. This facilitates a
more rapid approaching of cultures, certain unification of values, with preserving the
cultural diversity and mentality features of various nations. Due to this, national states have
fewer and fewer levers of influence on innovative development, staking on the domestic
policy potential only. We currently need a different approach to the formation of a longterm innovation strategy, an approach that would account for global tendencies of social and
economic development. For Ukraine, this approach means a deeper integration in the world
science and technology space as an equal partner, searching for its niche in a constantly
developing world segment of creative and innovative activity, with cultural diversity being a
powerful source of development.
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Introduction
The voluntary association of hired workers, on the basis of their common interests
associated with work is commonly understood as trade union. Trade unions are created to
improve the living and working conditions of workers and their families. The history and
main stages of the development of trade unions are set forth, for example, in the book “Trade
Union and Social Studies” [Musson, 2012]. The first trade unions arose up in England and
France in the second half of 18th of century. Appearance of trade unions was caused by more
wide motion of society in the direction of defending of the interests. The precursors of trade
unions were guilds of Middle Ages, freemasonry, secret societies (Oddfellows) and other
forms of social organizations.
In the early stages of their development, trade unions existed outside the law and were
prosecuted by the state. Only in 1869 the United Kingdom Parliament heard “The Eleventh
and Final Report of the Royal Commissioners appointed to Inquire into the Organization and
Rules of Trades Unions and Other Associations” (1868-1869). At the end of the investigation,
the Royal Commissioners had divergence of their opinion and presented two reports to
Parliament: Majority Report and Minority Report. In 1871, “The Trade Union Act 1871” was
adopted on the basis of Minority Report, that legalized trade unions in Great Britain. British
Parliament established an obvious benefit from trade unions for economic development of
the state [Musson, 2012].
The development of trade unions and their influence on the development of industries in
each state has its own history. However, Jill Humphrey highlighted the general trend that links
the development of the trade union movement with the stages of the formation of civil society.
In parallel with the development of civil society, there is a transition of trade unions from the
direct protection of the interests and rights of employees to social partnership and further, right
up to the industrial democracy and self-government [Humphrey, 2017]. Exactly this way of
development was passed by all trade unions in the highly developed democratic states.
The established correlation between the development of trade unions and the stages of the
formation of civil society determines the goal of our research. In the article, the authors will
reveal the features of the influence of trade unions on the development of society, as well as
the role of trade unions in the development of the aerospace industry.

Trade unions as a social institution of civil society
The term “civil society” is one of the key in modern sociology. Civil society is a system
of social institutions that are independent of the state and that are in complex relationships
with each other, which are based on individual freedom, political pluralism and democratic
sense of justice. Social institutions that form civil society are designed to provide the most
favorable conditions for the self-realization of individuals and their associations, realization
of private interests and needs. Just the groups of interests, that are determined by the
coordinated, concerted and, interacted interests of individual subjects, which self-assemble
(in the sense of the Plotin’s term [Bazaluk, 2018]) into a holistic subject, or a carrier of group
interest, are the driving force of the development of civil society. For this reason, groups
of interest are key elements of civil society. They reflect the true diversity, pluralism and
degree of self-organization of the interests of citizens, as well as the possibility of their selfrealization in everyday life.
Trade unions arose up as a form of institutionalization of the interests of employees. Their
basic function is protection of the economic interests of employees in front of employers.
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Trade unions, as institute of civil society, are based on the voluntarily association of citizens
for the most complete individual and collective self-realization, and also protection of the
general interests related to work. At present, it is customary to distinguish five types of work:
hired, private (work for yourself), civil, social and educational. In highly developed civil
societies, trade unions play an essential integrative role, the self-assembly role in every type
of work, when it comes to wage workers.
Trade unions as an institution of civil society, regardless of their location and actions, are
formed in the following order of the cause-and-effect actions:
1. The system of wage labour generates inevitable contradictions between a hired worker
and an employer, as an employer naturally seeks the ways to reduce the production
costs, to save, and get more profit, including by reducing the wages of an employee.
2. 2. Meeting the social and economic needs of employees, ensuring and protecting their
rights and interests, is effectively ensured only as a result of joint collective action,
and not one by one. For this reason, hired workers unite in social unions, trade unions
voluntarily.
3. 3. Trade union management is aimed at uniting employees in order to protect their
legitimate rights and interests. Trade union is created to protect economic freedom
and independence, and as a result, social freedom.
Н. Musson marked that trade unions, as institute of civil society, had been formed
historically on the basis of interests in the sector of economy [Musson, 2012]. For a long
time, the main activity of the trade unions was the organization and the most profitable sale
of labor. The effectiveness of trade unions was determined by the degree of achievement of
these goals. Trade union management was aimed at providing employment; decent wages;
guaranteed its payment; the creation of working conditions; the development of democracy
in the workplace; etc. The degree of development of trade unions in society is determined
on the basis of the concept of “union density.” This concept establishes the percentage of the
number of workers in a trade union to the total number of workers involved in this field of
activity.
The degree of development of trade unions in society is determined on the basis of the
concept of “union density.” This concept establishes a percentage of the number of employees
in a trade union to the total number of workers involved in this field of activity. According to
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) the greatest density of
trade unions is represented in the Nordic countries. For example, the density of trade unions
in Germany in 2016 was 67, 2%; in Finland — 64, 6%; in Iceland — 90.4%; in Norway —
52.5%; in Sweden — 67% [Organisation, 2019]. In North America due to Trump’s anti-union
policies trade union activity has declined significantly. In the USA, according to Timothy
Noah, only 42 percent of self-identified Republicans approved of labor unions (against 81
percent of Democrats) [Noah, 2017].

Features of the influence of trade unions on the development
of society
The development of civil society and its institutions expanded the influence of trade unions.
In addition to the economic sphere, trade unions began to exert influence in other spheres of
activity: in political and social struggle. In the second half of the 20th century, individual
trade unions began to unite into larger associations — Federations. Trade union management
reached a new level of excellence: from sectoral to the level of national importance. New
organizational power of the trade union federation was directed to the development of social
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policy, to consolidation of favorable working conditions in the legislation. The political
importance of trade unions increased, especially in presidential and parliamentary election
campaigns. Trade Union leaders gained political power and began to build complex relations
with the state, political parties and local self-government bodies. The influence of trade
unions acquired new forms: lobbying, cooperation with political parties, interaction with the
authorities.
Numerous examples show the influence of trade unions on the development of society. For
example, the impact of National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) in Great Britain in the second
half of the twentieth century. In 1974, the activity of the National Union of Mineworkers
(NUM) led to the resignation of the conservative British government headed by Edward
Heath, and in 1984-85, the Union challenged the government of Margaret Thatcher [Musson,
2012]. The second example, now in the USA there is hard opposition between trade unions
and the government of republicans. Timothy Noah writes, that just a year after Donald Trump
had came to power, the following anti-union actions were taken [Noah, 2017]:
1. The Republican-majority Supreme Court will this year likely outlaw “fair share”
fees from union non-members, dealing a financial blow from which public-employee
unions might never recover.
2. The National Labor Relations Board, which recently acquired its first Republican
quorum in 10 years, is poised to roll back a passel of pro-union decisions from the
Obama years.
3. The Labor Department is watering down a regulation that would have extended
overtime coverage to more than 4 million new people.
4. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration is weakening or postponing a
variety of rules to protect workers’ exposure to hazardous chemicals like silica and
beryllium.
5. The Treasury and Congress are preparing a tax bill that may encourage the offshoring of
jobs through reduced taxes on overseas corporate income and discourage construction
by capping the mortgage interest deduction at $500,000, both serious blows to union
workers.
The impact of trade unions on the development of society is determined by the four
functions that are naturally inherent in trade unions as a social institution of civil society:
1. The socio-economic function, which provides for the increase of socio-economic
status of employees by improving their work and life by optimizing the production
process, developing the social infrastructure and perfection of the remuneration
system.
2. The political and legal function, which provides for the interests of employees through
the provision of legal services, the achievement of more democratic legislation, the
right to influence on decision-making in public policy and in industry.
3. The educational and cultural function, which orients the management of trade unions
to improvement of the educational and cultural level of employees by creating for
them an accessible system of education and self-education, obtaining qualification
and retraining, cultural recreation and development, as well as satisfaction personal
inclinations and needs.
4. The social and civil function, which directs the influence of trade unions on assisting
in the formation and development of a variety of self-governing civil associations;
joint objectives and problems solving; active participation in public affairs.
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The features of influence of trade unions on the development of society can be divided
into two groups. The first group includes the following areas:
1. Reduction of employee turnover in the production.
2. Ensuring the right of a voice to workers, worthy compensation and provision of
pensions.
3. Expansion of informal communication and voluntary mutual assistance in the
workplace, which led to a significant reduction of social tension in the relationship
between employees, as well as between employees and employers.
4. Improvement of the morale and motivation of employees; ensuring their protection
from dismissal and discrimination.
5. Improvement of working conditions. Complaints of workers began to get a response in
administration. 6. The trade unions made the administration comply with production
standards, increase product turnover and improve accountability.
6. The contracts that were concluded between the employee and the employer through
the mediation of the trade unions became an important channel of communication
between the employees and the administration.
The second group includes the functional orientation on:
1. The expansion of the rights and freedoms of a man and citizen, which is achieved
through the activity and struggle of trade unions. This is the basic functional orientation
of the influence of trade unions on the development of civil society.
2. Statement and improvement of the social partnership system, which helps to stabilize
and consolidate civil society.
3. The development of self-government processes, which are the necessary requirements
for the further dynamic development of civil society as a whole.
Achieving the maximum influence of trade unions on the development of society
is possible only if the organization of trade unions is based on four key characteristics:
voluntariness, independence, democracy and unconditional protection of the economic and
social interests of employees.

The role of trade unions in the development
of the aerospace industry
As we have shown above, the trade unions, as a social institution, reflect the interests of
civil society. In turn, as it has been revealed in the book reviews “The Idea of the World: a
Multi-Disciplinary Argument for the Mental Nature of Reality”, the interests of society are
determined by the Mental Nature of Reality, in which Man is a reflection of the evolution of the
Universe [Bazaluk, 2018]. That is why the development of social and economic relations has an
obvious focus on space exploration. It is just for this reason the trade unions, as an institution of
civil society that has been formed historically in the economic sector, began to ensure a balance
of the social and economic interests of employees and employers in the space industry. This
tendency is reflected even in the names of trade unions that have had more than a centenary
history. For example, in the title “The International Association of Machinists and Aerospace
Workers” (IAM). This Trade Union brings together nearly 600,000 active and retired members
in North America, who work at such enterprises as Boeing, Lockheed Martin, United Airlines,
Harley-Davidson, etc. The trade union has existed for over 130 years and its history fully reflects
the transition of society from planetary activities to aerospace ones [International, 2019].
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The aerospace industry has one important feature that has a direct impact on the development
of trade unions. The aerospace industry is based on the technological basis for the designation
of which the proper term has not been established yet. In different states specialists use different
terms: “Industry 4.0,” “Industry of the future,” “Digitalisation,” etc. However, all these terms
have a general meaning: the technological basis is highly efficient, future oriented network
infrastructure, which has to process the huge amount of data fast and effective. Accordingly,
the trade unions of the aerospace industry unite the highly qualified personnel that also needs
continuous increase in the qualification.
The current challenges, tasks, and peculiarities of the influence of the trade unions of the
aerospace industry, we will consider, using as example, three workshops that took place in 20162017 in Spain, France and Poland. Based on the results of intensive communication between
the leaders of the European aerospace industry, the documentation “Demographic change,
personnel work and skilled employment in the European aerospace industry. Information,
facts and practices for trade unions and works councils” was compiled and published. This
documentation provides information on the demographic challenges facing the European
aerospace industry and the activities of trade unions under the CHANGE project for sustainable
personnel work, for healthy, age appropriate and good working conditions and for securing
skilled workforce [Demographic, 2017].
The First workshop took place from the 21st to the 23rd September 2016 in Madrid, Spain
[CHANGE, 2016]. For the first time, representatives of the largest trade unions of the aerospace
industry from eight European countries gathered at a round table to discuss the key issues
facing them. The participants of that meeting proved, using the example of Spain, that against
the background of job cuts in the aerospace industry, a strategy of wage dumping, narrowing
of the rights and spheres of activity of trade unions through political and legal measures, the
opposite tendency had been observed. There was an increase in the European trade union
movement. The demand for qualified personnel increases with each decade and only trade
unions can satisfy it, using their capabilities and influence. The workshop participants came to
the conclusion that, at present, trade unions of aerospace industry should focus on two of the
most urgent topics: “Ageing in health and competence” and “Promoting, acquiring and holding
qualified personnel.” The latter topic, in accordance with the unanimous opinion, is a priority
one [CHANGE, 2016]. The main result of the 1st workshop was the preparation of “action
plans” according to a specific time-table, with tangible “projects” being defined for certain
country-specific or company-related activities [CHANGE, 2016]. “Action plans” pursued the
main goal — the preservation and retention of the qualified workforce in the aerospace industry.
Тhe 2nd workshop took place from the 15th to the 17th of February 2017 in Toulouse, France.
The Summit was attended by 21 representatives of trade unions from the European aerospace
industry [CHANGE, 2017]. If the 1st workshop in Madrid was more exploratory in nature and
led to the preparation of “action plans”, then the 2nd workshop in Toulouse was constructive.
At the 2nd workshop, in essence, the role of trade unions in the space industry was formulated,
as well as the main directions of their activities were disclosed. Let us note the following
significant, from our point of view, events of the 2nd workshop in Toulouse:
Firstly, Bernard Tagneres (General Secretary of CFDT for the Airbus Group) revealed the
social structure of the Airbus Group, which is typical for the trade unions of the aerospace
industry of Europe in principle. From his statistics it follows: there are currently 53 factories in
France with 2.200 production sites that work as suppliers or service providers for the aerospace
branch. In general, there is no data on the Airbus Group, but for example, in Toulouse: in the
factories with more than 500 workers, 26% are engineers. 90% of the workers are younger than
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55 years and 60% are under 45 years old. The proportion of women is low [CHANGE, 2017].
Secondly, Wolfgang Anlauft, representing ffw GmbH, formulated 4 categories for the work
political work arrangement [CHANGE, 2017]:
1. Safety — which group would be pushed over the existence edge by which developments
and processes?
2. Qualification — which qualification would be connected to which activity — more
important than organisational charts would be the professional development paths?
3. Work arrangement — how to arrange workplaces, so that they would be interesting,
motivating, age-appropriate and would promote learning for all employee groups?
4. Social support — qualification should secure a person’s future, but what happens when
social groups do not belong anymore to that future?
These four categories specify the strategy for development of the trade unions of the
aerospace industry, as well as the peculiarities of their influence on the political, social and
economic development of society.
Thirdly, Franck Uhlig, representing FGMM CFDT, one of the largest trade union
organizations in France, proposed eight key questions that would allow to evaluate and predict
the work of trade unions of the aerospace industry at the implementation of Industry 4.0-Models
[CHANGE, 2017]:
1. How can innovation, automatisation and rationalisation be arranged in social and
employees’ fair matter?
2. Which working places will be in danger because of the usage of digital technologies and
infrastructures and which new working places can be created?
3. How can the loss of working places be compensated with new products, intelligent
systems, services and business models and where can be created new jobs?
4. How will be arranged the working processes, e.g. the relation between man and
technic — are there only low qualified profiles left for the man or can he use more action
field and more responsibilities with a better qualification?
5. How can the employees keep their qualification constantly up-to-date regarding the new
requirements?
6. If working time and workspace can become more and more flexible — does this give
more individual decision-making freedom and chances for work-life-balance or does
it threat the borders between work, always growing performance pressure and more
physical and psychological load?
7. Will the workforce become a mix from permanently employed and external workforce —
to the externalisation of small tasks to “digital day labourers” (Crowd working)?
8. How should joint decision-making in the companies and engagement of employees be
further developed, in order to co-create the working world in a positive way?
The participants of the 2nd workshop came to the unanimous opinion that “Occupational
models need social models!” the development of enterprises needs social support [CHANGE,
2017]. In this regard, it is necessary to learn from the experience of France and the Netherlands,
where there are qualification funds. The 2nd workshop participants also noted the opportunities
of the UK Aerospace Training Programme. It has developed a training package for every single
machine and every work step [CHANGE, 2017].
Тhe 3d final project meeting took place from 11th to 13th July, 2017 in Rzeszów, Poland. The
meeting was attended by the representatives of 11 trade unions of eight EU countries. They
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represented the multinational companies such as Airbus, Safran, Rolls Royce, Saab, GKN,
Telespazio [European, 2017]. The result of the 3d final meeting was the specific vision of the
future of trade unions in the development of the aerospace industry.
In general, analyzing the role of trade unions in the development of the aerospace industry,
we can make two main conclusions:
1. The educational function has become a priority function of the trade unions of the
aerospace industry, which orients the work of the trade unions towards continuous
staff development. For these purposes, trade unions need to create the appropriate
infrastructure and develop affordable education and self-training systems.
2. The qualified personnel is in need of special working conditions and protection. In
order to retain qualified personnel in the aerospace industry, trade unions should ensure
the most favorable social package conditions. For example, members International
Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers (IAM) have the following
advantages: а) Earn wages, on average, 26 percent higher than non-union workers; б)
89 percent of union workers participate in a defined benefit program while 46 percent
of nonunion workers participate in a defined benefit plan; в) Are more likely to have
employer-provided health insurance benefits; г) Have greater access to apprenticeships
and training opportunities [International, 2019].

Conclusions
The development of society in the direction of space exploration makes its own adjustments
to the development of trade unions. A new system of social partnership is being created in society,
in which individualized forms of labor are dominated. It became possible to establish direct
informal contacts between employers and employees. In fact, the modern labor relations do not
provide for mediation services that have been performed historically by trade unions. However,
the activities of trade unions have gone beyond the narrow framework of the previously inherent
functions of protecting the interests and rights of employees. Trade unions have become a social
institution that provides a balance of social and economic interests of employees and employers.
The trade unions began to carry out a much larger complex of institutional, infrastructural,
and legislative measures, which provides for the establishment of the appropriate subsystems:
institutional and infrastructural, informational and communication, and normative-regulatory.
Currently, the activities of trade unions include the following directions:
1. Joint development, adoption and implementation of policies in the field of socioeconomic and labor relations, which is based on a balance of interests of employees,
employers and the interests of society.
2. Joining forces in the name of joint actions, the purpose of which is improvement of
social and economic protection of employees, employers and society.
3. Prevention and joint solution of negative phenomena and conflicts in the social and
labor sphere.
4. Regulation of wages in the public and private sectors of the economy.
5. Labor protection and creation of conditions for labor safety.
6. The development of the labor market and employment of the population.
7. Achievement of optimal coordination of the economic and social interests of the parties
of the social partnership.
8. Ensuring sustainable development of production, improving the quality of life of
employees through consultations, negotiations and agreements based on the labor and
civil law.
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9. Creation of conditions and infrastructure for continuous professional development of
employees.
Reflecting the interests of civil society in the transition from planetary to space activities,
trade unions of the aerospace industry have changed the format of their activities:
1. The educational function has become a priority function of the trade unions of the
aerospace industry, which orients the work of the trade unions towards continuous
staff development. For these purposes, trade unions need to create the appropriate
infrastructure and develop affordable education and self-training systems.
2. The qualified personnel is in need of special working conditions and protection. In order
to retain qualified personnel in the aerospace industry, trade unions should provide for
the most favorable working conditions and labour protection by means of complex of
institutional, infrastructural, and regulatory measures.
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The present study examines the problem of moral values arising aboard manned spacecrafts. The
authors believe that this problem is due to the transition of modern society to the Information Age. Under
the conditions of a space flight, when the vital functions of the crew and passengers of a spacecraft are
provided and controlled by information and communication technology, the problem of moral values takes
on special significance. Information technology, as well as their applications can be divided into three
types. These are technologies that record (store), transmit (communicate) and organize information. The
authors studied the features of the influence of each type of information and communication technology on
moral values and artistic freedom in the microsocial group of a spacecraft. Solving the problem of moral
values aboard a manned spacecraft is a sine qua non for artistic freedom during a space flight, the quality
of the tasks associated with the colonization of the outer space and the development of material, energy
and information resources of the universe.
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Introduction
Oleg Bazaluk in his book “Space Travels — Traveling Mentality” compiled a chronology
of space tourism development relevant for 2012 [Bazaluk, 2012]. Over the past seven years, a
lot has changed in space technology. For instance, the article “Explore Space Using Swarms
of Tiny Satellites”, published in the authoritative journal Nature in October 2018, enables us to
draw the following conclusions [Levchenko et al., 2018]:
1. Private business began to invest significantly more in space technology than governments.
For example, companies invested about $262 billion in 2016, while governments —
about $84 billion. In 2016, the total investment in space technology amounted to $346
billion.
2. Space technology has come close to solving the problem of satellites and spacecrafts
longevity. As the authors of the article mention: “Longevity is crucial for colonizing
the Moon and Mars, where equipment failure might mean life or death” [Levchenko et
al., 2018]. If satellites and spacecrafts are to remain functional for a century or more,
they need to be able to regenerate — as living organisms do. The technologies are
being developed that allow large spacecraft to independently repair damage using small
satellites.
3. The issues of human exploration of the Moon and Mars, as well as the extraction and use
of the mineral resources of space objects by a man are already considered as a short term
perspective. For example, Evgeny Slyuta examines the problems of research and mining
of gas deposits on the Moon and points out the feasibility and economic prospects of
these projects [Slyuta, 2017].
Given the pace of the development of space technology, as well as their focus on the creation
of settlements on the Moon and Mars, on regular communications between the planets, the
problem of moral values becomes even more relevant. On board the spacecraft, astronauts do
not need to keep a detailed diary of their plans for a day, week, year, possibly decade. Each step
is captured by digital technology and systematized by software applications. A personal profile
of every astronaut is created, in which millions of fixed records are stored in a digitized form.
For example, a detailed list of travel routes and time spent at various places in a spacecraft;
records of all conversations and meetings; a list of all web addresses and details of each search
on the Internet; a list of all vital physiological functions, such as blood pressure and heart rate;
all dietary techniques throughout the day; etc.
Space technology turns the life of an astronaut on a spaceship into an open book in which
there is no room for errors. Since, after acquainting with the digitized information of an
astronaut’s personal profile, like any book after reading it, a special kind of attitude is formed
on the part of a spacecraft’s commander, crew members, personnel of ground-based flight
support services, as well as any person who has gained access to the personal profile. This
attitude affects the career of an astronaut, his material support and social status. This is where
information and communication technology influences moral values and creates a problem
that requires special reflection. This problem is already on the agenda in modern society and
makes scientists look for ways to solve it. For instance, in the article “Public Administration of
Personal Data Protection in Modern Ukraine”, the authors consider the need for the personal
data protection as an integral part of informational law and one of the main directions of national
information policy. Considering Ukraine as an example, the authors show that, on the one hand,
“developed legislative and administrative basis optimizes the scope of information relations,
making it tolerant to internal and external threats”. However, on the other hand, the lack of legal
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protection of personal data “undermines informational security, provokes conflicts, creates
preconditions for manipulation, abuse and harassment” [Gurzhii et al., 2018].
In this article, the authors will consider the impact of various types of information and
communication technology on the problem of moral values. Solving the problem of moral
values aboard a manned spacecraft is a sine qua non for artistic freedom during a space flight,
the quality of the tasks associated with the colonization of space and the development of
material, energy and information resources of the universe.

The Two Cultures of the Computer Age
In the book “Computer Ethics”, which contains the most important studies of the ethical
issues, there is an article “By the Two Cultures of the Computer Age” by Joseph Weizenbaum,
the title of which we have subtitled [Computer Ethics, 2007]. The main essence of the problem
of values and technology, morality and machines, is considered by various scientific and
philosophical disciplines such as computer and information ethics, medical ethics, journalism,
philosophy of information, etc. The need for a comprehensive study of the problem indicates
that along with the traditional culture, a new culture is being formed, which is associated with
the intensive development of information and communication technology. The development
of traditional or classical culture has reached a certain level of understanding. The historical
type of cultural practices organization such as high culture, the classical culture industry, global
industry of culture are highlighted. The power and politically-technological perspective of the
impact of traditional culture on the development of society is considered [Pavlova, 2018]. In
its turn, comprehension of the features of information culture influence on a person and society
only comes to an understanding of the fundamental values. The “information revolution” has
changed social and family life, human relations, education, career, freedom and democracy.
Terrell Bynum claims that information and communication technology has changed key human
values like life, health, happiness, abilities, knowledge, freedom, security, and opportunities
[Bynum, 2018]. Norbert Wiener, when creating this second information and communication
culture in the post-war period, aimed at protecting and promoting traditional human values. For
example, by working to prevent massive unemployment caused by robotic factories, Wiener
tried to preserve security, resources and opportunities for factory workers. Similarly, by arguing
against the use of decision-making war-game machines, Wiener tried to diminish threats to
security and peace [Bynum, 2018].
However, as a result of the “human-values approach” to computer ethics, a new culture was
born in which moral values differ from those of traditional culture, and the term “artistic freedom”
implies new meanings and spaces for self-realization. Personal computers, smartphones, Internet
technologies, artificial intelligence, robotics, other forms of information and communication
technology have created a new form of reality — virtual reality. In virtual reality, the rules of
behavior and communication, the ways of self-expression and self-knowledge, cognition and
creativity, key skills and abilities have changed. According to “Górniak hypothesis”, regional
ethical theories like Europe’s Benthamite and Kantian systems, as well as the diverse ethical
systems embedded in other cultures of the world, all derive from “local” histories and customs
and are unlikely to be applicable world-wide. Computer and information ethics has the potential
to provide a global ethic suitable for the Information Age [Bynum, 2018]. The Information Age
is a transformation of the information and communication culture that Wiener stood at the
origins of in “global information ethics” with the global politics, laws, economics, education
and values. Designed to preserve traditional values, a new information culture has led to the
formation of new values.
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The list of new forms of information and communication technology is constantly growing,
but what unites them into a single whole, remains unchanged. This is a kind of computing core
with which human users interact mainly through applications and other software operating
systems. At the junction of understanding the term “information”, the problem of moral values
arises.
John Sullins notes that the excellence of information technology is in the direction
of manipulating syntax. Mathematicians and engineers prefer to focus on this aspect of
information, which is called “syntax.” In 1948, Claude Shannon created a mathematical theory
of communication in which he described how syntactical information can be turned into a
signal that is transmitted in such a way as to mitigate noise or other extraneous signals, which
can then be decoded by the desired receiver of the message [Sullins, 2019]. However, so far
none of the forms of information and communication technology can understand the semantics
or meanings of the information upon which they worked. Information and communication
technology cannot distinguish between syntax and semantics. John Searle’s “Chinese Room”
argument is used to prove this claim. Searle argued that, although machines can be devised to
respond to input with the same output as would a mind, machines — unlike minds — lack of
understanding of the symbols they process. In the book “Views into the Chinese Room: New
Essays on Searle and Artificial Intelligence”, leading scientists and philosophers assess, renew,
and respond to this challenge to computational cognitive science and artificial intelligence
[Views, 2002].
Modern people have to live in an existing conflict of moral values. On the one hand, they are
constantly in contact with the two cultures and moral values that have been established in them:
traditional and informational. On the other hand, in each of the cultures, the values themselves
are constantly transformed. For example, the transition from one technology to another in itself
causes a conflict of moral values. Artur Pstuszek revealed the features of these changes on the
example of Poland at the turn of the 1980s and 1990s [Pstuszek, 2018].
Lorenzo Magnani argues that existing moral constructs often cannot be applied to new
technology, that the technological advances of contemporary society have outpaced our moral
understanding of the problems that they create [Magnani, 2007]. Magnani concludes that a
person loses the ability to recognize moral values in a rapidly evolving information culture.
Therefore, profound ecological changes, human cloning, hybrid people, eroding cyberprivacy
and much more are not only manifestations of the Information Age, but also an acknowledgment
of the fact that traditional knowledge of moral values is violated. A person loses the ability to
think morally, because the slow and conservative process of law and political policy lags far
behind the pace of development of information and communication technology. Perhaps this is
also due to the paradigm of science change that occurred in the 1960s. Wiktor Możgin believes
that it was during this period that a commonly held attitude to university education changed to
instrumental. “Pragmatic use of acquired knowledge has become a reference point for many
learners. Today the term “university spirit” whose main goal should be to seek the truth seems
not to be relevant any more. Nowadays people become more pragmatic and mostly consider the
university to be only the next level of his professional career” [Możgin, 2019].
In fact, in modern reality, information and communication technology develops outside the
existing legal field, which affirms and defends moral values that dominate the society. Lawrence
Lessig is a Harvard Law School Professor who proposed the concept of “free culture”, which
provides free and open-source software and open spectrum [Lessig, 2007]. Lessig claims that
since more than 70% of young people receive information from illegal sources of information,
it is necessary to review existing laws on copyright, access and dissemination of information,
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artistic freedom, etc. In his book “Free Culture: The Nature and Future of Creativity” based on a
wealth of factual material, Lessig argues that existing laws limit creativity and the development
of culture. A writer, screenwriter, director, artist, any other representative of the creative
profession does not have the opportunity to appeal to the authors of other works without their
official consent. Any collage made up of different texts or video clips can be punished with
a large monetary fine. Copyright law has put artistic freedom within narrow boundaries in
which creativity is not able to develop to its full extent. People were actually deprived of their
freedom of self-realization and creativity. In the afterword of his book, Lessig called on the
society to make a choice: to build a new culture as a free or a feudal one in nature [Lessig,
2007]? Essentially, Lessig called for establishing the moral values and boundaries of the artistic
freedom of the Information Age.

The Problem of Moral Values and Artistic Freedom
in the Information Society
Panos Eliopoulos in his article “From the Moral Limits of Personal Interest to the
Derogation of Individual Identity: Colonialism and Oppression” examined how latent moral
pressure on identity may be a more critical factor than initially considered as regards human
action. Eliopoulos concluded that “Moral deterioration into oppression does not merely depend
on parameters such as power but also on conceptualizations of power and on the surrender of
sovereignty, even for lesser reasons than incapability for action” [Eliopoulos, 2019]. Eliopoulos
revealed the fundamental difference between the two approaches, at the origins of which there
were two authoritative thinkers: Nietzsche and Mill. He writes that “while for Nietzsche moral
liberty is a matter of consciousness and is directly related with personal interest and identity,
for Mill morality has to do with norms, rules, and has a canonical influence that produces utility
through an altruistic approach” [ Eliopoulos, 2019]. Therefore, starting to consider the problem
of moral values and artistic freedom in the information society, we must interpret the origins of
this problem. We need to establish whether this problem is born in a person and in the person’s
natural attitude toward key moral values, or is an ontological orientation towards achieving
moral values shaped by society.
The book “Free Culture” by Lessig does not only actualize the problem of moral values
and artistic freedom in the information society, but also helps to answer our question. If we
design Lessig’s ideas for organizing the life of a manned spacecraft, then instead of a general
analysis of moral values and artistic freedom in the information society, we restrict ourselves
to considering this problem in the microsocial group, which is formed by crew members and
passengers of a spacecraft. A spacecraft is an ideal space for considering the above problem,
because the life activity on board the spacecraft is provided exclusively by space technology,
information and communication technology. We will consider the problem of moral values and
artistic freedom using the example of a spacecraft microsocial group.
Lawrence Lessig views himself as a fighter for the freedom of creativity and culture in
the information society. This viewpoint brought Lessig a certain fame in the USA, which
allowed him to become a candidate for the Democratic Party’s nomination for president of
the United States in 2016. However, what constitutes freedom and other moral values in a
space dominated by space technology, information and communication technology? How far
is the very formulation of such a question correct? When Lessig talks about the freedom of
creativity and culture in the information society, he unequivocally points to their absence in
a traditional culture that is not related to information and communication technology and the
virtual world. Thus, Lessig emphasizes the irreducibility of the moral values of traditional
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culture and information one. Are the values and artistic freedom really different in the society
on Earth and in the microsocial group of a spacecraft? We will consider this issue in more detail.
Information and communication technologies, as well as their applications, can be divided
into three types. These are technologies that record (store), transmit (communicate) and
organize information. Consider the features of the influence of these types of information and
communication technology on moral values.
The influence of Information Recording on moral values. In the information society,
the power of authority implies controlling information. The one who controls information
has power. The technologies to produce, record, and store are developing so rapidly that a
person has difficulties managing to comprehend their role and significance in their lives. In
the Information Age, people are placed in such conditions that they voluntarily record (store)
personal information on social networks and on the sites of numerous social institutions:
financial institutions, healthcare institutions, universities, state and religious organizations, etc.
In most cases, this is confidential information that describes the emotional state of a person,
data on his health, financial transactions, mental abilities, hobbies, intentions, etc. Recently, it
has become common to accumulate and store all personal information in “the cloud”. However,
in fact, any recording and storage of information on a digital medium is a voluntary transfer
of access to confidential information to third parties. Social institutions, providers that offer
“cloud” services, websites that can independently determine which other websites you visited
or on which pages of the website you spend the most time, all of these entities gain access to
recorded and stored personal information. A person ceases to be the sole bearer of their own
secrets and thoughts, as well as independently determine the circle of initiates in their secrets.
By transferring the storage of personal data from their own memory to digital media, the person
opens access to the secrets to third parties who have a legitimate (or not legitimate) right of
access to the stored information. Thus, third parties are vested with a certain power over the
user of information and communication technology. The problem of moral values arises as
follows. In the history of culture, personal data belonged exclusively to the individual and
revealed in their individual self-realization. At its best, a limited and dedicated circle of people
had access to confidential information: family members, teachers, and friends. Education, from
Plato’s theory of education to modern educational theories, specialized in revealing individual
characteristics and transforming an individual into a person [Bazaluk et al., 2018]. Thus, moral
values were formed by a certain microsocial group, which prepared individual manifestations
for socially significant activities, and was the only carrier of confidential information of a person.
Accordingly, on the one hand, this microsocial group could fully appreciate the relevance of the
moral values of the individual and had a certain responsibility to society for their formation.
On the other hand, the person knew the carriers of their personal data by name, and to some
extent they determined the circle of initiates in confidential information by themselves. In
the information society, and especially on board the spacecraft, access to personal data is
essentially global. Formally, according to the instructions, the crew commander, the responsible
programmer and several members of the ground-based flight support services have access to
personal information. However, in fact, there is no certainty that the personal information
recorded by digital media is not accessible to third parties who may use it at their discretion.
Under conditions of a space flight, all actions of the crew and passengers are recorded, virtually
leaving no room for confidentiality. A man on board the spacecraft is completely open to
information and communication technology. There arises a problem of compliance, on the one
hand, with the need for transparency of personal information on spacecraft, and on the other
hand, with the inability to protect personal information recorded and stored on digital media
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from access by third parties. The question is: is this the format in which Lessig represents the
freedom of the information society? Is such freedom consistent with moral value? Essentially,
the artistic freedom of astronauts is limited by the fear of lack of confidentiality and the
understanding that each of their actions is recorded on digital media.
For instance, is a desire to hide one’s malaise not a violation of moral value? On the one
hand, a spacecraft doctor is obliged to report the astronaut’s malaise to the ship’s commander
and ground services, as well as possibly inform all crew members. The vital activities of the
microsocial spacecraft group and the quality of the fulfillment of the goal depend on this.
However, on the other hand, if this ailment is overcome, information about it will still remain
on digital media and, possibly, will subsequently be used by third parties. It cannot be avoided
that information about this ailment will not affect relations in the family and society, careers,
etc. Similar questions arise in relation to other moral values like happiness, abilities, knowledge,
etc, which are stored on digital media and at any time can be “taken out of context” and used
against the person. In fact, members of the microsocial group of a spacecraft are held hostage
by third parties because they lose control of personal data.
Moral Values in Communicating and Accessing Information. Digital technologies forced
to rethink privacy approaches based on printing technologies: letters, books, notes, etc. The
development of information and communication technology has changed moral values such as
privacy, confidentiality, ownership, trust, and the veracity of the information [Bynum, 2018].
The modern generation is grateful for the free help of large Internet companies such as Google
or Facebook. However, few people think that in return these companies collect confidential
information about each of us, which they use at their discretion. They learned to monetize
confidential information. Vito Laterza in her study “Cambridge Analytica, independent
research and the national interest” focused on the issue of the influence of private companies
which combined data mining, data brokerage, and data analysis with strategic communication
during the electoral processes [Laterza, 2018]. The scale of this influence affects all spheres of
human activities: from political to spiritual. It gives rise to another problem. It turns out that
the struggle for confidentiality of information is not just the struggle for personal control over
the information recorded and stored on the media, but restricting the access to confidential
information as such. Any provision of confidential information to third parties in return for their
services raises the question of the responsibility of these third parties for the storage of personal
information. However, as the scandal, associated with Cambridge Analytica, showed, even in
the case of evidence of guilt, i.e. non-compliance with information security by a third party,
it incurs only financial losses. How can the reputational loss of customers, whose personal
information was used without their knowledge, be evaluated?
The problem with complete digital security implies that it rests on the fact that the moral
value of security can be in conflict with the moral values of sharing and openness, and it is
these later values that guided many of the early builders of information technology [Bynum,
2018]. How far is the moral value of hacking a personal computer comparable with the desire
to profit from personal data or to restore social justice? This issue is particularly relevant in the
microsocial group of a spacecraft. How far is an authorized access to personal information of
astronauts justified? What is the responsibility of a crew member who has decided to authorize
access to personal information by a member of the spacecraft microsocial group? How can
one manage the information received? How can one evaluate the moral responsibility of such
a decision, if it turns out that the acquisition of personal information by an astronaut will be
unjustified? After all, the information has lost its confidentiality status and, in fact, privacy and
social justice have been violated.
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Moral Values in Organizing and Synthesizing Information. Information and communication
technology is not only capable of recording, storing and transmitting personal data. They can
systematize information and make decisions based on the results. In the financial sector, it is
information technology that makes the final decision on customer value. There are frequent
cases when errors in the organization and systematization of information lead to a refusal to
issue a loan at a bank, to blocking credit cards, to issuing false information about a client,
etc. Decisions made by digital technology are beginning to affect the fate of people, and even
the course of historical events. For example, John P. Sullins in his article “RoboWarfare: can
robots be more ethical than humans on the battlefield?” compares the ethics of behavior of
Telerobotically operated and semiautonomous machines on the battlefield with the ethics of
human soldier’s behavior on the battlefield. Sullins questions the claims made by robotics
researchers that their machines are able to behave more ethically on the battlefield than human
soldiers do [Sullins, 2010].
If we consider the ability of information technology to systematize information in the
conditions of organizing life activities of a spacecraft, then the problem of moral values will even
aggravate. There are questions of responsibility for errors in the systematization of information
and communication technology. These errors can lead to the violation of the psychological state
of the microsocial group of a spacecraft, to conflict and aggression, to the disruption of a space
flight. What is the moral value of the decisions that technology makes? Who should bear moral
responsibility for failures in technology and for the consequences of those errors that led to the
failures in information and communication technology?

Conclusions
Our study of the problem of moral values arising aboard manned spacecraft raises more
questions rather than provides answers. These questions are indicative of new research on
this issue. Consideration of the features of the influence of various types of information and
communication technology on moral values and artistic freedom of a spacecraft microsocial
group opens up a new space for scientific research. Solving the problem of moral values on
board the manned spacecraft is a sine qua non for artistic freedom during a space flight, the
quality of the tasks associated with the colonization of the outer space and the development of
material, energy and information resources of the universe.
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Introduction
Tom Kwasnitschka in the journal Nature published an article in which he proved that the
naive notion that planetariums could not offer anything to scientists was a thing of the past.
According to Kwasnitschka, modern planetariums have long ceased to be a place where
schoolchildren are attracted for whizzy trips through the stars [Kwasnitschka, 2017]. The
modern digital equipment of the planetariums is designed “to visualize the most complex
astronomical data sets gathered so far and thus explore ideas about the distribution of galaxies,
exoplanets and the make-up of comets.” According to the International Planetarium Society
(IPS), there are around 1,300 digital domes in operation globally, each measuring between
3 and 30 meters across all academic facilities. Kwasnitschka believes that planetariums can
display the “visualizations of neuronal activity, Hurricane Katrina, particle collisions from
the Large Hadron Collider, marine food webs along the US Northwestern Pacific coast, and
the magma chamber under the Yellowstone Plateau in Wyoming” [Kwasnitschka, 2017].
Cumhur Türk and Hüseyin Kalkan conducted a study and proved that “teaching
astronomical concepts in a planetarium environment1 was more effective than in a classroom
environment. The study also revealed that students in the planetarium-assisted group were
more successful in comprehending subjects that require 3D thinking, a reference system,
changing the time and observation of periodic motion than those in control group” [Türk &
Kalkan, 2015].
Roger Hutchins in the book “British University Observatories 1772–1939” substantiated
the important role of university observatories in the exploration of the Universe. Hutchins
identified the location of six British university observatories (ranging north to south from
Glasgow, Durham, and Dunsink to Cambridge, Oxford, and London university observatories)
“between the great national observatories like Greenwich and Paris and those of the
grand amateurs like Lord William Rosse and William Huggins” [Hutchins, 2008]. In his
study, Hutchins argued that despite the existing internal competition, it was this class of
observatories, which jointly trained the post–World War II leadership in British astronomy.
The book shows that university observatories do not only fulfill an educational mission, but
also make an important contribution to scientific research in astronomy and astrophysics.
In this article, the authors will consider the peculiarities of the influence of the university
planetariums and observatories on university students. The authors will review the higher
education in Plato’s tradition and provide answers to two questions:
1. How far is the construction of planetariums and observatories on the campus necessary?
2. How do university planetariums and observatories affect future studies?

The role of planetariums and observatories in higher education
In fact, planetariums and observatories have different goals when organizing their
activities. Planetariums are primarily theatres, which provide educational or entertainment
shows about the stars and the universe. This is visualizing of the complex structure of the
universe in an exciting and informative space travel. For this reason, the main characteristics
of a planetarium are the following: a) the size of the dome-shaped projection screen (or The
celestial scenes);2 b) the technologies that are used to simulate the sky; c) the number of
1

The study sample included seventh-grade (12–13 years old) students.
Planetariums range in size from the 37 meter dome in St. Petersburg, Russia to three-meter
inflatable portable domes where attendees sit on the floor.
2
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seats.3 The International Planetarium Society, which brings together nearly 500 members who
come from 50 countries around the world, advocates the following values: science as a way
to understand the world; Inclusivity of and respect for cultures; sharing knowledge; openness
to discovery and new ideas; service excellence; leadership in our field [International, 2019].
Observatories are research centers where painstaking observation of terrestrial or celestial
processes and phenomena is conducted. These are scientific studies of the past, present
and possible future of Earth and the Universe. Currently, there are the following types of
observatories:
1. Astronomical observatories, which are divided into four categories: space-based,
airborne, ground-based, and underground-based. For example, in the book “Small
Astronomical Observatories”, Patrick Moore described the features of creation and the
effectiveness of using amateur and small professional observatories [Moore, 2012].
Among modern large astronomical observatories, the following can be identified as
an example. In the article “The Simons Observatory: Science Goals and Forecasts”,
the authors describe the Simons Observatory as a new cosmic microwave background
experiment (Cerro Toco, Chile). The Simons Observatory plans to start work in the
early 2020s. The authors of the article describe the scientific goals of the experiment,
motivate the design, and forecast its performance [Ade et al., 2019].
2. Volcano Observatories. Amy R. Donovan, Michael Bravo, and Clive Oppenheimer,
using the example of the Montserrat Volcano Observatory, describe a complex dialogue
that took place between scientists and officials when preparing for construction and
during the operation of a volcanic observatory. This dialogue involved contested
understandings of the role of volcano observatories, and the balancing of limited
resources within and beyond the observatory [Donovan et al., 2013].
3. Atmospheric Observatories. For instance, the article “Clouds at the Arctic Atmospheric
Observatories” describes the results of a decade-long work of a network of Arctic
atmospheric observatories [Shupe et al., 2011]. Observatory sites are located in Alaska,
Canada, Greenland, Svalbard, and the western Arctic Ocean. Studies were conducted
to characterize the Arctic cloud occurrence, macrophysical properties, and persistence.
4. Physical observatories. The history of the origin and significance of physical
observatories in scientific research of the 19th century is described in the book “The
Heavens on Earth: Observatories and Astronomy in the Nineteenth-Century Science
and Culture” [The Heavens, 2010]. In the article “Observation of Gravitational Waves
from a Binary Black Hole Merger”, the authors describe the features of the work of a
modern physical observatory: Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory
(LIGO). Namely, on September 14, 2015 at 09:50:45 UTC the two detectors of the
Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory simultaneously observed a
transient gravitational-wave signal [Abbott et al., 2016].
In general, planetariums specialize in the popularization of astronomy and astrophysics
among the population, and the observatories — in the scientific study of the processes
and phenomena on Earth (e.g., in the field of meteorology, geophysics, oceanography,
volcanology, etc.) and in the Universe.
In higher education, the fundamental differences between planetariums and observatories
are fading. The university planetariums, in addition to cognitive shows devoted to the past,
3

For example, the Birla Planetarium in Kolkata, India has a capacity of 630 seats, the China Science
and Technology Museum Planetarium in Beijing, China has 442 seats.
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present and future of the Earth and the Universe, are used to teach courses in astronomy,
astrophysics and other disciplines. The equipment of the planetariums allow to expand
the perception of the theoretical material, to carry out testing of cosmological models, to
independently investigate conceptions of the cosmos, etc. For example, the Charles W.
Brown Planetarium (Ball State University, Muncie, USA) has five telescopes. The largest
and most effective of these is the 16-inch Meade LX200 telescope, which allows students
to independently create new stars, observe the evolution of the Universe, and carry out the
Milky Way and intergalactic travels [Charles, 2019]. Further, in addition to complex scientific
research, the university observatories are used to teach certain courses of lectures, e.g. on
cosmology, oceanography, geophysics, etc. Students have the opportunity to acquire theoretical
knowledge and practical skills in researching current scientific problems of the evolution of
Earth and the Universe. In observatories, communication is carried out between research
scientists and university students, between the ideas and skills of an experienced professor
and a young researcher who is only choosing his own path in life. For example, the Prescott
Observatory Complex (Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, Prescott, USA) consists of two
observatories: Optical Observatory and Radio Observatory. The Observatory Complex website
provides the following information: “Used for Astronomy classes and a wide variety of shortterm and long-term undergraduate student/faculty projects in Optical and Radio Astronomy.
Typically 6-10 student projects in progress at any given time. Also used for public outreach in
Astronomy, either on-site or via video streaming to the Planetarium” [Prescott, 2019].
In higher education, the university planetariums and observatories perform three main
functions:
1. Expand knowledge of the evolution of Earth and the Universe.
2. Form the necessary set of competencies for professional research work.
3. Involve university students in the process of researching current scientific problems,
thereby arousing and reinforcing their interest in research work.
Universities, governments and individuals invest large amounts of money into the
construction of planetariums and observatories, as well as the renovation of their equipment.
For example, construction costs of the Ronald G. Eaglin Space Science Center (Morehead
State University, USA) amounted to $ 15.6 million. This is the heart of MSU’s Department
of Earth and Space Sciences. “The two-story, state-of-the-art building encompasses 45,000
square feet of floor space and includes a control center for the 21-meter space antenna system
on the ridge top above Nunn Hall; RF and electronics laboratories; anechoic chambers
that mimic the electromagnetic environment of space; a rooftop antenna test range; a
space systems development laboratory and a digital Star Theater” [Space Science Center,
2019]. The construction of the Keck Observatory (Mauna Kea, Hawaii) began with the first
instalment of the W. M. Keck Foundation, which amounted to $ 70 million. Originally, the
Keck Observatory was managed by the University of California and the California Institute
of Technology. Today, the Keck Observatory is supported by both public funding sources
and private philanthropy. The organization is managed by the California Association for
Research in Astronomy (CARA), whose Board of Directors includes representatives from
the California Institute of Technology and the University of California, with liaisons to the
board from NASA and the Keck Foundation [W. M. Keck Observatory, 2019]. The total
cost of the project exceeds $ 140 million. The W. M. Keck Observatory is a two-telescope
astronomical observatory. Both telescopes feature 10 m (33 ft) primary mirrors, currently
among the largest astronomical telescopes in use.
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High-tech university planetariums and observatories allow not only to educate outstanding
astronomers, cosmologists, physicists, etc., but also to attract outstanding researchers to
universities. For example, Herbert Hall Turner, a famous British astronomer and seismologist,
resigned from the Royal Greenwich Observatory and became the Director of the Radcliffe
Observatory at Oxford University. He headed the university observatory for 37 years. During
this period, Turner created the Astrographic Catalogue, discovered and researched deep focus
earthquakes, and made other important scientific discoveries in the field of astronomy and
seismology [Hutchins, 2008]. In 1932, Harry Hemley Plaskett succeeded Herbert Turner as
Savilian Professor of Astronomy at the University of Oxford. Over 28 years of his work in the
Radcliffe Observatory, Plaskett made significant contributions to the fields of solar physics,
astronomical spectroscopy and spectrophotometry.
University planetariums and observatories create the conditions for full-fledged scientific
research. The studies by Steven J. Dick and Roger Hutchins allow us to compare observatories
that are subordinate to governments and universities [Dick, 2002; Hutchins, 2008]. Paying
tribute to both classes of observatories, we can state that not always the amount of investment
affects the effectiveness of research. University observatories are often more effective,
even though their funding in most cases is inferior to the funding of observatories that are
subordinate to governments and military departments.
The performance efficiency of planetariums and observatories is determined by ratings.
There are many ratings that allow you to compare the effectiveness of university planetariums
and observatories among themselves and with other classes of observatories. In evaluating the
effectiveness, different methods are used. For example, in the U.S. higher education, the main
methods of evaluation and ratings are set by the U.S. Department of Education. The basic
mission of the Institute of Education Sciences is to provide scientific evidence on which to
ground education practice and policy and to share this information in formats that are useful
and accessible to educators, parents, policymakers, researchers, and the public [Institute,
2019]. The second example is presented by the Ranking Everything College website, giving
the ranking of “The 35 Best College Astronomy Observatories.” In ranking the College
Observatories, we considered the following data points: Number, Size, and Technology of
Telescopes [The 35 Best, 2019].

Plato’s and Isocrates’ tradition in contemporary higher education
Oleg Bazaluk, in his article “The Strategies of Systematization of the Theories of
Education”, reviewed the features of the development of the theories of education in the
history of culture. He proposed to systematize them according to two development lines:
Plato and Isocrates [Bazaluk, 2017; Bazaluk et al., 2018]. The fundamental difference
between the two main lines of development is that the education theories of the Isocrates’ line
focus on the ways of teaching, i.e. on the effectiveness of the transfer of special knowledge
and competencies. The ways of transferring knowledge are becoming the subject of market
relations, and Isocrates’ line education theories are turning into a driving force for the
educational services market.
Plato’s tradition in education originates from Plato’s theory of education, which has
been preserved to our times in the books “Republic” and “Laws” [Plato, 1994]. The main
feature of this development line of the theories of education is that it considers education as
a way of life. In the theories of education of Plato’s line, the focus is not on how to transfer
knowledge, but on the features of arête formation. In contemporary philosophy, the ancient
Greek notion of arête has become obsolete. Instead, synonyms are used: “worldview”, “self”,
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“spirituality”, “psyche”, “mind”, etc. However, from our point of view, none of the listed
terms fully disclose the wealth and scope of the meanings of the term “arête”.
In our opinion, one of the reasons why the term “arête” has become obsolete in modern
theories of education is the predominance of purely philosophical meanings in it. The terms
“worldview”, “self”, “spirituality”, etc., which are developed by modern Plato’s line theories,
are based on the research in psychology and neuroscience. These disciplines use scientific
methodology, not philosophical one. Bazaluk proposed to reanimate the term “arête”
[Bazaluk, 2019]. In order to bring the philosophical meanings of the term “arête”, which we
find in Plato and especially in Aristotle, closer to modern psychological and neurobiological
theories, Bazaluk proposes to use the methodology of neurophilosophy [Bazaluk, 2019]. If
we compare the approach of Bazaluk, e.g. with that of Hope May, then the first one seems
more attractive. May tried to convey the meanings of Aristotle’s ethics in the language of
modern psychological theories [May, 2010]. Paying tribute to the May’s knowledge of
Aristotle’s writings and modern psychological theories, we join the group of critics who
consider May’s attempt to be unsuccessful. Modern psychological theories cannot replace
the philosophical concepts of Aristotle. Accordingly, the terms, with which May replaces the
terms of Aristotle, lose the wealth of meanings, which are used by Aristotle to describe the
events and phenomena related to human nature.

University Planetariums and Observatories as a way of
forming arête
In Plato’s tradition, the term “arête” has the following, perhaps most important, meaning.
This is an inextricable link between the inner essence of a person and the cosmos. This is an
expansion of worldview from a regional and even global scale to the perception of the self
as a product of cosmic processes. This is the nesting of the human essence in the cosmos,
respectively, the ontological connection of human self-realization with cosmic processes.
This is clear understanding of man’s place in the cosmos, and not in the religious meanings,
but in the subject ones, as a given. The term “arête” does not have supernatural, sacramental,
and theological meanings. For Paton, as for any Greek of that time period, the term “divine”
was synonymous with the term “cosmos”, and the main meaning of the term “cosmos” is an
order that started from the order of ideas generated by the brain to the order in the structure
of the Universe.
The use of the term “arête” makes it possible to consider a person not only in terms of
psychological and neurobiological theories. These theories perform defining tasks. However,
the formation of “arête” as the human essence, as an interdisciplinary and all-encompassing
knowledge about the place of a human in cosmic processes, becomes possible only by
means of philosophy as the highest stage of education. In Plato’s tradition, philosophy is
not an abstract discipline, just like education is not teaching. In Plato’s tradition, the term
“education” is synonymous with the term “paideia”, in terms of which philosophy, as well as
education, is a way of life. Paideia forms arête, creates it in a certain way. As a wood master
turns a tree bar into a bird-like work of art, so a teacher forms an arête in his likeness, in the
image that he represents in his student.
In Plato’s tradition, student’s knowledge and image are important actors in the educational
process. However, the main role is played by the teacher who forms the arête of a student. It
depends on the teacher how the formed student’s arête will correspond to their inner essence,
and also how fully the inner essence of a student (arête) can be revealed in current social and
economic relations. A teacher helps a student to determine the way of life, i.e. perceive their
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place on a scale of society, Earth and the Cosmos. Forming arête of students is tantamount
to expanding thinking to a planetary and cosmic scale. For this reason, planetariums and
observatories are becoming an important tool for the formation of arête. They provide
awareness of the nesting of ontogenesis in cosmic processes, as well as the ontological
orientation of individual self-realization in accordance with the evolution of Earth and the
Universe. The ability to think and be aware of their place on a scale of the Universe becomes
the key competence that allows a student to measure their vital activity and to self-realize for
the benefit of the future civilization.
Considering higher education in Plato’s tradition reveals the fourth major function
performed by the university planetariums and observatories. They form the planetary and
cosmic thinking, person’s spatial awareness on a scale of Earth and the Universe. In fact, they
lay the foundation of the arête of modern human. University planetariums and observatories
are becoming an important element of education, bringing it as close as possible to Plato’s
tradition. The formation of human awareness of self-nesting into cosmic processes creates
the basis for future studies. Human self-realization is not commensurate with short-term
goals and the solution of current problems, but global goals and long-term planning. This is
a strategic foresight of personal future and personal contribution to the future of civilization.
Thanks to the influence of the university planetariums and observatories, it is possible to
investigate the underpinnings and research apparatus of law and economics, as well as
to expose its opportunities to prevent a global financial crisis in the future [Lewkowicz,
2017]; to consider the issues of the necessity of dialogue and mutual understanding between
different civilizational layers in national States and in inter-State relations [Yakushik, 2019];
exploration and use of the aerospace environment (Sky, Space) for survival and development
of Earth civilization [Soroka & Syntichenko, 2018]; to carry out the research and mining of
gas deposits on the moon [Slyuta, 2017]; etc.
The first doctoral program on the Study of the Future, was founded in 1969 at the University
Of Massachusetts by Christoper Dede and Billy Rojas. Currently there are approximately 23
graduate and PhD programs in foresight globally, in which the university planetariums and
observatories perform a key mission.

Conclusions
On this basis, we conclude that currently the university planetariums and observatories
perform three main functions in higher education:
1. Expand knowledge of the evolution of Earth and the Universe.
2. Form the necessary set of competencies for professional research work.
3. Involve university students in the process of researching current scientific problems,
thereby arousing and reinforcing their interest in research work.
However, if we consider higher education in Plato’s tradition, we find the fourth, possibly
the main function of the university planetariums and observatories: they form the planetary
and cosmic thinking, i.e. person’s spatial awareness on a scale of Earth and the Universe. In
fact, they lay the foundation for arête of modern human, i.e. the inextricable link between the
inner essence of a person and the phenomena and processes that occur in space. They expand
a person’s worldview from a regional and even planetary scale to the perception of the self as
a product of cosmic processes, thus laying the foundation for the ontological orientation of
self-realization to future studies.
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The article reveals the evolution of the concept of σοφία in the ancient philosophical tradition. It is
established that in ancient texts, for the most part, attention is focused on the general understanding of
this concept, namely on the interpretation of σοφία as wisdom, practicality, and abilities. It is proved
that in the Neoplatonic tradition, primarily in Plotinus’ works, σοφία acquires a cosmological character,
and therefore in the ancient Greek culture, we can see the transformation of the understanding of this
term in the displacement of its interpretation from purely earthly to heavenly. Philosophy of Plotinus,
according to Alexei Losev, has a speculative-theoretical nature, which allows us to study the specifics
of the abstract understanding of cosmology in ancient culture. Plotinus focuses his attention on such
concepts as the One, the Mind, and the Soul. The specifics of the existence of the concept of σοφία is
revealed through an appeal to the One in the philosophy of Plotinus. The One acts as an intermediary,
which ensures the emanation of σοφία from God to the world. In the concept of Plotinus, the theory of
the ascent of the soul from sensual fragmentation to spiritual concentration, when the mind concentrates
in the One, is also important. Plotinus, accordingly, refers in this context to the concept of νους, which
is an ideal world of forms. It is found that the external nature of this concept in Neoplatonism is
revealed in the fact that σοφία refers not so much to earthly wisdom as to the understanding of man’s
place in the universe. The Logos, which is realized on the basis of the Mind, Plotinus calls εἶδος, in
relation to which the philosopher uses the term σοφία (wisdom, sophia). It is the main principle of the
Plotinus’ aesthetics. Thus, in the center of Plotinus’ thinking is the problem of the unhappy situation of
human in the world, the person who suffers. Accordingly, cosmology (and cosmogony) go alongside
with the concept of Plotinus about the human. Plotinus tries to comprehend the reasons that led to such
consequences. Sophia devoted a separate doctrine — sophiology. It is presented especially vividly in
Russian philosophical thought. In particular, this article examines the concept of sophiology in the
philosophy of Sergei Bulgakov, where the Sophia is the basis of the world’s ontological unity of the
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(sophological monism). Pagan, ancient interpretations of the concept of σοφία, thus, turn into the
biblical image of Sophia, which receives a broad philosophical (abstract) interpretation.
Keywords: σοφία, ancient philosophy, Plotinus, cosmology, wisdom
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Introduction
In the world of philosophical and religious traditions, there are concepts and terms that
have gone the red thread in their historical process. These categories often radically altered
their semantics and meaning of use, but this was not only an indication of the extension of
connotations but also of the development of reflections on a particular phenomenon. There
is no exception to this and the term σοφία. His long history is filled not only with different
meanings and with significances in one or another historical period but also from time to time
made fundamental changes in the development of Western and Slavic cultures.

Understanding of σοφία in pre-classical and classical ancient
Greece tradition
Foremost, it should be emphasized that in the fundamental dictionaries of the ancient
Greek language, the ancient culture, the term σοφία has a number of such meanings [Liddell,
Scott, 1894: 1368; Dvoretskiy, 1958: 1490]:
1. Skill or ability:
a) in crafts and art, or in carpentry works in the “Iliad” (τέκτονος, ὅς ῥά τε πάσης εὖ εἰδἰ σ).
[Il.14.412]; telchines in Pindar, [Pi.O.7.53]; Hephaestus and Athena in Plato’s “Protagorus”
[Pl.Prt.32 1d]; Daedalus and Palamedes in the “Memorabilia” of Xenophon [X.Mem.4.2.33];
b) in music and singing in the Homeric anthem to Mercury [h.Merc.483, cf. 511];
c) in poetry in legacy Solon, Pindar, Xenophon, and Aristophanes [Sol.13.52, Pi.O.1.117,
Ar.Ra.882, X.An.1.2.8];
c) in the cοntrol in “Theages” of Plato [Pl. Thg.123c];
d) in medicine and surgery in the Pindar’s “Pythian odes” [Pi.P.3.54];
e) in the divination of the Sophocles’ “Oedipus” [S.OT 502 (lyr.)]; “δυσθανατῶν ὑπὸ
σοφίας εἰς γῆρας ἀφίκετο” in “Republic” of Plato [Pl.R.406b; 365d]; and in “Ion”, “Apologia
Socratis” of Plato [Pl.Ion 542a; Pl.Ap.22b]; and also in Aristotle’s “Ethica Nicomachea”
[EN1141a12] etc.
2. Mastery in matters of common life. rational judgment, intelligence, practical wisdom,
etc., as, for example, was attributed to the Seven Wise Men, for example:
a) like φρόνησις in Theognis [Thgn.790,876,1074] and Herodotus [Hdt.1.30,60], or in
Plato’s “Protagoras” [Pl.Prt.360d] and Plutarch’s “Themictocles” [Plu.Them.2];
b) cunning, shrewdness, craft in Herodotus [Hdt.1.68] and Pindar [Pi.O. 9.38],
3. Learning, wisdom, “μείζω τινὰ ἢ κατ᾽ ἄνθρωπον σοφίαν σοφοί” [Pl.Ap.20e]; opp.
ἀμαθία, ib.22e; freq. in E., e.g. “μόρσιμα οὐ σοφίᾳ τις ἀπώσεται” [Heracl.615] (lyr.); τὸ
σοφὸν οὐ σοφία (v. “σοφός” 1.3) Ba.395 (lyr.), etc.; freq. in Arist., speculative wisdom,
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[EN 1141a19], [Metaph. 982a2, 995b12 (pl.), 1059a18]; defined as θείων τε καὶ ἀνθρωπίνων
ἐπιστήμη, Stoic.2.15; but also of natural philosophy and mathematics, “ς. τις καὶ ἡ φυσική”
[Arist.Metaph.1005b1, cf. 1061b33].
4. Later as a title, ἡ ὑμετέρα, ἡ ὑμῶν ς. [POxy.1165.6], [PSI7.790.14] (both vi A.D.).
However, in early Ancient Greek thought, the theme of wisdom (concept σοφία) is
undoubtedly less reflective than ontological problems. It should be emphasized that none of
the thinkers are not written on σοφία as an ontological principle, nor any foundation of the
world. However, we can see that in Thales, wisdom does not mean verbosity [11 A 35 DK],
so it follows logically that Pythagoras says that he is not wise, but only aspires to wisdom
(thus there is a philosopher) [14 B 21a DK]. It must also be said that Xenophanes classifies
wisdom as one of the properties of a deity, deducing his first monotheistic conception in the
history of world philosophy [21 A 1 DK]. A relatively integral conception of wisdom we can
see from the Ephesian sage — Heraclitus. Thus, he affirms the monism of wisdom, and also
shows and proves the unity of her and the Logos.
Wisdom, σοφία is an important topic of Plato’s dialogues, and as the subject of discussion
is constantly present in them. Therefore, we can meet the search for wisdom in the “Theages”
[121c-126d], and in “Cratylus” he tries to find the etymology of σοφία [412с]. In turn, the
“Symposium” by the mouths of Diotima speaks of the close connection of wisdom and Eros,
which makes the latter a great genius, interpreter, mediator between gods and people [204ас]. Also not the last value the theme of wisdom takes in Plato in the dialogues “Protagoras”
[333а-b], “Republic”.
Such attention to σοφία in the legacy of Plato is due not only to the position of his Teacher
(Socrates) in the Sophists but also because, as Oleg Bazaluk notes, “the split of the Homeric
education on the line of Plato and Isocrates began with Socrates and sophists”. As we can
see from studies by Werner Yeager and Henri-Irene Marr, these lines and, accordingly, the
theories of education, not only confronted each other, but also quite often united, together
speaking against other educational practices Education in Socrates is a concern for the
perfection of the soul, Plato writes in Apology (29d-30b). “Sophists, in turn, believed that
education should pursue more utilitarian goals, filling the vital needs of society” [Bazaluk,
2018: 243–244].
In its turn in Aristotle, as Natalia Vaganova writes, wisdom is identical with knowledge.
In “Metaphysics”, wisdom-σοφία and wisdom-philosophy are synonymous: wisdom is the
science of beginnings. Wisdom is not “any of sensory perceptions” (981 b 10). It is a science
that “explores the first principles and causes”, but not “the art of creation” (982 b 9-11),
since the sciences of the speculative, as we know, are higher “than the arts of creation” (982
a 1–2) and the first philosophy explores “self-existing and immovable” (1026 and 18–19),
i. e. “еxistence as being” (1026 and 31–32). But in the “Nicomachean Ethics”, wisdom is
also the “most accurate of all sciences” (1141 and 17) and the main science of “what is most
valuable” (1141 and 20) [Vaganova, 2011: 37–38].
In general, we can conclude that in the pre-classical and classical period, as noted by
Giennadij Mayorov, the experience of comprehension of wisdom was accumulated great. It
is also clear that at the end of the VI — the beginning of the V century, σοφία is filled with
moral power and meaningful content, and the healthy skepticism about human possibilities
increasingly distributes true wisdom to heaven, leaving it to the person only as a desirable
but inaccessible goal. On the other hand, in the same period, European science emerges and
develops rapidly: first, mathematics and science (including medicine and geography), and the
history, linguistics, and rhetoric [Mayorov, 2002: 145].
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Accordingly, it is quite logical that in the Hellenistic period, namely in the context of
Neoplatonism, this concept acquires a purely cosmological meaning. Let us consider this
more in detail on the example of the philosophy of Plotinus.

Plotinus’ understanding of σοφία
According to Alexei Losev, during the period of Greek antiquity, a very harmonious
conception of the Cosmos was created. The Greeks believed that Eros creates the cosmos
from Chaos. The very term “cosmos” can be interpreted as “harmony”, “order”, “modus”,
and “beauty”. To prove and substantiate his position, Alexei Losev refers to Plato’s dialogue
“Timaeus”: the main thing for the human soul is to imitate the movement of celestial bodies,
for they perfectly rotate for ages and the sky is always equally symmetrical, harmonious,
without any violation. “This cosmos has always passed from chaos to universal design
and from this latter to chaos. Such an eternal rotation of chaos and cosmos was not only
clear and convincing in antiquity, but also soothing and consoling” [Losev, 1969: 323]. The
author shows that the Platonic representation of the Cosmos is characteristic of the ancient
worldview as a whole: the “corporeal-pliable” cosmos in the main opponent of Plato —
Aristotle is the eternal realization of the One, the Mind and the Soul, and at the same time
the best and most beautiful work of art and the embodiment of divine beauty. It is possible
that it is precisely in the gravitation of man to the Cosmos, in his striving to overcome chaos,
that not only art but also the experience of various historical cultures, is imperative. On the
example of the comparison of a limited world — the cosmos of antiquity — and boundless
space — the chaos of the New European culture.
Therefore, Alexei Losev considered the ancient cosmos as a pied-а-terre for that
experience of worldview in which a person tries to preserve not only his own proportionality
to the world but the world itself. Thus, the human was considered as something included in
a wider context of being, wholly subject to the laws of “cosmic”, that is, natural, orderliness.
First, the concept of “the universe as an integrity” is related, in fact, to the ancient concept
of Cosmos (from the Greek kóσμоς — the universe). Secondly, scientific knowledge now
acquires the features of metaphysical knowledge, i. e. knowledge obtained only through the
mind (although, unlike antiquity, the mind in cosmological science is a mind exclusively
human and not connected with the cosmic Logos). Last, the criteria of the truth of the
cosmological theory are, as a rule, intrascientific criteria that are based on such principles of
reason as expediency, proportionality, harmony.
The sensuality of the earth is associated with gravity, and gravity. Plotinus describes in
detail the process of occurrence of gravity, the magnitude and extent of sensory objects. It
turns out that these properties have no eidetic origin (what are the essence of certain qualities:
color, size, shape, etc.), but are brought into the body from the side of matter already
possessing an uncertain weight and extent, and with the advent of εἶδος they only accept a
particular quantity (the amount of gravity becomes mass, and the amount of stretch becomes
length). However, it is clear that pure matter has absolutely no certainty, and therefore both
gravity and extension are introduced into it by some preliminary influence of the intelligible
world. Plotinus does not doubt the eternity and unconsciousness of the cosmos, including
its matter, and therefore the impossibility of any kind of cosmogony. Therefore, matter as
such, in its “pure” condition, that is, conceivable without regard to any eidetic design, will
be neither a stretch nor a weight. Heaviness is accompanied by a value (μέγεθος), and the
presence of both of them differs from the soul, which also “accepts” all things in itself; but in
the soul, things are present without value, and therefore neither extension nor gravity. Matter,
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first of all, acquires these three characteristics, and then it already gives birth to independent
things.
As is known, in the center of Plotinus’ philosophy — the dialectic of three main ontological
substances — the One, the Intellect, and the Soul. Exactly Plotinus gives for the first time a
clear systematic analysis of this triad, fragmentarily outlined in Plato. The most original is
Plotinus’ doctrine of the One as the transcendent principle, which exceeds everything that
exists and is conceivable and precedes it. The One, speaking as the first essence of being, is
neither intelligence nor a potential subject of intelligent knowledge. The hierarchy of being
extends from the One, on the steps of His ascent to matter — for the lower boundary.
How can the soul comprehend the One? There is only one way — to know one. It is
necessary to discover the One as the beginning in oneself, and this means, first, to give up
thinking in all sensory images, that is, to leave the realm of representation, and to entrust
oneself to a pure mind. This is the path not only of knowing yourself but also of salvation
and distance from evil. Secondly, raising the soul to the mind, it is in it to find the beginning
of the mind and with its help to become a contemplative of the One. To contemplate the One
does not mean to know it, to know the One is impossible. To contemplate the One means
to be together with the One. In this sense, Plotinus speaks of the theory of the One, not in
the sense of discursive or intuitive thinking, but in the sense of the beginning of thinking as
being together with the One. Why the One does is all and nothing at the same time? If the
One is only one, it is nothing of what exists, one cannot speak or think about it. If the One
exists, it turns into all things, all possible senses. The one is the condition for the existence
of many things, Plotinus thus understands the One as the cause of existence. If Plotinus
speaks of the One-in-itself as something about everything, then in a different sense, as he
says. For the living, the One is the beginning of everything, but not all, everything will be
the Mind that has come from the One. If the consequences can say something about the One,
then these consequences can represent the One only as the beginning and reason. Therefore,
Plotinus states that everything truly exists from the One, and so that the consequences are
not separated from their cause and the cause is not diminished and does not dissolve in
its consequences. The principle of continuity of the cause-and-effect chain of existence
takes place not only in the intelligible world. Plotinus says that everything comes from the
divine principle, even through a multitude of intermediate steps, so that even the things in
the existence of the lowest level are still elevated to the Other, that is, even the lowest and
insignificant in its being is connected with the One. Plotinus determines the nature of the
One as δύναμις τῶν πάντων, that is, as the virtue of everything or the ability of everything.
Thus, Plotinus offers a theoretical solution to the problem of the beginning, which allows the
One to create things, to be the first cause of existence, but not to change in nature, to remain
transcendent to the world.
According to Plotinus, formal principles exist at all levels of being, but in different
degrees of differentiation. In the One there are all forms but they exist only potentially, in
an indistinguishable unity. At the level of the mind in the unity of all forms, there is already
an element of multiplicity. In the soul, everything is already divided, although there is still
a forming unity. Complete separation occurs only at the level of sensory matter. Thus, at all
levels of true being, there is a unity of forms, and their difference, the truth — in varying
degrees. Therefore, we can draw a conclusion that in the Mind there should be an idea
of humanity in general, and a conclusion that confirms the existence of the ideas of each
individual — the idea of the human. Consequently, Plotinus’ opposing statements are not
contradictory but are two sides of one solution to the problem. The reason that Plotinus
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chooses that one statement, then another, should be sought in the context of the phrase, in
what parcels he sends it. Considering this kind of contradiction, never one should forget
about one of the main features of the philosophy of Plotinus — the unity of rationalistic and
religious approaches. In the One and even in the Mind, because of their existence over time,
in eternity, there are all opposites.
It should be noted that in the triad the One — the Intellect — the World Soul for σοφία
as a mediating entity, some kind of emanational layer between God and the world — there
is much more space than, for example, in the hard radiations of the Platonic idea. And since
for Plotinus in such an intermediate position is Nоus, forming a “second unity”, i. e. slightly
“clouded” by the blending of the unity of thinking and being, then exactly this Plotinus`
Mind as the ideal world of idea-forms, or in a sense the same as the Platonic world of ideas,
is, according to Sergei Bulgakov, like σοφία. On the other hand, in other words, according to
the meaning of his words, Plotinus’ νου̃ς corresponds precisely to the Christian Sophia, and
his intelligible matter forms the basis of corporeality in Sophia itself [Vaganova, 2011: 45].
Plotinus also writes about the meaning of the Logos (λόγος). In the philosophy of
Plotinus, the Logos is first realized by itself or for itself without a transition to otherness. He
also gets flesh and becomes a body. However, this body does not have a mind, that is, this
body has not yet passed into such an otherness that exists beyond all meaning. The Logos,
which is realized on the basis of the Mind, Plotinus calls εἶδος. In addition, this εἶδος cannot
be the result of extraneous thinking. It contains in itself initially all its awareness. Because
εἶδος is both a mind. For this construction, Plotinus uses the term σοφία (wisdom, sophia).
It is the main principle of the Plotinus’ aesthetics. However, there is no outlet to otherness,
which would be beyond the mind. In addition, this is otherness. Hence, λόγος, εἶδος, and
σοφία must be realized simultaneously both outside themselves and in their surroundings. In
other words, they too must pass into becoming outside of εἶδος. This formation can be taken,
firstly, only in its principle, in the form when it acts on otherness, but does not go into it. In
this form, λόγος, εἶδος, σοφία and νους become the World Soul.
In accordance with this, developing the doctrine of Sophia’s being, Plotinus builds his
understanding of σοφίας on the identity and mutual influence of the ideal and the real, on the
concept of “global”, the heavenly, ideal of Σοφία and “local”, earthly, material σοφία.
In this context, Alexei Losev wrote: “If in VI 1, 12, 46–53 Plotinus opposes the external
and internal or, as he says, ‘here’ and ‘there’, then also for the σοφία he also requires such an
opposition to the σοφία. Therefore, the ‘global’ σοφία is more important than ‘local’, because
it is for her a principle and a semantic task. In I 3, 6, 12–14, Plotinus directly puts σοφία and
dialectics on the same level, demanding for both higher and upper generalizations, and not
to reduce them to only anything singular or accidental. In another place in Plotinus (V 1,
4, 5–9), we read that a person, turning from the world to the very first image (archetypon)
of this world, the world of true-being, will see intelligent entities having their own inner
consciousness and eternal life. He will also see the Intellect, which reigns over all of them,
is not exactly mixed with anything and will see further ‘irresistible wisdom’. This text lists
all the main properties of σοφία: it is an ideal and eternal archetype of all things, possessing
its own self-knowledge and irresistibly reigning over all (I 4, 9, 16–23; I 4, 15, 1–6)” [Losev,
2000: 505].
As we see, the World Soul is a receptor of Nоus’s influences, which has higher and lower
aspects. At the same time, it pours into the “fourth” (having no true substance, matter, meon),
then σοφία (unlike the idea in which in cosmological aspect, there is simply nothing to catch
on) gets the possibility of philosophical “complication”, gaining some vitality and history —
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at least in the form of emanational dynamism. After all, among religious-monistic systems,
says Sergei Bulgakov, has the greatest religious and philosophical significance that form of
dynamic pantheism, according to which the world is the emanation of the absolute, occurs as
an outpouring from its abundant completeness. Demiurge (Sergei Bulgakov means the Soul
of the World or Humanity) in the process of world creating organizes nature, transforming
its mechanism into the body again, it restores the lost and forgotten unity of natura naturans
and natura naturata, and this transforms the world into a work of art in which the idea of
the product shines and the whole world becomes cosmos, like overpowered chaos. Thus,
according to Sergei Bulgakov, the universal subject of the world and knowledge are united in
Sophia or the only Humanity. Finding this, the philosopher addresses the biblical origins of
the doctrine of Sophia (namely, Proverbs of Solomon), where Sophia is already recognized
as an ideal cosmos and an ideal primitive form of imperfect earthly nature. Sophia here is
the Wisdom of God, which was before God in the creation of the world. The world, which
in its empirical reality is potentially sophian, is actually chaotic in its timeless existence,
it is Sophia itself. The world is separated from Sophia not by its nature, but because of its
condition. The condition of the world of chaocosmos, in the stage of struggle of chaotic
and organizing force, is understandable only as a violation of the original unity of Sophia,
the displacement of being from its metaphysical center, the consequence of which was the
illness of being, its metaphysical decentralization. Sergei Bulgakov believes that the basis of
the world process is freedom as the basis of world creation. Sophia, the prehistoric humanity,
as the soul of the world renounces its own self and places its center in God. However, she is
also free to move this center, free from herself, to identify self, which forms the dark basis
of its existence, its blind and chaotic will to live. In this primordial self and the foundation
of the person is laid down with its freedom, and there is also the root of arbitrariness. All
nature, whole history, all contradictions in human consciousness testify to the fact that they
are the result of a world catastrophe. Protection and expansion of life, and therefore part of
his resurrection, constitute the task of human activity. This is the work of Sophia over the
restoration of the world order that she leads through humanity. The world, like Sophia, has
fallen into a state of inertia, and therefore mortality, must again come to the mind of Truth
and the means of this reduction in labor or economy. Therefore, the ultimate goal of the
economy is beyond its borders, it is only through the world to Sophia, the realization, the
transition from the unbelievable state of the world to the true, labor restoration of the world
[Vaganova, 2011: 45].
Considering the cosmological aspect of σοφία, it must be emphasized that Plotinus in
a very accessible form thinks himself a transition from σοφία to myth. After all, his σοφία,
as we have just seen, is a coincidence of the ideal-semantic with the material-factual that
is, a special kind of ideal substance. The idea, instead of being an abstract concept and a
discursive-logical definition, absorbs all its possible material incarnations and is identified
with them, staying in its own ideal domain. Therefore, we said that the σοφία is the same
Neoplatonic Intellect, but only addressed to all the otherness surrounding it and containing
it in itself, that is, it is its ideal substance that acts in the form of what can arise outside the
Intellect. If this is the meaning of σοφία, then it is clear that it is nothing more than a general
concept for all its specific manifestations, which are separate deities [Losev, 2000: 506].

Conclusion
Thus, having made a general analysis of the evolution of the understanding of σοφία in
ancient philosophical thought, we can do the following conclusions:
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1. The concept of σοφία in ancient philosophy is not limited to that semantics which
has had in historical, philosophical and linguistic studies exclusively as wisdom,
practicality, and skill.
2. In the legacy of philosophers of pre-classical and classical traditions, we can see
different kinds of concepts of understanding of σοφία, incl. epistemological, ethical;
sometimes directly opposite to each other.
3. It is in the Neoplatonism the concept of σοφία assumes a cosmological character that
is directly related to the ontological doctrine of Plotinus and connected with the One,
the Intellect and the Soul.
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Introduction
Philosophers of Ancient Greece came to the conclusion that infinitely varied the world
has a unified basis and the search for ‘‘the one in diversity” (it means the search for the
essence as the main cause of all existing) is the main task. History of philosophy and science
has shown (for example the determinism of Pierre-Simon Laplace) that the solution to this
problem is impossible and its simplicity is deceptive. But it showed the opposite at the
same time — a stable progress in science and optimization of social life is also impossible
without searching for ‘‘the one in diversity”. Today this situation is quite relevant — in fact
fundamental sciences, getting close in their studies to the comprehension general as the only,
need methodological support from philosophy but they get advices mainly at the level of the
special one — in the form of various (which absolutised by their authors) cognitive practices:
linguistic turn to, hermeneutic experience, phenomenological approach, deconstructivism,
postmodernism etc.
Thus, philosophical methodology (as an intellectual forecast the scientific researches)
without becoming a common system, demonstrates an eclectic set of approaches to science
and this practically reduces its methodological significance. Therefore, we think there is a
reason for returning to the achievements of world philosophy elite. In this aspect, Georgs
Hegel philosophical concept that deserves extra attention — systematically structured, full
with unified rules and logic with universal categorical apparatus, in which the analysis of
reality — from the Universe to history of mankind — is approaching perfection.
Note that this characteristic of Hegel’s methodology needs clarification — to perfection
within the limits of possible. The boundaries of the possible outline a kind of outlook but the
philosophy of Georg Hegel makes them to extend. What do we mean? Universal ‘‘absolute
idea” as the cosmic mind in philosophy Georg Hegel has its analogues — ‘‘world mind” (which
is in science) and ‘‘world spirit” — that admits the objectivity of irrational, religious. For today
it is an importance — to understand that science and religion are types of worldview that can
interact: firstly, science is not the absolutely objective knowledge: there are structures that
recognize the knowledge derived from faith as axioms of one or another scientific theories
(say, the first moment of beginning the formation the Universe –singularity — known laws of
physics do not explaine it ); second, scientists still do not have generalized scientific explaining
of integrity the Universe. And some religious systems are some generalizations which based on
possibility to evidance (for example the Nebular hypothesis for the origin of the Solar System
of scientist and atheist Pierre-Simon Laplace and deist philosopher Imanuel Kant). Therefore,
science and religion are able to interact (expanding the possibilities of science). Georg Hegel
provision becomes particular relevance in cosmological studies because they are usually move
from theory to practice and eventually predictions of theories are going to be harder to check
with an experience (so-called ‘‘experimental weightlessness”). And a relatively stable, unified
philosophical channel of cosmological researches is capable to transfer the extra emotional
and stressful ‘‘background” of meditations about the ‘‘impossible” to well-considered scientific
researches. We have in mind reflections on the anthropological principle (in the ‘‘strong”
formulation), and the prediction of future models of the Universe — from the confirmed by
the laws of science of the standard model of Alexander Friedman to the reflections of Illya
Prigogine (but using ideas of nonlinear science) — the Universe evolves, creating new patterns
and opening up opportunities for the birth of daughter universes — on the new, ‘‘impossible” —
today — laws.
However, it is clear that analysis within the framework of a separate article cannot cover
Georg Hegel philosophical concept. Many researchers prefer in this situation to reproduct
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certain fragments in the context of general content philosophical system for to reach narrow
problem in the study. We pay more attention on understanding methodological influence
of Hegel philosophy concept on the practice based on history. Why it is based on history?
Because the problems of history are grandiose and theoretical and methodological help could
be provided only by a grand philosophical system by searching for answers. History is the
only one from sciences that exists for centuries in some kind of ‘‘ambivalence”– on one
hand there is seen a clear tendency among scientists and philosophers in practical condition
‘‘refuse” in the status for science and on the other hand — from it — like as from science —
require constantly explanations, simulation and forecasting of historical processes. All
above mentioned determine interest in this discourse and rethinking the theoretical and
methodological methods for its solution. Therefore, the aim of our consider is to analyze
problems and opportunities of history thru explaining and prediction some social processes
in the context of Hegel’s philosophical concept — system of evidential knowing based on the
rational reality comprehension.

Analysis of the problem of history as a science
Mr. Raymond Aron, Karl Marx, Karl Popper, Arnold Toynbee, Jurgen Habermas, Oswald
Spengler, Ivan Yanzhul and others were deal with the search for fundamentals of the unity
of history and its meaning or general regularity in history of philosophical and historical
thought of the world. However, by 21st century, we had come to understanding that ‘‘it was a
thorny issue about the unity of the world history, the regularity of the world-wide historical
process and progress and its direction...” [Andrushchenko & Mikhalchenko, 1996: 348].
We hope that might talk about some ‘‘imperfection” by studying this issue and the very
philosophy, what by definition raise the issue of the level for comprehension of all around
as ‘‘the one in the entire diversity” and gets answers on the level of the special one — from
‘‘the certain philosophical positions” mainly. Statements about the primacy of ‘‘linguistic
communication” (Jurgen Habermas), spiritual unity of mankind as the basis for the historical
process (Karl Jaspers), liberalism as optimal form of organization for society (Francis
Fukuyama) is significant in fact but only with aspects by analyzing philosophical problem of
optimization social processes.
Not so many philosophers in contemporary philosophical literature (underline domestic
studies of Victor Andrushchenko, Nikolai Mihalchenko, Alexey Khalapsis) start the direct
analysis the theme laws of history and reasoned conclusions — as negative so as positive
conclusions. However, some considers do not argue own position about existence of general
historical laws but give only superficially. Thus, declaring ‘‘the general laws of history”
authors list and analyze laws in certain spheres of social being (underline the monography
Andrey Korotaev) — it definitely asks for fundamental argumentation.
Thereby, it is possible to testify now that methodological pluralism that has not being
formed into the general system and replaced the monopoly of Marxism demonstrates the
eclectic set of approaches for the practice of everyday life and the same one-sided analysis
(only subjectivists). Absolutization aftermath of liberal ideology in the countries of West
and the ‘‘perfect” solution of social and political issues with linguistic communication or
the idea of the spiritual humankind unity are now the vivid testimony. This is very serious
problem for today because extremely unwelcome ‘‘scenario” is being implemented actually,
what has been described in the Georg Hegel logic; if objective and substantive aspects are
being abstracted from their mind then there will be nothing for thinking control and it starts
arbitrarily to change obeying accidental intentions of our will.. Therefore, the aim of our
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consider is to analyze problems and opportunities of history thru explaining and prediction
some social processes in the context of Hegel’s philosophical concept — system of evidential
knowing based on the rational reality comprehension.

The formation of history as a science
Analyzing the process that forms history as science through the prism of the category
of shape, we do not see any significant differences from other fundamental sciences. A
typical movement of abstraction is visible — the rationalization lifts up from events as the
certain unity of diversity — through its simplifying in the definitions — up to the forming
concepts and categorial apparatus of science. An ascending point of abstraction motion is an
eyewitnesses description of the real, certain events, — what is the ‘‘confused story which is
full of noise and fury, an idiot retold” (Shakespeare, ‘‘Macbeth”). This is a living story that
permits the large proportion for subjectivity. The primary rationalization in process of its
abstraction makes shorter and objective meanwhile give an opportunity to understand history
in stipulation necessary. Analyzing many certain events history comes onto some typical
facts, the simplify definitions and abstractions, — ridding events of their subjective parts and
accidental and unimportant circumstances. Therefore, the scientific definition of historical
objectivity it’s not only a merger with an object but by the way a distance from the object
what allows some historical fact to get close to objective fact of nature (objectivity in history
firstly is to be in accordance with an object, here — with facts of the past).
But in the process of transition from shape to content of abstraction appear some
problems. Yet on the primary rationalization stage of history gets seen some ‘‘similarity”,
nebulosity: firstly the imagination about life of people and epoch include much more points
of view than the view of the scientist but when he exhibits a spirit of time this last one
becomes, in accordance with Hegel, ‘‘the spirit the very scientist” (Hegel); secondly, the
objectivity of scientist positions levels down if he inserts unimportant in it, accidental and
outer events, transferring that on typical facts, forming historical unite; thirdly the principle
of historically could be broken, — if the scientist having a subject of research the facts from
different sources evaluates it thru the prism of cultural conditions of today [Orlyk, 2008].
These factors diverse to be called as objective and they become a significant obstacle in
solving the problem of formation of the laws of history. No other science only history that
allows studying destiny of human society, forming and forecasting its future but objective
difficulties determine a specific of this process.

Problems of historical regularities and their solution
in the context of Georg Hegel’s philosophy
The general understanding needs a previous remark — seen the insufficient understanding
phrases until today: — ‘‘general laws of history” — as if there are problems with its list.
To our mind the authors of similar assertions do not take into consideration the obvious —
history is not the monolithic science but ‘‘connecting” — as well as all fundamental sciences:
they operate laws of their sections (say optics, mechanics etc. in physics) — but formation the
general laws of science are possible only in scientific and philosophical discourse. History is
not the exception here. Laws of certain spheres of social being are at the same time the laws
of history [Stezhko & Shalimova, 2016].
Economic sphere is typical example but the definite self-sufficiency in framework of
history, as a science, makes visible and others its spheres, say military. So, Oleg Bazaluk
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underlines (as a merit) rightly that determination the laws of war by Karl Clausewitz have
passed a preliminary and typical road for motion of abstraction and rationalization of empirical
experience — from existential (that deduces anyway to an art) description a warfare by an
eyewitness (and by historian as well) up to historical and philosophical generalization: ‘‘It was
such synthesis of the professional knowledge, life experience, and prevailing philosophical
ideas of that epoch that laid the foundation for the third area of the theoretical and empirical
understanding of war and peace — historical and literary” [Bazaluk, 2017: 99].
Historical regularities, as the patterns in other sciences as well are formed through the
philosophical principles Georg Hegel — universality, rationality and objectivity. However,
this process looks specifically in general agreement of history: 1) indetermination, freedom
and unpredictability seem a rule for an ordinary life flow. Nobody can know what happens
tomorrow. Nevertheless, we know everything that happened yesterday and everything that
could be unpredictable from now on has been fixed in reality. And retrospective historical
analysis has been used to a totality of what that was done, namely to the established and fully
interconnected determinations and lines of necessity as an object for research; 2) internal and
general essence ‘‘penetrateand” connect the single and outer-unrepeatable historical events.
It constantly takes off the past doing by it these events modern and stretches ‘‘the leading
thread” to the future events — what turns their continuity on the historical regularity.
Formation content of the laws of history is hierarchical looking at wide diversity of
cultural and historical context: from empirical to statistical. Empirical laws are forming in
the result of primary rationalization of everyday life; statistic laws regulate mass phenomena
in the certain spheres of society [Orlyk, 2014], so as they are medium sized laws (say, in the
military sphere- it is not necessary to lose a war to know after that the war was impossible
to win). The very empirical and statistical laws form history as certain integrity with own
categorial apparatus, as a science that performs and methodological functions relating to all
spheres of public life. So academic of the Russian imperial academy of science Ivan Yanzhul
at the end of 19th century pointed to special significance of general historical research for
the formation of scientifically sound financial policy of the state: ‘‘meaning of the first (‘‘of
history at all” — S.O., Z.S.) it is clear: all the varied human relations are so much intertwined
each other, so much dependent on each other that impossible to study thoroughly financial
activities without knowing history of other aspects state life” [Yanzhul, 2002: 51].
The analysis of this theme earned next development in the modern scientific sphere.
So, in the thoroughly study of Russian financial policy in 1914 -1917 years was shown
how the interdependence of financial economical, social and spiritual spheres, turned to
integral regularity led ‘‘full destruction the very imperial state” [Orlyk, 2018: 568], that has
changed the general course of history. Now there appears the new directions research in
relation to which history acts as methodology. Thus, cliometrics widely uses methods of
the economical theory in combination with general historical methods. Cliometrics is using
actively as philosophical methodology so the methods other sciences: mathematics, statistics,
demography, sociology.
However, the laws of history nevertheless have the intermediate character but its own
methodological possibilities are limited — the skeptics are right in this case. A reason is
firstly, a polysemy of notions and categories of history and a unique big part of subjectivity;
secondly, the laws of history do not come beyond finite relations, fixing only at the level of
a special one, what by Georg Hegel gives a conviction but no authenticity. Common sense
is necessary and unchangeable (‘‘...as in theoretical and practical sphere are impossible
to reach a hardness and a certainty without a help of the common sense” [Hegel, 1929:
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131]) — but it is only the stage of the process of thinking because it limits a cognitive and
methodological self-independence of history, making it relative. Laws of common sense are
not specific to history because natural sciences exist in the field relative autonomy too, but it
is wider thru the unambiguity of concepts and the dynamic laws, — what make much wider
its own possibilities in explaining and predicting reality. Hegel’s words are a guide in the
next research of history as a science: ‘‘...philosophy owes its development to the experience...
Empirical sciences, from one side, do not stop on the reception of the single phenomena,
and on the way to the meeting with philosophy with the help of thought are processing stuff:
looking for general definitions, kinds and laws, they prepare, thus, content of the special
one to the opportunity including it in to philosophy” [Hegel, 1929: 30]. That is the process
of further ‘‘philosophical” comprehension is necessary, where is comprehension not yet the
general definition phenomena or laws of history (what represent integrity but only on the
stage of special one) — their general essence is comprehended. Further generalization occurs
thru the inclusion categories of history in to the categorial context philosophy — where it
turns in to the status of the concepts, becoming seemingly incomplete — before the more
general principles taken in general. So, ‘‘metropolis”, ‘‘colony” in the frameworks of history
is the categories — but these are concepts for philosophy, which need further generalization
by forming already the historical and philosophical laws-trends. The trends laws penetrate
in the essence, deep integrity of the object the research, clarifying methodical requirements
of the empirical laws and methodological requirements — history as a science. There are
at the same time probabilistic and statistical but have maximum general character, get seen
only in the big systems and act a long while. As a pattern, we can take the law of the primacy
the social being in relation social consciousness. This is the historical, philosophical integral
law that was invented Karl Marx, on individual, and psychological level was concretized by
Abraham Maslou and constantly affirming by a practice.
As a result, history becomes as necessary integrity, which essence would be interpreted
by mind not only in relation to the whole but also in details. Happens update an immediacy of
event already as a directness of the essence — as the basis what defines by itself all the sides of
the object, showing what it is indeed. The methodological apparatus of explaining, modeling
and predicting the social processes is forming from the revealed historical regularities (what,
underline, become full and effective only connecting with philosophical research).

Problems of implementation of the laws of practice
of everyday life and ways of their solution
The effectiveness of methodological apparatus indeed is much lower as desirable, because
is shown powerful influence of the subjective factors that make harder the understanding
laws, its compliance and capable at any stage again to turn history into a ‘‘confused story full
of noise and fury”. Consider how these factors are forming in the sphere of common citizens
and the social scientists.
Difficulties in understanding compliance of historical regularities in the sphere of common
citizens are as the outcome of the fact that a deep analogue of situations is complicated by
its surface and endless differences; a spreading (laziness of thinking) has for a result the
searching for simple solutions with the instantly positive results.
A sphere scientists have a comprehension that: ‘‘...another sciences, as much as they would
try to speculate without a contact to philosophy, they cannot have life, spirit, truth without
it” [Hegel, 1959: 37] but often is declared only. The main reason by Hegel is contemptuous
treatment to philosophy: scientists who ‘‘didn’t engaged to it, they imagine that they without
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some study know the situation in philosophy and having ordinary education …they may
think like philosophers by the way and evaluate philosophy” [Hegel, 1929: 21].
It is believes that disrespect does not come from the supremacy but from certain confusion
that was created by the extreme abstraction of philosophy, by the big number of its schools
and, as result, the impossibility to reach and to fulfill all its requirements. Therefore, as a
rule, general methodological settings of social scientists are based either on statistical laws of
common sense or on the ‘‘surrogate” philosophy of the metatheoretical level — in the form a
varieties of interdisciplinary methodologies (an apparatus of definitions — ‘‘paradigm”, ‘‘style
of thinking”, etc.). For sure the metatheoretical level is the necessary stage in the research
process but philosophy having ‘‘the control” is required — so, often — the interdisciplinary
methodological settings are developed by famous extra ordinal representatives of specific
sciences, who do not have the understanding the basic philosophical categories and
principles — because they achieve the level of philosophy using methods of sophistry and
eclecticism. Synergetic might be as a sample (one from the inventors is a chemist Illya
Prigozhin), in which subjectivity could be united accidentally with elements of materialistic
dialectics but little fluctuations — it seems randomly but that means unpredictably — are
able to cause mighty cataclysms. This statement proofs not enough understanding of the
philosophical nature of the fluctuations by its authors — namely as the regular manifestation
of the dialectic of quantitative and qualitative changes — small fluctuation can cause
mighty cataclysms only if it is a top of a critical mass of the previous and quantitative
accumulations, — and this is predictable in the philosophical analysis. However, it can be
observed a broad public discourse of synergetic — from ‘‘methodological” requirements to
history to ‘‘methodical”– to the medicine.
As practice proves, the diversity of philosophical trends combined with negligent attitude
to philosophy and its superficial understanding and interests, is able today to confuse and even
to distort also substantially the rational basis of everyday life. Say, philosophy postmodernism
with its absolutization of subjectivism and indeterminism, is being ‘‘passed” through the
politicians interests, is being specified in methodical settings and actions which transforms
history into an irrational order events, ‘‘predispositioned to the randomness of the circumstances
and the caprices of individual wills” (Georg Hegel). Truth in the postmodern epistemology
is replaced by the ‘‘carnival” interpretation (‘‘the status of schizophrenia”– Gilles Deleuze);
the reality ‘‘disappears” in the simulacra (‘‘the ontological anarchism” — Gilles Deleuze),
becoming fragmentary subjective mirage with elements the surrealism — the so-called
hyperreality. The radical rupture the categories of form and content (that is inadmissible in the
rational philosophy) and the paradoxical combination the absolutized forms have results from
pseudo-smart word play such as: the simulacrum is truth, ‘‘that hides that is absent”.
The embodiment of the philosophy of postmodernism in the practice of everyday life
today, in the words of Albert Camus became ‘‘scandal for common sense” because it led to
the disorientation of human behavior. Faith existence of general principles, laws, objective
truth and the confidence to the very human mind as well were trashed. Conclusions are that
TV viewers, for example, are not able to distinguish a real event from a reinforced with
a commentator’s hysterical voice the ‘‘excited reports dance”. That is the simulacrum in
fact — but people are sure that this is true — because its authors previously have taken into
account that people tendency to search for easy solutions and the simplicity projections of
simulacrums on to their own ideological preferences and low empirical experience of the
common person. We may state that postmodernism — this is the catastrophe of the Western
culture’s logic and western rationality in the version from the times of Rene Descartes.
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The distortion the historical and philosophical rational explanation of the regularities
the historical processes is also good for: 1) the statistical and probable origin of historical
regularities; 2) entire dogmatization of social processes; 3) development the historical law
in time — in the very period the partial and occasional facts may contradict the general
law necessity being the cause for comprehension of the changing the application of the law
in accordance with the politicians interests — or the reason for it is a misunderstanding
by people. It is clear that there is needed absolutely an optimal philosophical orientation
here but as Volodymyr Khmil rightly points to ‘‘nowadays politological analytics dominates
over philosophic explanation of complex democratic processes making inner basis of social
human being more obscure instead of clear identification of human values and future global
prospects” [Khmil, 2016: 47] and what, add, essentially overlapping possibilities real
understanding events in their deep causality and necessity.
We guess, there is another one essential reason for alike development of events, and it lies
in the political and organizational sphere — in the activities of political functionaries who
organize flow of daily public life. Usual, there are also objective reasons for the impossibility
fulfilling by them that what was promised previously — a changing the objective conditions
renews the line of necessity as well. It is about the other — they mainly choose only what
they are interested in — from the complex interweaving the causal-and-effect links. But
absolutization of own interests is absolating freedom turning it gradually from a ‘‘tool of the
necessity” into an arbitrariness. In addition, here the problem goes into the stream freedom
and responsibility [Stezhko & Stezhko, 2018].
Georg Hegel notes an average person ‘‘does not help in the chaos in events of world... a
flashback about similar circumstances because the pale flashback of the past has no power
comparing the vitality and freedom of today” [Hegel, 1935: 8]. And its responsibility for the
possible misunderstanding and distortion the conditions of the historical regularity are far lower
than the politician responsibility. A politician can also try to get rid of responsibility declaring
that ‘‘I... am not able to foresee the consequences that could have been prevented” [Hegel,
1934: 138]. However, he hasn’t rights for such a statement, because he‘‘... must know not
only ...as a single act but also general connected with him” [Hegel, 1934: 138] — and to
make general as a center their intentions. The politician must foresee and avoid the ‘‘trends”
of possible negative outcomes for the state — otherwise he is guilty — and responsible. This
is Georg Hegel logic of thought.

Conclusion
All above lets us to come to the following conclusions. As a result of the comprehensive
analysis the problem stated in the paper, it can be argued that the movement of primary
facts abstraction and rationalization, the formation its own categorial apparatus etc. combine
history with other fundamental sciences. And the sarcastic statements the opponents of history
as a science that can be considered the absolutisation some positions, is mostly a peculiar
reflection of its specificity — multileveling, multiaspectings, ambiguity, an incredible
dynamism and subjectivism what make history one of the most difficult among the sciences.
A feature history, as we think, is proves and of an unsolved of the main problem — the
ontologization the historical reality (or an impossibility of resolving — a topic is waiting for
some new researches). Perhaps, an exit over the limits of the philosophical absolutisation
of the subjectivity principle is going to be real when the paradigm of historical knowledge
is not being directed, say, on to ontologizing the ‘‘carnival” values but on to the objectivity.
The affirmation about impossibility to predict history of the future might also be thought
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only a demonstration its features: that is right and wrong together. Variants the dates and
the circumstances are not able really being predictable. But the basic features of events are
allowed to explain, to model and to predict — the allowed limits of an ambiguity. The need
for a much longer their accompanying of philosophy (in comparison with natural sciences)
can be attributed to the specificity of the laws of history. Subjectively and irrational moment
(‘‘mysticism”, according to Georg Hegel) in the laws of history also is legitimate: ratio is able
to ‘‘write into” it into the general background of statistically and probabilistic regularitiesimportant is not only to pass over the line of measure. Also important is a change the priorities
of consciousness — the overall expectations that the laws of history are the very recipes and
resulting the categorical statements about the uselessness philosophy and ‘‘non-scientictics”
of history. It cannot be overemphasized Hegel’s warns about need acting in the dialectic
range of the quantitative and qualitative changes and not to cross over the line of measure —
so ‘‘we are vexed by the very... unmeasurable... and even there we are getting our bliss where
we are also under a greatest danger...” [Nietzsche, 1990: 225]. An ignoring methodological
demand of Heraclitus-Hegel — to observe everything thru variability — can even nullify the
titanic strivings about optimization the social processes.
Thus, obvious is that there is no miraculous laws-recipes in order to achieve the desired
image of future society — there is needed a painstaking, all-inclusive practical work for
creation the certain structures creatures, for example, ‘‘Institute of the Future” where
philosophers, economists, mathematicians, psychologists, futurologists and other work
together. Because of continuous monitoring the situation and adjustment (necessarily within
the framework of historical and philosophical regularities and of the strategic horizon of
planning) the intentions and actions of the leading participants of the historical actionings
make potentially possible the essential optimization of social processes (but not complete —
because this is an ideal).
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Introduction
Transcendental philosophy changes the object of study, it is not the thing (as it is in
naturalism), but the analysis of the conditions for the possibility of their cognition. In the
Critique of Pure Reason, 1781, German philosopher Immanuel Kant (1724–1804) defines a
new methodological strategy, what he called the changed method in our way of thinking. This
means that philosophy does not examine the object, but the transcendental conditions that
make it an object of knowledge. In this way, Immanuel Kant accomplishes the “Copernican
revolution” in metaphysics from substance to a subject, who perceives objects. The
transcendental turn in philosophy passed in three directions: firstly, transcendental idealism,
secondly, neo-Kantianism and transcendental phenomenology, which became popular in
Europe analytical Kantianism, and thirdly, analytic philosophy. All these three areas are
different from one another, but on the other hand, complement each other. There are different
classifications, but for research, it is important to use the essence of the transcendental method
and transcendental philosophy. The purpose of this article is to answer the question about,
what does transcendental turn in philosophy mean for philosophical cosmology?

An object of study in transcendental philosophy
When we try to answer the question of what a transcendental turn in philosophy is, we
find that on the one hand, it is a new metaphysics with its ideas, on the other — the theory of
experience, or modern philosophy of science, on the third — the theory of consciousness. In
turn, the transcendental turn shifted the emphasis of philosophy from a substance, from the
doctrinal conviction in the existence of the external world and its objects to the internal world,
the subjective world. Thus, man no longer existed in space, but the cosmos was constructed in
the consciousness of man. Transcendental (from the Latin Transcendens — on the other side)
literally means going beyond. In the 20th century, Immanuel Kant and his philosophy were
rediscovered, primarily within the framework of analytical philosophy. It is associated with
the names of Peter Strawson, Wilfrid Sellars, John Bennett, and many others. Transcendental
philosophy of Immanuel Kant made a turn in the understanding of man and his being, and the
doctrine of being, or metaphysics, was the main philosophical discipline in antiquity and in
the Middle Ages. In the history of philosophy, human existence was understood secondary,
it was not the main problem, and the best fate of man was presented as contemplation and
obedience to higher Being. The transcendental turn in philosophy changed the perception of
a person who turned out to be the center of a coordinate system. The human “Ego” was not
recognized as a fundamental entity, but its creative activity, which constitutes the phenomenal
world, came to the fore. After transcendental turn “Ego” has become the only source of
activity that generates things. The French philosopher Rene Descartes (1596–1650) believed
that not the divine, but the human “Ego” is the most obvious reality, and it is in itself regarded
as a constant source of mental activity, creating the world inside human consciousness. The
things of the external world, as a phenomenon of consciousness, according to Immanuel
Kant, represent the unity of the content and the act of its design. A new approach to Immanuel
Kant’s transcendentalism was proposed by Edmund Husserl (1859–1938). He focused on
passive contemplation, and not just the constructive activity of the “Ego”, however, in the
transcendental philosophy, the ontological status of things remains unclear. The Lifeworld
appears in the phenomenology of Edmund Husserl not only as of the ground of science.
Our everyday experience has the ability to provide access to “the things themselves”, to the
real world. Perception, despite its non-verbal character, Edmund Husserl also refers to the
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cognitive act. In this case, it implies clarifying the conditions for the possibility that in the
everyday experience we are given a “real” world. According to Edmund Husserl knowledge
of essences can be possible by bracketing all assumptions about the existence of an external
world [Husserl, 1982].
However, the new methodological strategy, which Immanuel Kant calls the changed
method of thinking, according to which if we ask about the possibility of knowing a priori,
we proceed not from the object, but from the transcendental conditions that make it an object
of possible knowledge. Visible space and perceived time according to the transcendental
philosophy are the conditions of perception. In transcendental philosophy, the experience is
the beginning of knowledge, according to Immanuel Kant, the connection of the elements
of experience refers to the necessary a priori activity of the mind. This activity of the mind
with experience Immanuel Kant considers transcendental research: “I call all cognition
transcendental that is occupied not so much with objects but rather with our mode of
cognition of objects insofar as this is to be possible a priori. A system of such concepts
would be called transcendental philosophy.” [Kant, 1998: 149]. The history of transcendental
philosophy can be divided into several stages. The first stage is the transcendental philosophy,
already mentioned, by Immanuel Kant. This stage influenced the emergence of German
transcendental idealism. The transcendental methodology originally existed in philosophy,
but over time it began to move into science, or rather, this methodology tried to be more
scientific. It refers to the term “science” as it was understood in the 19th century. On the
next stages, neo-Kantianism and transcendental phenomenology brought an idea to make
philosophy a strict science. The next stage in the history of philosophical thought was
the “linguistic turn”, characterized by transcendental logic. On the one hand, this stage is
associated with positivism and analytical philosophy, and on the other hand, this period is
associated with epistemological constructivism. Despite the conceptual differences between
the historical phases of the development of transcendental philosophy, common to them is
the transcendental methodology. Transcendental philosophy studies the cognitive abilities
rather than the empirical elements of our knowledge; it studies the transcendental conditions
of cognitive activity, including scientific knowledge.
Using the achievements of transcendental philosophy, especially its methodology
and terms, natural sciences, it is possible to increase the general scientific methodology.
In his early works, Immanuel Kant explored space and its evolution. This fact suggests an
opportunity to make an attempt to combine cosmological knowledge with transcendental
methodology.
Transcendental philosophy or transcendentalism, both terms are used as synonyms.
First, transcendentalism is a form of theory of knowledge; secondly, transcendentalism
is a characteristic of the views of a number of philosophers, as mentioned — Immanuel
Kant or Edmund Husserl; and thirdly, transcendentalism in a broad sense is a historical and
philosophical trend, the focus of which is on the concepts of transcendental and transcendent.
The task of transcendental philosophy is to clarify the conditions and boundaries of human
cognition, the objectivity, and intersubjectivity of knowledge associated with ontology.
In the relationship between experience and intellect Immanuel Kant reconciles two
traditions, knowledge is impossible without the interaction of sensory experience and
intellect. Any experimental science begins with sensory knowledge with a further erection
into abstract concepts, a priori forms of sense that transform the flow of sensory data into
phenomena. Thus, visual space is an experience of space that is created by an observer. Visual
space is a subjective analog of the space of physical objects. “Subordination of phenomena to
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categories, and, consequently, reasoning occurs on the following grounds: 1) all phenomena
are in space and time; 2) the a priori synthesis of representation a priori concerns the space
itself and time; 3) phenomena must obey the transcendental unity of such synthesis, as well
as the categories that represent this unity a priori.” [Minakov, 2006: 40].
In the Anglo-American philosophical tradition, transcendental philosophy is usually
associated with the name of the founder of the transcendentalism movement, Ralph
Waldo Emerson (1803–1882). In his interpretation, the idealistic philosophy of German
transcendentalism received a peculiar interpretation. For Ralph Emerson, transcendentalism
was idealism, closer to romanticism in art than to science in its modern sense: If the stars
should appear one night in a thousand years, how would men believe and adore; and preserve
for many generations the remembrance of the city of God which had been shown! But every
night come out these preachers of beauty, and light the universe with their admonishing
smile.” [Emerson, 1836: 9-10]. For a philosopher, the whole world of earthly and celestial
objects consisted not of matter, in its scholastic understanding, but of the ideas of human
consciousness. The whole world is built in such a way that it is very convenient for humanity.
All the laws of physics and logic, all the constants and maxima exist not just like that, but
especially for life. In modern philosophy of cosmology, this theory is studied as an Anthropic
Principle.

Transcendental cosmos in philosophical cosmology and realism
In philosophical cosmology there are questions about the limits of scientific knowledge,
the fact is that in cosmology there are no features present in other areas of physics. Physical
laws describe the functions of an immutable system; explanations of these laws often work if
they are inductively applied to a wider context. But this does not happen, for example, with
the theory of the initial state, it cannot appeal to any of the ideas. Scientists have access to
study only a small part of the universe, and there is no broader context.
The philosophers of science have a desire to apply such a philosophical method to the
natural sciences, and especially to cosmology. The fact is that space objects are not as such as
they are observed from the Earth, but they represent peculiar phenomena of consciousness.
The “transcendental shift” changed the interest from empirical research to transcendental
research, which in turn does not diminish the importance of empirical sciences, but
complements the understanding of the results of their research. Philosopher Alexei Nesteruk
from the University of Portsmouth, England, in his article Towards Constituting the Identity
of the Universe: Apophaticism and Transcendental Delimiters in Cosmology, is studying
the place of realism in modern cosmology. He wrote that the limits of understanding of
the Universe are arising from the specifics of the human condition. From this idea follows
the conclusion about the need to abandon the strict truths of cosmological definitions. This
entails the need to weaken the requirement of strict realism in cosmology: “Correspondingly,
cosmology models the universe as a whole (that is as a global extended space and time) by
using observations and physical theories developed in its infinitesimal part, that is on the
planet Earth, and within a tiny period of time with respect not only to the age of the universe,
but to the history of humanity as well” [Nesteruk, 2012: 381]. Agreeing with this thesis
should add the following ideas. Since all of our knowledge of the cosmos is drawn from
observations made on the same planet, this situation is reminiscent of Hegel’s critical analysis
of abstract thinking. The space we are observing is not such at the moment; moreover, it is not
represented as such as it was in the past. He appears to us as such only because we observe
him from such time and space, and that is not homogeneous. “Thus the transcendental
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constitution of the universe naturally requires the extension of the cosmological quest to
the intelligible realm thus extending the very body of the physical cosmology beyond the
physical as such. The physical itself becomes a matter of constitution appealing to some
general rules of the understanding and reason that is to the principle of human rationality”
[Nesteruk, 2012: 382].
Scientists believe that space and time, as everything in them, are objects of perception.
In fact, they are not objects of perception, for the same reason that the eye cannot see itself.
The eye can see the reflection of itself in the mirror, but not itself. We see all things in space
and perceive all things in time, but we cannot see space itself and sense of time. Therefore, a
philosophical question arises before a scientist: how to study the cosmos and not the objects
of the cosmos? Every perception presupposes the concepts of space and time, according to
the transcendental philosophy, if we did not have a priori concepts, then sensory perception
would not be possible at all.
Empirical philosophy has studied human perception in detail, but its principles are not
applicable to space objects and to space. The fact is that the perceived reality on the earth
seems momentary; the objects perceived not far away are at the same time as the objects on the
horizon. Since the time of Augustine of Hippo (354–430), there has been an idea of subjective
perception of time; he believed that there are three times. In Book XI of the Confessions
(397), Augustine explored the nature of time. He made the following claims regarding the
past, present, and future: “The past is no longer, it was; the future is not yet, but it will be;
the present is, but cannot last because if the present would last, then it would be eternity and
not the present” [Augustine, 2006: 242-243]. With what time does a scientist work when he
looks at the starry sky? Being in his subjective time, the astronomer is sure that he is looking
at the sky and seeing the past of the cosmos. This is due, as has been said, to the speed of
light. Light takes years, centuries, thousands of years and more to fly from distant stars to an
observer on Earth. However, the problem is that the astronomer does not look into the past,
in his earthly understanding. Applying the concept of the past from earthly experience, we
forget that the cosmos is not a homogeneous past. In the perception of the starry sky, different
stars are in different past, close stars look like they were decades ago, distant stars look like
they were thousands of years ago. All this is perceived by an astronomer as a flat image, as a
collage of different periods of the past. Since all objects of space are perceived from different
periods of time, we can only talk about a specific phenomenon of the observed space. And
this phenomenon has never had a real connotation, the cosmologist will never be able to see
the cosmos in its present state, but also the astronomer will never see the cosmos as it was at
one moment in the past. Our consciousness accepts light and forms phenomena, in the same
way, we experience the world, but we see only visible light. A person sees only one percent
of the light spectrum and he is convinced that the world looks exactly as it seems. In modern
cosmology, scientists use more objective characteristics of space objects. For example, the
red color of the planet Mars, known since ancient times, is specified in science by natural
light. Studying space, scientists have long used ultraviolet waves, radio waves, X-rays, which
expands our knowledge of space, but creates new transcendental phenomena. Thus, the
transcendental methodology in physical cosmology brings a new conception of the cosmos.
The modern philosophy of cosmology is closely connected with physics and mathematics,
it studies the paradoxes faced by science. For example, there is the paradox of the origin of
inertia known as the Mach Principle. The idea that inertia is due to distant matter belongs
to Julian B. Barbour and Herbert Pfister. Alternatively, for example, there are various
attempts to solve the time arrow Paradox. If symmetry predominantly occurs in physics,
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then where does the arrow of time come from? There are different views on this problem, for
example, the theory of Georg F. R. Ellis, or another look of Roger Penrose. For philosophers,
the presence of a large number of theories, pluralism of opinions in physical cosmology
suggests that there can be no consensus. For them, there is no sufficient evidence in favor
of a particular theory, and the world of nature extends far beyond what can be directly
established through observations or experiments. At the beginning of the 20th century, French
physicist, philosopher, and historian of science Pierre Maurice Marie Duhem (1861–1916)
declared about the difficulty in establishing physical theories conclusively. Pierre Duhem
analyzed from a philosophical point of view two directions in science: the explanatory theory
of Descartes-Laplace on the one hand, and the descriptive theory of Pascal-Ampère on the
other. The first theory should explain the scientific discoveries, the second — to systematize
the results. However, Pierre Duhem considered that in his logical system the physical theory
is not an explanation of the experimental data, as there are always facts that are inaccessible
to the researcher. Based on the limited facts of boundless phenomena, such an interpretation
belongs to the field of metaphysics. Developing, science will move away from this method,
accumulating and systematizing the theoretical experience of experimental results. Pierre
Duhem outlined his philosophical views on the problem of science in his book The Aim
and Structure of the Physical Theory, 1906 [Duhem, 1954]. In the second half of the 20th
century, another philosopher Willard Van Orman Quine (1908–2000) offered the argument
for a strikingly general version of underdetermination. Together, these two points of view are
called the Duhem-Quine thesis, which states that it is impossible to definitively determine the
truth of a scientific theory, but it is possible from a philosophical point of view to evaluate. If
Pierre Duhem claimed that it is impossible to test one hypothesis separately from others, and
thus find out which is correct and which is not, and then his colleague Willard Quine argued
that in spite of everything, any knowledge can be considered as true if we make adjustments
in some other fragment of the knowledge system. From the Quine’s thesis follows the
unfalsifiability of scientific theories, as well as the possibility of their endless edits based on
new facts. These views are close to the ideas of conventionalists, who believe that the essence
of all theories is the agreement of scientists. The ideas of Willard Quine are criticized by
philosophers of science, for example, Larry Laudan. The philosopher criticized the tradition
of positivism, realism, and relativism; thereby he defended science as a progressive and
privileged institution against social problems.

Anglo-American and Ukrainian philosophy and problems
of philosophical cosmology
Thus, not only in physics but also in cosmology, there can and should remain unresolved
questions in connection with the large scale of the cosmos. On the one hand, a huge range of
problems seems impossible, but there are limits. One of such limits, in the opinion of both
domestic and foreign scientists, is the speed of light. There is a visual horizon representing
the most distant matter from which we can receive information through electromagnetic
radiation. This once again confirms the impossibility of an exhaustive knowledge of space. In
an accelerating universe, there are events that will never be visible on Earth, since the signals
from future events will be redshifted. There is a limit to the farthest distance that we can see,
measuring in units of distance today.
In modern science, there is a curious principle called the anthropic principle. This
argument can be formulated as follows: “We see the Universe like this because only in such
a Universe could an observer appear”. This confirms the subjective principle of perception.
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This principle was proposed to explain from a scientific point of view why in the observable
Universe there are relations between the fundamental physical parameters necessary for the
existence of life, namely, intelligent life. The physical conditions necessary for our existence
influence what we observe. This seemingly paradoxical conclusion is connected with the
name of the scientist Robert Henry Dicke (1916–1997). Paul Adrien Maurice Dirac (1902–
1984) noted that the gravitational constant G is approximately equal to the inverse age of the
Universe, and suggested that such a correspondence is not accidental, that it is fundamental
for all stages of the Universe’s development. Robert Dicke showed that the constant G
determines the lifetime of stars such as the sun. These stars create chemical elements for the
development of life, and also provide energy for life in the form of light and heat. However,
in other eras, according to the idea of Paul Dirac, intelligent life simply cannot exist. This was
the first modern application of what is now called the weak anthropic principle. However, as
historians of science discovered, the idea of the anthropic principle existed for a long time. If
the term “anthropic principle” was first proposed in 1973 by the English physicist Brandon
Carter, then the first was clearly formulated by the Soviet physicist from Ukraine Abraham
Zelmanov (1913–1987) in 1955. Later, he simplified it to the wording “... we are witnessing
processes of a certain type because processes of a different type proceed without witnesses”
[Zelmanov, 1970: 395-400].
In 1986, the first book was published by John David Barrow and Frank J. Tipler The
Anthropic Cosmological Principle, 1986, in which the authors described their philosophical
views on cosmological problems. Thus began the growth of the popularity of the theory, and
soon the first conferences devoted to this theory took place. Nobel laureate Steven Weinberg
stated that the anthropic principle has a somewhat dubious status in physics. And in the
opinion of a native of Lviv, Ukraine, Gennady Gorelik, the anthropic principle essentially
belongs not so far to physics, but to metaphysics [Gorelik, 1989: 384]. The theory of the
anthropic principle once again confirms the need for a philosophical understanding of physical
cosmology. The idea that the Universe has such a view as it can be seen by an observer is
called the Weak Anthropic Principle. This principle confirms the fact that our view of the
cosmos is due to our existence. This can be explained with the following example: If we
imagine the time of the existence of space in one earth year, then the observer was born
and lives in the summer and tries to understand what spring, autumn, and winter are. The
idea of a strong anthropic principle implies the need for the existence of such conditions
in the Universe under which intelligent life is necessary. An interesting formulation of the
principle was made by the American theoretical physicist John Archibald Wheeler (19112008), who said: “Observers are necessary to bring the Universe into being” [Wheeler, 1927:
27]. Interestingly, this formulation recalls some ideas of the philosopher of the German
transcendental idealism Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (1770-1831). According to Georg
Hegel, what is reasonable is real; that which is real is reasonable. He was not an evolutionist,
but he believed that the Universe had passed through the stages of development. The central
concept of the philosophy of Georg Hegel — the absolute spirit — passes through stages in
the process of self-knowledge. So pure logic becomes unreasonable nature and consciousness
appears in this nature. Human consciousness is called to know the Absolute, which exists in
a way that can be understood. Moreover, the predecessor of Georg Hegel, the transcendental
philosopher Immanuel Kant, before studying the Critique of Pure Reason, studied astronomy
and even developed a cosmological theory of the development of the Universe from a dust
cloud. As Hume emphasized, however, intuitive assessments from everyday life of whether a
given event is likely, or requires a further explanation, do not extend to cosmology [Smeenk,
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2017]. The anthropic principle is in apparent contradiction with the cosmological principle
of Copernicus, whose discovery was admired by Immanuel Kant. Immanuel Kant called his
transcendental discovery the “Copernican Turn”. In turn, Copernicus believed that the place
where humanity exists is not privileged. Our planet is ordinary in space. If we consider not one
planet, but the entire Universe, then the relations between the fundamental constants, which
make possible the existence of highly organized matter, are necessary for the emergence of
intelligent life. Consequently, only some universes are habitable. In the usual physical space,
the Solar System also occupies a rather special position — its orbit in the Galaxy is on the
corotation circle, where the period of the star orbits around the center of the Galaxy coincides
with the period of the spiral arms. Thus, the Sun rarely passes through the arms of the Galaxy,
where near-term outbreaks of supernovae are likely. Such comfortable conditions for the
observer cannot lead to the question of destination. Alternatively, that Cosmos influences the
observer or the observer on Cosmos?
Take for example the observer effect, which in many respects resembles the ideas of
transcendental philosophy. This is a group of hypotheses about the possibility of an observer
influencing elementary particles. The physicist Niels Henrik David Bohr (1885–1962)
believed that the observer played a leading role in shaping reality. According to Niels Bohr,
if without an observer external reality is only a probability, then concrete reality appears
only in the process of observation. It is known that some scientists and philosophers
consider the concepts of “observer”, “man”, and “human consciousness” synonymous. The
aforementioned John Wheeler suggests the notion of “participant”. The aforementioned
anthropic principle of John Wheeler means that the Universe without a reasonable participant
will not acquire the status of reality. The idea that the observer could determine or change
reality did not appeal to Albert Einstein (1879-1955), he joked that then any mouse could
change the Universe only by looking at it. However, in quantum physics, the observer played
an important role from the very beginning. Therefore, in the end, as the scientists ironically
note, Schrödinger’s cat ate Einstein’s mouse. In this case, it was about the philosophy of
physics, which is close to philosophical cosmology. This is a branch of philosophy that
studies the concepts and methodology of physics as part of science. It analyzes, for example,
the problem of the mismatch of ontological and physical problems, such as understanding
the physics and philosophy of the concepts of time and space. The philosophy of physics also
includes the problem of causality, which manifests itself only in the physical world and in
connection with the latter, the problem of correlation.
Interdisciplinary research always faces the problem of demarcation — the search for the
criterion for determining the scientific theory of empirical science and unscientific theory,
as well as assumptions and statements of philosophy, metaphysics, and the formal sciences.
The task for the scientist is to define the boundaries of science, separating it from other
methods of knowledge. As a result of a long dialogue between philosophers of science
and scientists in various fields of science, despite some agreement on the fundamentals of
scientific methodology, modern philosophers and historians of science rejected the idea
of differentiation as a pseudo-problem. In fact, it is very difficult to say where the border
of science is. At present, in the philosophy of science, there is much more agreement on
particular criteria than on the general criterion of demarcation between science and nonscience. In the preface to the book by Anna-Teresa Tymieniecka (1923–2014), a famous
American philosopher from Poland, entitled “Phenomenology and the Human Positioning
in the Cosmos: The Life-world, Nature, Earth: Book One”, there is the conclusion about
the philosophy of the author; “…transcendental realm of logos is not to be identified only
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with human consciousness but also with the entire manifestation of the forces of earth and
cosmos” [Tymieniecka, 2012: 5]. In her views, the phenomenologist does not agree with
the idea of abstaining from the hasty judgment of objective reality. She said that the human
soul is able to reflect the universal ordering of the Universe. American scientist of Ukrainian
origin, George Gamow (1904–1968) is one of the developers of the Big Bang theory studied
the relict radiation of the universe, which testifies to events billions of years ago. Like many
other astrophysicists, he studied space objects that existed long ago in the past. George
Gamow set himself the task of simply describing cosmological theories in simple terms,
attaching them with philosophical arguments on the topic of infinity, probability theory, the
emergence of the world [Gamow, 1947]. Consequently, both cosmologists and physicists
study the phenomena of the distant past, having assumptions about their current state. This
means that in the conditions of work not with objects, but with their phenomena, science can
benefit from transcendental philosophy, which has been dealing with this problem for more
than two centuries.
In the Ukrainian philosophy of science, there are attempts of interdisciplinary space
exploration. Among them it is worth mentioning the theory of “Evolving matter”, according to
Oleg Bazaluk: “The theory “Evolving matter” gave the possibility of creating the philosophy
of the cosmos, which is a new universal philosophical teaching about being. The new teaching
united the disparate scientific knowledge of cosmology, biology, and neuroscience through
the general philosophical idea “Those Who Transform the Universe” [Bazaluk, 2018: 12].
On the possibility of cooperation of physical cosmology and philosophy claims American
professor James R. Johnson. He argues that such concepts as infinity, the multiverse, are
more likely to metaphysics than to physics: “Since parallel universes reside forever outside
our vision, future experiments and theoretical calculations can provide only circumstantial
evidence for their existence. If experiments are not conclusive, then we are in the realm of
metaphysics where proposals by philosophers are as valid as theoretical scientific theories”
[Johnson, 2018: 15]. Increased interest in philosophical cosmology is observed in the Taras
Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, a number of scientific works on the subject of
philosophical cosmology were published by professors of the Faculty of Philosophy, and the
course “Cosmology in the History of European Philosophy” was introduced [Rudenko, 2018:
136]. Contemporary transcendental philosophy was developed by German philosopher Harald
Holz. He liberated transcendental philosophy from the convergence of neo-Kantianism, also
he critically discussed the relation between transcendental philosophy, on the one hand, and
neo-empiricism, on the other. He replaced focus from the orientation towards substance to an
orientation towards relations [Holz, 2006].

Conclusions
From the above, we can draw the following conclusions. The use of the transcendental
methodology in philosophical cosmology can contribute to a change in the conception of the
cosmos, the introduction of new terms and concepts. A new look at realism in philosophical
cosmology contributes to the development of physical cosmology, the rethinking of its
object. The interdisciplinary dialogue of philosophical cosmology with its methods and
physical cosmology with its objects, as shown in the article, promotes mutual development.
The use of transcendental methodology will make it possible to clarify the use of terms.
For example, the question of the actual form of space objects and space as a whole will be
removed. Even the simple question of one of the forms of galaxies, namely the spiral, how
do we see it complete? If the object of the intentional act is a spiral galaxy turned sideways
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to the observer, then how it looks causes questions. Suppose its nearest edge is thousands of
light-years away, then the farthest edge is located 100 thousand light-years further (according
to the approximate size of the galaxy). This means that these two stars are not where they are
seen from Earth, but the apparent distance between them is also illusory. This illusiveness
is clearly inconsistent with the severity of science, but this problem can be removed by the
philosophical concept of the phenomenon.
This application of the transcendental methodology in philosophical cosmology can
influence the terms of physical cosmology. Therefore, for example, scientists use not just
the term “Universe”, but also the clarified term “Visible Universe”, thus emphasizing the
relative nature of the phenomenon. Such an example is the result of a rethinking of realism in
the natural sciences. Such clarifications may apply to other terms, for example, not a “space
object” will become the subject of research by cosmologists, but the “space phenomenon”.
Not the fusion of black holes will be observed, but the phenomenon of fusion of black holes.
Based on the above, the transcendental philosophy will allow rethinking not the concept of
space, which has been studied well enough, but the concept of time, whose earthly experience
does not apply to phenomena located at so remote boundaries. Visible constellations consist
of stars that are not on a plane, but at different distances from the earth, respectively, in
different segments of the past. Accordingly, the visible constellation does not reflect reality
but can be studied as a phenomenon.
There are events that can occur now at the other end of the Universe, which in the
conditions of the expanding space will never transmit information to us. The question of
their existence cannot be proved, only predicted. Like many metaphysical questions, they
can be asked, but cannot be proved. Thus, cosmology faces the metaphysical problem of the
existence of the unprovable. All this testifies to the impossibility of pure positive knowledge
without a metaphysical element.
Knowledge about the cosmos can be refined by the subjectivity of perception as is done
in transcendental philosophy.
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Introduction. The sources of imaginations of the Cosmos
in speculative fiction
Authors research methodology is based on results of contemporary studies in field of
Philosophy and Cosmology represented by Oleg Bazaluk [Bazaluk, 2017], Volodymyr
Pryhodko [Pryhodko, 2018], Olena Polischuk [Polischuk, 2018], Iryna Liashenko [Liashenko,
2018].
Trying to describe the ways of constructing the forms of the Cosmos, we should initially
indicate the framework in which these analyzes would be carried out. This referring above
all to the very understanding of the notion of speculative fiction. Etymologically, it originates
from classical Greek and can mean both an empty product of imagination or dreams and
intellectual mediation as well. Contemporary authors of fantasy works use imagination to
create a variety of imaginary worlds. Basically, it can be assumed that they use a fantastic
imagination in three not always related planes. The first one treats fantasy as simple forms
of the imagination, which basic function is lucidity. In this case is completely irrelevant
whether these images contain any cognitive content. One can even accept Samuel Taylor
Colerdig’s opinion that it is empty fantasy [eNotes, 15 Mar. 2010]. The second type of fantasy
is proposed by Roger Caillois [Caillois, 2005] and it is just that model in the assumption
break a rational image of the world. They force the recipient to adopt a new intellectual and
emotional attitude towards the vision created by the artist that turns out for the audience the
“scandal of reason.” The third type of fantasy is present in the reflection of the outstanding
Romanian religious scholar Mircea Eliade [Eliade 1993] and includes shapes of the
imagination mediated by the content present in religious experience. Consequently, fantastic
creativity can create shapes directed to pure aesthetic appeal and to speculative or cognitive
content that cannot be expressed in a real and objective form.
Due to the specifics of fantastic images so outlined, it should be stated at the outset that
fantastic works have been present in culture from the very beginning of mankind. It means
that the fantastic fshapes of the universe present in contemporary culture have their sources
also in eldest cultural text. Due to the fact that speculative fiction in the world of popular
culture is essentially divided into fantasy and Science Fiction, it seems reasonable to analyze
the source models used by the authors of these two types of creativity. The first model is
associated with the shape of Living Cosmos, which is presented in the mythical narratives
characteristic for the archaic culture.
This model of the Living Cosmos is described by Mircea Eliade and other religious
scholars, who point toward several features characteristic for this model and they underline
the following issue: primarily that this model is tripartite mostly and it includes Earth and
the afterlife, i. e. heaven and hell. According to Lenoir it is also possible to make distinction
into the lunar world, the world under the moon and the world above the moon. [Lenoir, 2002:
1531-1636]. These worlds are combined by axis mundi inaugurating communication and
travelling between them. This allows not only the expedition of heroes into the afterlife, but
also the entry into the human world of numinous beings.
One of the essential features of this model is the permanent tension between the chaos that
is primary to the Living Cosmos and the Cosmos. This tension ultimately determines the fate
of the Cosmos and the style of its existence. It is extremely important that the Universe in this
model is inhomogeneous, which gives the possibility of constant interference of numinous
forces in its functioning. Here the most important feature of this model appears. This source
is inherent for the activity of the sacred, which means that the order of existence is founded
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in sacred reality as a higher order of reality. The wholeness is based on a specific preestablished harmony that assumes the primacy of good over evil, or the equivalence of forces
of creation and destruction. The most important feature of this model of Living Cosmos
is the rule of harmony that combines creation with destruction and isolates this area from
the field of chaos. This model should be supplemented with the entire advanced theological
structure characteristic of monotheistic religions [Ouaknin, 2006] and such works as the
famous Somnium Scipionis [Macrobius, 1848] Cicero. In the case of monotheistic religions,
it is important to introduce metaphysical speculative approaches that adopt the model of the
One Creator as the Aristotelian First Cause. On the other hand, Somnium Sciponis, with its
concept of the Cosmos, has shaped the imagination of the inhabitants of Europe for centuries,
as Carl Staples Lewis wrote about [Lewis, 2008].
The second model is connected with the practice of the rationality referring to the world
and contains both the texts of presocratics and Aristotle as well as all subsequent works
functioning in this cognitive paradigm.
In this context, we could speak about two basic sources of imagination. The first one is
connected with myths and assumes a pre-established harmony. This source of imagination may
lead to the production of metaphysical schemes in the type of Porphyry’s tree characteristic
of Aristotelian-Thomistic metaphysics and ultimately referring to religious experience. The
second source whereas is responsible for the vision of a homogeneous universe (in a sense
that no “invasive sacrum” may fund it), equally important is that it does not affect its mode
of existence. Both of these models could be used independently or in hybrid combinations
in artistic practice.
At the same time, it should be pointed out that the mythological model is most often used
in fantasy novels, whereas the model based on scientific and non-religious cognition usually
appears in SF novels.

The consequences of inhomogeneity of the Universe in fantasy
The essence of the depictions of the Cosmos in fantasy novels is ambiguous. Authors,
who are referring to mythical heritage, use several types of ways for implementing different
models of the Cosmos to the world of literary and cinema fiction. However, one can point to a
few basic types that appear in the works based on the mythical images of the Living Cosmos.
The first of them is connected with the indication of the beginning of the Universe. Here
we have several models, which are based either on the idea of the primacy of chaos against
the Cosmos or on the Judeo-Christian concept of creatio ex nihilo. The last one assumes the
primacy of the God Creator over the cosmos.
The motif of chaos is often used in the description of the beginning of Universe. It may be
a reference to the Sumerian-Babylonian plots in which deities emerge from chaos, as is the
case in Dark Materials [Pullman, 1995-2000] and then they undertake creation activity. In
addition, it might be a model in which supernatural beings start to limit the impact of chaos
and as a result of such type of activity they establish to existence of the Universe. This model
is realized in three novels of the Amber Chronicle series [Zelazny, 1970-91]: The Courts of
Chaos [Zelazny 1978], Prince of Chaos [Zelazny 1991], A sign of Chaos [Zelazny 1987].
Similar themes are at the heart of the Marvel comic series and next in movies series about
Thor and his father struggling with the powerful forces of evil in the name of order and peace.
This is particularly vividly presented in the movie titled Thor: The Dark World (2013, dir.
Alan Taylor) and Thor Ragnarok (2017, dir. Taika Waititi), as well as the Guardians of the
Galaxy (2014, dir. James Gunn).
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The third model that implements chaos is connected with the destructive power that leads
to the destruction of the order of the Universe. This destruction could be portrayed as the
disintegration of the physical structures of the world [Zelazny, 1981], or the emergence of
a new model based on the management of the Universe through the forces of chaos. In this
case, we have two types of using this motif. The first one is based on bringing chaos to the
axiological level (Hjörward Chronicles) [Pierumow, 1995] whereas the second one actualizes
a specific amorphism that arises from the lack of rules organizing the existence in the cosmos
(Other Songs) [Dukaj, 2003]. The motive of chaos is linked to the images of the Cosmos
on the basis of strong antagonism. What is chaotic may even be more primordial than the
cosmos itself, but remaining amorphous, it does not assume any orderly shape. Therefore,
the mythopoeic mechanisms, which create an imaginary universe, are often based on the
mythological archetypes of the extraction of matter from the field of chaos. Also, they could
be grounded on the mythological archetypes of limiting the influence of chaos on the process
of ordering of the world. This tension between amorphous chaos and the ordered Cosmos
could be the basement for different further plots. The universes depicted in them, are not
only shown in an antagonized manner and very often axiologically marked, but they allow
to create plots in which the functioning of the cosmos is constantly threatened by chaos.
Avoiding this threatening and reestablishing order is possible only at the numinous level. In
the cinema art it could be noticed in such movies like Avatar (2009, dir. James Cameron),
Thor: The Dark World (2013 dir. Alan Tylor) and Thor Ragnarok (2017, dir. Taika Waititi).
Referring to numinous qualities not only allows us to call the Living Cosmos into existence,
but also gives it very specific qualities related to the very essence of the Sacredness. The very
nature of the sacred, according to the recognition of religious scholars, such as the one already
referred to above by Mircea Eliade or Rudolf Otto [Otto, 1993] introduces the division of the
universe into two domains: 1) the sacred (numinous), eternal, omnipotent and one which lies
beyond human conceiving of good and evil; and 2) profanum remaining in total dependence
on the sacred. For this reason, the model of the “invasion of the sacred” which is caused by the
Universe’s existence and functioning, makes simultaneously responding factors responsible
both for its creative and destructive aspects. Therefore, the morphology of the Living Cosmos
is dyadic. The first moment is associated with the natural field of the sacred and the second
moment is connected with profanum. At the same time, the first one warrants the rules of
functioning of the Living Cosmos. For this reason numinous power is indispensable for the
existence of this universe, it is necessary to inhomogeneity of its structures, which enables
the penetration of power from the Underworld to the human world. This warranting can
be reduced to the narrow group of deities merely managing various aspects of the cosmos
(Creatures of light and darkness) [Zelazny 1969] or being merely responsible for the order in
certain areas of the Living Cosmos assigned to them. The wholeness is usually written into
a pre-established harmony model in which all events occurring in the Living Cosmos appear
and disappear, e.g. Avatar (2009, dir. James Cameron).
Another aspect of the Living Cosmos associated with trigeminality is the appearance
of proto-ideal of parallel worlds, because both Heaven and Hell exist alongside the human
world. This idea makes it possible to combine the cycles of eternal return with the idea of
eternity, manifested in images of the sky. The man of mythical culture perceives himself as an
element of permanent and unchanging presence of stars and in own narratives he combines
his temporality with immobility (from his prospect) perfection of the heavens. Both in
mythical narratives and mythopoeic fantasy, he appears not only to enter the afterlife, but also
like desire about the expedition itself. This inhomogeneity allows the hero to enter the field
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of axis mundi which connecting all the elements of the Living Cosmos and in consequence
making a journey to the afterlife, which is the realm of the numinosum.
Forms of mythopoeic renarrations bring a few important aspects of the cosmic image of
the Universe based on mythical plots. Its existence is conditioned by a permanent process
of separation from the influence of chaos whereas the very act of establishing existence and
its principles belongs to the supernatural beings. The Nature of the Living Cosmos is largely
determined by the numinous aspect. For this reason, eternality is perfect and exemplary,
and everything temporally must take on this pattern. This gives two model dimensions in
which the transformation time is unnoticeable to a human being. It is all about the heavens,
treated as the domain of deities, and the pattern of everything that exists. For this reason,
the original myths link the order of the World with the solstices of the Sun and the cycles
of the Moon. Another important aspect of mythical imagery is the cyclical nature of the
Cosmos transformations. This nature can be reflected in the stories based on Scandinavian
(The Gospel of Loki, 2014) [Harris, 2014] or pre-Columbian mythology (The Crystal skull,
2007) [Scott 2007]. Mythopoeic models of the Living Cosmos evoke various mythical plots:
Egyptian (Creatures of light and darkness), Greek (Troy /series, 2005-2007) [Gemmell,
2005-2007], Scandinavian [Gaiman, 2017], Slavic (Bogatyr Trilogy, 2005-2008) [Červenák,
2005-2008] as well as biblical theologians (The ower of the wind/ in polish: Siewca wiatru,
2004) [Kossakowska, 2004]. In cinema, we may observe this formula in the different variants
of The Mummy. The first one was just horror (1932, dir. Karl Freund) but the closer to the
present day the following version became more and more part of genre of fantasy (The
Mummy, 1999, dir. Stephen Sommers, The Mummy Returns, 2001, dir. Stephen Sommers,
The Mummy, 2017, dir. Alex Kurtzman).

Discovering the scientific model of the Cosmos
The introduction of scientific references to the image of the Cosmos to the fantasy begins
at the initial stage of the formation of a formula of modern speculative fiction. The best
example was The Saragossa Manuscript [Potocki, 1810] written by Jan Potocki, where
there are both motifs of the cracked, inhomogeneous Living Cosmos, and the figure of a
Jew of Eternal Wandering, whose biological existence was excluded from the influence
of time. From the perspective of Enlightenment’s rationalism, which was embodied in the
art characters who had to face the uncannys, all these motives originated from irrational
imaginations of the Cosmos, and characters’ aim was to try to seek a rational justification for
them. These first attempts includes two important aspects. One of them is the operation of
selected motifs of mythical plots, such as the tripartite Cosmos in the prose of Jules Verne.
The second could be represented as the searching for a rational explanation of the principles
of operation of the Universe without referring to the supernatural order. As a result, mythical
motifs become more and more degraded and carriers of meanings and content amenable
to rationalization. A classic example of such a procedure is the motif associated with the
division of the Cosmos into the Undermoon World, lunar, and above moon zone present in
the cited text of Cicero. It was cultural strength of Jan Twardowski that made the witches fly
on the Sabbaths, and enabled him to escape from the obligations of the cyrograph to the moon
on the rooster. These first explorations of the Cosmos, by nature, are limited to expeditions
to the moon, but the technology of these journeys excludes the necessity of using magical
and supernatural attributes and uses modified forces of nature in the form of a rooster (it
is in scale proper to ride for human). In novel Other World, 1657 by Cyrano de Bergerac
this technology appears in the figure of modified geese. Furthermore, the journeys in Cyran
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de Bergerac’s novel are already in the lunar world, they even reach the Sun. Additionally,
these journeys in consequence open the model of the anthropocentric view of the cosmos by
introducing the motifs of the presence of human social structures in space that will appear in
subsequent decades both in novels like Aelita, 1923 [Tołstoj, 1923], Andromeda: A SpaceAge Tale, 1957 [Jefremov, 1957] or The Void Trilogy, 2007-2010 [Hamilton, 2007-2010]. In
cinema art, we may observe those ideas in one of the first movie project Le voyage dans la
lune (The journey to the moon, 1902, dir. Georges Méliès), where this kind of inconceivable
but not magical technology is used.
Jules Verne’s novels introduce not only the first aspect of space technology in
extraterrestrial flights, as can be seen in the novel From Earth to the Moon (De la terre à la
lune) [Verne, 1877] full of substantive errors, but like in the other two novels (Around the
Moon / Autour de la Lune, 1869) and The world upside down / Sans dessus dessous [Verne,
1889], descriptions presenting the current state of scientific knowledge concerning the cosmos
are already appearing. The motifs of the tripartite Cosmos are also changing. First of all, the
undergrounds cease to be the domain of supernatural beings and become a space inhabited by
beings from the Mesozoic era who avoided the cataclysm and the great extinction associated
with it (Journey to the inside of the Earth / Voyage au centre de la Terre, [Verne, 1864]. And,
secondly, the heavens are no longer inhabited by deities but creatures similar to people or just
by people (A Princess of Mars) [Burroughs, 1912]. This introduction of the anthropocentric
concept of the Cosmos, however, does not rule out the complete rejection of the motives of
presence of the supernatural beings in the universe.
A very interesting example is the proposition of Howard Philips Lovecraft [Lovecraft,
1926], who modified the concept of evolution of the Universe present in the gnosis and
then introduced various stages of the development of the Cosmos divided into eons and also
assigned to them different beings from our biology. He introduced thus a cyclical concept of
time into the eternal cosmos. Its scientific version will be created many years later by Roger
Penrose (Cycles of Time: An Extraordinary New View of the Universe) [Penrose, 2011].
Thus, we may notice the process of reduction of the mythological models in the sciencefiction. This inevitably leads to an ever-stronger emphasis on the rationalization of the forms
of the universe. Initially, journeys to the moon do not differ from the earthly ones, but the real
knowledge of the cosmos gradually becomes part of the fantastic’s universe. The difference
between the cosmic and earths reality can be experienced by viewers for the first time in the
movie Women in The Moon (1929, dir. Fritz Lang), and the best expression of this tendency
is the latest production Gravity (2013, dir. Alfonso Cuaron).
However, its initial stages of development, strongly motivated by rules of the market,
led to dominating position of the young reader. The effects were not only progressing
infantilization and trivialization, but also increasing primacy of an adventure perspective in
cultural industry.
Fortunately, this model, focused on teenage readers, has not proved to be permanent and
the science fiction was continuing the work initiated by Jules Verne, who was implementing
the latest scientific discoveries into cultural images of the Cosmos. Until lately, the scientific
discoveries have been not understandable to a wide range of popular culture participants,
most often because of these discoveries’ complex structure. Especially in literary texts, they
had a completely different character, forcing the audience to expand the colloquial and nonscientific perception of the World. Consequently, writers are not only dispensing with the
model of the Living Cosmos, but are focusing on the universe, which is, more and more
based on subsequent scientific discoveries.
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It is difficult to talk about some uniform type of poetics here. We would like to point out
these aspects of contemporary scientific discoveries concerning the Universe, which appear
in popular culture. They could be divided into several basic types. The first one concerns on
the very mechanism of existence of the Universe and its construction. The second one raises
the issues of mathematical trimmines and related to it rationalities of the mathematical type
that is are present in the structure of the Universe. The third one relates to the issue of life in
space and the last one takes the purposefulness of the Universe. The motifs, which are related
to the very construction of the Cosmos, were developed in parallel to the very understanding
of the size of the Universe. In the initial version, indefinite characteristic distances and sizes
appeared, for example, in the descriptions made by Cicero. However, later, starting with
Jules Verne the process of introduction of more precise descriptions of the size, first within
the Solar System, has begun. With the appearance of the novel Arthur C. Clarke [Clark, 1968]
and Edward Smith Elmer’s “Doc” [Smith, 1950] the motives of interstellar, furthermore,
intergalactic structures were introduced. However, the merit of discovery of deep space
belongs to the space-operas authors. The introduction of the deep space theme was associated
with the issue of space travel in distances unimaginable to the recipient of popular culture,
which had to be closed in certain limited time of story. This has led, on the one hand, to the
emergence of a very important motif of space travel themselves, and, on the other hand, to the
introduction of two new elements that constitute the artistic depictions of the Cosmos. The first
is related to the concepts of the wormhole, which for example in the Takeshi Kovacs trilogy
[Morgan, 2002-2005], and the second introduces concepts of parallel worlds. However, two
important modifications are introduced in the second concept. The first is that there is a
technical possibility of penetrating matter between parallel universes (The gods themselves)
[Asimov, 1972] or even traveling between them. The second one takes up the question of
the difference not only in the construction, which is reduced to the atomic level (The gods
themselves) or also physico-biological (cycle Agent John Francis Kovář) [Żamboch, 20052007]. Another important element in the structure of the Cosmos is the introduction of a
two-dimensional compact topological manifold in the form of the Möbius Ribbon to describe
possible journeys in time treated artistically as an infinite continuum (the Necroscope cycle)
[Lumley, 1986-2013]. The space-opera authors often have used the motif of black holes not
only as elements forming the galaxy structures, but above all as a mysterious phenomenon
that creates various possibilities of fantastic speculations related to the gravitational collapse
or even more intriguing motif of the event horizon surrounding black holes (The Void
Trilogy) [Hamilton, 2007-2010]. The most recent novels and movies has already introduce
elements of quantum physics with all the consequences concerning the account of time, space
and consciousness, it is even more interesting that writers who undertake such operations
are themselves mostly quantum physicists with scientific titles, such as Hannu Rajaniemi
(Jean le Flambeur, 2010-2014 ). What best showed the creators of the Star Trek series (The
Original Series 1966-1969; 987-1994, Star Trek: The Next Generation, 1987-94; Star Trek:
Deep Space Nine,1993-1999; Star Trek: Voyager, 1995–2001; Star Trek: Enterprise, 2001–
2005; Star Trek: Discovery; 2017–2019) with their attachment to scientific truth and the
latest discoveries in the field of astronomy, quantum physics, cosmology, etc. One of the
last attempts of such an approach was the movie Interstellar (2014, dir. Christopher Nolan).
The problem of curving space-time and time loops introduces into his vision of the cosmos
Charles Yu in his novel How to Live Safely in a Science Fictional Universe, 2010, where he
tackles the problem of the reversibility of events in the time perspective. The last example
of the introduction of scientific motifs into popular culture concerns the novels written by
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Nancy Kress, and especially one of them, Probability Space, 2002, in which literary projects
of random events fit into the structurally sketched random structure of elementary events,
what in turn leads to the emphasis on not only mathematical character of a certain aspect of
events in space, but also on the random nature of entire human existence and reality.
The most interesting seems to be that the use of literary mechanisms exploiting scientific
content to build cosmic images expresses the speculative function of literature in the best way.
It is here that the most common issues arise, in which mathematics, physics and astronomy
have not yet achieved fully satisfactory results. It may concern, for example, the issues of
technological adoption of black holes (The Void Trilogy) of time travel (How to survive in a
science-fiction universe) or creation of wormholes (Takeshi Kovacs) or exploration of parallel
worlds (Agent John Francis Kovář). The first and classic example of a speculative function
in a described dimension for instance according to the philosophy of nature in terms of
Michał Heller [Heller, 2008] is a great novel by Stanisław Lem “The Investigation” (1959),
in which we can deal with a problem of mathematical rationality of the Cosmos, which is not
understandable for the human intellectual, what turns out to be the main problem among the
conceptions of the philosophy of nature considering the question of the rationality of the type
of mathematical universe. Another issue very readily undertaken by writers and directors is
the issue of the origin of life in space. In this case, we have to deal with the most trivial ideas
assuming a classic anthropocentric model, through proposals in which life arises not only on
the basis of carbon compounds, but even quartz. Also, we are able to observe such models,
in which man is presented as one of many representatives of the races minded. Additionally,
the logical thinking mechanism itself does not necessarily have to be related to the Earth’s
scientific tradition. In this diversity of life and thinking two important issues appear. The first
concerns the mechanisms of terraforming worlds (Startide Rising) [Brin, 1983]. In movies,
we can see his process in such productions like Star Trek: The Next Generation, Doctor Who
episode: “The Doctor’s Daughter” (2008), Total Recall (1990, dir. Paul Verhoeven), Stargate
SG-1 episode “Scorched Earth” (2000).
The most interesting speculative models refer to both scientific and mythical (characteristic
for living religions) matrices. We can point out several basic types of strategies in popular
culture. In these circumstances, the existence of God is part of the order of the metaphysically
conceived Universe. It turns out that the death of God does not necessarily mean the end of
the Universe, nor the end of entanglement of human choices into the horizon of good and evil
(J. Morrow — Towing Jehovah, 1994, Blameless in Abaddon, 1996). The second is related
to the combination of high technologies with numinous elements, as is the case with Roger
Zelazny (Jack of Shadows, 1972) or also quasi-numinous (Dune) [Herbert, 1965]. Another
procedure of building the cosmic worlds is based on models that were constructed in the past
and which, although they have been remaining logically coherent, do not present the real
universe, as it is in the case of the Aristotelian treatise On the sky [Aristotle, 1990], which, on
the other hand, becomes the basis for the construction of the world presented for example in
(Other Songs/ Inne pieśni, 2003) by Jacek Dukaj. An interesting procedure is also the attempt
to search a sources of moral order in the Universe, especially in those projects in which the
numinous dimension of creation is excluded. It seems, however, that even in this case we are
dealing with the reduction of a certain mythical model to the physical level, which is best
exemplified in Star Wars (Star Wars. Episode IV — A New Hope, 1977, dir. George Lucas;
Episode V — The Empire Strikes Back, 1980, dir. Irvin Kershner; Episode VI — Return of the
Jedi, 1983, dir. Richard Marquand) with the dark and light side motive.
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Conclusions
The depictions of the Cosmos are represented in popular culture as a complicated
network of references and interactions. They remain in close connection with contemporary
condition of scientific research in the field of sciences as well as with broadly religious and
anthropology reflection. Symptomatic is that the progressing complexity of images of the
Universe show the three types of artistic strategies. We can call the first one as the adventure,
which treats the cosmos as a background for human expansion and simultaneously introduces
the theme of other forms of life and first contact. The second one is focused on the religious
imaginations. It is testing not only various forms of religious experience, but the supernatural
purposefulness of human existence and its relationship with the nature of the Cosmos as
well. The third one considers the mystery of the Cosmos from rational point of view. Thus,
the Cosmos in popular culture is becoming more and more as an open space as well as a
challenge. This is closely related to the fact that all popular culture images in some way
remain closed in the anthropocentric paradigm, which could not be any more identified with
the original, infantile anthropocentrism of science fiction.
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Introduction
The study of the laws of the outer space functioning in its vast prospect has been of interest for the humankind since the emergence of Homo Sapiens as a species. The results of the
first attempts of traditional societies to learn the nature of the universe, as well as their place
in it, formed the basis for the formation of a number of mythological systems and religious
beliefs. Such ideas have been passed down from generation to generation as an important
spiritual value, without the perception of which people were doomed to live with a sense
of uncertainty in an environment of the Universe completely unclear to them. Later, in the
Antiquity, the desire to understand certain regularities of the universe led to the formation
of the first philosophical ideas that were born in the minds of the most inquisitive figures of
the time due to the long-term contemplation of the various phenomena of nature. More than
two and a half thousand years have passed, the methodology of philosophical analysis has
undergone significant changes, but the desire of a human to explore the nature of the cosmos
has not disappeared, becoming one of the priority directions of the development of modern
scientific knowledge.
In the last century, the great social excitement around space exploration was underpinned
by socio-political factors — the USSR and US’s efforts to expand their sphere of influence
through the launching of satellites into orbit, the competition for superiority in the development of planets. Today, the space science as a scientific and a popular science problem is
interesting to both researchers and ordinary citizens, giving the opportunity to learn more
about the evolution and structure of the Universe. Undoubtedly, seeing the cosmos for the
first time, one acquires a unique experience that forever changes one’s personal worldview,
and the problems of space exploration accordingly unfold in the scientific discourse of various fields. Because of this, space exploration is an object of scientific interest not only for
physicists and astronomers, but also for scientists in a range of industries, from philosophers,
space law researchers to psychologists and green space technology researchers.
Today, for 15 years now, the International Society of Philosophy and Cosmology (hereinafter referred to as ISPC) has been actively involved in these activities under the direction of
Oleg Bazaluk, Ukrainian philosopher, the author of the philosophical model of the Universe
“Evolutionary Matter.” It is worth noting that the head of this association is the author of
about two dozen monographs featuring brain development in the conditions of the Earth and
outer space. The main area of his research is the philosophy of space. However, his research
on space philosophy is projected on neurophilosophy, philosophy of education and political
science.
The ISPC coordinates the consolidation processes within the philosophical and interdisciplinary studies of the cosmos, thus forming a unified association of scientists whose members
pursue a common goal — the formation of a new image of a human with a planetary-space
strategic worldview. The leading role in the transformation of the usual world outlook should
be played by education, which is capable of helping people to discover the meaning of their
own existence and the individual role that is assigned to everyone since their birth. Realizing
their mission in this life, a person is able to break free from the routine of everyday life and
to achieve a dreamy harmony with the universe. As a well-known institution in Ukraine and
beyond, the ISPC is indebted to a number of domestic and foreign philosophers who have not
been indifferent to the fate of philosophical space exploration. Gennadii Aliaiev, Georgy Gladyshev, Galina Zheleznyak, Serhiy Krychevsky, Akop Nazaretyan, Viktor Okorokov, Sergiy
Rudenko, Denis Sviridenko, Arkady Ursul, Oleg Khoma, Olga Shkira figure prominently
among these researchers.
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Any person can and should be a citizen of their country, but modern globalization trends
require them to be able to think on a cosmic scale. The inability to adapt to such a trend
threatens the future existence of society in peace and harmony with the environment, becoming a catalyst for the accumulation of various interpersonal misunderstandings. The activities
of the International Society of Philosophy and Cosmology occupy a leading position in this
process, which is aimed at preparing a person to perceive themselves as subjects not only of
the earth but also of the outer space.

International Society of Philosophy and Cosmology:
From Researchers Initiative to International Research Area
First, it should be emphasized that this international organization, on a voluntary basis,
brings together scientists from different continents of the world, who are interested in the
research into the interaction of a human, society and space. The history of functioning of this
scientific society dates back to October 7, 2004, when upon the initiative of the participants
of the 1st International Seminar “The Universe — Structure, Stages of Formation and Development” (October 5-7, 2004, Pereyaslav-Khmelnitsky, Ukraine) there was made a decision
to establish the International Society of Philosophy and Cosmology. From the first day of its
existence to this day, this society is open to philosophers and representatives of other fields
of science, who are not indifferent to the fate of humankind in the near future. The members of the society are the leading theorists and practitioners from different countries of the
world: Ukraine, Poland, Georgia, Germany, Netherlands, Japan, USA, Brazil, Greece, Spain,
Canada, etc., who work on researching human development in the Universe.
The representative status of the society allows you to speak about its current high international status. All its members are highly active as authors of publications in journals
published by the organization, participate in conferences organized by it, review manuscripts
and represent the activities of the society in the international scientific and educational environment. In order to more systematically represent the achievements and outline the perspectives of ISPC’s activities, the authors propose to concentrate on considering specific areas of
its activities. With some degree of conventionality, there have been identified three key areas,
which include space, educational and political studies. At the same time, these directions, in
their entirety, make it possible to successfully accomplish the ISPC mission.

Space Studies at the International Society
of Philosophy and Cosmology
The main direction of scientific and philosophical research of the International Society
of Philosophy and Cosmology is devoted to the improvement of theories of the universe
evolution, as well as the development of the theory of noogenesis, or the development of a
human (intelligent matter — the term of Oleg Bazaluk) in the Universe. Oleg Bazaluk, the
President of the International Society of Philosophy and Cosmology, is the head of this direction. According to the organizers and members of the ISPC, cosmological models, as well as
synthetic theory of evolution, developed by scientific disciplines, are fully disclosed in the
philosophy of space (cosmology). The philosophy of space creates the basis for combining
cosmological models with synthetic theory of evolution, as well as for the creation of noogenesis theory, which considers the natural ascent of man in certain physical, chemical and
biological conditions of material object [Bazaluk & Kharchenko, 2018].
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The interest in philosophical studies of space is growing not only among cohorts of scientists, but also among ordinary citizens, who want to know about the world in which they live
more than it is written in textbooks. There is a powerful social demand for further comprehension of the Universe by humanity. Admittedly, more and more opportunities arise to fulfill
this desire. In the 21st century, private companies are ready to offer space travel to anyone
who can spend dozens of millions of dollars on it [Bazaluk, 2012]. Although an average
person is not yet able to use the services of space tourism, since the end of the last century a
human still dared to risk his own life to look at the Earth from the window of a spacecraft.
Unfortunately, the first attempt of space tourism in 1986 proved fatal for an American teacher
who was unprepared for such a test, both physically and possibly psychologically. However, it is quite symbolic that this innovative status was assigned precisely to the educational
worker, and the educational issue in the ISPC’s activities is a separate research area, which
will be discussed in more detail in the next part of the article.
The first successful imprint in the history of the emergence of space tourism was made
by American multimillionaire businessperson Dennis Tito, who went on a trip with professional astronauts. It is evident that all outsiders of the space programs had enormous amount
of money, which allowed each to spend $ 30 million on a single trip that lasted an average
of about a week. After the tragic incident with an American teacher, professional astronauts
accompanied each of the millionaire space tourists from Russia and the United States. You
can argue about what exactly forced these people to such a risk — a thirst for knowledge or
a desire to be even more recognized, perpetuating their name in the world history of space
exploration. Nevertheless, each of them has made their own contribution to the promotion of
space travel. The contribution of astronauts Leonid Kadeniuk and Sergiy Krychevsky, worldrenowned space exploration practitioners, who provided theoretical and practical research to
the ISPC researchers, is invaluable within the ISPC’s activities.
Given that the development of space tourism is only gaining momentum, it is necessary to give this phenomenon a more accurate scientific and philosophical justification. The
ISPC also made an active contribution to the theoretical solution of space tourism, which
hosted a conference in 2010 and published a collection of conference materials on relevant
topics — Space Travel: Science, Education, Practice [Space Travel, 2010]. About twenty
scientists, representatives of different institutions of national and international variety shared
their scientific developments. The conference was held at the international level, given the
excitement surrounding the issue and the need for its scientific interpretations. It was held
on December 2, 2010 at Kyiv University of Tourism, Economics and Law. The conference
was organized by the International Center for Space Law as a structural unit of the Institute
of State and Law named after V. M. Koretskiy of NAS of Ukraine, International Society of
Philosophy and Cosmology, National Space Agency of Ukraine, Kharkiv Planetarium named
after Yu. A. Gagarin, Kyiv University of Tourism, Economics and Law, as well as other scientific organizations and public societies. Leonid Kadeniuk (1951-2018) was the guest of honor
at the conference, the first and the only astronaut of independent Ukraine, Hero of Ukraine.
Two years later, thanks to the coordinated activities of the International Society of Philosophy and Cosmology, the world saw the almanac “Cosmic Ukraine. Pereyaslav region,”
which is aimed at a wide range of readers [Cosmic Ukraine, 2012]. The author of this educational project was the head of the ISPC and the director of the library of Pereyaslav-Khmelnitsky Pedagogical University, Honoured Worker of Culture of Ukraine Olga Shkira. Leonid
Kadeniuk became the chairperson of the editorial board. In general terms, the popular science
publication is dedicated to the promotion of outer space studies among young people. The
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publication presented a unique research material that comprehensively covers the scientific
and educational role of Pereyaslav citizens, creative assets of students, graduate students and
teaching staff in the context of the development of Ukraine as a cosmic state.
In 2012, with the assistance of the Society of Philosophy and Cosmology, the 14th International Youth Scientific and Practical Conference “Man and Space” was held, which is a
traditional scientific and educational platform for the exchange of original thoughts as well
as innovative concepts within the given international community. It should be noted that this
conference has been successfully held for a long period of time, and on April 10-12, 2019, the
21st scientific conference was held under the auspices of the ISPC. Given that today the space
industry of Ukraine and Europe in general really needs highly qualified scientific support and
staffing, holding this conference is considered the best way to activate the younger generation
in the direction of their scientific research.
Once again, the “Man and Space” conference provides a unique opportunity for students,
graduate students, and young scientists to focus carefully on the subject, share experiences
among their peers, and project the further development of their state’s space industry. Outer
space, as already stated, can unite scientists from different fields, and its research equally requires the proficient opinion of experts in the field of humanities and sciences, the application
of philosophical approaches in the development of technical products, taking into account the
peculiarities of the psyche of an individual. Quite fundamental in the context of the analysis
of the interaction between the human’s personal factor and outer space is the scientific work
“Space Travels — Traveling Mentality”. It was written by Oleg Bazaluk, based on current
research in the fields of philosophy, neurophysiology, psychology and space medicine [Bazaluk, 2012].
In this work, the scientific and philosophical way of perceiving the outside world is nontrivially defined, as well as the fundamental principles of the existence of the world are
substantiated. The author argues the hypothesis of cosmic ideology, according to which the
cosmos exerts a direct influence on the order of mankind’s existence throughout its period
of development. His authorial model “Evolutionary Matter” is considered as the basis of
modern theory of development of the Universe. The result of various transformations at the
current stage of evolution should be the formation of planetary-space-type personality with a
sense of significance on the planet Earth. In addition, this paper deals with such fundamental
phenomena as the study of the embryonic development of a baby and childbirth in space
flight, as well as the analysis of existing precedents related to the same problem. The content
of this work, as well as all other important scientific achievements, can be found on the official website of the ISPC (http://en.bazaluk.org/).
During its existence, the ISPC has sought to develop a research component and reach
an international level of research and academic cooperation. Promising in this regard, the
members and management of the ISPC considered the creation of scientific journals to serve
as a discussion platform for the publication of research results, for the development of professional communication with foreign authors. In the domain of philosophical and cosmological
research, the steady development of “Philosophy and Cosmology” journal has allowed it to
evolve from special issues of the Ukrainian scientific publication “Sententiae” to the level of
a qualitative international scientific publication (http://ispcjournal.org/). A special marker of
recognition of the publication quality was its inclusion in international citation database of
research literature Web of Science in 2015.
A separate area of interest for the ISPC space research and a wide range of researchers
is space law, whose current issues are discussed in “Advanced Space Law” journal, which
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has been published by the ISPC since 2018 (http://asljournal.org/). Space law research can
be achieved through close collaboration with the Scientific Institute of Public Law (Kyiv,
Ukraine). The director of this institute Valentin Galunko coordinates research in the field
of space law and is the editor-in-chief of the scientific journal “Advanced Space Law.” The
main purpose of this journal is to facilitate the exchange of ideas and the development of collaboration with foreign scientists in the field of space law, as well as with the researchers of
the legal aspects of space exploration.
In addition to the regular holding of scientific conferences on the interaction of man,
society and space by the members of the ISPC, as well as their consistent work on the publication of collective monographs (“Space Travels”, “Future Human Image: Who to Raise and
How to Educate Adolescents”), the ISPC has repeatedly held working meetings, interviewed
such prominent personalities as, mentioned in this article, Leonid Kadeniuk (2012), multiple
Olympic Games champion, Hero of Ukraine Olena Yurkovskaya (2012), Ukrainian astronomer, pioneer of comets discoveries Klim Churyumov (2015) and others.
In particular, Leonid Kadeniuk expressed his own understanding of the image of the
future human in a discourse with the chairperson of the ISPC. In his opinion, the future man
is first and foremost an educated person. The criterion of their education is not only a certain
educational degree, but also the ability to operate the opportunities of digital technologies, to
navigate in the environment of changing trends of everyday reality. In the process of educating future generations, it should be borne in mind that the world is changing rapidly enough,
and therefore education should be proactive, not the other way around. It is also important to
instill an individual’s ability to remain optimistic in all circumstances. This trait is characteristic of the American upbringing system. In addition to purposefulness and hard work, every
progressive person must be prepared to exist in the face of huge flows of information, and
therefore to distinguish the primary from the secondary, aiming at the genesis of humanity
and “inspired” by modern media [Bazaluk, 2014].
According to Elena Yurkovskaya, man of the future is, first and foremost, a successful
person. Success means the inoculation of as many positive qualities as possible, which will
contribute to the full self-realization of an individual. Young generations should be educated
in such a way that they can continue to live on the principles of goodness and responsiveness.
These are the feelings that must be possessed by individuals with developed moral and willed
qualities. If humiliation is considered to be the prerogative of morally immature people, kindness is a pivotal characteristic of a strong personality [Bazaluk, 2014].
In both interpretations of the image of the future man, it is stated that an innovative
personality must be formed through effective methods of education and upbringing in the
educational environment. If science seeks to develop qualitatively new knowledge of the
world, thereby making a person’s life more fulfilling, then education should socialize the
subject, instill the habit of lifelong learning, and help realize their personal potential. The
development of educational issues, which resonates with the mission of the ISPC, is devoted
to a separate direction, headed by Denys Svyrydenko.

Educational Studies at the International Society of
Philosophy and Cosmology
Denis Svyrydenko, professor at the National Pedagogical Dragomanov University, the
flagship of national pedagogical education, heads this direction. In addition, within the scientific society, a modern educational center is successfully functioning, the development of
which is honored by an honorary member of ISPC, Professor of Taras Shevchenko National
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University of Kyiv, Sergii Rudenko. The work of the center is based on advanced educational and methodological developments in the study of foreign languages, the formation of
academic and management skills. Its services will be interesting and useful for all entrants
who wish to study in Ukraine and other universities in Europe, educational staff, academics,
businesspersons, government officials and NGO activists.
Unlike other educational platforms of Ukraine, the staff of this educational center successfully provides each participant not only with a wealth of knowledge, but also promotes
the development of critical thinking, project-oriented style of thinking and actions that are
especially necessary for each person in the period of large-scale socio-economic transformations, Industry 4.0 challenges. Moreover, the Educational Center of the International Society
of Philosophy and Cosmology enables its students to consolidate all the skills acquired during their internships at the leading universities in Europe. As a result, each participant gets,
first and foremost, the ability to navigate more effectively in perspective directions of activity
and to build their own further professional trajectory of development according to current
requests of the 21st century.
In order to find effective educational strategies for shaping the modern and future-oriented development of humanity, the ISPC has launched the scientific journal “Future Human
Image” (http://www.fhijournal.org/). The journal in its current state is the result of continuous improvement, published at the beginning of its formation once a year and mainly in
Ukrainian and Russian, and since 2018, the journal has been published exclusively in English twice a year. The authors are well-known researchers from the USA, the Netherlands,
Poland, Serbia, Turkey, China, India, South Africa, etc. Maintaining education at the center
of the research scope, it contains publications of the results of modern research in the fields
of philosophy, cultural studies, social sciences, law and public administration, which are
devoted to futuristic issues. According to the editorial board of the journal, multidisciplinary
is capable of finding an authentic image of man in the future culture, education, society,
politics, technology, etc.
The activities of the members of the International Society of Philosophy and Cosmology
in the educational domain are not limited to publishing activities and the provision of modern
educational services. Within this community, there is a thorough research and educational activity, development of international projects, the leading of which is “Future Human Image.”
The main objective of this project is to conceptualize the latest educational paradigm, which
will take the development of modern education as such to a new, higher level. Based on the
unique psychic traits of modern generations of young people accustomed to the perception
of the universe in the context of the ratio of the categories of information society, education,
accordingly, should be oriented to the formation of an image of innovative personality that
can coexist harmoniously with the surrounding world. Undoubtedly, harmonious coexistence
of a person requires their complete self-realization, which will allow them to be located in
the center of the society, not on its periphery, becoming a kind of passionator, the driving
force of progress, but not vice versa — to be transformed into a carrier of marginal values
and social values. These ideas are not only the subject of academic discussion, but are also
spread in the circles of student youth, seeking to involve it in the study of space and human
development prospects.
According to the ISPC organizer and head Oleg Bazaluk, modern society is in a state of
ambivalent uncertainty. On the one hand, man of the third millennium finally departs from
the worldview canons laid down by the spiritual heritage of the Enlightenment. On the other
hand, the education systems in many countries — France, Germany, the USA, Ukraine and
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others — preserve “true” dominant pedagogical principles of the Age of Enlightens. For four
centuries, a large number of generations of young people have been educated in schools and
universities on the basis of recognizing the “crucial role of science and intellect in cognition”,
“the need to disseminate knowledge and educational culture.” The organizers of the project
“Future Human Image” appropriately took into account the severity of this problem and that
is why they are trying to investigate the ambiguous nature of the impact of social institutions
on youth mentality.
Collective work of internationally renowned scholars in the fields of philosophy, psychology, pedagogy, neuroscience, which has been tested in the framework of many scientific
events, including several International scientific and practical Internet conferences “Future
Human Image: Whom and How should We Educate in the Rising Generations” has been
dedicated to resolving these contradictions in the dialogue between man and society [Future
Human Image, 2011; Future Human Image, 2012; Future Human Image, 2013]. The conference materials that formed the basis for the publication of several volumes of collective
monographs are available to the public on the official website of the International Society of
Philosophy and Cosmology in the section of the Scientific Library (http://www.bazaluk.com/
scientific-library.html#%D0%9E). By the way, the presence of two modern online libraries
that are regularly updated, as well as reputable scientific developments — from articles to
monographs by domestic and foreign authors — are also a hallmark of this scientific society.
In addition, through the development of existing contacts, the ISPC seeks to develop
international cooperation and build prospects for international projects. Last year, an ISPC
delegation led by the ISPC Vice President Denys Svyrydenko visited Palacky University,
located in Olomouc. This working visit was aimed at intensifying the research cooperation
between the ISPC and the Czech universities, as well as the participation of the members
of the society in the training program “Practical Procedures and Problems of Creation and
Innovation in ECTS Curriculum.” We can assume that due to the effective establishment of
external relations with universities in Europe and Asia, more publications published by scientists from the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland and China will appear on the pages of new
issues of “Future Human Image”.

Cultural and Political Studies at the International Society of
Philosophy and Cosmology
Sergii Rudenko, Professor of Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, coordinates
this direction of the ISPC activities. Cultural and Political studies is a relatively young trend
in the activities of the ISPC, which is a topical contradiction of the development of global
civilization and corresponding local projections in the development of Ukrainian society.
Future human must find themselves in a world that is not identical with the world in which
previous generations lived. The academic study of the problems of Ukrainian society development, namely the substantiation of its political development opportunities, is directed
by the activities of another ISPC magazine called “Ukrainian Policymaker” (http://www.
ukrpolitic.com/).
The history of this publication has its roots in the large-scale political processes initiated
by the Dignity Revolution in 2014, which have significant social and research demand. ISPC
members and foreign authors, feeling the responsibility of educators and representatives of
other humanities and social studies, join the journal issue twice a year, which became the
subject of futurological forecasts for the development of Ukraine after 2014, analysis of
education opportunities in peacekeeping, evaluation of prospects for the implementation of
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various geopolitical vectors, etc. This ethos of responsibility resonates with the urgent needs
asserted 25 years ago to reinvigorate the role of intellectuals in solving global problems that
would be the driving force behind the New Enlightenment (Ralph Darendorf et al.).
It is clear that the implementation of the above projects does not exhaust the scientific
and educational activities of the International Society of Philosophy and Cosmology, which
continues to seek answers to the most pressing today’s problems for the common future of
humanity. Therefore, in 2018, with the support of the ISPC, the International Round Table
“Leaving Totalitarianism Behind: Cultural Practices in Central and Eastern Europe” was
held. Among the co-organizers of the event were also the Faculty of Philosophy of Taras
Shevchenko National University, the Faculty of Humanities of Zelenogorsk University (Poland), as well as the Department of Philosophy of the National University of National Studies
named after V. Lazaryan. The implementation of this and other projects within the framework
of Cultural and Political studies resonates with the need to find effective security strategies in
both the specific socio-cultural situation of Ukraine and the global dimension. Peacebuilding
and the justification of security strategies, based on the analysis of the publications of the
ISPC members, are the subject of their research, resonating with current challenges.
In the framework of the development of external cooperation in the field of political studies, in 2018, a principled agreement was reached with the Faculty of Political Science and International Relations of Matej Bel University (Slovakia) on the implementation of academic
cooperation. The agreement will allow scientists from Ukraine and Slovakia to undertake
joint scientific research to solve pressing scientific problems, to publish articles in journals
published by the ISPC, and to practice other forms of academic partnership.
Members of the ISPC and its leadership pay special attention to the possibility of developing scientific and cultural cooperation with leading Chinese scientific schools and institutions. As part of the Eastern Cooperation Vector, in 2019, the ISPC delegation visited one of
China’s most developed and innovative provinces, Guangdong, and intensified cooperation
with one of the leading universities in the region, the Guangdong University of Petrochemical Technologies (Maoming, China). This powerful university, after lengthy preliminary talks
and academic discussions, has recognized the potential of the ISPC to engage in prospective
research on China-Europe relations, to substantiate strategies for implementing the “One
Belt, One Way” initiative in the socio-cultural space of Europe. It is the expertise in political
studies, the considerable experience of the ISPC’s research team and the focus on the sustainable and productive development of collaboration, which makes it possible to hope for a high
efficiency of collaboration within the global scientific space

Conclusions
Thus, the activities of the International Society of Philosophy and Cosmology are relevant to the philosophical and cosmological discourse on an international scale. Meetings with
eminent scientists, public figures and astronauts, organizing many international scientific
conferences, publishing international scientific journals and collective monographs — all
these are a natural result of the hard work of each member of this society within fifteen years
of its operation.
The ultimate goal of this work is of national and global significance — the establishment of Ukraine as a cosmic state, as well as the conceptualization, promotion and practical
implementation of the latest educational paradigm, which will be focused on education of
human with the cosmic scale of perception of social and natural reality, but not limited to it.
At the same time, the activities of the ISPC rather focus on a certain horizon — a conditional
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and unattainable line, the content of which for the members of this scientific community is
directly updated under the influence of modern scientific discoveries and in response to the
complex contradictions of the development of human civilization. The explication of the specific achievements of the scientific community, united within the framework of the ISPC, as
well as the substantive evolution of a number of its initiatives, affirms the prospect of further
implementation of projects towards integration into the global research space.
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In Memory of Akop Nazaretyan
(May 5, 1948 — February 15, 2019)

On February 15, 2019, Akop Nazaretyan, a world famous scientist, a doctor of philosophy,
a professor, a specialist in the fields of universal (big) history, anthropology, political psychology, historical sociology and interdisciplinary synthesis methodology, died in Moscow after a
serious illness at the age of 70.
Akop Nazaretyan was a member of the editorial board of the Philosophy and Cosmology
journal, an editor of the Historical Psychology & Sociology journal, a member of the editorial
boards of The Century of Globalization, Social Sciences and Modernity and other journals.
He was an emeritus professor at the Dubna International University in the Moscow Region
(Russia), a chief researcher and a head of the Euro-Asian Center for Mega-History and System
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